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ABSTRA,CT

This thesis examines the impact of reforms introduced by the
chinese state since, L97B on women's work and gender divisions
of labour in rurar areas. The aims are first, to understand
the mechanisms through whích certaín gender divisions of
labour have changed, whirst others have been maintained, and

second, to explore the relationship between gender divisions
of l-abour and other aspects of gender reÌations.

In pursuing these aims, I have integrated an analysis of
materiaL causes and effects of gender divisions of rabour
with an examination of the varues and meanings surrounding
those divisj-ons. r argue that gender divisions of tabour in
rural china are constructed and operate through a number of
conceptual dichotomies. The dichotomÍes which r focus on as

being of particurar importance are between 'outside' and

'j-nside' domains of work, and between 'heavy' and tlightr

work. rn some instances a dichotomy between 'skiLred' and

'unskirl-ed' work arso operates. rn each of these dichotomies
the second erement is seen as associated with women and is,
in important r^rays, devalued and made secondary to the first
element, which is associated with men.

My contention is not that the actuar work of women and men in
rurar china falls stríctry ínto separate categories according
to these dichotomies. Rather, the dichotomies can be thought
of as sets of values and assumptions shaping the work

opportunities and choices of women and men, the ways in which
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work is recognised, and the ways in which gender identities
are maintained.

since L97B reforms initiated by the state have invorved
radical alterations to thre organisation of work and the kinds
of work undertaken by women and men in rurar china. rn the
process, the particurar types of work defined as 'outside' or
finside', rheavy' or 'rightt, tskil-ledt or runskirredr have
changed- At the same time, however, the dichotomies
themserves and the val-ues attached to each element of the
dichotomies have been maintained, and indeed, reinforced.

This combination of reinforcement and change in varues and

assumptions concerning work and gender identities has been

central- to the maintenance of some existing gender divisions
of rabour and the construction and regitimation of new

divisions- This process has, in turn, meant that overarr,
the reforms hawe not red to an improvement in rural women's

status. Rather, certain aspects of women's subordination
have intensified and others have been al-tered or broken down,

on1y to form new patterns of subordination.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Theoretical Concerns

since L97B a re-e,valuation by the ccp of chinese Marxism and

an implementation of a set of policies constituting an

approach to social and economÍc development very dífferent
from that espoused under Mao Zedong have resulted in major
social., poJ-itical and economic changes. These changes, not
the least of which has been a greater degree of openness,

have be,en accompanied by a plethora of analyses of them. New

opportunities have developed for social- scientists in china
and elsewhere to observe change ín Chinese society, and to
theorise about how such change occurs. Scholars have, for
example, analysed the interactions between different interest
groups and how these shape polj-tics and economic changei the
relationship betwe,en political or ideological reforms and

changes in the economy; and the effect of economic reforms on

dÍfferent sectors of society and how these in turn feed back

into reforms.l

One theoretical issue that has been relatively neglected,
however, has been that of the mechanics of change in gender

relations in the post-reform period. This thesis wiIl, I
hope, go some way toward rectifying that omission. In it I
examine the changes that have occurred sínce 1-978 in gender

relations in rural areas as they affect rural women,

1 For examples, see the articles in t¡latson L992b.
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concentrating, irr particular, on women's work and gender

dÍvisions of rabour and the complex interrerations between

these and other aspects of gender relations.

By 'gender reJ.ations' I mean both the social organisation of
people into the categorÍes 'man' and traroman t , and the
interactions between members of these two different
categories. In discussing divisions of labour between 'men'
and rwomen' I use the term 'gender divísions of labourr
rather than ttre more common 'sexual divísion of labour' as a

way of emphasising that there is not one division but many,

and that these divisions are not a natural or inevitable
consequence, or refl-ection of sexual differences. As Joan

Scott puts it,
gender is the social organization of sexual
difference. But this does not mean that gender
reflects or implements fixed and natural physical
differences between women and men; rather gender is
the knowledge that establishes meanings for bodily
differenc'es. These meanings vary across cultures,
social groups, and time since nothing about the
body, including women's reproductive organs,
determines univocally how social divisions wiJ.l be
shaped. tùe cannot see sexual difference except as
a function of our knowledge about the body and that
knowledge Ís not 'purer, cannot be isolated from
its implication in a broad range of discursive
contexts (Scott 1988b, p.2).

Much of my thesis will necessariJ-y be concerned simply with
charting the ways in which particutar gender divisions of
Iabour have changed since L978, whÍle others, apparently,
have not. However, my main aim will be to try to understand
l¡ow the perpetuation of some divisions and the changes in
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others hrave taken place, and what implications these patterns
trave for gender relations.

I am interested, in partícuIar, iri the ways in which the
effects of recent structural reforms on gender divisions of
labour trave been shaped fírst1y, by existing social
structures, and secondly, by already current values and

assumptions concerning on the one hand, different types of
work, and on the othe,r, what it means to bermalet or

'femaler in rural China. In additÍon, I am concerned with
changes to social values that trave been promoted by the state
alongside structural- reforms, because I beJ-ieve that these
too have contributed to newly emerging divisÍons of labour
and to the acceptance, by and large, of these divisions as

legitimate and natural. FinaIIy, I wish to address the
question of the extent to which women have benefited from the
reforms by examining the impact of new gender divisions of
labour on the nature of work undertaken by women, women's

participation in family decision making, political affairs
and education, and on values and assumptions about vromen's

identity and their position in society.

hlomen's work and gender divÍsions of labour have, iri
different ways, been issues of major concern in both Chinese

Marxist and western feminist, especially socialist feminíst,
approaches to gender Ínequalities. Thus, it is hoped that
this study, apart from contributing to a western
understandÍng of Chinese society, will both contribute to the
discussions of gender relations and the development of
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strategies to overcome gender inequarities within china and,

by extendíng the evide,nce marshalred in western feminist
debates to include information from and about Chj-na, Rôy

perhaps generate new reflections on, and insights into,
gender relations in other societies.

I¡trhat I believe will be of particular value in the theoreticat
approach taken in this thesis is the integration of an

anarysis of material causes and effects of gender divisions
of labour with an examination of the values and meanings

surrounding those divisions. rn the course of the thesÍs r
wirl deverop a moder of gender divisíons of labour in rural
China which sees them as being constructed and operating
through a number of conceptual dichotomies, which are
connected with what is perceived as a dichotomy between

'male' and rfemarer. The two dichotomies which r focus on as

being of particular ímportance are between routside' ('wai')
and rinside' ('nei') domains of work and between 'heavy'
('zhong') and 'Iight' ('grng') work. I witl show that in
some instances a dichotomy between 'skilled' or rtechnical'

(' ji.shu') and runskilled' or 'manual' ('shougong, ) work also
operates. rn each of these dichotomies the first erement is
seen as assocÍated with men, and the second with women.

My contention is not that the actuar work of women and men in
rurar chÍna farrs strictly into separate categorÍes according
to these dichotomies. Rather, the dichotomies can be thought
of as sets of values and assumptions, or as stereotyÞês,
shaping the work opportunities and choices of women and men,
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the vrays in which work is recognised, and the ways in which
notions of gender identity are maintained. These stereotypes
are reproduced at aII levels of society, from ctrildrenrs
education through to ttre recruitment policíes of rural
índustry emproyers and the work patterns of individuar women

and men.

However, values and stereotypes are not static. Thus,

outside/inside, heavy/light and skilled/unskiLl-ed dichotomies
have a range of meanings and associations in rurar china, and

in addition, the rerations between them and the actuar work
$¡omen and men do have been changing over tÍme.

Heavy/light is a relativeJ-y straightforward dichotomy between

'heavy' work or work demanding a high degree of physical
strength and 'Iight' woùk that is often also tedious, time
consuming and ffiddryr, and a concomitant categorisation of
men and r^romen according to a perception of men as

physiorogically more abre to undertake heavy work than women

and of r^romen as being more capable of lighter work and work
which invorves dexterity and patience. rt is important to
note, hor^rever, that despite the common recourse to
differences between male and female physiology as an

explanation of this dichotomy, there are major
inconsistencies and variations in rocar definitions of what

types of work are 'heavy' and what types of work are rlight'.
As will be discussed in Chapter 7, in relation to
agriculture, negotiations and contestatíon over these
definitions have played an important part in the
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determination of remuneration rates for male and female
Iabour.

rn addition, the introduction of new technorogy has commonry

been accompanied by a submergence of the idea that 'heavyr
work shourd be undertaken by men, and rlight' work undertaken
by women, and a greater emphasis placed on a dichotomy
between fskilled' and 'unskilledr work. This latter
dÍchotomy, apparent in both agrÍculture and industry, has

served to legitimate and maintain a gender division of labour
in which the use of certain types of labour-savÍng machinery
is dominated by men, whilst women are concentrated in more

menial, Iabour-intensive tasks.

The outside/inside dichotomy has a range of meanings which it
is important to distinguish, but which nevertheless overlap
and reinforce each other. Taking for the moment, a

relativery a-historicar approach, the forlowing levels of
meaning have been attached to the outside/inside dichotomy at
different times, with varying degrees of emphasis and in
different combinations in rural chÍna during this century.2
Firstry, the dichotomy separates work according to physicar
location. Thus, iD pre-1,949 china, according to confucian
ideal-s, r^romen rârere responsible for work inside the warrs of
the famiry house or compound, and their movement beyond those

2 The differentiation of these levels of meaning isinspired Ín part by sylvia Junko yanagisako's díscussion of asimirar outside/inside dichotomy underlying perceptions ofgender amongst first and second generation Japanese Americans(YanagÍsako L9B7).
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waJ-ls was restricted, while men's domain was outside the
house. I will show, however, that since L97B the 'inside'
domain is being extended to incrude work in the fierds, whire
routside' work re,fe,rs to work invotving travel out of the
vÍllage for extended peri-ods.

secondry, the outside/inside dichotomy refers to a division
between family and non-famiry. Before the revolution, it was

assumed that women would interact and work mostry with other
famiry members and that their interactions with outsiders,
especiarly men, wourd be limited. I¡tromen coul-d be invotved in
family businesses, but activitíes, such as arranging business
deals, involving substantial interaction with non-family
people would be undertaken by men. Indeed, any formal
representation of the famj-Iy to the outside world, for
example in village poli-tics, was considered the
responsibility of the male head of the famiJ_y. ThÍs set of
ideas, I argue, is still of major infl_uence in shaping gender

divÍsions of labour today.

A third set of meanings attached to the outside/insÍde
dichotomy is a distinction between 'work' and 'care for the
family', or between rproduction' and 'reproduction'. These

meanings have, I argue, been transposed onto the
outsider/inside dichotomy as a result of Communist

íntervention into rural structures and values.

A fina]. set
dichotomy,

of meanings attached to the outsj_de/inside
also as a result of Communist intervention, is a
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distinction between work undertaken for the corrective, and

work undertaken for family consumption and cash profit. As a
result of reforms introduced since, Lg7B, however, this
particular set of meanings has rost its earlier significance.

It ís widely recognised that in the first half of the
twentieth century women v¡ere curturarty defined as inferior
to men, and in practice al-so, were subordinated in a number

of ways. Gender divisions of l-abour, shaped by conceptual
dichotomies between 'outside,' and 'inside', and 'heavyr and
rright' work prayed an Ímportant part in reproducing this
devaluation and subordination. For example, restrictions on

womenfs movement and on their interactions with non-famiry
members made them more vurnerabl-e within the famÍry and in
this sense contributed to their rack of power. rn addition,
the perception that femares courd not undertake 'heavy' fierd
work contributed to the view that gírr babÍes were less
desirable than boys.

communist intervention into gender rerations and the rurar
economy after L949 invoLved charlenges to gender divj_sions of
rabour and the conceptuar dichotomies which framed them. rn
particurar, rarge numbers of women $rere drawn into 'outside'
production. As wirl be discussed in chapte.r 2, this prayed
an important rore in reducing women's vurnerabirity and
powerressness in the family. Àt the same time, however, a

fairure to compretery overcome or change gender divisions of
labour, combined wÍth a reinforcement, and in some cases an

arteration of, the conceptual dichotomies informing those
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divisions meant that some other aspects of women's

subordínation were left untouched, and some new ones were

created. For example, a faiJ-ure to reduce $/omen's domestic
workload to any significant extent resulted in a serÍous

'double burden' for women. Furthe,rmore, the introduction of
a Marxist ideology, combined with the reorganisation of the
rural economy into a prÍmary collective sector and a

secondary private sector had the effect of both reinforcing a

distinction between fÍnsidef and routside' spheres, and of
adding ner^r negative connotations to the fòrmer, resulting in
a further devaluation of women's work in that sector. In the
routside' sphere of collective production the implementation
of the work-point system r^ras often accompanied by locaI
struggles over remuneratíon in which divisions of l-abour

between reLatively low paid flight' or 'unskÍIledf 'women's
work' and more highly paÍd rheavy' or 'skiJ-led' 'men's work'
were strengthened, or in some cases newly created.

In Chapters 6 to 9 I argue that as a result of reforms
initiated by the state in L978 marked changes have occurred
in the conceptual dichotomies between outside/inside,
heavy/tight and skilled/unskilLed. Nevertheless, these
dichotomies, and the lower value assigned the 'female' side
of the dichotomÍes, stÍIl operate,, and indeed in some ways

have been strengthened in the process of reform. This has,

in turn, contributed to the creation and maintenance of
gender divisions of labour through which womenrs

subordination continue,s to be reproduced.
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The interrectuar origins of the theoretical approach adopted
in this study can be divided prímarily between the anaryses
of chinese MarxÍsts and western socialist femÍnists which
focus on the positions of women and men in the relations of
production as a determinant of gender rel-ations, and the work
of other western feminists which are concerned maínry with
ideology and curture as the determinants of gender relations.
As will become apparent in the following paragraphs, I
consider none of the theoretical approaches in these works to
be fully satisfactory. NevertheLess, ôD examination of the
advantages and the limitations of each, combined with a

reflection on re,cent post-structuralist insights has, I
berieve, enabred me to synthesise a more sophistÍcated and
poriticarry usefur theoretical framework for anarysing change

and continuity in gender relations in contemporary rurar
China.

An important starting point for both chinese Marxist and

sociarist feminist analyses of gender rerations has been

Friedrich Engers' work The orígin of the Famírg, private
Propertg and the State, first published in 1884. In this
work, Engers undertook a historicar materiarist anarysis in
which he rinked the emergence of wome,nrs subordination with
changes in the social relations of productiorr.3 His work
provided both chinese revorutionaries and feminists in the
hlest with a valuabre frame,work for charlenging assumptions
that women's subordination to men stems di-rectly from

3 Engels' analysis of the origins of women,ssubordination is discussed in more detair in chapter 2
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biological differences between the sexes and hence is
naturar, and by extensÍon, inevitabre and right. As Rosal-ind
Delmar has argued,

if t}:e, Origins of the Famí19 constituted an

achievement it was this - that it asserted women's

oppression as a problem of history, rather than of
biology, a problem which it should be the concern
of historical materialism to analyse and

revolutionary politics to solve (De1mar L976,

p.287 ) .

In China, the Marxist approach has undeniably been very
usefur for tackling key areas of women's oppression. yet the
approach has arso had severe límitatj-ons, in part because of
one-sided interpretations or the incomplete implementation of
Engels' suggestions, and in part because of l_imitations
inherent in Engels' original formulation and the
unsuitabirÍty of the formuration for the chínese context.

Here r wísh to draw attention to just three related aspects
of the Marxist approach that r see as particularry límiting
theoreticarry.4 These are, first of all, a narrow conception
of rproductionf; second, a faíIure to problematise gender
divÍsions of labour; and third, a faíIure to theorise
adequatery the rerations between economic processes on the
one hand, and sociaL organÍsation and curture on the other.

4 For more thorough cri-tiques see Sacks Ig74; DelmarL976; Molyneux L9B1; and Barrett 1986.
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In the preface to Tlre Orígín... Engels argued that
The determining factor in history is, in the final
instance, the production and reproduction of
immediate J.ife. Thi-s again is of a two fold
ctraracter: on the one side, the production of the
means of existence, of food, clothing, and shel_ter
and the tools necessary for that production; on the
other side, the production of human beings
themselves, the propagation of the species. The
social organisation under which the people of a
particular historical epoch J-ive is determined by
both kinds of production (Engels 1,977, pÞ.5-6).

However, ês AJ.ison Jaggar points out, in most of the writing
of Marx and Enge1s 'production' is more narrowly conceived
than it appears here, referring only to the production of
material goods, ot, in some cases, to the production of
material goods for 'surplus valuer, that is for profit,
rather than for consumption (Jaggar L983, p.2L7). The

'economy' is defined as the organisation of the production of
materiaL goods, and Ís regarded as the material 'basef of a

society, determining ultimately what happens in the non-

economic realm, or 'superstructurer (Jaggar 1983, p.l_34).
Marx and EngeJ-s, however, see vlomen primarily as child
bearers and child rearers, working in a family sphere that ís
separate from the 'economy'. From a feminist perspective,
this set of ideas is probrematic fÍrstIy, because it obsc,ures

the realÍty that women (and men), are in fact engaged Ín both
of the areas of production that Engels outlines. Secondly,

by relegating them to 'the famiJ.yr in the way that they do,

they effectively cast women and their work as the objects,
but not the subjects, of historicaL change (Jaggar l_983,

p.76). A corollary of this is that the organisation of
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women's work and the rerations between women and men within
the family are not regarded as important issue,s, and nor are
the interconnections between the organisation of work within
the famíIy and in the 'economy' recognised as playing a part
in determining social relations.

The second limitation in orthodox Marxist approaches to
gender issues is a failure to regard gender divisions of
labour as part of, or related to, the problematic of vromen's

subordination. In The Origin..., Engels claimed that in
rprimitive communal-' society the division of labour by sex

was a rnaturaJ-' one that díd not lead to inequatíty (Engels

1,977, p. 155 ) . This notion of an originaJ-, rnatural I division
of labour between the sexes is also suggested in other
passages in the works of both Engels and Marx.5

As Clare Burton arçfues,

Engelsr remarks refer only to the original,fnatural' division. He describes most carefully
how conditions which began as 'natural' became
oppressive, through changes in the social relations
of production (Burton 1985, p.8).

It was in the context of this description that Engels made

his now famous claim that
the emancipation of women becomes possible only
when vlomen are enabled to take part in productíon
on a large social scale, and domestic duties
require their attention only to a minor degree
(Engels L977, p.158).

5 See, for exampfe, Marx,
cited in Jaggar L983, p.68).

K. L967, CapitaT, p.351,
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The implication here is that the division of labour by
gender, irr which women are excLuded from 'productionr can and

should be abol-ished. Yet the force of this argument j_s

weake,ne,d by the earrier references to the naturar basis of
these divisions. Moreover, elsewhere, Marx and Engels appear

to argue explicitLy against the complete removal of divísions
of labour between $¡omen and men, with the suggestion that
such divÍsions have both biorogical and moral- foundations
(Jaggar l-983, p.68). In his Critíque of the Gotha programne,

for example, Marx writes that
the standardization of the working day must Ínclude
the restriction of female labour insofar as it
relates to the duration, intermissions, e,tc., of
the working day; otherwise it could only mean the
exclusion of women from branches of industry that
are especially unheaLthy for the female body or
objectionable morally for the female sex (Marx, K.
& Engels, F. 1968, Selected Works, p.334, cited in
Jaggar 1-983, p. 68 ) .

Thus, while Marx and Engels argue for the possibility and the
desirability of an emancipation of women which relies heaviry
on r^¡omen I s particípation in 'production' , they at the same

time see Ij-mitations to that participation as 'naturarr and

also desirable.

This inconsistency in their argument is further compounded by

a lack of recognition that within 'productionf there are
major gender divisions of labour through which women continue
to be subordinated to men in a number of ways, such as lower
occupational status, lower wages and poorer working
conditions, and a faílure to make connections betwe,en these
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divisions and what is perceived to be 'natura| divisÍons in
the family.

rn the appropriation by the ccp, and other communist parties
around the world, of Marx and Engelsr approach to gender
inequarities, the anarysis of gender dÍvisions of rabour has

not been improved. Rather, communist parties have exploited
the ambÍvarence toward such dÍvisions so as to maxÍmise the
use of r^romen's rabour within particular economic strategies,
and in such a way that the force of the historical
materialist approach to understanding womenfs subordination
is b].unted.

Thus, in China under the CCp, while women have been drawn
Ínto 'productive' rabour on a rarge scare and some efforts
have been made to persuade men to share domestic rarork, there
has been no serÍous charrenge to the notion that chird care
and other aspects of domestic work are the 'natural'
responsibility of women. Furthermoie, although equal pay

regisration has been enacted, and arthough periodic efforts
have been made (with limited success) to draw women Ínto
areas of production, such as heawy industry, previously
regarded as men's work, under the slogan twhat men can do,
r^romen can do too' , these moves have not been accompanied by

any serious analysis of, or attempts to overcome, the
inequarities faced by women in production as a result of
gender divisions of labour.
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As wil-r be discussed in chapter 3, since L976 the rhetoric of
rwhat men can do, women can do toot has been abandoned, and
fnatura| or rbiologicail differences between the sexes have

been given primacy in discussions of women's work and their
position in society, in a way that affirms the inevÍtabirity
and desirability of particular gender dÍvisions of labour
within 'productiont , as well as wome,n t s roles as mothers and

domestic workers. This would appear to sit awkwardly in what

otherwise is professed to be a Marxist historical materialist
approach to social relations. However, ôs the preceding
discussion suggests, there is ress incongruity in this stance
than one might suppose, given the ambivalence that Marx and

Engels themsel-ves displayed over the questíon of gender

divisions of l-abour.

A third problem with Marxist approaches to women's

subordination, and índeed to sociar relations more generarry,
has been a failure to account fully for culture and

individuar consciousness, and the rj-nks between economic
processes and culture, or in Marxist terms, between rbase'

and rsuperstructurer. This is, of course, a very complex and

multifaceted Íssue and this is not the prace to address Ít in
detail. However, there are two specific aspects of this
problem that I wish to mention briefly here. The first is
that orthodox Marxist approaches cannot fulry account for
either change irr, or reproduction of, women's subordination
because they do not consider the ideological processes
through which such subordination is made to appear legi-timate
or Inaturalr (Burton 1985, p.32).
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Second, orthodox Marxist approaches do not adequately address
the complexity of relations between women's position in the
economy, their cultural (de)valuation, and social structures
and practices, includíng such thÍngs as arranged marriage,
footbinding and rape, through which \^romen are subordinated,
emphasising, instead, the determining role of economic

factors. Consequently, Ín ChÍna, ês Kay Ann Johnson has

pointed out, Engelsr e,mphasis on changing relations of
production and women's exclusion from 'productÍve' work as

the causes of r{omen's oppression, has provided the basis for
a very conservative and politically inactive approach toward
aspects of political., social. and family relations through
which r^romen are subordinated ( Johnson 1983, p. BB ) .6

Much of the driving force behind the initial development of
socialist feminism came from a concurrent recognition of the
values of an historical materialist approach to the analysis
of gender relations and attempts to overcome the three key

Iimitations in orthodox Marxist approaches to womenrs

subordination outlined above. Michelle Barrett, for example,

claimed that in the most general terms, the object of
socialist feminism (or, as she terms it, MarxÍst feminism)

6 u.o Zedong and his followers became known for threirfvoluntaristr brand of Marxism, that is, for the emphasÍs
they placed on the role of the fsuperstructure' in historical
change. As Johnson notes, however, 'the dominant Chinese
theoretical vÍew of women and the family, in sharp contrast
to many other issues, has remained firmly rooted in the
mechanistíc, materialistic, economistic maínstream of the
inherited orthodoxy (Johnson 1983, p.22L).
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must be to identify the operation of gender
relations as and where, they may be distinct from,
or connected with, the processes of production andreproduction understood by historical materÍalism.
Thus it falls to Marxist feminism to explore the
relations between the organisation of sexuality,
domestic production, the household and so on, andhistorical changes in the mode of production and
systems of appropriation and exploitatÍon (Barrett
1986, p.9 ) .

DurÍng the 197os and early 1980s socialist feminism inspÍred
numerous analyses of women's subordination, in both western
and non-western societies, in which explorations of gender
divisions of labour across the spectrum of work undertaken by
men and r^romen Ì^¡ere centrar. These anaryses made important
advance,s in understanding the nature of \^romen' s subordÍnation
in different societies and the mechanisms through which that
subordination is reproduced.

rncruded amongst them were three germinal works on women in
China: Delia Davinf s [Íoman-úlotk. Women and the eartg in
Revorutionarg china (L976), Erisabeth crol-l-'s Femínism and.

sociaTism (L978) and The unfrnrshed Lrberatj.on of chjnese
Womer: 7949-7980, by Phyllis Andors (1983). Fo1towÍng a

number of somewhat sÍmpristic and overry optimistÍc accounts
of women's liberation under ChÍnese socialism (e.g.,
Rowbotham 1972; Broyelle L977), these monographs succeeded in
showing, through detailed description and analysis, that,
although it improved their situation enormousry, the chinese
communist revorution did not compretery liberate chinese
women.
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However, as in socialist femínist studies of womenrs

subordination in other societies written in this period, an

understanding of the mechanisms through which womenrs

subordination is reproduced was J-imited in these analyses by

a failure to examíne the social meanings of gender divisions
of labour, and the connections between gender divisions of
Iabour and the 'superstructural' aspects of wome.n I s

subordination. Davin, CrolI and Andors highlight the
inconsistencies and the limitations of the CCp's practical
approach to gender issues, but they make, Iittle attempt
either to justify or to critique the theoretical princÍples
guiding that approach. Thus, while they demonstrate that the
CCP did not consistently meet its commitment to reduce,

womenfs domestic work and to draw them intorproduction'on a

Iarge scaIe, they do not explain, to my satisfaction, the
importance of women's domestic work in their subordination,
the exact reasons why women's entry into 'production' should
be liberating, and the relationships between this change in
gender divisions of labour and changes in women's

participation in politÍcs, their education, their decision
making por^rer in the famÍry and varues and beriefs concerning
the 'proper' place of women in the family and society.T

7 Two other important works on v¡omen in China writtenín this period an.e, Women, t/:e FamiTg and Peasant Revolutíonín Chrna by Kay Ann Johnson (1983), and patriarchg andSocÍalist Revolutíon in China by Judith Stacey (1983). Thesediffer from the others in that they focus on the family asthe key site of womenfs subordination, rather than on gender
divisions of labour. Thus, Johnson argues that 'women'ssecondary roles and relatively low partícipation rates in
major areas of the economy deprived them of important meansof infruence and narrowed the sphere in whÍch they coutd act.But it did not in itself cause the basic subordination of
r^romen, which derived from fundamental principles of kinship
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However, this probrem is not confined to anaryses of r¿omenfs

position in china, nor indeed, to the rargely empiricar works
on r¡rome,n in other countrie,s, written in the 197os and early
l-980s. In more theoretical socíal-Íst feminist texts of this
period al-so, it is apparent that the problem of the
rerationship between fbase' and 'superstructure' has by no

means been sorved.S rris Young, for exampre, argues for the
need for a theoretical approach to social_ and economic

relations in which a consideratÍon of the gender division of
labour is central (Young 1980, p.50-52). However, she

presents confricting views on the signÍficance of the gender
division of labour and the relations between this division
and ideology, curture and indÍvíduar consciousness. on the
one hand she cites the economistic Marxist argument that

the specific place of individuals in the division
of labour explains their consciousness and
behaviour, as well as the specÍfic relations of
cooperation and conflict in which different persons
stand (Young 1981, p.51).

In another section, however, she seems to be arguing that
ideology and culture precede and condÍtion the gender

division of labour, vrhen she says that

organisation and family formation, both of which in turnorganised society'(p.25). Johnson and stacey, like the otherschorars mentioned above, deverop important insights intogender relations in china. r would argue that rike them,however, in attempting to focus on the most fundame,ntar causeof women's subordination, they have underestimated theÍmportance of the rinks between different aspects of genderrerations, whether they be gender divisions of rabour orfamily relations.
Compare Barre,tt l-986, p.84: 'The concept of ideologyis an intractable one for Marxist feminism, not least becauseit remains inadequatery theorised in both Marxist andfeminist theory'.
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any account of the gender division of labàur...
presupposes that there are genders - that iS,
socio-culturaL division and classification ofpeople according to their biological sex (young
1981, p. 54 ) .

üle therefore need, she claims, an account of 'the origins,
symbolic and ideorogicar significance and implications of
gender differentiationr (Young L981, p.54).

In attempting to move away from the awkwardness of the

'base'/'superstructure' probrematic, or what one mi-ght term a

Marxist and sociarist feminist version of the 'chicken and

egg' dilemma, so apparent in Iris youngrs conflicting
statements, r have found it usefur to consider the work of
Micherle Rosaldo and sherry ortner. These two American
feminist anthropologists have been concerned primarily with
understanding curtural perceptions of women and men, rather
than material aspects of their relations. I would argue,
however, that they also suggest a way in which the two
concerns might be addressed in a more integrated fashion than
has yet been achieved by Marxist or sociar femÍnist anarysts
such as those discussed above. r must stress, however, that
there are arso serious probrems with Rosaldors and ortnerrs
theories.

rn an influential paper pubrished in L974 Michelre Rosardo

set out to expJ-ain what stre regarded as 'a universal
asymmetry in cul-tural evaruations of the sexe,s' ( Rosardo
L974, p.L7 ) by means of
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a structural model that relates recurrent aspects
of psychology and cultural and social organizatÍon
to an opposition between the 'domesticr orj_entation
of women and the extra-domestic or 'public' ties
that, in most societies, are primarily avaÍl-able to
men (Rosaldo L974, p.l8).

I Domesticr , as Rosaldo uses the .term,

refers to those minimal institutions and modes of
activity that are organized immediately around one
or more mothers and their children; 'public' refers
to activities, institutÍons, and forms of
association that link, rank, organize, or subsumeparticular mother-child groups (Rosaldo L974 p.Z3).

For Rosaldo, a dichotomy between 'domesticr and rpublic'

spheres Ís a broad description of a universal fact of sociat
organisation. This fact has both material and symbolic
consequences for arl aspects of gender rerations. Rosaldo
argues, for example, that

insofar as men are defined in terms of their
achievement in socially elaborated institutions,
they are participants, par excellence, in the man-
made systems of human experience. On a moral
level, theirs j-s the world of 'culturer. Women, on
the other hand, lead lives that appear to be
irrelevant to the formal articul_ation of social
order. Their status is derived from their stage in
a J.ife cycle, from their biological functions, and,
in particular, from their sexual or biological ties
to particular men... Accordingly, in cultural
systems we find a recurrent opposition: between
man, who in the last analysis stands for 'culture',and woman, who (defined through symbols that stress
her bÍological and sexual functions) stands forInaturer, and often for disorder (Rosaldo 1974,
p.31 ) .

This point is further elaborated by Sherry Ortner in her
paper rls female to male as nature Ís to culture?' (L974).
Ortner argues that

the universal devaluation of women could be
expÌained by postulatÍng that women are seen as
cJ.oser to nature than men, men being seen as moreunequivocally occupying the high ground of culture(Ortner L974, pp.83-84)
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Ortner, following Levi-Strauss, claims that
the categories of tnature' and 'culturer are of
course conceptual categories - one can find no
boundary out in the actual world between the two
states or realms of being. And there is no
question that some cultures artj-culate a much
stronger opposition between the two categories than
others... Yet I would maÍntain that the
universality of ritual betokens an assertion in aII
human cultures of the specifically human ability to
act upon and regulate, rather than passively move
with and be moved by, the givens of natural
existence (Ortner 1974, p.72).

Rosal-do and Ortner made an important contribution to feminist
anthropology in the late 1970s and early 1980s by suggesting
a framework for analysing gender relations with which the
complexity of the links between gender ideologies and

stereotypês, broader cultural- systems, social institutions,
social behaviour and personal experience could be explored
(Moore 1991, pp.15-16). As I wiII discuss in the following
paragraphs, their arguments have also come in for a good deal
of criticism. This criticism does not, however, entirely
negate the value of their work. Rathe,r, by taking their
theoretical approach as a starting point, and by examining
the criticisms of that approach, ít is possible to develop a

yet more sophisticated framework for understanding gender

relations.

Rosaldo and Ortner have been criticised primarily for first
of aII, a narror^¡ conception of nature/culture and

domestic,/public dichotomies in western cuLture and secondly,
for an ethnocentrism which leads them to attribute a false
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universalism both to women's subordination and to the
dj-chotomies they outline.

In a critique of attempts, such as those of Ortner, to impute
a dichotomy betweento other people's thought systems

'nature' and 'curturer and a view of wome,n as being closer to
nature, MariJ-yn Strathern begíns by examining western
perceptions of male and femaLe, nature and cul_ture. She

points out that
no single meaning can in fact be given to nature orcul-ture in western thought; there is no consistent
dichotomy, only a matrix of contrasts (Strathern
1980, p.I77),

and argues that
in selecting from our own repertoire of overlappíngnotions certain concepts envisaged in a dichotomousor opposj-tional relationship (nature ys culture),
r^re are at best making prÍor assumptions about thelogic of the system under study, and at worst using
symbols of our oþ¡n as though they were signs; asthough through them we could read other people's
messages, and not just feedback from our own input
( Strathern l-980 , p. L79 ) .

rn similar fashion, other writers have suggested that in
attributing a domestic/pubric dichotomy either to the actual
organisation or to the culture of the society they are
observing, western anthroporogists are merely reproducing an

ideological construct belonging to their own culture.
Forrowing criticism of her paper on the domestic/pubric
dichotomy, Rosardo herserf acknowredged that most modern

western sociar thinking is based on the work of turn-of-the-
century social theorists who absorbed, quÍte uncritically,
the victorian doctrÍne of separate male and female spheres
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(Rosatdo 1980, p.4O1).9 Amongst these social theorists is
Engels, whose depiction of the origins of women's

subordination and prescriptions for their liberation, as

Rosaldo suggests, are based on assumptions that wome,nf s

reproductÍve roJ-e has everywhere confined them to a

'domestic' sphere, distinct from a 'public' sphere of
production. These assumpt.ions, in turn, reflect Victorian
ideaJ.s of femininíty and masculinity which are bound up with
industrialisation and a contrast between a natural,
nurturing, moral, domestic sphere and a competitive,
progressive, heartless, public sphere (Rosaldo 1980, p.4O2;

Lloyd l-984 ) .

Turning to the second type of critÍcism of Rosaldo's and

Ortnerrs theses, numerous writers have undermined their
c].aims to the existence of the universaf subordination of
women based on domestic/publíc and nature/culture dichotomies
with ethnographic evidence from other societies.

Strathern and MacCormack, for example, claim that the Hagen

people of the Papua New Guinea Highlands draw a contrast
between wild (romi) and domestic or planted (rlú,o) things, but
deny other wrÍters' suggestions that this can be equated with
the nature/culture contrast. Nor, they argue, do Hagene,rs

9 e. Rosaldo notes, hov,rever, the opposition between apublic male sphere and a private female sphere did not beginin the Victorian era, but can be traced to ancient Greekphilosophy (Rosaldo 1980, p.4O1). An analysis of the history
of the domestic,/public dichotomy (and also of thenature/culture dichotomy) in western thought is undertaken byLloyd L984.
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make the same associations between these contrasting
categories as are made, between the male/female,
nature/curture contrasts found in western thought. Men are
assocÍated with that which is prestigious (ngim), and women

with that which is rubbish (korpa), but these categories are
not rinked with those of the planted and the wil-d (Maccormack

1980, p.1O ) .

studies such as this repudiate Rosardo's and ortner's claims
for the universar e,xistence of gender-linked díchotomies
between domestic and pubric domains, and nature and culture,
primarily with empirical evidence. However, equatly
important, and not dissimilar, criticisms of their work can

aLso be made from a more theoretical standpoint. A

particurarry serious weakness in both Rosardo's and ortnerrs
arguments lies in theír conception of the nature of the
dichotomies and of their significance.

In Rosaldo's case, the domestic/public dichotomy is, ôs

noted, taken to be a description of a universal aspect of
sociar organÍsatíon which has a particular, singular set of
cultural consequences. rn addition, although Rosatdo points
out that 'bÍologica1 research may illuminate the range in
hruman incrinations and possibirities, but it cannot account
for the ÍnterpretatÍon of these facts in a culturar order'
(Rosaldo L974, p.22), she nevertheless argues that rbiology

dictates that women will be mothers' (Rosaldo L974, p.2g) and

claims that everywhere 'women become absorbed primariry Ín
domestic activities because of their role as mothers'
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(Rosaldo L974, p.24). Apparent in Rosaldo's approach are
thrree conceptual reaps that must be questÍoned. The first is
in the assumption that biorogy or physíoIogy is everywhere
perceived or categorÍsed in the same way ( for exampre, that
women's reproductive capacities are everywhere taken as the
basis for their categorisatíon in a single sociaL group), the
second is ín the assumption that biorogy or physiorogy reads
to particular forms of social organisation, and the third is
in the assumption that simitar forms of sociar organisatÍon
are everywhere linked with the same sets of values or
meaníngs.

rn contrast to Rosaldo, ortner speaks of the nature/curture
dichotomy as a conceptual one. However, ês Otivia Harris
points out, she too rslides into unargued assumptions about
the universal implÍcations of certain physiological and

physiology-related characteristics' (Harris l_980, p.89 ).
Thus, while claiming that biological facts 'only take on

significance of superÍor/ínferior within the framework of
culturally defined value systems' (Ortner L974, p.ZI), she

arso argues that women everywhere are devarued because of
thej-r croser association with nature, which stems directly
from women's 'greater bodily invorvement with the natural
functions surrounding reproductÍon' (Ortner L974, p.76).

In Ortne,r I s argument, unÍversal associations between r^romen

and nature, men and cufture, are made at the level of the
unconscÍous. such associations may not be expricitry drawn

wj-thin any given culture, but are impricit Ín arr culturar
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thought. It is apparent from her paper that Ortner draws

heavily on Levi-Strauss's discussion of the distinction
between fnaturer and fcurturer as a fundamental- erement in
aII cultures, and more generally,: on structural_ist linguistic
ttreories according to which all human beings construct
meaning through the perception of oppositions and contrasts
and in which it is held that underlying arr human thought and

behaviour is a single basic structure of binary thínking
(MacCormack 1980, p.2). trlhile this is not the place for a

detailed critíque of structuralism, there are two limitations
of this approach that I wish to highlight here. Firstly,
because it refers to the unconscious, it is difficult to
validate; and secondly, by attempting to reduce atl_ cultures
to a universar set of binary oppositions this approach does

more to obscure than to exprain changes in perceptions and

values within a given society, and the differences between

societies irr, for examprê, their interpretatÍon of physiology
and their val-uation of 'ma1e' and I female' .

Drawing on poststructurarist theories of language and power,

r wourd summarise the underrying probrems in Rosardo's and

ortner's conceptions of domestic/pubric and nature/curture
dichotomies in terms of an assumption of a direct
correspondence between the worrd around us (whether fnatural'
or 'social') and the construction of a single set of
meanings. Rather than assuming such a correspondence, one of
the frequent consequences of which is, as v¡e have seen, the
perpetuation of ethnocentrj-c understandj-ngs, wê need to ask,
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how, in what specific' contexts, among which
specific communities of people, and by what textual
and social processes has meaning been acquired?
More generally, the questj_ons are: How do meanings
change? How have some meanings emerged as
normative and others have been eclipsed or
disappeared? ülhat do these processes reveal about
how power ís constituted and operates? (Scott
1988a, p.35).

Adopting such an approach does not necessarj_Iy mean

discarding Rosardo's and ortner's theses on domestic/pubric
and nature/curture dichotomies in theír entirety. Rather, it
impries exproring more deeply the impricatÍons of ortnerrs
claÍm that these dichotomies must be seen, not as

descriptions of a universal reality, but as 'conceptual'
categorisations, that is, as elements of thought systems

through which peopre seek to organise and understand their
worrd, that vary from one society to another and change over
time. rt suggests that Ín societies other than our own whe,re

male/female, dome,stic/public or nature/curture dichotomies
seem to operate, we need to be open to the possibitity that
they may have very different meanings and varues attached to
them.

l¡le need arso to consider that in the meaning systems of some

other societies threse particurar dichotomies may not operate,
while others may be centrar. This insight is, of course, the
basis for my exproration of outside/inside and heavy/right
dichotomies in contemporary rurar china. rnÍtial research
suggested that a conceptuar dichotomy between domestic and

public domains was an important factor in ordering and

regitimating gender divisions of labour and changes to those
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divisions. Further study reveared, however, that the complex
of meanings surrounding the dichotomy in rurar china was

somewhat different from that of the domestícr/public dichotomy
in contemporary western society, and could be better
represented by the indigenous terms 'inside' and foutside',

arthough these must arso be viewed onry as shorthand for a

more comprex and changing set of concepts. At the same time,
it appeared that in some situatÍons two other very important
organi-sing princípres for the work of rural chinese women and

men and the relations between them Ì^rere conceptual
dichotomies between 'light' and rheavy' , and tunskil-l-ed' and

'skilled'work.

Pushing these ideas yet further, it is, I would suggest,
possible that societies exist, or have existed, irr which
distinctions between the sexes are not regarded as beÍng of
any particular sociar significance (just as in our society
the distinctÍon between brown eyes and bLue eyes is not
regarded as significant), and are not connected with any

other distinctions. Thus, r make no attempt to argue in this
thesis that gendered dichotomies of any kind are, universar.

Ethnographic studies strongly suggest, holrrever, that in
societies in which peopre are regarded as being divíded into
two separate and contrasting categories of 'ma1e' and.

'fe,marer , that division is most commonly entangled with, and

reproduced through, other conceptuat dichotomies or contrasts
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which play central roles in organising social life.10 And

in the course of this thesis, r witt draw on a rarge body of
evidence to show that ín rural Chrna notions of gender
identity and culturar understandings of what people do are
shaped by, and intertwined with, conceptuar dichotomies, in
particular, between inside/outside, J-jgl:.t/heavy and

unskilled,/skilled work. These conceptual díchotomíes must, I
argue, bê taken into account if one is to understand the
changes that have occurred in gender divisions of labour, and

the links between these changes and other aspects of gender
rerations. rt is necessary, first of all, to take account of
the ways in which the conceptual dichotomies have contributed
to the existing cultural perception of women as subordinate
or inferior to men and how they both shape, and are
reproduced Ír¡, the structures and processes through which
women are subordinated in practice. Secondly, wê must pay

attention to the ways in which modifications of the
conceptuar dichotomies have shaped and regitimated changes in
gender divisions of labour.

rn summary, Ín this thesis r attempt to combine the concerns
of Marxists and sociarist femj-nÍsts wíth the position of
r¡romen in relations of production and with gender divisions of
rabour, with insights from feminist anthropotogy and post-
structurarism rerating to gender symborism and the rinks
between ranguage and power. There are, as yet, few moders

10 See, for example, the articles ín Collier &Yanagisako L987.
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avairabre for deveroping such an approach.ll However, one

work that has provided inspiration for my study is the book
Gender at l¡lork by Ann Game and Rosemary pringle ( 1993 ) .

In thís work, Game and Pringle use case studies from
Australian manufacturing, banking, retailing, computing,
nursing and domestic work to explore the retations between
gender, the rabour process and technologicar change under
capitarism. Their aim is to 'make sense of the socía1
processes which generate changes in the sexuar divísion of
Iabour, and the ways in which it is reproduced.' (Game &

Pringre 1983, p.16). The sexuar division of tabour, they
contend rope,rates through a series of dichotomies which, on

the one hand, refer to mare and female spheres and, on the
other, correspond to social divisions that are characteristic
of capitalism: publj-c/private, work/non-work,
production/consumption' (Game & pringre 1983, p.ls). ütithÍn
particular areas of work, they identify furttrer dichrotomies.
In whitegoods mass production plants, for example, they
craim that jobs are sex typed according to dichotomies
between skilled,/unskilled, heavy/Iight, dangerous/Iess
dangerous, dírty/c.Lean, inte,resting/boring and

mobire/immobile (Game & pringre l-983, p.2B). They argue that

L1 simirar commentsp.LA; Beechey I9B7, p.13;
are made by Game & pringle l-983,
and Moore 1991, pp.30-31.
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despite the fact that jobs are always allocated asmale or female with either direc't refere,nce to
bioJ-ogy or on the basis of supposed biological
differences in characteristics and abilities, thereis nothing static or fixed about the sexual
dÍvision of labour. The content of men's work and
r^Jomen's work is subject to change. Changes in
definitions of men's work and women's work alwaystake place in re1ation to each other. There isnothing inherent in jobs that makes them eitherappropriately femal_e or male. If anything remainsfixed, it is the distinctíon between menfs work andwomen's work... The sexual divÍsion of labour isremarkably flexible gj_ven that it is supposed to bebased on biology. hthy then, íf it is so flexible,
does it continue to exist at aII? The answer tothis lies in the nature of the relations involved.
Gender is not just about difference but aboutpower: the domination of men and the subordinatÍonof women. This power relation is maintained by thecreation of distinctions between male and femalespheres - and j-t ís the reproduction of thesedistinctions whích ac,counts for the persistence ofthe so-called 'naturalness' of it al-l (Game &PringJ-e 1983, p.16 ).

Scope and Method of Research

The study which follows is limited largely to an analysis of
the situation of rurar r^Iomen of Han nationarity. However, r
will also díscuss the rural/urban division and the changes
that have occurred in that division because these have been
important factors in shaping divisions of rabour and other
aspects of social rerations in rurar china in recent years.

By I rural' women I mean here those r^romen with rural househol-d
registration (futkou). This category is primariry comprised
of women who rÍve and work in vilrages and smarr townshíps.
Howe,ver, it arso includes women whose permanent residence is
rurar, but who rive and work on a temporary basis in a town
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or city. The househol-d registration system and the
has on divisions of labour is discussed in Chapter T

impact it

Empirical data for this thesis was corl-ected mainly from
chinese ner^¡spapers, journals and academic reports, and from
intervÍews with rural women, officials and social scientists.
Each of these sources has its rimitations. Taken together,
howeve,r, they provide a wealth of information. In most

instances in this thesis I have been abl-e to base my

discussion on information gaÍned not just from one source,
but from many. Thus, when discussing phenomena reported in
the media r have generarry been abre to draw on a number of
articres, ot have confirmed the varidity of media reports by
reference to my own fierdwork. simirarly, in discussing my

fierdwork findings, r have made comparisons with the findings
of other scholars or with reports pubrished in the chinese
media.

The journars ZGFN and r{ungín gu Jiating lMarriage and. the
Famírgl, the ner^Ispapers NMRB ar.'d ZGFNB, and the compiration
of media crippings published every two months by the peopl-e,s

University entitled Funu Zuzhi gu Huodong [htomen,s

organisations and Activitíesl have proved to be the most

usefur documentary sources of short reports and human

interest storÍes rerating to women in rurar china. Many of
the artj-cles report 'successf stories, for examplê, of femare
entreprene,urs. These cannot be taken as representative of
the situation of rurar v¡omen, but they do give an indication
of the parameters shaping the fortunes of women and the
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degree to which they are abre to benefit from reform. Not
aII reports present a rosy picture. Common also, are
articles discussÍng particul-ar probrems faced by women. rn
re'cent years, reports on crimes against v¡omen and the
scarcity of women Ínvorved in formar poritics have been
particurarry numerous. such reports are often useful in
their discussion of the factors contributing to these
problems, and how the state or local authorÍties are
addressing them. These reports most commonry províde onry
very localised statistics, however, and give little
indicatíon of how widespread the problems are.

The internal journal of the ütromen's Fed.eration, FNGZ, has

been a varuable source, of discussions on the hlomen's

Federationfs approach to gender rerations in rurar areas, and

of reports on surveys of the situation of rural women,

conducted by the Federation. These surveys are mostly smarl
in scale, however, and issues such as sample sÍze and survey
methodology are poorly documented in the reports.

Academic monographs and articres pubrished in journals such
as Nongge Jíngji þtenti [rssues ín Agricurturar Economicsl,
Renkou gu Jingji lpopuration and the Economgf, and sheäuí
Kexue (a condensed version of which is arso pubrished in
Engrish as social. scíences in chína), contain more detaired
reports and anaryses of surveys of various aspects of rural
society and, in particular, of the rurar economy. over the
rast fifteen years numerous very thorough surveys of the
rurar economy have been conducted, but very few, outside



those undertaken by the Women's Federation, focus
position in the economy or on gender divisions of
Furthermore, even more generalised survey reports
not break down statistics according to gender.
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on womenrs

labour.
usually do

Fierdwork for thÍs thesis was carried out between August and

December 1-989. During the fÍrst two months r was hosted by
the Rurar Deveropment rnstÍtute of the chinese Academy of
social sciences in Beijing, as part of an exchange programme

with the university of Aderaide. Between october and

December r was based in chengdu, and was assisted in my work
by members of the Research office of the sichuan provincÍal
lùomen's Federation.

r conducted a totar of 60 interviews with rural- women in
Huairou County in Beijing Municipality, Ling County in
Shandong Province, and Xindu, Jinniu, Wenjiang, Guan and

Mianyang counties, all of which are in the vicinity of
chengdu, in sichuan Province. rn each county, r visited a

few different villages. My interviewees $¡ere selected
beforehand by locar officiars. My request that r be altowed
to talk to women of varying ages and occupations was granted
in each county. However, my sample included onry married or
widowed vromen, and the number of women running speciatised
househords or private enterprises was disproportionately
Iarge.

Each intervÍew lasted approximately one hour and was

conducted in the womanrs home. This was varuable in enabling
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me to observe the women's working environments. In my

inte,rviews in rural Beijing and shandong r was accompanied by
a ferl-ow researcher from the Rurar Development rnstitute, and
in Sichuan three members of the Research office of the
Provinc,iar ütromenrs Federation took turns to accompany me. rn
addition, wê $rere generarry accompanied by a member of the
county hlomen's Federation and one or two locar township or
village officiars. rn some cases the woman's husband or
other family members r^rere arso present, and contributed to
the discussion. The presence of these various peopre
provided some usefur insights into officiar-peasant and
intrafamily rerations, but probably arso inhibited the women

from speaking freely in some instances, as no doubt my

identj-ty as a foreigner did also.

Interviews \^rere conducted largely in Mandarin, with
intervier¡rees arso sometimes using their rocal dialect. The

questíons r asked in these intervÍews rerated mainry to
famiry membership, to the famiry's economic activitíes,
income and expenditure, to divisions of rabour ín the famiry
and family decision making processes, and to women's
perception of their work and of gender relations. r had a
check rist of questions, but the íntervj-ews rÁ¡ere conducted
fairry roosery. r generarry asked roughry the same set of
questions, Ín roughry the same order, but sometimes my

intervÍewee tarked at rength about issues not on my check
rist, and sometimes r omitted questions or reworded them.
During the interviews both r and the researcher accompanying
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me took
each day

r^rritten notes which we then compared at the end of
.L2

rn addition to interviewing individual rurar women, in most
counties r visited two township enterprises where r
interviewed managers, and in some cases womenrs

representatíves and smalr numbers of female workers. These

visits gave me an insight into the experÍences of women

working in township enterprises, ês werl- as providing
information on the recruitment of workers, occupationar
segmentation, vrages and labour protection policies.

rn each county r collected background informatÍon on the
situation of rurar women, and on state poricies affecting
r^¡omen, from representatives of the county Agricurtural
Bureau, the Education Bureau, the Township Enterprise Bureau
and the lalomenrs Federation. rn Huairou, Ling and Mianyang
counties, r arso interviewed representatives of the county
FamÍIy Pranning committee. rn addition, r conducted
interviews with one township and one vi-rrage women's

representative in Ling County, two village women's

representatives in Xindu county and one township women's
representative in Jinniu County.

ütrhil-st in Beij ing r conducted formar Ínterviews with
representatives of the Al-r-china hlomen's Fe,deration, the

L2 n summary of the j-nformation I collected in myinterviews with rurar women is provided in Appendix 1. rhave discussed my experiences of undertaking- iietdwork inrural China in more detail in Jacka 1990a.
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state Education commission and the state Famiry plannÍng

commission. r arso interviewed a representative of the
Beijing March 8th Domestic servÍce company and five young,
unmarried rurar wome,n working in Bei j ing as nannies, and

discussed various aspects of my research with members of the
sociorogy rnstitute and the Rural Devel-opment rnstj-tute of
the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences.

In Chengdu I conducted interviews with various me,mbers of the
sichuan ProvÍnciar hlomen's Federation and the chengdu
Municipaf hlomen's Federation, with the Deputy Head of the
Provinciar Famiry Pranning commÍttee, and with researchers in
the sociology rnstj-tute of the sichuan Academy of sociar
Sciences.

Thesis Organisation

Having outlined the theoreticar concerns pursued in this
thesis and the sources of information on which the work is
based, in chapter 2 r wilr provide a historical perspective
by examining gender rerations and state poricÍes on gender
rerations before L978. chapter 3 then sketches out the key
features of the reform process initiated by the state in l97g
and signars questions and themes rerating to the impact of
reform on gender rerations to be taken up in subsequent
chapters. chapters 4 and 5 discuss women's position in the
family and their participation in educatÍon and poritics.
The aim of these two chapters is to examine the $¡ays in which
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gender divisions of rabour and the conceptual dichotomies
informing them are shaped by, and reproduced through, other
aspects of gender relations, and how, in turn, these are
affected by gender divisÍons of rabour and changes in those
divisions. chapters 6 to g focus on the issue of change and

continuity ín women's work, gender divisions of rabour and
conceptuar dichotomies relating to work and gender in the
post-Mao period. Through an examinati-on of the impact of
reform in each of the areas of domestic work, agricurture,
the courtyard economy and industry, these chapters seek to
understand the relationshÍp between general sociar and

economic change and change in gender dj-visions of rabour, and
the impricatíons of such ctrange for rurar women and for
gender rerations in rurar chína. rn chapter 10 r conclude by
demonstrating how the findings of my study support and

elucidate the posítion which I take on the theoretical issues
outlined in this introductory chapter.
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CHAPTER 2: HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Introduction

Gender rel-ations in rural china in the post-Mao era are the
result of a complex blend of continuities and discontinuities
with the more re,cent past, that is the Maoist era, and with
pre-revolutionary society. Therefore, before examining the
reforms introduced by the state in the late l-97os and the
impact these reforms have had on gender relatÍons, it is
necessary to step back for a longer perspective which puts
the contemporary period in the context of the history of
gender rel-ations in twentieth century China.

This chapter aims for such a perspective. Rather than
attempting a comprehensive history, however, it focuses on

certain issues of lasting sígnificance for the discussion
developed in this thesis.l The first section of the chapter
provides a brief outrine of gender divisions of labour in
rural China in the early twentieth century, and of the key
values and structures that shaped those divÍsions. The

second section outlines the origins of the ccp's theoretical
approach to gender issues, and the ways in which that
approach was mourded by practicar experi-ence and expediency
in the early years of ccP povrer. The finar section of the

L For more detailed analyses of gender relatíons andstate policies on gender rerations between the 19oos and thel-970s, see Davin 1976, Croll L978 and Esther yao l_983.croll's work incrudes an examination of Guomindang poricies
on gender rel-ations, êD issue not discussed Lrere.
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chapter sketches the fructuations in state policy toward
$romen between 1949 and r97B and indicates in broad terms the
changes in gender rerations, especially Ín gender divisions
.of labour, that occurre,d in rurar areas during this period.

Gender Divisions of Labour in Earry Twentieth century Rurar
China

The bul,k of the time and rabour of most famiries in rurar
china in the earry twentieth century was spent in subsistence
agricurture and domestic work. rn addition, activities such
as the productÍon of handicrafts, sma1l-scale animal
husbandry and farm l-abour for other families v¡ere undertaken
to supplement the family's diet and/or cash income. John
Buck, undertaking a survey of Chinese farms in the l_930s,

found that, not incruding domestic work which he neglected to
investigate, agricurture ínvolved the furr-time rabour of
just over two-thirds of the farm popuratÍon, subsidiary work
one-eighth, and agricurture and subsidiary work combined one-
fifth (Buck 1956, p.289).

Gender divisions of labour in the rurar economy were, and

indeed continue to be, partry shaped by certain confucian
idears and famiry structures. rn particurar, the notion that
v¡omen are to serve and be subordínate to men and to the
demands of the patrilinear famiry was both expressed and

partiarly enforced through the berief that ídearry r^romen

shoul-d be confined to an 'inside' sphere of famiry and home.
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Thus, one of the words for wife - ,neíren, - literally meant

'inside person', and it was commonly claimed that ,nan zhu

wai, nu zhu ne.r-I ('men rule outside, r^romen rule inside').
According to Confucian ideals, 'good' \^romen l-imited their
interactions with people outside the family, especially men.

Representation of the family to the 'outsider world, for
exampre j-n communÍty poritics or in business transactions,
was considered the responsíbility of the male head of the
family. In more literal terms, also, r^roments movement was

ideally restricted within the bounds of the home. The most

visible expression of this ideal was the practice of
footbÍnding, in which a young girl's feet $¡ere wrapped

tightly to prevent them from growing beyond three-inch
stumps. This meant that for the rest of the girlrs life
walking would be slow and painful.

l,rlhilst families maintained control- over women in part by

confining them to an rinside' sphe,re, another key element in
women's subordination and in the maintenance of particurar
gender divisions of labour r^ras, ironicarry, their status as
?outsiders' to the patrilineal family. Marriages in rural
china $¡ere most commonry arrange,d by the order generation or
by a matchmaker, and we,re usually patrilocal, that is the
woman joined the man's famity upon marriage.2 In most places
same surname and same virrage marriages were arso prohibited.
These practices meant that women were treated as temporary
members of their family before marriage and as outsÍders to

2 There r^¡ere excepti-ons, however. See Johnson l-983,
pp. 12-L3.
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the family after marriage. Since a family lost its
daughterfs labour power whren the girJ- married (generally in
her earLy teens ) , daughters r^¡ere treated as l_ess valuable
than sons and, even in well-to-do families, were very rarely
educated. rn times of hardship they were sometimes drowned

at birth or later sold as slaves, prostitutes or wives.
Patrilocal marriage and surname and viltage exogamy also
meant that as a ner^r wife a r^roman was somewhat isolated and

vulnerable.3

The confucian idear of women being confined to the rinsider

sphere of family and home contrÍbuted to a divÍsion of labour
such that domestic work was rargery done by the women of the
famiJ-y, or in gentry households, by female servants.
However, in peasant families, arthough some domestic work was

performed within the home, it also included activities
outside the home, involving travel and contact with
outsiders. Thus, peasant women not onry creaned the house,
washed clothes, re,paired and made clothes, pre,pared food and

Iooked after young children and the sick and elder1y. They

also had to fetch water, often a few times a day from

considerabre distances, correct firewood or crop residues for
fuel, tend domestic animals, grovr vegetables, and buy goods

from pedlars or in the market. As Marion Levy has written,
peasant women, by necessity, red far ress secruded tives than
their gentry siste,rs:

' 3 For a more detailed discussion ofpatrilocal marriage see Chapter 4.
the significance of
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Light inside their houses was poor, and peasant
women frequently sat on theÍr doorsteps or along
the street to do sewing and similar jobs. They didtheir washing along the banks of the local streamsor canals, and several groups of women weregenerally busy with their work at the same time.
Since they had no servants to shop and market for
them, the peasant women and their daughters who
accompanied them came into more contact with 1ocal_
shopkeepers and peddlers than dÍd their gentry
counterparts (Levy 1963, p.BO).

In agrículture, women, on averêgê, worked far l-ess than men.

Buck estimated that 24 per ce,nt of rurar $¡omen worked in the
fields and they performed only 13 per cent of aII field
Iabour, most of which was done in the busy seasons of
harvesting and planting (Buck 1956, pp.29O & 293). Women's

low participation rate Ín agriculture vJas once again rerated
to confucian Ídeorogy, in ttre sense that it was consÍdered
improper for women to work in the fietds. This ideal
combj-ned with the patrilocal marriage system meant, in
addition, thrat parents were unwilling to train their
daughters in farming techniques. hlomen, therefore, did not
know how to do some agricultural tasks.

These restrictions on womenfs particípation in agriculture
were further borstered by popular religion, in which ráromen

r¡¡ere associated wÍth pollution and destruction. It was

widely believed, for example, that if a woman went near a

well that was being dug, Do water, or only bad water, would
be found, and if a menstruating woman warked through a paddy

fierd she wourd cause the rice shoots to shrivel (t¡Iorf lg8s,
p.81; Ahern L975).
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It must be recognised, however, that while womenfs

participation rate in agriculture v¡as, everywhere, l_ower than
menrs, it varj-ed considerably according to economÍc necessity
and between different classes and diffe,rent parts of Chína.
In general, total absence of women from agriculture could
only be afforded by the gentry and the wealthiest peasant

families, and the poorer the family the more often its women

would work in the fields, especially during the busy seasons.

John Buck analysed Chinese rural land and labour utilisation
in terms of two major regíons the wheat region of north
China and the rice region of south China (Buck L956, pp.23-
24). He found that in the rice region as a whole women

performed l-6 per cent of field labour as compared to only 9

per cent in the wheat region (Buck 1956, p-293).4 He

suggested that the amount of work done by women was partly
associated with the extent to which women's feet r^¡ere bound,

so that in the rice region, where the practice of footbinding
vras ress strictry adhered to, women performed more fierd work

than in the wheat region of the north. It may be, however,

that, âs Delj-a Davin has suggested, the variations in
footbinding practices were more, an effect than a cause of the
dÍf ferentÍals in women I s f ield work ( Davin 1,97 6, p. 1.1B ) . But
in any case, the correlation between footbinding practices
and the extent of women's fie]-d work does not hold i_n all

4 Buck further divided the wheat and rice regÍons into
eight areas. The boundaries of tLrese areas and regions we,re
determined rargery by physical factors, such as crimate and
soil type, which affected land use (Buck 1956, pp.23-24).
For details of varíations in wome,n's participation rates in
agricuJ.ture between areas see Buck 1956, p.293-
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cases. As Buck himserf pointed out, 'in the spring ldheat
Area where foot bÍnding is very prevalent and where it is so
tight as to compe.l- women to do the fiel_d work on their knees,
1-4.per cent of the l-abour Ís done by women' (Buck 19s6,
p.292). Nor can this rerationship exprain the existence of
variations in womenrs fierd work between areas with simirar
footbinding practices (Davin I976, p.118).

Another factor in determining variations Ín womenfs fiel-d
work was that of variations in labour requirements. For
example, since the cultivation of rice vJas particurarry
labour intensive, women's participation rates in fíerd work
were highest in the double-cropping rice area. rn addition,
despite a generar discouragement of women's invorvement Ín
agricurture, there r^rere certain agriculturar tasks, such as

tea cultivation and sericurture, that were considered women's
work, and where such work was common, women's agricurturar
participatÍon rates were higher. variations between rocal-
customs arso had an impact. Hakka vromen, for example, worked
a great deal in the fields (Davin LgZ6, p.1_2I).

within agriculture there v¡as a good dear of variation in
gender divisions of rabour. rn generar, it was considered
that men shourd do more of the heavier work, while women

performed the lighter tasks. However, there we,re

considerabre differences in the meanings attached to the
terms rhreavyr and rright' vrork, and in the strÍctness with
which work was differentiated. This Ís Írrustrated by the
following three exampres, arr from yunnan in.the j-940s.
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Francis Hsu claimed that in 'lrlest Tornrnt , 'men do the
comparatively heavier jobs, such as carrying the crops from

the fieJ-ds or spreading fertiliser. I¡lomen do the planting,
gathrering, weeding and threshing. But either men or women

may do any v¡ork that is most convenient at the momentf (Hsu

L949, p.67). In contrast, Fei Hsiao-Tung and Chang Chíh-I
c]-aimed that in 'Luts'un'

there is a very clear division between the sexes.
In general, the men do the heavier work, that which
requires more strength and energy. During the
transplantation of rice the men pu1I the shoots
from the nursery beds and transport them to the
main fieJ-ds, where the women plant them. In the
rice harvest the women cut the grain, tie ít, and
transport it to the threshing box. The men do the
threshing and carry the threshed grain to the
storehouse. The work in connection with the broad
bean crop is performed mainly by the l¡omen. At
planting time the men díg the trenches for the
placÍng of the seeds by the $¡omen; but the latter
do all the work connected with the harvest,
including the cutting, the threshing, and the
beating of the vines, while the men devote
themsel-ves to the preparation of the fields for the
new rice crop. This divísion j-s reflected in the
tools used by the two sexes: the most important for
the men is the hoe; for the women the sickle and
the beater are most characteristic. The
distinction between the sexes is carried over into
the matter of re,muneration for hired labour: women
are paid at only one-half the rate received by the
men (Fei Hsiao-Tung & Chang Chih-I 1945, p.31).

In another viJ-lage in Yunnan, however, Fei Hsiao-Tung and

Chang Chih-I reported that 'the sex differentiation in work

is not very stríct here. We ourselves have seen women

digging the soilr (Fei Hsiao-Tung & Chang Chih-I 1945,

p. 1-45 ) .

Despite intensive farming, peasant families frequently found

that their small plot of land was not enough to support them
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and so the labour power not being used in the fieJ-ds was

turned to developing subsidiary activities such as spinning
and weavirg, basket making, animal husbandry, and vegetable
growing, the products of which Ì^rere sord in nearby markets.s
These activities were smalr-scale and undertake,n at home or
in víIlage workshops. As the saying tnan geng nu zhi' ('men
plough, women weave') suggests, subsidiary activities,
especÍarry spinning and weaving, r^rere an important area of
employment for women. Sidney GambLe found, for example, that
in Ding county, Hebei, 95 per cent of spinners v¡ere wome,n and

BZ per cent of weavers were women. 88 per cent of home

industry workers were engaged in spinning or weaving or both
(Gamble 1954, pp.2BB-301). Fei Hsíao-Tung and Chang Chih-I
reported that in 'Yutsrun' in Yunnan, weaving was done only
by women. of zoL adurt r^romen in the viIlage, Isl undertook
weaving. Almost alJ- young girls learnt how to vreave from
their mothers or other order women, and were given a l-oom as

part of their dowry. Most of the üromen engaged ín weaving
were middre-aged and from middre-income famiries (the rich
generarry did not bother with it and the poor often courd not
af ford the necessary materiars ) . t'IeavÍng in this viltage was

of row profit: working furr-time a woman courd not e,arn her
subsistence. Generally women onJ.y undertook it as a

subsidiary occupation in addition to farming and domestic
work. This neverthe,ress brought in an important income for
the family, serving as a buffer against starvation when, for

5 For a detailed discussion of the development of
commercialisation and famiry production j-n handicrafts andother subsidiary activities see philip Huang l-ggs and 1990.
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or the male r^torker became illexample, thre maÍn crops
(Fei Hsiao-Tung & Chang

failed,
chih-r L945, pp.239-244).

According to John Buck, r^romen performed 16 per cent of all
subsidÍary activities in the early 193Os. However, under
rsubsidiary occupationst Buck included those of merchant,
hired farm-hand, unskíIled labour, skilled labour,
professional occupations, scholar, official and soldier, as

weII as those in home industry (Buck, l-956, p.298). His
figures obscure the fact that in a number of these
occupations, particularly those of soldier, and those such as

official and scholar, requiring a high level of education,
the numbers of women r^rere neglígib]e, whereas in home

industry their participatÍon rate was high.

The notion that $¡omen belong in the 'inside' sphere did not
prevent rural $romen in the early twentieth century from being
involve,d in commerce or trading. Genera1ly, trowever, vromen

involved in such activiti-es travelled shorter distances than
men and their transactions were on a smaller sca1e. Francis
Hsu reported that in I hlest Town' there v¡ere more women than
men in the markets, selling aII sorts of products. Hovrever,

vromen traded within a radius of no more than L5 miles, while
a large number of men made trips to places as far away as

Burma, Indo-China, Hong Kong and Shanghai. Hsu claimed also
that women worked ín small family shops that occupj_ed a part
of their home, but were rarely found in the larger shops

located on separated premises and employing people outsíde
the family (Hsu L949, pp.67-74) -
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rn thÍs brief examination of lvomen's and men's work in earry
twentieth century rural China I have shown that gender

divisions of labour r^rere constructed and maintained in part
through conceptual dichotomÍes, in particular between
rinside' and 'outside,' spheres, and also between rlightf and
rheavy' work. These dichotomies and the ways in which they
shaped gender divisions of labour varíed, however, from one

region to another. They also intersected with, or r^rere

modifÍed by, popular bel-iefs, for example relating to the
rpolluting' effects of women, class divisions, and the
require,ments of the family economy.

The picture I have so far drawn of gender relations and

gender divisions of rabour is a somewhat static one. Even

within the period covered by the above account, horarever,

gender rel"ations underwent a good deal of disruption and

change. scholars generarly agree that from the eighteenth to
the mid-twentieth century, Iiving conditions for Chinese
peasants were gradually worsening (Bianco L97I, p.J-04). In
part this was due simply to increasing popuration pressure on

the rand. rn the two hundred years from 1651 to l8sl- china,s
popuratÍon trÍpred from L2o-LAo mirlion to 350-430 milrion,
and by the early 195Os Ít had reached approximately 5BO

nillion people (Bianco L97L, p.91). Despite increases in
cul-tivated acreage due to improved farming methods and the
planting of new crops, and the migration of millions of
southerners overseas and of Northerners to Manchuria, this
population exprosion put severe strains on the land and the
rurar economy and consequentry on sociat rel-ations. rn the
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first half of the twentieth century, shortage of land,
increasing exploitation of tenant farmers by landor^rners and

natural disasters resulted in starvation, mass migration,
banditry and rebellions, and.these were further compounded by

foreign imperialism ($Iakeman L975; Bianco J-97L).

These socio-economic disruptions made ít extremely difficul-t
for poor peasants to attain the Confucian ideals of the
family and of gender relations: children died, sons left home

to look for work elsewhere and daughters and wives were sold
to pay for the survivaf of the rest of the famj_ly. Many poor
young men could not afford to marry, and r^romen whose husbands

had died or, for one reason or another, coul-d not support
them, were forced out to work to earn food for themselves and

their children, often through begging or prostitution.
OpÍum, sold by the BritÍsh from the eighteenth century
onwards, sent numerous families into destitution. Men became

addicts, were unable to support theÍr families and sold alL
their possessions and even wives and children in order to
obtain the drug (Pruitt 1945). Some other imported goods

competed with local products and dealt a severe blow to
certaÍn ruraL home industries. Cotton spinnÍng, the largest
handicraft industry in the nineteenttr century, and one

invoJ.ving numerous peasant women working at home, suffered
most. Other handicraft industrÍes, such as weaving, were

relatively unaffected, however (Riskin L987, p.15).

As the most vulnerable and

suffered most from poverty
insecure members

and dislocation,
of society, women

yet they also
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gained some independence through it. In addition to the
women who were forced to earn a living for themselves, some

young v¡omen r^rere sent to work in the textile and light
industry factories newly estabrished in the big cities. For
most, this was a miserable experience, characterised by

exploÍtation and appalling living and working conditions
(Honig 1986; Hershatter 1986). However, these young women

did gain some independence from their famíties and were

exposed to new ídeas about índividuar freedom and the evirs
of the Confucian famiJ-y. In the l_92Os some rural hromen

industrial workers participated in strikes, and in the
Guangzhou silk factories young women banded together and

refused the marriages that their famiríes arranged for them

(TopJ-ey 1975). On the whole, however, ner^r ideas and

behaviour in the cities scarcery affected the vast rurar
population.

This, then, was the setting in whÍch the ccp first formurated
poJ-icies relating to gender relations in rural China. In
theoretical terms, the early approaches taken by the CCp

developed out of two main interrectual currents: the May 4th
Move,ment and Marxism-Leninism. rn subsequent years much of
ccP polj-cy making on gender issues wourd be characterÍsed by

conflict or tension between these two outtooks.
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The Origins of CCP Policies on Gender Relations, L9l9-L949

The May 4th Movement, So named after student demonstrations
on May 4th 19L9, r^ras a revolutionary movement of the nineteen
teens and twenties in which urban intel-Iectuals played the
most important rofe. It involved, above aII, a rejection of
Confucian ideology, which \^ras perceived as being the cause of
China's economic and social degeneration in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, and its weakness in the face of
foreign encroachment. Central to the movement were

challenges to famÍIy ideals and structures, and calls for an

end to the oppressíon of women within the family and for the
establishment of equal rights for women and men in all
spheres.

In their condemnation of Confucian ideology, May 4th
intellectuals drew on western liberal notions of democracy,

equality and individual rights, and were inspíred by European

Iiberal or bourgeois feminists and earlier western influenced
Chinese feminj-sts, such as Jiu Jin and Sophía Chang (CroII
f978, pp.59-79). Like their Western counterparts, they
devoted much energy to campaigning for reforms in the laws of
property and inheritance, and for womenrs right to be

educated, to be employed, to vote and hold office and to
choose their own husbands.

Following the Russian revolution of L9L7, a number of
intellectuals, many of whom had been involved in the May 4th
movement, were drawn more and more towards Marxism-Leninism.
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Many r^romen activists began to regard their earrier feminist
concerns as having too narrov¡ a focus and joined the
national-ist and socialist revolutionary movements in the
belief that women's liberation could only be won after a

re,volution of the whole social system had been achieved.

The CCP was founded in Shanghai ín 1,92L. In drawing up

policies on vromen, ês in other areas, it initia]_Iy followed
closely the approach taken by the Soviet Union. Thus, it
hetd fÍrstly, that, ôs Engels had argued, women's tiberation
is dependent on their involvement Ín non-domestÍc production
and the reduction of their domestic workroad. secondry, the
CCP regarded the particular oppressÍon of women as far less
important than the oppression of the worker and poor peasant

classe,s, and, Iike the Russian Bolshevik party, was wary of
any separate organisation that represented women's interests
as r,romen, fearing that thís would disrupt the unÍty between

women and men in the revolutionary movement (Johnson 1983,

p.40).

In the years to come the CCP did not always adhere to the
first point mentioned above. In the first place, with the
exception of the Great Leap Forward period (l_958-1960), the
CCPrs adoption of Engelfs maxim has always been lop-sided,
with the reduction of women's domestic work receiving far
Iess attention than their participatj-on ín non-domestic
production. ccP policies have not been rimited to the latter
conce,rn, however. They have also included, ât times,
elements more in line with May 4th concerns for the
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establÍshment of equal rights and the dÍrect reform of values
and social structures that oppressed women. At other times,
both the participation of wome,n in non-domestic production
and the reform of oppressive socíaf attitudes and structures
have been actively discouraged. I¡lhat has remained constant
throughout CCP history is that, while the CCP has always

cJ-aimed to be committed to gender equality, a conce,rn for
gender equality for its own sake has always been subordinated
to other concerns, in particular, peasant support for the
revoJ.ution, economic growth, and class struggle, and has been

modified, downplayed or compromised in strategies designed to
achrieve these l-atter goals.

Between the L92Os and the 194Os the CCP emphasised that the
most important task for the activists in its ütromen's

Department was to draw as many women as possible into
production, political actj-vities, and support work for the
Red Army.

In the Jiangxi Soviet area in the early 1930s, women's rights
issues also received some attention with the introduction of
the Land Law and the Marriage Law. Under the Land Lar^r, land
r^ras to be taken from the landlords and distributed among the
peasants. Peasant women were to have equal rights with men

to Land allotments, a move which would, it was expected, give
women the economic independence necessary for their
Iiberation. According to the Marriage Law introduced in
L93l-, marriage $¡as def ined as a J-egal tie between a man and a
I^Ioman, to be forged without the interfe.rence of other parties
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and to be ended by mutuar agreement or upon the insÍstence of
either spouse. After divorce, a $roman was to retain her full_
property rÍghts and, in a radical break with patrilineal
custom, vromen vrere to be favoured over men in the custody of
children (Davin 1,976, p.zï; Johnson 1983, p.55 ).

These laws were important because they symborised the ccp's
commitment to new values and goals for social change.

rmplementation of the raws was, however, very uneven and

imperfect. rndeed, in the Yanran soviet between LggT and

1945, such imprementatíon was activery discouraged. rn l-943

a Party central committee directive procraimed that 'women

cadres must stop rooking on economic work as unimportant'
(quoted in Davin L976, p.36). Arr work with r^romen that did
not dj-rectly contribute to an increase in their productivity
was to be de-emphasised. There was no mention of the
Marriage Law or of work to educate agaínst oppressive
customs, except those, such as footbinding, which directly
hindered production.

The discouragement of direct attempts to arter attitudes and

structures which oppressed women was perhaps adopted
initially as a temporary measure for survival in the
difficult period of civir war and war against the Japanese.
However, it was arso the beginning of a longer-term pattern
in which efforts to change gender rerations were rimited by
the ccPrs reructance to jeopardÍse the support of the poor
peasantry who resisted strongly any attempts to dismantre the
Confucian family model.
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To the urban inteJ-lectuals who had been active in the May 4th
movement and in the formation of the CCP, revolutÍon was a
chance for individuals to fight free of what they saw as the
stifling restrictions of the Confucían famíly. Poor peasants

saw it in a very different light, however. During the early
twentieth century the disintegration of many poor peasant

families in the face of poverty and socio-economic
disruptions had resulted in severe hardship and indi_gnity.
Consequently, when the CCP and the Red Army became active in
rural areas, peasants supported them, not in the hope of
destroying family and other social structures, but of
restoring some semblance of Confucian family order. They

v¡ere, therefore, opposed to any moves on the part of the CCp

that might lessen their power to achieve the Confucian family
ideal, in particular, moves, such as the implementation of
the Marriage Law, which would give more autonomy to young

*o*"rr. 6

Kay Ann Johnson has pointed to the conflicts
western individualist theoretical approaches

Movement and Marxism-Leninism and the family
concerns of the Chinese peasantry as a major

between the
of the May 4th
oriented
force, shaping

6 Such legislation was opposed not only by malepeasants. hlomen, who as mothers and mothers-in-Iaw had,
after years of subjugation, finally attained some measure ofauthority through control of daughters and daughters-in-Iaw,
also felt threatened by reforms that would give young womengreater autonomy. Young wives had the most to gain from
J-egisJ-ation such as the Marriage Law but they were also the
most vulnerable. It was women from this group who were mostactive in the CCP's womenrs organisations, but at the sametime, there were many'who dared not fight the opposition of
husband and mother-in-Iaw.
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CCP social policÍes after the Lg49 revolution, as well as

during the Jiangxi and Yan'an sovÍet periods (Johnson, 1983).
Johnson suggests that the ccp is not 'a Marxist readershÍp
deterministical-ry trapped by its inheritance of a disrupted
but largely untransformed "feudal social base" in the
countryside' (Johnson 1-983, p-22O), but neither has it
completely destroyed or changed that base. Rather, it has

sought to reform certain aspects of society, but to
accommodate or make use of other aspects which are usefur
for, or at reast not in confrict with, the achieve,ment of íts
major priorities.

For vrome,n, the result of this process has been, âs Johnson

strows, that some very major improvements Ín their rives have

been made, but these improvements have nevertheress been

J-Ímited because certain fundamental aspects of peasant
society have been left unchallenged. This was clearly
irrustrated by the land reform campaigns begun in the yan'an

soviet in 1945. under these campaigns peasant women, as werl
as men/ $rere to be granted property rights. Many peasant
women believed that ownership of land would make them

economicarly independent from their fathers and husbands,

thus improving theír bargaining power within their families,
and, under the most oppressive circumstances, enabring them

to leave. As one v¡oman put Ít,
If he divorces me, never mind, ItlI get my share(of land) and the children wíII get theirs. hte canIÍve a good lÍfe without him (Hinton 1966, p-397).
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This potential effect of land reform was blocked, however,

because, due to the family-oriented nature of rural society,
women's l-and $¡as considered family land, and land reform
authorities, unless strongly challenged by a local women's

group, automatically gave womenrs land deeds to the male

family head. During the 194Os the value of separate land
rights for women was particularly Iimited because of the
difficurty women had Ín obtaining divorce. This Íssue would
be tackred by marriage reform workers in the l-95os, but until
the end of the 194os marriage reform issues were considered
too divisive to be pursued with any vigour.

state Poricies and Gender Rerations in Rurar china, Lg g-Lg7B

In March L949, seven months before the CCP assumed Ieadership
of the whole of China, the AII-ChÍna Democratic l¡lomen's

Federation was established and held its first national
congress. The Congress passed draft regulations for the
Federation and described, in a general wôy, its formal
structure. It was not until the third congress held in
September L957 that the Federation's organisational structure
was spelt out fu1ly, however, êt which time its name was also
changed to the Arr-china womenfs Federation. At the ratter
congress it was announced that the Federation would have

representative groups at each level of government from the
l"evel of township (xiang) or street committee to that of
county, province and national congress. Each group would
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elect thre members of the group above it (Davin L976, pp.65-
66).

As a mass organisation, the dual- task of the l^lomen's

Federation was to mobilise mass support for CCP polÍcies and

to defend and further the interests of women. In subsequent

years the actions and policy statements of the Federation
$¡ere to reveal a shifting and uneasy tension between these
tasks. The rhretoric of both the l{omenrs Federation and the
CCP leadership has been that there is no conflict between the
traro, but from an outsÍder's point of view this has sometimes

resulted in an acceptance by the l¡lomenrs Federation of Party
policÍes that are in fact detrimental to womenrs interests,
and a failure, on its part, to tackle problems for women that
the Party itself does not acknowledge, or regards as

unimportant.

The first law promulgated by the CCP after Liberation was the
Marriage Law of May 1950. This was followed in June by the
Agrarian Reform Lahr, which was to guide land reform in those
areas, amounting to approximately 75 per cent of the country,
in whích it had not already been accomplished (Johnson l-983,

p.1o2).

The content of the l-950 Marriage Law was simiJ-ar to that of
the 1.931 law, but this time more effort was put, by the
lrlomenf s Federation especially, into the implementation of the
J-aw and to propaganda and education on gender equality and

freedom of marríage and dj-vorce. For all this, the law
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achieved l-imited success in the countryside. rn many areas
cadres outside the l{omen's Federation were reructant to
implement it. Despite the fact that the Agrarian Reform Law

and the Marriage Law were promurgated at the same time, and

despite the limitations for women of having the former
without the latter, many land reform cadres continued to find
that marriage reform was far too difficurt and divisive an

issue to tackle until after land re,form had been fully
accomplished. Eve,n then, those trying to implement the
Marriage Law faced formidable resistance from peasants,
resulting in some cases in severe physicar violence against
hlomenfs Federation cadres and young peasant women. There was

also a sharp increase in female suicídes. By mid 1953, the
persistence of resistance to the reforms led the ccp to the
concrusion that direct political pressure r^¡as causing too
much social- unrest and disaffection among peasants, and that
marriage reform wourd be a much srower process than they had

pre,viously expected (üIoIf L974, p.L7L).

During the First Five-Year Pran period of 1953-Lgs7 there was

a major change in policy on women in urban areas, and

although their situation r^ras very different, this also
affected rural women. rn the cities, the previousry much

publicised notion that a precondition for women's riberation
v¡as their participation in non-domestic production $ras

quietly pushed aside, and instead, the housewifers role as a
servj-cer of those who participated directly in production was

glorified. In 1-954 the û'Iomen's Federation's magazine
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New women of chrna (xj-n zhongguo Funu)7 pubrished a series of
articres entitred I Ho\¡r housewÍves can serve sociarism' and in
1-956 the ülomen's Federation mounted a 'five goodr family (tr¡u

hao jiatíng) campaign to reward families in which vromen

contributed to socialism by uniting with neighbourhood
families for mutual aid; doing domestic work well; educating
children weII; encouraging the famiJ_y in production, study
and work; and workíng well themsel-ves (Andors 1983, p.3T).
This shift in policy was the state's response to urban
unemproyment problems. unemproyment, endemic in urban areas
at riberation, continued during the 1950s because the growth
of industry courd not match the enormous population growth,
which was due both to naturar increase and to migration from
rural areas.

The First Five Year PIan period was not the only time when

the state revoked its emphasis on women's participation in
paÍd labour in urban areas. In fact, since L94g there has

been a rough pattern in whích state policies related to
Ì^romen t s work have swung from an emphasis on r^romen t s

participation in non-domestic labour in one period, to a de-
emphasis on their non-domestíc rabour and a greater emphasis

on their domestic labour in the next. Thus, the years L94g-

L952, L957-l-960 and L966-1,978 were periods in which strong
efforts r^Iere made to increase the number of r^romen in non-
domestic production, while the years between 1953 and 1,9s7,

and between 1961 and l-965, and the period following reforms

7 This was the precursor to ZGFN.
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in I97B were periods in which $romenfs participation in non-

domestic productÍon $Ias de-emphasised. This pattern
corresponds roughly to shifts between 'leftr and 'right'
economic and political strategi"=.8

I,{Íth the exception of the Great Leap Forward period, national
policies on women and the propaganda of the l¡troments

Federation ( for example, their magazine ZGFN ) have been

dominated by a concern for urban r^romen. Consequently, the
fluctuations i-n CCP attitude to urban women that I have

outlined above have also carrÍed over into the work of
hlomen I s Federation cadres in rural areas, even though rural
and urban situations have generally been very different.
Thus, in the early 195Os attempts were made in rural- areas as

weJ-l as cities to improve the image of the housewife, and the
'fj-ve goodr family campaign was also carried out in the
countryside.

fn the countryside, however, unemployment was not the problem

that it was in urban areas, and much stronger attempts were

made to draw rural women j-nto non-domestic work. Indeed, the
expansion of opportunities to profitably employ labour in

I I must stress, trowever, that the connectÍon I am
making here is between changes Ín economic strategy and
changes ín po7ícg on women. This does not necessarily imply
the same correlation between economic strategy and the real
rate of employment amongst urban r^romen. As I argue
elsewhe,re, there is evidence to suggest that since L978, for
example, despite urban unemployment problems and pressures on
vromen to withdraw from the paid labour force, the overall
employment rate of women has not declined. Instead, it has
declined in some sectors of the economy, but increased in
others ( Jacka l-99Ob ) .
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non-domestic production, generated through col-lectivisation,
was as important a motive for drawing women into the
corlecti-ve l-abour force as beliefs about women's liberation.

The coll-ectivisation of agrÍculture and rura1 industry began

once land reform had been compreted. Families were organised
into larger and larger production groups, and much of the
ownership of the means of production r^¡as taken over by these
groups. This process was undertaken gradually at first, but
under the Great Leap Forward of 1958-1960 the pace of
collectivisatj.on was enormously incre,ased.

The Great Leap Forward was a development strategy put forward
by Mao Zedong that was characterised by the policy of
'walking on two legs'. Under this policy, modern, large-
scare urban-centred heavy industry wourd receive the greatest
proportion of investment, but the agricultural- sector woutd

also be developed and become sel-f-sufficient by relying on

the mass mobirisation of rurar labour for work in the fierds,
on large-scale construction and water control projects, and

in local- small-scale industrÍes. It was found that the
existing collectives lacked suffj-cient Iabour power and

resources to meet these requirements, and consequently they
r^¡ere regrouped into communes. By the end of l_958, 99 per
cent of alJ- peasant families were members of rural people's
communes, comprisÍng an average of about 4,600 families
( Thorborg 1,978, pp. 538-539 ) .
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Although few reliable statistics are available, it appears
that during the collectivisation period, and especially
during the Great Leap Forward, rural r^romen's participatj_on in
foutside' work increased significantry. According to Marina
Thorborg's calculatÍons, between L929 and l_9S4, gO to 50 per
cent of rurar women worked in corlective agriculture. rn
L955 the range ü¡as 40 to 55 per cent, and it rose to 60-70
per cent in 1956, 50-65 per cent in 1957, BO-95 per cent in
1958 and 1959 and 70 to 80 per cent in l-960 (Thorborg Lg7B,

p.582). The time each r^roman spent j_n the fields also
increased. rn L957 a survey of 228 Agricul-turar producers'

cooperatives across the country found that women worked, on

average, 1-66 workdays per year, while men worked 22O

workdays. In 1959 r^romen worked 250 workdays, while men

worked 3OO (Thorborg L978, p.592).

An important resul-t of coJ.lectivisation for women was a
roosenÍng of the authority of the (usuarly mare) head of the
famiry over other famiry members. under the corrective
system, the production team reader, rather than individual
male, heads of families, made the important decisions
c'oncerning the use of woments labour power in 'outsider
production (Parish & Iathyte 1978, p.2o3). rn many praces this
played an important rore Ín improving the situation of women,

since Party poricy put pressure on production team leaders to
treat women and men equally. In additíon, Ì^romen's

participation Ín foutside' production, and the contribution
to the famiry income made by the work-points they earned in
such work, herped to improve theÍr bargaining power in the
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family. In most cases, however, vromen did not have control
over their earnÍngs. Although their work-points r^¡ere risted
separately, payment was not made to individuaL r^¡omen, but
rather was added to that of other famiry members and handed

to the head of the family (Parish & üthyte t978, p.238).

A further aspect of the coll-ectivisation drive of the late
L9Sos particurarry important to rural women v¡as that for the
first, and to date the last, time in the history of the CCp,

encouragement of women's partÍcipation in the 'outside'
sptrere was accompanied by large scal-e efforts to reduce

women's work in the rinside' sphere by socialising domestic
work. Marina Thorborg estÍmated that, whereas j_n 19b6, 7 to
10 per cent of chirdre,n whose mothers took part in fierd work

$¡ere taken care of in busy farm season chitd care stations,
in 1959, 53 to 73 per cent of such chil_dren were taken care
of in chiJ.d care stations that functioned all- year round
(Thorborg 1978, pp.600-601). Other services developed on a
wide scale during this period included sewing workshops,
grain mil1s, hearth services, mate,rnity centres and communar

dining halls.

Another move whÍch had the effect of ressening womenrs work

in the rinside' sphere was the discouragement of 'domestic
sidelines' (jiating fuge). htrhen communes were first
established they took over all ownership of the land and

armost arr the means of production, and employed peasants to
work in production teams in return for work-points entitring
them to a share of the totat output of the team. At the same
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time, however, peasant families r^¡ere assigned small private
plots of land (zíLiudi) and retained ownership of scattered
fruit trees, domestic livestock and small- farm toots. They

v¡ere al-Iowed to use time outside collective work hours and

the labour of family members not engaged in collective work
to gather wild plants, cultivate vegetabl-es and fruit trees
on their private plot or in their courtyard, rear sma1l

numbers of domestic livestock and make handicrafts on a smaLl

scale. Much of the work involved in these rdomestic

sidelines' as they were called, was done by women (ZGFN March

L962, Editorial).

State policies towards domestic sidelines fluctuated from the
l-950s to the late 197Os between cautious encouragement and

repression. On the one hand, they vlere regarded by the state
as competition wíth, and a threat to, the coll_ective economy

and as an are,a where class inequalities could re-emerge. On

the other hand, they r^rere a concession to the peasant

population which, oD the whoJ-e, was opposed to
collectivisation, and, in addition, they could provide an

important supplement to collective production. In most

periods the latter considerations won out. peasants

generally obtained grain from corrective distribution, but a

large proportion of other food items and cash they obtained
from domestic siderines. This was refrected in the peasant

saying rWe depend on the coJ.lective for grain, but on

ourselves for cash' (RMRB 20 November L964). Duri-ng the
Great Leap Forward, howe,ver, domestic sidelÍnes were

officially discouraged or banned, and many commune,s
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confiscated private plots without compensation (Platte 1983,

p.82) .

The ].iberation of women was not a central focus of the Great
Leap Forward. However, the demands of the Great Leap Forward

strategy did mean that efforts made to fu1fil what had been

Engels' two main requirements for women's liberation
involvement in 'social productionf and release from domestic
work - were greater during this period than at any other
time. As a consequence, the Great Leap Forward offers a

particularly clear picture of the problems and limitatÍons of
the Chinese adoption of Engels' approach.

One problem was that the programme for the socialisation of
domestic work ran into difficulties because of its financial
costliness. Tasks formerly performed by women as unpaid
domestic work continued to be done mainly by women, but
became col-Iective services that had to be paid for out of
coJ.lective funds. In many areas the costs of such services
were considered too high and they functioned for only a short
time. After the Great Leap Forward ended a large proportion
of collective services in rural areas ceased.

Other limitations of women's liberation duríng the Great Leap

Forward r^rere due to the fact that, âs in the land reform
campaign, certain attitudes and social structures remained

unchallenged. No attempt was made, for example, to challenge
the continued practice of patrirocar marriage in rurar areas.
This practice had a whore host of negative consequences: the
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mistreatment of young daughters and a reluctance to teach
them skil-J.s that would be lost to another family and,

resulting from this and from the fact that upon marriage they
were moved to an alien environment, an inabiJ-ity on the part
of many young women to participate in production outside the
home and in the political- affairs of the commune.

Another phenomenon thrat re,mained largery unchalrenged was the
gender division of labour between 'inside' and 'outside'
work. The establishment of colrective chil-d care and other
services l-essened individual women's burden of domestic work,
but it ].eft untouched the notion that domestic work was

women's responsibility, not ments. The staff of collective
services were almost arr women, and where such services were

minimal, indÍvidual women bore the entire responsibirity for
domestic work. Consequently, many women shouldered a heavy

double burden during the Great Leap Forward.

Not only did the Great Leap Forward not eriminate the gender

dÍvision of labour between 'inside' and 'outside', Ít also
created a low opinion of insÍde' work and hence reinforced
the devaluation and subordination of women. This, I would

argue, was due largely to the fact that some of the
assumptions on which the original- Marxist approach to womenfs

l-iberation was based were at odds with the Chinese situation.

Engelsr claim that women's liberation was dependent upon

their participation Ín social production and the reduction of
their domestic duties was based, first of aII, oñ a belief _
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that men's domination over women stemmed from the fact that
Ín the middJ.e stage of barbarism men began domesti-cating
animals and were able to produce more than was needed for
consumptj-on. Consequently,

all- the surplus nor,ìr resulting from production feII
to the man; the woman shared in consuming it, but
she had no share in owning it... The woman's
housework lost its significance compared with the
man's work in obtaining a livelihood. The latter
$¡as everything, the former an insJ-gnificant
contribution ( Engels L977, p. 158 ) .

Underlying Engels' claim was also what I discussed Ín Chapter

between a 'privater,1 as a Victorian ideologÍcal dÍchotomy
ffemÍniner family sphere and a 'public', rmasculinef sphere

of production.

Recent research has thrown doubt on Engels' version of world
history. For example, there is much anthropotogicat data
which suggests that it was r^romen, rather than men, who first
developed horticulture and thereby generated productive
surplus (Jaggar 1983, p.72). This problem aside, Enge1s'

conception of gender divisj-ons of Iabour clashes with what we

know about women's work in 19th and 2Oth century rural China.
As discussed in the first section of this chapter, iri rural
China before colLectivisation a conceptual dichotomy between
rinside' and 'outside' spheres resulted in gender divisions
of labour such that r^¡omen's work was relatively concentrated
in the home and family, and field work was undertaken largely
by men. The dichotomy did not, however, also involve a

distinc'tion between rfamÍly carer and tproduction', and in
practice, some aspects of womenfs 'insidet work, such as

weaving and raising domestic livestock,. dÍd involve the
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production of material goods, both for consumption and for
surplus value. Furthermore, there is no evidence to indicate
that in pre-revolutionary China work such as cooking and

chiJ-d. care was devalued as Inon-productive', or that it was

not recognised as any less necessary to the family economy

than other work.

Thus, iri adopting Marxist theoretj-cal approaches, Chinese
Ieaders in the 1950s added ner^r, negative connotations to the
rinsidef work undertaken J-argely by ü¡omen. These negative
connotations were then inscribed in the organisation of rural
families into collectives and the subsequent distinction
drawn between colrective production and work undertaken for
the indj-vidual family. Domestic work was devalued because it
was seen as non-productive and as not contributing to the
corrective economy. I¡tromenf s work in domestic siderines was

devalued both because of its association with 'unproductive'
domestic work and, ironically, because it was, Írr fact,
productive, and was part of a private market economy regarded
as a threat to the col-lective economy.g

During the Great Leap Forward there were also a number of
problems surroundÍng women's work in the 'outside' sphere.
There r^¡ere numerous compraints from the woments Fe,deration,
for exampre, of women being overworked and of practices, such

as assigning heavy work to pregnant women, whÍch resuLted in

work
19SOs

9
and

For further discussion of
domestic sidelines have
Chapters 6 and B.

the ways in which domestic
been perceived since the

see
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serious damage to womenfs health. It was claimed that some

production team leaders regarded the protection of women's

health as an impediment to fulfilling production quotas,
rather than as a sound investment in maintaining healthy
workers (Andors 1983, p.55; Thorborg 1,978, pp.566-567).

In addition, a division ü¡as generally maintained in the
foutside' sphe,re between the work of men and that of women,

and women's work was undervarued and remunerated less than
men's, despite the often repeated slogan 'equal pay for equal
work'. The evaluatíon process for the work-point
remuneration system adopted in Chinese communes varied
considerably from place to place. Apart from taking into
account the number of hours a worker spent in collective
labour, work-poi-nts were sometimes assigned according to the
'heaviness' or difficulty of the tasks performed and

sometimes according to the skill- or physical abilities of the
worker. Armost invariabry, however, the definition of terms
such as rskillr, 'heaviness' and 'physical ability' was such

as to discriminate against women. As in parts of rurar china
before L949, vrork whích was seen as invorving heavy rabour,
usually done by men, r^¡as rewarded more than work done by

women that required dexterity or stamina. For example,
ploughing wÍth a cow was defined as 'he,avy' work and was done

by men. As such, it was rewarded more than harvesting grain
with a sickle, which was womenfs work and was considered
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'light' even though it was considerably more tiríng (Thorborg

Lg7B, p.542).10

Rural men often strongly resisted equal remuneration for
womenrs and men's rnrork, and put pressure on l-ocal officials
to divide work tasks in such a way that women would receive
Iess pay. In some instances, for example, where there was

not already such a classification in place, they called for
certain tasks to be classified as 'heavy' work, to be done by

men only, and to be remunerated at rates higher than those
for tasks undertaken by r^romen (Crook & Crook L979, p.L2B;
Thorborg L978, p.551 ). Consequently, as wíII be discussed in
Chapter 7, the gender divisions of labour between 'light' and
rheavy' work apparent in agriculture in the post-Mao period
are a result, irr part, of struggles over remuneration that
occurred under the collective system.

úùhere rural industry was developed, or capital construction
works undertaken, l¡omen generally took over agricultural
work, so that men could be freed for the new tasks. Through

the 1-96Os and 1-970s this pattern was repeated, and after
L978, with a marked increase in rural industrialisation, it
became even more evident. The implications of this will be

discussed in Chapter 7.

10 For a brj-ef account of such practices in pre-1949
rural China see the quotation from Fei Hsiao-Tung &. Chang
Chih-I (1945, p.31) cited above in the first section of thischapter. À simiJ-ar account is given by PhÍIip Huang inrelation to Huayangqiao, in the Yangzi Delta ( Huang, philip
1-990, pp.55-56).
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The Great Leap Forward ended in economic disaster ín 1960,

and in the subsequent economic recession between l-960 and

1963 numerous collective services v¡ere closed down, communes

v,¡ere reduced in size, and many of the administrative
functions of the commune were passed down to the production
brigade and production team. FolLowing this reorganisation,
the basic structure of thre, commune, changed very lítt1e until
the end of the 1970s (RiskÍn 1987, p.1-70).

Rural employment opportunities contracted between 1-960 and

1963, and rural women's labour force participation rate
declined to 50-60 per cent. As the economy strengthened j-n

the mj-d-6Os more rural industries developed, employing mainly
men, and more women were absorbed into agrÍcu1tural work.

Vùomenfs labour force participation rate rose to 60-70 per
cent during these years, and to about 70 per cent by 1974

(Thorborg L978, p.584).

After the Great Leap Forward the AII-China hlomenrs Federation
shifted íts attentÍon from a concern primarÍIy with womenrs

participation in production as the key to their Iiberation,
to a gre,ater concern with ideology. In the early 1960s it
initiated a movement aimed at raising the ideological
consciousness of women, believÍng that v¡omen's social
inferiority was grounded in traditional ideology, and that in
order to solve this problem women had first to raise their
own self-ar^rareness (CroII L978, p.29O). Many articles j-n

ZGFN at this time addressed womenrs problems of combiníng

participation in paid work with domestic duties and, while
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recognising that these probrems were indeed considerabre,
craimed that with a strong wirl and 'correct thinkingr they
coul-d nevertheless be overcome. The assumption r^ras, of
course, that domestic work wouLd neither be thoroughly
socialised, nor shared with men, but would remain the
responsibility of Índividual women.

Arthough the hlomenrs Federation's attempts to improve the
ideorogical consciousness of women corresponded in a general
way with the growing emphasis of the state leadership during
this period on ideology and poritics, during the second harf
of the 196os they received harsh criticism because they were
seen to conflict with attempts to raise v¿omen and men's crass
consciousne,ss. subsequently, the ütromen' s Federation, arong
with other mass organisations, uras branded revisionist and

was disbanded. During the three years of the Cultural_
Revol-ution there was no separate work carried out among

women.

Despite this, young women did pray a major rore in Red Guard

activities and there was strong encouragement of women's

participation in political affairs and in aII areas of
routside' production during this period. Notions that r^¡omen

were, not fit for 'outside' rores were countered with the
slogans ttimes have changed, men and women are equar', rwhat

men can do, women can do too' and '!,romen hold up half the
sky', and with stories of moder women working arongside men

or in'rron Girrs' teams' in areas of production from which
Ì^romen r^¡ere previousry excruded, such as heavy industry.
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The negative side to thÍs propaganda was that vromen's rives
as mothers and wíves and the problems of combining 'inside'
work demands wÍth those of routside' work were ignored. rn
media accounts, model women's famil_ies were either not
mentioned, or else 'serfish' concerns for the individual
fami].y were sacrificed for the revolutionary cause. lrlomen

were stirr expected to undertake arr domestic rnrork, but this
contribution to the economy was not recognÍsed. The

suggestion that rwhat women can do, men can do too', or that
both r^romen and men should do domestic work, r^ras not raised
(Johnson 1983, p.167).

Rural inhabitants were on the whole ress affected by the
turmoir of the curtural Revoluti-on than those of the cities.
However, one porícy that had a major impact on rurar areas
vlas the xía-xiang polÍcy, in which, altogether, some L2

million urban school--reavers were sent to the countryside to
.l-earn from the peasants (Riskin L9BT, p.LBZ). The policy,
which ran from l-968 until Mao Zedong's death in L976, $ras

unpopular, both with the urbanites who regarded it as akin to
a sentence of trard labour, and with peasants who considered
the young urban people a burden and a nuisance. young \^romen,

both urban and rural, did sometimes benefit from the poricy,
however. Educated young urban women, for exampre, sometimes
had greater opportunity to exercise their skil-rs and gain
positions of respect in rurar industry and rurar poritics
than they would have had in competing with their male
counterparts in the cities. At the same tj-me, the,y provided



a new modeJ- for young peasant women to emulate,
break down rural prejudices about \^romen (Andors
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and helped to
l-983, p.1-46).

Following the end of the Cultural Revolution in 1969,
separate work among 9¡omen was gÍven attention once more, and

by L973 the htomen's Federatj-on was re-estabrished up to the
provi-ncial leveL throughout most of the country.ll

The revivar of separate politicar work with *o*".12 *..
partry due to a major ner^r attempt to reduce popuration growth
(this being seen as rargery \¡romen's re,sponsibirity). such
attempts had been made in the mid-l9sos and earry 1960s, but
r^rere given rel-atively little emphasis and had been

discontinued durÍng the Great Leap Forward and the curturar
Revorution. rn the earry 1970s a national poputation poticy
aimed at reducing the birth rate to 2 per cent was

impremented. Late marriage r^ras promoted (24 to 26 for women,

26 to 29 for men), two or three chirdren were recommended as

the maximum, and a spacing of at reast four years between
births was urged. Hearth workers and those invorved at arr
levels of the poritical- system, but especiarly members of the
hlomenf s Federation, v¡ere mobitised to educate the population
on the need for family planning (Sidet & Sidel L982, p.gO).

L1
however.

The next national congress was not held until LgZg,

L2 This type of work is identÍfied in chinese as funugongzuo. Henceforth in this thesis r wirl follow Detia
DavÍn I s practice of using the term 'r^roman-work I whenreferring to such work. Atthough clumsy, this term is, asDavin suggests, preferabre to the common but misreadingtransration of funu gongzuo as 'womenrs workr (Davin 1976,p.L7)-
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The greatest increase in woman-work during the 197os was due,
however, to the 'criticise Lin Biao and confuciusr campaign
which ran from L973 to L976. This campai-gn resurted in a

uniquely concentrated attempt to challenge the obstacles that
confucianism continued to create for the realisation of
gender equarity. rn study groups across the country women

read and criticised confucian classic texts, in particular
the Classíc for Girls (Nuer jing), and identífied and

anarysed the effects of confucianism on their own lj-ves.

During these years some more direct and practical steps were
arso taken towards reducing gender inequalities in rural
areas. For example, for the first time, a fairly strong
propaganda effort was made to persuade men to share the
burden of domestic work, matrÍlocal marriages were
encouraged, and unequar work re,muneration was chalrenged. rn
some areas these efforts were moderately successfur. Kay Ann

Johnson reports that in Hebei, for example, hlomenf s

Federation statistics recorded an increase in the work-point
ratings of women, âD incre,ase in the proportion of productíon
brigades fundÍng public child care, and an increase ín the
number of wome,n workÍng in ful-r-time agriculture. They arso
noted an improved wil-lingness on the part of men to do

domestic work (Johnson l-983, p.2O2).

trlilriam Parish and Martin lrlhyte craim, however, that arthough
the officiar ideal of equar sharíng of domestic work was

known in the Guangdong virlages they studied, Do j_ndicatÍon
was given of any concrete attempts made to j-nvorve, more men
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in domestic work (Parish & lrlhyte Lg7B, p.2o4). This suggests
that the 'crÍticÍse Lin BÍao and Confucius' campaign, which
$¡as conducted at the time of Parish and latrhyte's interviews,
had littLe impact on gender relations in Guangdong.

I¡trhatever the extent of the successes in realÍsing gender

equarity engendered by the 'criticíse Lin Biao and confuciusf
campaign, they $¡ere, in any case, short-Iived. After Mao

Zedong's death and the faII of the 'Gang of Four' in 1976,

there was a backlash against the campaign, ôs there was

against everything that the new readership chose to describe
as a project of the 'Gang of Four'. Emily Honig suggests,
for examplê, that one reason for the surprising strength of
be].ief in woments biorogical inferiority among chinese peopre

in the 198Os was that a suggestion to the contrary might
evoke ttre accusatj-on that one was espousing the principles of
the 'Gang of Four' (Honíg 1985, p.335).

Conclusion

In this chapter I have drawn a brief sketch of gender

relatÍons, in partj-cular gender divisions of labour, in rural
China from the earl-y twentieth century to the l_ate 197Os. I
have shown that throughout thís period conceptual
dichotomies, in particufar between 'inside' and 'outside'
spheres, and between 'Iightr and 'heavy' tdork, have played an

important rore in maintaining certain gender divisions of
labour, which in turn have contributed to women's
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subordination. The meanings surrounding these dichotomies,
the significance attached to them, and the ways in which they
have affected gender nerations, have, however, varied over
time.

rn pre-revolutionarîy china, the confucian idear that r^romen

should be limited to an rinsider sphere, although rarely
fully achÍeved in practÍce amongst peasant families, dÍd mean

that r^¡omen's movement and theÍr interaction with people
outside the family were restricted, and this in turn
contributed to their subordination within the patriarchar
famÍly. I¡lomen's participation rates in agricurture were
relatively low before L949, although most women in poor
peasant famiries did undertake some f ield work. I¡tithin
agrÍcurture, there were further gender divisions of rabour.
In some places these r^rere not particularly marked. In
others, however, there vJere crear divisions between 'light'
work that was undertaken by women and remunerated at a

relatj-vely low rate, and 'heavy' work unde,rtaken by men.

The theoreticar approach toward gender issues adopted by the
ccP derived from liberar concerns with the reform of family
structures and regisration for equar rights on the one hand,
and a Marxist emphasis on crass struggre and on drawing women

into production, on the other. In practice, whilst
regisration such as the Marriage Law and the AgrarÍan Reform
Law of 1950 have been of great importance for women, theír
effect in reducing womenfs subordinatíon has been rimited by
the ccPrs inabirity or unwillingness to ímprement them
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thoroughly, and to remove or
in particular the patrilocal

alter certain family structures,
marriage system.

Under the CCP, reform of family structures has generally
taken second place to attempts to draw women into production,
though the vÍgour with which this latter approach has been

pursued has aJ-so varied from one period to the next. Between

L949 and L97B there were marked increases in womenrs

involvement in 'outside' production, which helped to Ímprove

!'romen's economic status. On the other hand, the failure to
reduce bromen's domestic workload significantly, whether
through socialisation or through persuading men to undertake
such work, resulted Ín a serious doubl-e burden for women.

Furthermore, the introduction of Marxist conceptions of
rinside' work as non-productive and trivial-, combined with
the newl-y established structural distinction between the
collective sector and the secondary and politically suspect
private, family economy, not only reinforced a distinction
between rinside' and 'outside' spheres of work, but added new

negatj-ve connotations to the former, and hence contributed to
the devaluation of women's work in that sector. In the

'outsider sphere of collective productj-on and collective
politics, \^romen were disadvantaged by the patrilocal marriage
system which contributed to a reluctance on the part of
families to educate their daughters, and which left women

socially isolated after marríage. In addÍtion, the
impJ-ementation of the work-point system was accompanied by

local struggles over remuneration in which, frequently,
gender divisions of labour between rlightr, relatívely low
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paid t women's work' and 'heavy' , more highly paid 'me,n's

work' trere strengthened, or in some cases newly created.

In Chapters 4 to 9 many of the issues and. themes that have

been raised in this chapter will be enLarged upon in a

consíderation of the impact of social and economic reforms on

gender relations in contemporary rural China. As a preface
to this dÍscussion, the forlowing chapter provj-des an outrine
of the key reforms introduced by the chinese state sínce the
late 197Os.
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CHAPTER 3: POST-MAO REFORMS

Introduction

After Mao Zedong's death and the arrest of the Gang of Four

in L976, Deng Xiaoping and other leaders whom the Gang of
Four had opposed, rose to prominence. They promoted values
and goals very different from those espoused under the
previous regime, and introduced policies for radical economic

and social reform. In rural- areas, this turn around was to
have an impact on the economy and on social relations as

profound as that caused by the collectivisation drive of the
195Os, which it was no$¡ reversing.

This chapter provides background information about the
process of reform initiated by the state in the late 1-97Os

and 19BOs, and introduces issues relating to the ways in
which the reforms have both been shaped by, and impinged
upon, gender relations ín rural areas. The first section of
the chapter outlines the shífts in state ideology that have

accompanied the introduction of reform policies; the second

describes the key economic reforms introduced into rural
areas, and the broad consequences of these reforms for
economic, social and political relations; and the third
section examines the one-chil-d family policy and the impact
it has had.
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Shifts in State ldeology

rn the first phase of post-Mao re,form, between L97B and 1980,

the state l-eadersr attention was concentrated on the
consolidation of their ovln po\^rer, and structural reforms r^¡ere

implemented only gradually (Davis & Voge1 l-990, pp.3-4).
During this early period, nevertheless, important shifts in
state ideology and polÍtical and e,conomic theory v¡ere

1expressed.' The Deng leadership distanced itself from the
previous regime by critícising the latter's 'excessivef
political radicalism and egalitarianism, promoting, instead,
the depoliticisation of ordinary life, economic pragmatism,

an improvement of livÍng standards and balanced economic

growth. The latter two goars were to be achieved through the
'four modernisations',2 a greater opening to the outside
world, more attention to the development of agriculture,
consumer industries and services, greater divisj-on of rabour
and specíarisation, and thre promotion of material íncentives
and individual striving.

These broad shifts in ideology paved the way for radical
structural change. Then, once structural change and social
adjustment got under way, new concepts and slogans were

developed, in some cases to legítimate changes that had

1 tquch of the groundwork for these shifts had, in fact,
already been laid between L976 and L97B and was based on
arguments made by Deng Xiaoping in L974 and l97S (I¡Iatson
L982, pp.87-1-03 ) .

2 Modernisation of
technology, and defence.

agricutture,'industry, science and
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already begun, and in others, to contain undesired
consequences of those changes.3

This is not the place for a detailed account of these
processes. Instead, Ín the following paragraphs, I wish to
focus upon the rgendered' nature of the shifts in ideology.
As wj-Il become apparent, whether motivated by a desire to
effect change, to legiti-mate change already under wêy, or to
guide it into new directions, the shifts ín state ideology
that have occurred have included, ôs a core element, a

reconfiguration of notions of womanhood and of womenrs

positÍon in society. These, in turn, have had a powerful
impact on actual gender relations, and the vlays in which
gender relations have been affected by structural change.

I wiII also argue, however, that the images of womanhood

created in the post-Mao period are not solely an imposition
by the central state leadership, but have received powerful
support from a range of people in different social positions,
including women as well as men.

One of the symbols of Cultural Revolution 'radicalism'
against which the Deng leadership, and indeed the ordinary
population, have reacted most vehementty is that of the woman

who is active in the 'outside', 'malef sphere of polÍtÍcs

3 For example, as suggested beIow, the staters attempts
to promote 'spíritual civilisationf have been a response to
what is seen as a decline in morals and social order, these
bei-ng regarded, irl part, âs undesired side-effects of the
'open door policy' and the development of a market economy.
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the 'Red Guard Ladyr, epÍtomised, in particular, by Mao

Zedong's wife and a member of the Gang of Four, Jiang eing.
As wiII be discussed in Chapter 5, a key mechanism through
which Jiang Oing's radicalÍsm, and by extension, the Gang of
Four and their policies, have been discredited by the current
regime has been through a portrayal of Jiang Qing as a

'white-boned demon', a witch and a prostitute - a woman who

has acted outside the bounds of Inaturalr, 'proper' gender

roles. The message to the Chinese people is two-fold; that
the Gang of Four was bad, and that, ês Marilyn Young has put
it, 'there is something in the natural order of thÍngs that
does not love a woman exercising public powerr (young 1989,

pp.262-263).

A rejection of the CuLtural Revolution and the Gang of Four

also takes the form of denunciation and scorn at the I Iron
GirJ-s' of the period, and a repudiation of the slogan 'what
men can do, $¡omen can do too' (Young 1989, pp.26L-263).
I¡trhereas during the late Maoist period women were exhorted to
behave like men, it is now insisted that I r^romen and men are
differentr, and each have their special characteristics and

abiJ-ities. As Emily Honig and GaiI Hershatter poínt out,
there is now a vast amount of media articres and other forms

of popular literature providing advice on the physiological
and psychological- differences between $¡omen and men (Honig &

Hershatter 1988, pp .L4-4O) .

As wiII become

has reinforced
apparent through this thesis, this
gender inequalj-ties in a number of

discourse
ways. It
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should also be noted, however, that it is supported by women

themselves, and that this is not merely a case, of 'false
consciousnessf. For many women as for men, IÍving through
the 'ten years of turmoil' (l-966-1976) resulted in an

equation between attempts at radical. social and political
change, and chaos and suffering, and Deng Xiaopingts
restoration of order and of the fnatural order' were met with
relief . I¡lomen also welcomed the chance to move ar^ray from the
mascurine styre asceticism of the Maoist era and to enjoy the
more traditional pleasures of femininity - changing out of
their shapeless, worn Mao suits into colourful dresses,
perming their haÍr and putting on make up. And finally,
whirst some r^romen, for exampre those who had been Red Guards,

looked back on the late 1-96Os and early 1970s as a time of
excítement and freedom from the restrictions of traditional
femininity (Young l-989, pp.258-259), many others reflected
that 'equalityr during this period merely meant having to
work twice as hard as men, whilst receiving fewer work-points
in the fíelds and no recognition for theÍr domestic work.

Yet there is more to the post-Mao discourse on gender

difference than either a state or a popular rejection of
political radicalísm. On the one hand, âs the billboards
around China's cÍties testify, the rise of a commodj-ty

economy and consumerism hras seen the image of woman as sex

object being manipulated in the burgeoning advertising
industry in muctr the same way as it has been in the ülest.
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On the other hand, an emphasis on women's roles as mothers,
and by extension, as the guardians of social order and

morality, has been a central element in the state,'s attempts
to combat post-Cultural Revolutíon cynicÍsm and discontent
amongst young people, to curb what are se,en as the
undesirable consequences of the 'open door polic,y' and the
promotion of a market economy; that is, excessive
materialism, selfishnèss, and 'spiritual poJ-lutionr, and to
promote values and standards of behaviour conducive to social
stability and modernisation. As the then Party Chairperson,
Hu YaobêDg, put it in l-982: flùomen are not only an important
force in national economic construction; they also have a

partícularly significant role to play in the building of
socialist spirÍtual civilisation' (quoted in Robinson 1985,

p.51).4 As I have discussed elsewhere, the primacy of the
image of woman as mother has arso been bolstered through the
argument, seen frequently in the media in the 1980s, and

acted upon by numerous employers, that r^Jomen working in
state-run factories should take extended maternity leave or
should 'return to the kitchenr permanently in order to
reJ.ieve pressure on urban employment (Jacka 1990b).

Fi-nally, âs I suggest in my discussion of gender segregation
j-n vocational educatj-on in Chapter 5, an emphasis on gender

difference contributes to a greater division of rabour in the
economy. For this reason it has been encouraged by the state

4 For further discussion of the reaffirmation of the
image of woman as mother, and of the consequences for genderrelations in rural areas, see Chapters 4-6.
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in its attempts to improve efficíency and to me,et contrasting
demands, irt particular, for modernisation on the one hand,

and emproyment generation on the other. The notion of gender
difference tras also been reinforced through the poricies of
the state and of employers in particular sectors of the
economy. For example, âs I suggest in Chapter B, domestic
siderines and the fcourtyard e,conomy' have been promoted by

the state in the post-Mao period as an area of work

'particularry suited to womenrs special characteristics', in
part as a way of relieving female underemployment, and in
part as a Ì¡¡ay of taking full advantage of the cheap and

frexibre rabour of women working at home. And Ín township
enterprises manufacturing textires, emproyers hire a majority
of femare workers because, they cl-aim, they are more nimbre-
fingered and patient than men, whilst in heavy índustries,
employers hire a majority of men because, the,y claim, the
work is too heavy for women.

Having given a rough outline of the importance of the notion
of gender difference to shifts in state ideology since the
late 197Os and the ways in which thís has been taken up by

other elements in society, I will now turn to examine the
reform poricies introduced in rurar areas, the structurar
changes that they have initiated, and, briefly, the effects
on rural society that these structural changes have had.
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Reforms to the Rural Economy and System of Governance

The Introduction of the Production ResponsibíLitg Sgstem

According to the post-Mao leadership, a major drawback of the
colrective system was that it did not provj-de incentives for
workers to improve their productivity. Consequently, at the
Third P1enum of the ELeventh Central Committee, held in
December Lg78,5 a form of what J-ater became known as the
rproduction responsibility system' (shengchan zerenzhi) was

introduced, with the aim of improving production incentives
by Iinking production and remuneration more closely. It
allowed a system of 'contracting output to the group' (.bao

cJ:an dao zu), Ín which the production team sígned a contract
with a smaLrer work group stipurating the inputs, production
quotas and work-point remuneration for a particurar piece of
work. Accounting, planning, control of tools and draught
animals, irrigatíon, and capital construction projects
continued to be the production team's responsÍbirity, but the
internar distribution of work-points among its members was

undertaken by the group ([rtatson 1983, p.7L2; Riskin LgB7,

pp.286-287). This was the first in a number of different
types of production responsibj-Iity system which be,came

universal in rural areas by the early 1980s.

5 This meeting was later to be pinpointed as thebeginning of the reform period, even though a number of theporicy changes put forward had arready been herarded atmeetings earrier in the year (soringer L982, pp "LZ4B-L249).
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In September l-980 the CCP Central CommÍttee issued Document

75, rAnnouncement regarding severar issues concerned with the
further strengthening and perfection of the production
responsibilíty system in agricurture'. The document alrowed
two other forms of household contracting to be impremented Ín
poor and backward areas and in praces where contracting to
the househord had already occurred. under the first of these
systems, known as 'contracting output to the househord' (bao
chan dao hu), the household signed a contract wíth the
production team which stípurated an arlocation of rand to the
househord and a proportion of produce that the househotd was

to give the team in return for a specified number of work-
points. MachÍnery and draught animars were eÍther managed by

the team or divided between households (htatson 1983, p.71,7).
Land was usually allocated according to the number of peopre

or the number of labour powers in the hrousehord, or according
to both.6 In theory, any changes to the population of the
household, such as a birth or death, the exit of a daughter
or the entry of a wife, were to be forrowed by an adjustment
of the householdf s l-and holdings. However, this system

resurted in enormous management probÌems, and in subsequent
years was therefore replaced by other schemes, a common one

involving the reassessment and readjustment of the land
holdings of aI1 vil-Iagers every few years. As will be

discussed in chapter 4, trowever, there, continue to be serious
problems relating to the allocatj_on of land to women,

especialJ-y divorcees and widows, under the new systems.

6 For details see
Bangongshi 1987, p.2O.

Nongcun Diaocha Lingdao Xiaozu
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Under the second type of production responsibility syste,m,

known as rcontracting everything to the househord' (bao gan

dao hu or da bao gan), the household took over alJ-

responsibirity for production manageme,nt, simpry handing over
land tax and a sales quota of a particular crop (usually
grain) and paying a levy to the production team to help
maintain basic colrective services. Land was contracted in
the same Ì¡ray as under the -bao chan dao hu system, and tools
and draught animals I^Iere distributed among househotds ( I,rtratson

l-983, p.7L7)-

Like other aspects of the reforms, the production
responsibility system was not introduced uniformly across the
country as part of a nationar porícy. Even before the Third
Prenum, forms of organisation other than that approved at the
plenum vrere being tried out in some places ( htratson L9BT ,

p.24), and it was in view of these experÍments that Document

75 was introduced. Thereafter, there was a good deal of
regional variation in the timing of the introduction of the
production responsibility system and the type of system

adopted. In some places loca1 cadres and peasants strongly
resisted the decentrarisation of production management that
the new system impried ( Zweig 1-985 ) . More commonry, horarever,

pressures from peasants desiring a return to family farming
pushed the ímprementation of the system faster and further
than the ce,ntrar authorities had origínarry pranned (htratson

1,987, p.22).
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By October 1981 approximately 98 per cent of all collective
accounting units had adopted some form of production
responsibility system. Àt that time 7 per cent had adopted
the .bao chan dao hu system and 38 per cent had adopted the
bao gan dao hu system (trlatson 1983, p.7L9). By late 1_984 the
bao gan dao hu system had been adopted by approximately 95

per cent of collective units, with the remainder using other
forms of the production responsibility system (Watson LgB7,

p.4).

As will be noted below, collectives have not entirely given
up their role in economic management since the introduction
of the production responsibility system. Nevertheless, âD

important consequence of this re,form has been that most

decisions over work and the allocation of tasks have once

more become internal to the family. An examination of family
relations is, therefore, of particular importance for an

understanding of the gender divisions of labour that have

emerged in the post-Mao period. This topíc will be pursued

in Chapter 4.

Changes to PoLitical and Administrative Institutions

As household contracting spread, it became clear that a re-
examination of the role and structure of commune and sub-
commune institutions of admÍnistration and governance, was

needed. Between 1982 and l-985, attempts were made by the
central leadership to affect a separation between

governmentar and economic administration, and to reduce the
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role of the Party in day-to-day administration and

management. Governmental responsibilities of communes were

taken over by township (xiang) and town (zhen) governments.

and were formally separated from.the township Party
committee. Economic functions vJere transferred to economic

management committees (jíngji guanli weíguanhuí), subordinate
to townshÍp governments. Similarly, production brigades were

converted into administrative villages (xingzhen cun) Ied by

villagers' committees (curmín weíguanhui) wj-th governmental

responsibilities and in some places 'joint cooperatives' or
fcorporations' (nong-gong-shang Líanlte gongsi) with economic

functions. Production teams were renamed village groups

(curunin xiaozu), but became largely re,dundant, except where

they coincided with a natural víllage (Watson, 1,984-85,

pp.624-627; !ùhite 1990, pp.3B-39 ).

Despite these formal changes, hor^rever, there continues to be

a good deal of overlapping between Party, government and

economic institutions, both in terms of personnel and

activities, and in general, people who held positions as

local-level Party cadres before decollectivisation have

tended to retain most control over local government and

economic administration under the new arrangements. As one

peasant put it, fthey are holding up a sheeprs he,ad, but they
are seJ-J-ing the same old dog meatr (Potter & Potter L99L,

p.281 ).

Across China there have been wide variations in the roles of
township and virrage rever institutions, and their rerations
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r^¡ith peasant f amilies. In some more weatthy townships and

villages in particular, Iocal cadres have ptayed a major role
in controlling or guidÍng the econoffiy, for example by

obtaining loans and investing in township- or village-run
enterprises, by ensuring the provision of credit and other
inputs and arranging saLes outrets for peasant entrepreneurs,
and by advising peasant fami1ies on profitable ventures.
These townships and vill-ages have, in addition, made use of
their revenue, obtained in particular from township
enterprises and levies on agriculture, to provide production,
werfare and education services, and to maintain public works
such as roads and irrigation (Nee & Su SijÍn 1990, pp.LB-2L;
I¡tratson I992b, pp.182-188 ) .

Reports suggest, however, that in most places the role of the
col-lective has greatly declined. Victor Nee and Su Sijin
cJ-aim, for example, that in 15 of the 30 villages in Fujian
that they studied in 1985, there was no sign of any

corrective activity. Public works were not being maíntaÍned
and welfare services, such as aid to the poor and health
insurance, r¡¡ere not being provided. Ereven virrages reported
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some collective activíty, but at a level much lower than
before decollectivisation (Nee & Su Sijin 1-990, p.Lg).7

For rural women, the lack of collective services has

particular significance. As will be discussed in Chapter 5,

for example, many rural families have responded to the rising
costs of education, resulting from declÍnes in collective
subsidies, by withdrawing theír daughters from school. In
addition, scarcity of child care facilities increases the
workload on individual- mothers and grandmothers (see Chapter
6).

Pricing Adjustments,
and Specía7ísation in

and The Encouragement of Díversification
the RuraT Economg

Concurrent with reforms in rural organisation and management

have been changes in the pricing of agricultural products,
and attempts to encourage diversification and specialisation
in the rural economy. The Third Plenum of the Eleventh
Central Committee in 1,978 decided that, in order to stimulate
agricultural production, the state purchase price for graín
would be raised by 20 per cent, and the price for the amount

7 Mo." recently, Iocal governments hrave been increasÍng
various levies and fees on peasant families. Indeed, in
L992-L993 in parts of rural China, such a heavy burden of
charges was being imposed on peasant famil-ies, that they $¡ere
reactÍng with riots and viole,nce. There has been líttle
sign, however, of any significant improvement in the
provision of collective welfare and other services; much of
the money being used instead either to line village and
township cadres' ornrn pockets, or to meet the demands of
government departments at highei levels (fnside Chína
Mar¡:land March l-993 ).
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purchased above the quota would be raised by an additional SO

per cent. The purchase price for various economÍc crops and

agricultural subsidiary products would also be increased, and

the cost of farm machínery, chemÍcal fertilizer, insecticides
and other agricultural inputs would be reduced (CCp L978,

p.13). In subsequent years other price changes followed, so

that between L979 and L9B4 the average annual Íncrease in the
purchase price of agricultural and subsidiary products was

7.62 per cent and between 1985 and L9B9 it was l-3 per ce,nt,

although in the ratter period there were arso sharp increases
in the cost of agricultural inputs (Ash L992, p.555). At the
same time, the state progressively decreased its direct
control over, and íntervention into, the marketing and

prj-cing of agricultural products, to the extent that by the
end of L992 agricultural production, with the exception of
cotton, oil crops and grain, rÁras regul-ated almost solely by

the market (Watson 1993).

The Third Plenum also reaffirmed peasants' rights to
undertake domestic sidelines (CCP L978, p.L2), and encouraged

local governments to invest, and expand employment, irt rural
industries, or township enterprises (xiangzhen qíge), as they
came to be known (rDecisj-on on some problems in accelerating
the development of agriculturef, quoted in Byrd &. Lin
Qi-ngsong 1-990, p.lO). These moves were part of a broad shift
in which the state abandoned its earlier policy of aiming for
self-sufficiency in grain in each region in favour of an

encouragement of peasant involvement in cash-croppíng,
forestry, animal husbandry, fishing, processing,
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manufacturing and services. ThÍs trend toward
diversification has both Ied to, and has itself been further
increased by, improvements in agricultural productivity and

the consequent release of 'surplus' labour from crop
production (see Chapter 7), the opening of free markets, âD

improvement of transport and service facilities, and an

increase in the movement of labour both within rural areas

and between rural and urban areas.

In addition to promoting dÍversification of the ruraL
economy, the state has encouraged peasant families to set up

their own businesses, specialising in single areas of
agricultural production, or in non-agricultural production,
for the market. In order to make it easier for peasants to
develop'specialised householdsf (zhuangehu) and rprivate

enterprises' (getihu and sigíng qige) as they are termed,

Iocal governments often provide them with subsidised
fertiJ-j.ser and other inputs, and help them to market their
produce. In addition, the state has made major c,tranges to
Iaws concerníng the hiring of labour and the subcontracting
of land. rDocument No.l' of 1983 allowed peasant families to
hire labour, and rDocument No.l' of 1-984 allowed peasant

families engaged Ín non-agricultural production to
subcontract their land to other families to farm for them, in
return for a cash payment or a share of produce (Riskin L987,

p.289 ) .8

I For a more detailed discussion of speciatised
households and private enterprises, see Chapter 8.
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Changes in P.ural EmpTogment Patterns

The introduction of the production responsibitity system,

combined with the encouragement of'díversificatÍon and

special-isation in the rural economy, have given peasant

famÍIies more freedom to make their own decisions about what

areas of production to engage in, accordÍng to their
partícuIar abilities and the interplay of local prices,
supply and demand. The net income to be earned from growing

grain crops has generally been much lower than that in other
areas of agriculture, so there has been a strong incentive
for peasants to move out of grain production. SimÍIarly,
non-agricultural activities, such as processing, commerce and

transport, are more profitable than agricultrrr".9 These

factors have J-ed some peasant famil-ies to specialise in one

area of agricultural production, or to abandon agriculture
altogether. For most, however, the potential- profitability
of such a move has been offset by a lack of specialised
technical skilIs, market information and capital, the risks
involved in moving from largely subsistence agriculture to a

new line of commodity production, and the uncertainties
surrounding government policy. In addition, land is
generally regarded by peasants as their most important form

of economic security and they have been reluctant to abandon

9 A =rltrrey of 272 viLLages across the country found,
for example, that in I9B7 the average gross income e,arned
from one person-day's labour in grain productÍon r^ras 6.49guan. The income earned in forestry was 1. 1-8 tj-mes thís
amount, and the incomes earned in industry, transport, and in
commerce, catering and services, were respectively 2.54, 3.1-6
and L.37 tÍmes the amount earned in grain production (Nongcun
Diaocha Bangongshi 1989, p.55).
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ít entirely in favour of more lucrative, but less secure,
non-agriculturaL production. Most commonly, peasant famil-ies
manage these conflicting fac,tors by keepíng a finger in each

pie, as it were, with men and womeR in the family undertaking
different economic activities. A woman might, for example,

grow graÍn and vegetables, whilst her husband runs a private
enterprise mending bicycles and their son and daughter work

in nearby factorÍes.1O

Signífícant changes in rural- employment patterns have

occurred, nevertheless. In particular, the 19BOs and l-990s

have seen unprecedentedly large numbers of rural- inhabitants
shift from agriculturaL to non-agricultural occupations.
Thus, vrhereas between L952 and L977 Chinars rural non-

agricultural employment grew by only 2.4 per cent per annum,

between 1,978 and l-990 ít grew at a rate of l-3.3 per cent per

annum. In L977 total rural non-agricultural employment stood
at L7.32 million people, oî 5.6 per cent of total- rural
employment, but by 1990 it had increased to 87.56 million
people, or 2O.5 per cent of total rural employment ([rlu L992,

pp.4-5 & pp.28-29). As will be discussed in Chapter 9,

howeve,r, significantly fewer rural bromen than men are
employed outside agriculture.

It is
basic

also important to note that although, íri terms of their
thrust, the economic reforms have been implemented

10 This kind
by the summaries ofgiven in Appendix 1

of dívision of labour is well illustrated
information on sample rural families
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right across rural China, the details of their implementation
and the changes they have effected have differed from place
to place. The most obvious difference has been between areas

on the eastern coast and around large cÍties, and areas
inJ-and and far removed from large cÍties. In the former
areas Índustries are now weII developed, as are trade
networks with other parts of China and with overseas markets.
A relatÍvely 1arge proportion of peasants work at non-

agricultural occupations and families are fairly well-off. In
the latter areas the market economy and industries are as yet
relatively underdeveloped, and most peasants rely on

agriculture for their lÍvelihood and are rel-atively poor.11

Income Distríbutíon

In the first half of the 1980s the economic reform policies
introduced in rural China resulted in rapid improvements in
peasant j-ncomes and livíng standards. Between l_985 and I99L,
however, real incomes stagnated. According to the State
Statistical Bureau, net per capita rural income in L978 was

L33.57 guan, of which l-16.06 guan or 86.9 per cent went on

Iiving expenditure. By 1984 net per capita rural income had

increased to 355.33 guan, of which 273.80 guan or 77.I per
cent went on living expenditure. Thereafter, net íncomes

continued to rise, but the effects of inflation and rising
Iiving costs meant that the proportion of peasant income

spent on living expenditure Íncreased. Thus, by 19Bg net per

1-L For an indication of'the geographical
of township enterprise employment, see Chapter

distribution
9.
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capita rural income had risen to 544.94 guan of which,
however, 476.66 guan, or 87.5 per cent, went on living
expenditure. rn 1991 net per capita rurar income was 208.55
guan, of which 6L9.79 guan (87.5 per cent) went on líving
expenditure (Guojia Tongjiju L992, pp.307 & 31O).

Roughly in tandem with these trends, the gap between rural
and urban incomes and consumption narrowed in the earry 1980s

but thren widened again in rate 198os and early 1990s. TLrus,

according to the State Statistical Bureau, the ratio of
peasant (nongmin) consumption to non-agricultural urban
(feinongge jumin) consumption increased from L22.9 in LgzB to
L22.2 in 1985, but then declined to 1:3.0 in 1991 (Guojia
Tongjiju L992, p.276).

rncome inequarj-ties within rurar areas have been increasing
since the early 19BOs. According to studies undertaken by

the l¡trorld Bank, rural Gini ratios decreased from o.g2 in 1978

to O.22 in ]-982, but then increased to O.27 in l_984 and O.31

in l-986. Anothrer rarge-scare study undertaken by a team of
western economists found that in l-9BB the rurar Gini ratio
was O.34 (Khan et al. Lggz, p.1O56 ).L2

Much of the inequarity in rural income distribution has been

due to Íncreasing regionar variations in the reform period.
According to one report, for example, in 1979 per capita

L2 This latter study was based on a survey of LO,25grurar househords ín 28 provinces. For a comparison of themethodorogy and findings of this and the worrd Bank studÍes,see Khan et aI. L992, pp.1055-j_0S8.
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incomes in China's central and western regions were

respectively 69 per cent and 56 per cent of the per capita
income in the eastern regi-on. By l-988 these figures had

declined to 52 per cent and 43 per cent (Kato L992, p.118).

In addition, inequal-ities in the distribution of income

between families and between individuals have increased as a

result of increased occupational differentiation. Amongst

the wealthiest families are those who run specialised
households and private enterprises. As wiII be discussed in
Chapter B, such famil-ies are commonly larger than the
average, have above ave,rage levels of education, and have

connections with local government. In more general terms, ôs

noted by the 1988 study mentioned above, r^¡ages are the most

significant factor in income inequalitíes between families
and individuals. Some 62 per cent of income from ürages is
received by the richest 10 per cent of the population, and

the poorest 20 per cent of the population receíve only 1 per
cent of their income from wages (Khan et aI. L992, p.LO4O).

In light of this, the fact that rural r^¡omen are much less
lÍkely than men to have jobs in Índustry or other areas of
wage employment ís partÍcularly significant. Another
important element contributing to gender inequalities in
income is that withÍn wage employment women receive lower
incomes than men. The 1988 survey found, for example, that
the mean monthly wage of female wage earners (103.8 guan) was

8L per cent of that of mal.e wage earners (L27.9 guan), and
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vromen vtere consistently under-represented in the most highly
paid j obs ( Khan et aI . 1-992 , p .LO41,-LO42) .

The One-Child Family Policy

One fínal reform which needs to be considered in an

examinatÍon of vJomen's work and gender divisions of labour in
the countryside since 1978 is the CCPfs one-child famíly
policy. Under this policy, which was introduced in L979,

various forms of economic incentives have been gíven to
couples who, after the birth of their first chíId, pledge to
have no more, and penalties, ofte,n in the form of fines, have

been imposed on couples who bear a second or third chi1d.13
In urban areas, a relatively long history of famÍly planning
education, combined with socio-economic pressures for having
fewer children, such as housing shortages, has made the
implementation of the one-child family policy relatively
easy. In rural- areas, however, the policy has met with
enormous resistance.

One reason for this discrepancy between urban and rural areas
has been that there are few welfare services in the
countryside. Most elderly peasants do not receÍve a pension,
and children (or more particularly sons, because under the
patrilocal marriage system daughters leave their native

13 F'or detai]-s of incentives and disincentives, and of
exceptions to the one-child policy, see Croll 1985a, Davinl-985, and Davin 1990.
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vilJ-age upon marriage) are consÍdered vital for the care they
will provide theÍr aging parents. For elderly peasants

without relatives to support them, the coll-ective does

provide wtrat is known as 'the f ive guarante,es' (wubao) , that
is guarantees of subsístence requÍrements of food, health
care, shelter, clothing and funeral costs. However, at the
beginning of the 1980s only 3 per cent of people in rural
areas aged 65 or more received the 'five guaranteês', and

since then the proportion has declined even further, both as

a result of declines in collective weLfare funding and

because of an increase in the proportion of elderly in the
population (Hussain & Liu Hong L989, pp.56-82).

In a few places, the lack of social support for elderly
peasants has been mitÍgated recently by the establ_ishment of
pension schemes by ÌocaI government and private insurance
companies (NMRB 29 December l-9BB). Concern over resistance
to the one-child policy combined wÍth greater wealth may make

suctr schemes more common in the future, but they are unrikery
to become widespread among peasants for some time to come.

A second reason for the resistance to the one-child family
poJ-icy in rural areas has been that, to a great extent, the
economic prosperÍty of a rural family depends on the amount

of labour povrer it can muster. This has become more critical
forrowing the introduction of the recent economic reforms,
since the closer link between remuneration and work
performance, and the diversification of the rural economy,

mean that rabour power can now be used more effectivery to
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generate income. In addition, the increased autonomy of the
famiJ-y relative to the collective and the state has meant

that CCP cadres have lost much of their authority over
peasants' Lives, and their exhortations for family planning
have often been ignored, although draconian enforcement
through abortion and sterilisation has also been reported.

Implementation of the one-child poJ-icy has had some serious
negatíve effects on gender relations and on vrromen's lives.
For e,xample, despite the staters attempts at education, vromen

are still- sometimes blamed for the sex of the chitdren they
bear and there have been numerous reports of husbands and in-
laws abusing, beating or abandoning r^¡omen foll-owing the birth
of a gÍrl (ZGFN September 19Bl- p.46; P.MRB 9 April 1983). rt
is women, also, who bear the brunt of conflicting pressures
from relatives and officiars over whether to carry through an

'out of plan' pregnaDCy, and of course it is they who suffer
from forced or late abortions.

Perhaps most seriously, peasant desires for boys, combined

wÍth pressures from the state to have only one chj-ld, have

Ied to the reappearance of infanticÍde of baby girls (ZGNMB

16 January 1983, GMRB L4 october 1988 ) . lrlhire statistics are
unreriable, most writers agree that Ínfanticide more or ress
disappeared between the 195Os and the 1970s. In the l9BOs

and early 199Os however, it has been significant enough to
cause skewed sex ratios of registered newborns in some

localities (Bianco & Hua Chang-ming 1988, pp.1S7-j-58).
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In recent years, in reactÍon to problems such as these, the
Chinese state has, in a sense, given up on the one-child
family policy. Since 1989, aII provinces except Sichuan and

Anhui and the municipalitj-es of Beijing and Shanghai, have

allowed peasant famil-ies to have a second child if their
first was a girJ- (Davin l-99O). This change of policy is
perhaps preferable to female infanticide. Unfortunately,
however, it reinforces the attitude that females are inferior
to, or less valuable than, ma1es, and does not address the
reasons for peasant desires for sons rather than daughters.

Family planníng and the one-child family policy have brought
some benefits to women. For example, the difficulties in
implementing the policy, combined with a recognition of a

Iink between woments status and fertilÍty levels, have at
Ieast drawn attention to, and raised concern over, the
persistence of gender inequalities. To some extent, âs

Elisabeth Croll and Delia Davin suggest, this has lent
support to the ef forts of the lrlomen's Federation to combat

discrimination and violence against vromen, and to improve

v¡omenrs education and emproyment opportunities (crorr l-983,

pp.L2L-L23; Davin 1990, pp.87-BB). As wiII be discussed in
chapter 5, however, the lltromen's Federation's work continues
to be híndered by a lack of resources and power.

Furthermore, the involvement of latromen's Federation cadres in
family planning work makes them unpopurar amongst peasants,
and hence actualry compounds thej-r difficurties in protecting
and furthering womenrs interests (Davin 1990, p.86).
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A more direct benefit to rural women of family planning Ís
that reducing the number of children they bear reduces

strains on their health. Fewer children may also mean a

reductÍon in women's domestic workload, although ít is
doubtful that this is so in a]-l cases, since the lesser
workroad resurting from fewer chÍldren is often offset by the
Iack of ol-der childrenrs contribution to domestic work tasks
and the care of theÍr younger siblings. In addition, in the
J.ong run, if the one-child policy succeeds, this wj_II be

offset by an increase in women's work in looking after four
elderly parents.

Regardless of their actual ef fect on r^¡omen's child care and

domestic workload, family planning and declines in fertilÍty
appear to have had little impact on the widespread perception
that motherhood and domestic work are womenrs chi_ef roles in
Iife. Indeed, I would argue that any such impact has been

compretery overshadowed by the reinforcement in the media and

in state pronouncements of the image of woman as mother and

guardian of social morality, stability and order. As will
become apparent in later chapters, this perception of women

as mothers, first and foremost, plays a central role in
creating, maintaining and legitimating gender divisions of
rabour in which women are concentrated in the 'inside' sphere
of domestic work, agriculture and home-based industry, and

their involvement in the 'outsider sphere of 1arge-scale
industry, busÍness, and political and e,conomic leadership is
limited.
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Conclusíon

In this chapter I have given a brief j-ntroduction, firstly,
to the ideology framing the post-Mao leadership's reform
policies, and the centrality of gender difference in that
ideology; and secondly, to the reform policies íntroduced by

the state in rural China and theír broad consequences for
economíc, political and sociaJ- relatÍons.

üIhile limited space has allowed me to do little more than
outline key shifts in state ideology and policy and some of
their main consequences, it should be apparent that the
reform process is a complex one, in which outcomes stem not
just from poJ-icies imposed on society by the state, but from

interactions in which actors from different sections of state
and soci-ety put pressure on each other, and respond to each

othersr moves, either by accepting them, by making

compromises, or by resisting (Shue 1990, p.60).

The establishment of the production responsibility system is
a clear example of this process. In some areas, irt re,sponse

to peasant demands for family farming, local leaders
introduced the production responsibility system before it had

been given central state approval . In others, hor^rever, local
cadres and peasants delayed the implementation of the system.
In this case, the c'entral state overcame local-leve1
resistance. In the case of family planning, howe,ver, the
policy J-imiting peasant families to only one child was met

wíth so much resistance that it was eventually relaxed.
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The emergence of a powerful discourse on sexual difference in
the post-Mao period is another example of state-society
interaction. As discussed in this chapter, this discourse
has, in part, been propagated by the state in attempts to
borster its regitimacy and its reform programme. However, it
has arso been supported and furthered by other erements in
society, íncluding both men and r^¡omen.

rn subsequent chapters r will examine in greater detair the
ways in which state-socj-ety Ínteractions in the process of
reform have shaped gender divisions of labour in rural china,
paying attention, in particurar, to the chranges Ín meaning

and significance of gendered dichotomies between different
spheres of work.

Before undertaking a direct examination of work patterns and

gender divisions of rabour, however, it Ís necessary to look
at other aspects of gender relations and the ways in which
they have been affected by reform, both in order to
understand how these infruence gender divisions of rabour,
and how, in turn, changes to gender divisÍons of 1abour

affect other aspects of gender rerations. This then, Ís the
aim of the forrowing two chapters, whÍch discuss women's
position in the famiry, and their involvement in poritÍcs and

education.
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CHAPTER 4z THE FAMILY

Introduction

In rural Chína today, as in times past, 'the family' (jia) is
central to women's and men's perceptions of themselves, their
work patterns and their relations wÍth others. As in other
cultures, holrrever, the Chinese concept of rfamilyr is fluid.
Associated with it are a range of meanings and spheres of
significance.

On the one hand, in rural China, as in the Vùest, women and

the family have commonly been linked in discussions of one

particular set of issues - woman as wife and mother (and in
China, ês daughter-in-Iaw), vroman as domestic worker, woman

as belonging to, and being most strongly identified with, the
finside' sphere. In this sense the famity has been 'both
centraL and del-imíting for womenfs lives' (úrlolf 1985, p.1-83)

and has been defined in opposÍtÍon to the 'outside' domain of
men.

At other times, women have been cast as outsiders to the
family, here defined in terms of patrilocality,
patrilineality, networks of male kinship ties and the
ímportance of male descendants.

This chapter examines the significance of the famiry in these
two senses for an understanding of women's work patterns and

gender divisions of labour, and the links between these and
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other aspects of gender relations. The first sectíon looks
briefJ.y at the processes of marriage and divorce,
highlighting the power rerations involved in these processes,
and the $rays ín which these, in turn, shape women's position
in the famiry and in the wider community. The second section
provides background Ínformation about the size and structure
of rural families, and indicates the ways ín which famJ_Iy

formation and evolution shape women's work patterns at
different stages of their lives. The third section analyses
intra-famÍIy power relations, and values and assumptions

relating to the 'proper' place of individuals within the
family. These, I argue, are both affected by gender

dívisions of labour, and, at the same time, play a part in
determining and maintaining particular gender divisions of
labour, and the meanings which these divisions have for
*o*aar. 1

Marriage and Divorce

Marriage

Marriage is near universal in china, and about 98 per cent of
rural women are married by the age of 29 (Guojia Tongjiju
Renkou Tongjisi L992, p.98). The legal marriage ages are 22

for men and 20 for women, however, a large number of

see
and

1 For more detailed discussions of the Chinese famiJ-y
Freedman L97O; Wolf L972; Parish & Whyte L978, Chapter 3;Croll 1981-.
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marriages also occur before these ages (S[l/B 15 February 1989;

RMRB L7 September 1988 ) . Eartier marriage al-lows for e,arlier
and more frequent childbirth, and is in part a strategy
adopted by families as a way of gaÍning more labour, thereby
maximising the economic benefits of the return to family
farming.

According to the Marriage Law of 1950,2 marriage, is to be

freely chrosen without the interference of a third party. and

as a result of the law, and of the campaigns surroundÍng it,
marriages arranged by the older generation without young

peoplest consent have become J-ess common. However, marriage
remains a family concern, and family members, especially
sisters and mothers, commonly play an important role in
seeking and introducing potential marriage partners, who then
decide whether or not to aqree to the match.

As in the past, most rural marriages are exogamous and

patriJ.ocal, which means that the bride and groom are from

different villages, and that upon marriage, the woman moves

from her natal family into her husband's family. The new

couple may continue to live indefinitely in the man's family,
especial-ly if he is the youngest or the only son, in which
case he and his wife wiII be expected to care for his parents
as they grorÀr old. Otherwise, the family will commonly dj-vide

2 The Marriage Law of 1980 is essentially the same as
that of l-95O, except that it no longer makes any reference to
the remarriage of widows or to the traditÍonal customs of
taking child brides and concubines, it raises the legat age
of marriage by two years to 22 for men and 20 for women, and
it makes divorce somewhat easier.
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its property and the young couple will- establish a new

family, often just after the birth of their first child.

Traditionally, marriage was accompanied by elaborate rituals.
As part of the rituals, the conclusion of the first phase of
marriage, negotiatíons was marked by the presentation of a

bríde-price or betrothal gifts from the young man's famity to
the womanrs family (Croll 1981, p.AL). The prospective
groom's family was also obliged to provi-de a wedding feast
for friends and kin. For their part, the prospective bride's
famiJ-y customarily provided a dowry to be taken by the young

woman into her new family.

The CCP under Mao discouraged elaborate marriage rituals and

prohibited the payment of money and gifts in connection with
marriage. It was critical-, irl particular, of the payment of
bride-prices, because it symbolised the procurement of r^¡omen,

which perpetuated both women's J-ow status and class
inequalitiesi the l-atter because it made it harder for poor
men to marry (ParÍsh & hlhyte L978, p.180).

The payment of bride-prices and dowries did, however,

persist. In their study of rural Guangdong in the early
l-97Os, hlilliam Parish and Martin latrhyte reported that dowries
had declined considerably in value, but bride-prices vrere

high. In 36 villages the average family expenditure on the
bride-price and wedding feast required for the marriage of a

son was 728 guan, or just over the national average for the
annual net income, earned by a rural famíly of four. This
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expenditure was considerably higher than that reported by

John Buck ín his 1930 study of seven locations in Guangdong,

Ín which he found that the average family expenditure for a

man's marriage $Jas 23O guan, or just over half the national
average for net peasant family income (Parish & hlhyte 1978,

p.l-88 ).

In the post-Mao perÍod the CCP has adopted a l-ess critical
stance toward peasant rituals generally. In this more

relaxed atmosphere, the performance of ritual has once more

assumed an openly important role in village J-ife, and, ôs

numerous articles in the pre,ss have pointed out, one aspect
of this phenomenon is an upsurge in elaborate and

increasingly costly marriage rÍtua1s.

According to one extensive national survey, bride-price
(caíIi) payments increased ten-fold between l-98O and 1985,

from between 1OO and 3OO guan (i.e., l-0 to 40 per cent of the
average net income of a rural family), to between L,OOO and

3,000 guan (63 to 189 per cent of average net family income).
In addition, in 1985 the families of prospective grooms paid
2,5OO to 4,OOO guan for new housing for the ne$¡ couple and

al.so held large wedding feasts. The survey found that most

peasants save for five or six years for a wedding, and must

also borrow money from friends and relatives (ZGFNB 4 JuIy
L986 ) .3

3 For other survey reports on bride-price and dowry
payments see Lu Ming & Si Xuelong 1986; NMRB 3L October L986;
NMRB 24 February I9B7; and Zhao Xishun l-990, pp.LLI-L22.
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As Parish and ldhyte had found in the 1970s in rural
Guangdong, reports ín the 198Os and 1990s suggest that in
many areas the dowry involves considerably Less expenditure
than the bride-price.4

In discussing the significance of declining dowries and high
bride-prices, Parish and Whyte, draw on the work of
anthropologist Jack Goody to argue that the payment of bride-
price is part of a system of exchange in which what is gained

is the right to womenfs labour. In Guangdong bride-prices
are hígh because the income generated by a woman's labour is
substantial, whe,reas in cultures where women contribute less
to a familyrs income, bride-prices tend to be lower, and

minimal. exchanges or dowries predominate (Parish & lVhyte

L978, pp.186-1BB ).

Extending these j-deas, one could suggest that the increasing
value of bride-prices in the post-Mao period j.s in part
related to the fact that the introductÍon of the production
responsibility system put a premium on labour. Other factors

4 One investigation in Yichuan county in Henan province
found, for example, that in 1-987 the fami1ies of prospectÍve
grooms spent on average L,723 guan on betrothal and other
gifts and on the wedding feast. The families of prospective
brides spent onJ-y 752 guan, of whích 673 guan was for the
dowry (IVMRB 24 February L987). Elisabeth CroII (L977 ) and
Margery l¡loLf ( 1985 ) also found that dowries r^¡ere much smaller
in value than bride-price,s. However, Sulamith and Jack
Potter report that in Zengbu, dowry was larger than bride-
price. It included almost aII the items from the bride-price
plus a supplement provided by the bride's famiJ-y. In 1979
the average value of a bride-price was 422 guan and the
average value of the supplement provided by the bride's
famÍly for her dowry was L78 guan (Potter & Potter 1-991-,
pp.2OB-209 ) .
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are al-so involved, however. Most significantly, as with the
performance of ritual more generally, the payment of the
bride-price, the staging of an elaborate wedding feast and

the building of new housing for the married couple, are
occasions for the enjoyment of increased income and for the
display of the new wealth and status that at l-east some

families have gained as a result of economíc refor*..5 They

are also important avenues for the maintenance and

strengthening of ties with friends and kin; ties which have

become more crucial wÍth the decentralisation of economíc

management and the emergence of a market economy.

I¡lhatever the causes of increased brÍde-price payment, one

major effect tras been, just as the CCP previously feared, the
maintenance and reínforcement of the view of women as

commodities exchanged between patrilineal famil-ies. This is
most starkJ-y illustrated by the abduction and sale of young

women as brides. According to one report, almost 1-0,OOO

women and children are abducted and sol-d each year in Sichuan

alone (Time lL November L99l-).6

The payment of high bride-prices also has negative
consequences for women in marriage. Firstly, it tends to
increase the expectation of a man and his family that a wife

5 High bride-price payments are not always anindicatÍon of wealth, however. As one article notes, ín the
competition for brides, poorer villages commonly pay hÍghbride-prices in order to attract women to them, away from thewealthier villages (Zhang Sehua & Liu Zhongyi 1986).

6 For further reports see GMRB 3 September LgBB; ,S[r7B ZzApril 1989; and SWB L4 February 1990.
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will do their bidding, and in some cases results in abuse of
the woman Íf the family feets she is not serving them well-

enough (NMRB 3l- October 1986). Second1y, j-t makes it more

tikely that a family wilJ- resist a woman who seeks divorce.
This they can often do very effectively because they hoJ-d

more sway amongst local- officials, who may weII be ki.n, than
a woman who has married in and is still regarded as an

outsider to the vilJ-age. In addÍtion, a demand that the
bride-price be repaid can also make divorce very difficult
for a l,ùoman.

For young rural r^romen, even those who freely choose their
partner, marriage is an event of considerable trauma,

Ínvolving as it does, the break of old family ties and a
shift to a household of relative strangers, often in another
viJ-lage. As Margery I¡IoIf (1972), EIIen Judd (1989) and

SulamÍth and Jack Potter ( l-991) have argued, hornrever, vromen

are not merely the passive objects of oppression in the
formation of patrilineal, patriarchal families. These

writers have greatly enriched our understanding of the
Chinese family by pointing out the various strategies and

customary practices that women have developed for themselves
around the dominant, patriarchal model of the famiJ-y. Jack

and Sulamith Potter point out, for example, that in choosing
a marriage, partner for her daughter, a woman seeks to make

her a part of an already existing network of female relations
and friends. She might, for example, suggest as husband the
brother-in-].aw of a female friend or relatÍve who wiII
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provide some support for the young woman when she moves into
the village (Potter & Potter 1991, pp.206-207).

Once married, a woman herself will make efforts to develop
friendships and alliances with other women Ín the viJ.lage
which will ameliorate her sense of isolation, and provide
help and support if she has trouble with her husband or in-
Iaws (WoIf 1-972, pp.38-4O). The trauma of leaving home to
get married is also softened by the considerabLe ties that a

woman maintains with her natal family well after her
marriage. Ellen Judd points out that in fact, not only do

most $¡omen make regular visits to their natal family until
the birth of their first child, many spend a large proportion
of their early married years livj-ng in their natal family.
This is particularly so in the increasingfy frequent cases in
which the husband is absent most of the time, working away

from home (Judd 1989, p.533).

DespÍte these practices, however, it remains true that the
patrilocal, exogamous nature of most rural marriages is one

of the linchpins in the maintenance of \^romen' s subordination
in rural China. Friendships amongst villagers take a tong
time to mature, and it is usually some years before villagers
stop seeing married rÁromen as outsiders. Not only does this
mean that newly married women are relatively isolated and

vulnerable within the famiJ-y, it also makes it particularly
difficult for married women to gain the trust necessary to
assume any form of leadership in the routside' sphere,
whether Ít be in politics or in the local economy, and it
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makes it
necessary

harder for married women to develop the contacts
for successfully undentaking entrepreneurial

activÍties.

Furthermore, anticipation of theír daughters' marriage out of
the natal fami-Iy has contínued to lead pare,nts to
discriminate against daughters, for example in education (see

Chapter 5), and even, ôs discussed in Chapter 3, to kill a

baby daughter so as to have another chance, under the one-

chiLd family policy, to give birth to a son.

As mentioned Ín Chapter 2, the 'criticise Lin Bj_ao and

Confucius' campaign of the 1970s included efforts on the part
of the CCP and the l¡tromenrs Federation to promote matrilocal
marriage, both as a way of ensuríng old age care for couples
with no sons, and as a !{ay of reducing gender inequalities.T
Today, however, patrilocal marriage is rarely identified as

probJ-ema-tic and there is no longer any significant effort
being made to promote matrílocal marriage.

GÍven that, ês a result of family planning, there are now

more famÍlies with only one child to care for them, the
resistance to matrilocal marriage Ín which a famity
relinquishes its son wiII be high and it may not, in fact, bê

a workable strategy to encourage Ít. Ellen Judd suggests
that an alternative strategy for improving the status of
women might be to encourage intra-village marriage so that

7 For details see Johnson 1983, pp.L97-2OO.
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women can retain contact with their friends and natar famiry,
and also provide support for their parents Ín old age.

Reports do in fact suggest some increase since Lg/4g in the
incidence of intra-viIIage, and arso intra-surname, marriage
(Potter & Potter l-991 , p.2OO; Parish & trthyte L978, pp.L7L-
L72; Chan et al. 1992, pp.IB6-2L2). However, such marriages
are also not without their problems. Sulamith and Jack
Potter found that one significant reason for the contÍnuing
reluctance of famil-Íes to undertake such marriages in Zengbu

is that they do not expand famílies' social contacts in any

usefur way. Arso, virlagers believe that quarrels between a

husband and wÍfe who are both locars can too easiry escarate
into quarrels between two families (potter & potter 1-ggL,

p.2O5. See also, Chan et aI. L992, pp.LB6-21-2).

It is clear then that any attempt to change existing
patrilocal and exogamous marriage practices is extremely
difficult be,cause such practices perform important functions
in village l-ife. Nevertheress, given their centrarity in the
subordination of women, the fact that the ccp and the l¡tromenfs

Federation do not attempt to charrenge the dominance of such

marriage practices suggests that ultimately the issue of
subordination is not of primary concern.

Divorce

Divorce rate,s in rural China are very low - Ín LgBz

O.3 per cent of rural women aged between 15 and 69

divorced (Zeng Yi 1991-, p.38). The Marriage Law of

less than
were

19 50
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granted women across China equal rights with men to seek

divorce, but despite this, the cul-tura1 and practical
barriers facing a woman who wishes to divorce are enormous,

and when a divorce occurs it is like1y to result in more

hardship for the woman ttran for the man. A divorced woman is
wÍdeIy considered immoral and runs the rj-sk of economic

hardship. According to the Marriage Laws of 1950 and 1_98O,

and to the Inheritance Law of 1-985 (the PRC's first
inheritance law), husband and wife have equal rights to joint
property. Hovrever, in cases of dívorce in rural areas these
rights are usually not implemented in practice. In most

instances a divorced woman returns to her natal viltage
(unless she remarries immediately), forfeÍting aJ_I rights to
property that she and her husband may have accumulated during
the marriage, except for personal items such as jewellery and

crothing. As mentioned, her husband's family may also demand

that the woman return the bride-price originally paid for
her. Furthe,rmore, she may find that upon her return her
natal vÍIlage refuses to assign her land.8

until the L98os, in cases in which only one spouse requested
divorce, the couple was required to undergo an extensive
process of 'mediation' with local- cadres ín order to repair
the marriage, and it was rare that divorce was granted
afterwards. However, irr contrast to the.1950 Marriage Law

that stated that where mediatÍon failed divorce might be

granted, under the 19BO law it was stated that 'in cases of

I
control-

For further
of land and

discussion see the
other property.

following section on
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compfete arienation of mutuar affection, and when mediation
has failed, divorce shouLd be granted (MarrÍage Law IgB2,
p.14, Ry emphasis). Partly as a result of this change,

divorce rates in both urban and.rural China, although stil1
very J.ow, increase,d through the 19BOs, from one divorce per
thousand married couples in l-981 to about 2.s divorces per
ttrousand married couples in 1986 (Zeng yi 1991, p.31).

Following the new law, officials relaxed their attempts at
preventing divorce. Members of the lùomen's Federation say

that before 1980 they had discouraged divorce because they
felt that it was a threat to women, Ìnrho vtere less
economicarry secure than men. Since then, however, they have

discouraged it ress because, they sêy, women are economicalry
better off, and because they berieve that if a rerationship
has deteriorated it is best for both parties to divorce.
They claim that more r^¡omen than men now seek divorce, and

regard this as indicating a rise in the status of women

(Interviews with members of Ling County and Guan County
hloments Federations, September & December 1989).

Media reports confirm that rurar v¡omen do indeed initÍate
divorce more often than men (yu Xiangyang 1987-BB, pp.97-gg),
but, in contrast to the ú'Iomen's Federation, I suggest that
this is not new and has l-ittle to do with rnromen's status.
Parish and üIhyte report that in rurar Guangdong in the j-97os

divorce was arready more commonly initiated by women than by
men, despite the enormous sociar and economic difficurties
faced by a divorced woman. They suggest that men r^¡ere ress
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J-ikeJ.y to initiate divorce simpJ.y because of the
invoJ-ved for them and their famíly j-n remarryÍng

Ialhyte Ig78, p. 1-93 ) .9

costs
(Parish &

It should a]-so be noted that not all women share the l¡tromenrs

Federation's positive view of the changes to the laws on

divorce. Some feel themselves to be victÍms of the Iaw.

This includes, irr particular, !{omen whose husbands divorced
them when they gave birth to a girl, and those whose husbands

divorced them after ttre latter's work and social status
improved and he no longer felt he had anythíng ín common with
his wife (Honig & Hershatter l-988, pp.2L5-2L9).

In general, then, as Emily Honig and Gail- Hershatter point

out,
as long as the increased freedom to divorce took
place wíthin the context of basic social- and
economic inequality, women remained unequal
beneficj-aries (1988, p.226).

FamíIy Size and Structure

hlhen asked about the members of their family ('jía 7i gou

sherune îen? | ) , peasant vromen commonly discuss close relatives
who share a common budget and live in the same house or
compound of dwellings. They may also mention other close
relatives who are living elsewhere but share the same budget,

p.98).
9 The same argument is made by Yu Xiangyang (L987-88,
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for example, a husband working away from home as a temporary
l-abourer (Interviews in Beiji.g, Shandong and Sichuan,
August-December L989 ) . 10

Table 4.Lz Average Family Size

Sources: L9II-J-9B2z Guojia Tongjiju Shehui Tongjisi L987,

p.30. L987: Guojia Tongjíju 1989, p.93.
1990: Guojia Tongjiju Renkou Tongjísi 1992, p.25.

10 This rough definition of the term 'jía, correspondsto that of Myron Cohen (L97O) and other western scholars, andto the usage of the term in most Chinese surveys of thefamily (Guo Zhigang 1988, p.52). Some scholars, however, usethe term'hu' (household) to refer to this type of unit(e.9., CroII 1977, p.79O; Potter & Potter 1991-, pp.2LS-2L6).
Figures on famÍly size and structure taken from population
census data arso refer to the rhuf. According to guidelínes
for the r.982 population census, the number of people ín the
household refers to al.l those with permanent householdregistration in that rocality, excruding those who have been
arÁ¡ay from their place of household registration for more than
one continuous year (Population Census Leading Group L982,pp.1-3). In this thesis the terms 'familyr and rhousehold'
are interchangeable, unless otherwise indicated.

Year Average Familv Size
National Rural

19 t-l- 5.L'7
19]-2 5 .31
]-928 5.21
1933 5.29
193 5 5.38
1_9 47 5.35
19 53 4.3 4.26
L9 64 4.29 4.35
1_9 82 4 .43 4 .57
1-9 B'7 4.4
t_990 4 .06
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As can be seen in Table 4.L, the average Chínese famiJ-y is
now smaller than it was before the L949 revofution. In 1947

average family size was about 5.4 persons. fhis declined to
about 4.3 persons by 1953. Between the 195Os and the early
199Os average family size remained at between 4.1- and 4.4
persons. Thus, the most abrupt shift in family size occurred
in the 1950s. As the folLowing discussion indícates, this
was due to an increase in the proportion of nucJ-ear families,
rather than a decline in bírth rates.

Tabl-e 4.2 shows that in the second hal-f of the twentieth
century families in rural China r^¡ere most commonly nucLear or
stem families. SÍnce L949, the number of nuclear families
has been greater than before and the number of stem and grand

families smaller.11 Improved health care and living
standards after L949 led to declines in infant mortality and

an increase in life expectancy. However, a tendency for
brothers to establish separate families after marriage or the
birth of children, combined with the fact that more brothers
v¡ere surviving, led to an increase in the number of nuclear
families (Parish & Ialhyte L978, pp.L32-133). The number of
grand families has greatly declined as a result of the fact
that married brothers are now less likely than before L949 to
Iive in the same family for any significant time. The stem

11 'Nuclear' famÍIies are those containing one married
coupJ.e or remnant thereof, with or without unmarried
children. 'Stemr families contain two generations with one
married couple, or remnant thereof, in each, with or without
unmarried children. rGrand' families contain two or more
generations with two or more married couples, or remnants
thereof, in each, with or wÍthout unmarried children (ülolf
1985, p.183 ).
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family, however, continues to be an important famiJ-y type
because the prevalence of co-residence between parents and

one married child has remained constant.

Table 4.22 Percentages of Rural Households Consisting of
Single Persons, Nuclear Families, Stem Families and Grand

Families

Sources: (a) Lewis & Smythe 1935, cited in Parish & Iathyte

1978, p.L34. Survey conducted in South China, N =

2,422.
(b) Parishr & I,rlhyte L978, p.1-34. Survey conducted
inGuangdong,N=131.
(c) Liu Ying 1989, pp.38-39. Survey conducted in
14 provinces & municipalities, N = 7,285.
(d) Zhang Qiti 1988, p.48. Results from L9B2 10å

sample survey of China. This is the only survey
Iisted here that includes non-family households (1å

of total ).

Year Sinqle Person Nucfear Stem Grand

193 0 (a) 3 34 63
L913 (b ) 1-2 50 JI 2

I978 (c) )'7 65 .4 26.8 2.9

]-982 (d) 1.6 69 .3 t6 .4 5.8

1986 (c) )) tJ-5 L9 .l 1.6
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Recently some Chinese analysts have cl-aimed that since 1949,

and in particuLar since the reforms of the late 197Os, rural
families have been undergoing a process of 'nuclearisation'
(hexrn hua) (Níngxía Ribao 29 August 1988; Liu ying 1989,

pp.38-41). Threir explanatíons for such a trend appear to
draw inspiration from the western structural functionalist
arguments of Talcott Parsons and others, in which an

Íncreasing prevalence of nuclear, rather than more complex,

families is seen as resulting from, and being functional to,
the processes of modernisation and j-ndustrial-isatiorr.L2

An argument for 'nuclearisation' was made, for example, by

Liu YÍng, head of the MarrÍage and Family Research Office of
the Sociology Institute, the Chinese Academy of Social
Sciences, wtro explained to me the results of a sample survey
of about 7,OOO rural families undertaken j-n 14 provinces and

municÍpalities in L9B7 (Interview, Beijing, August 1989; Liu
Ying 1989, pp.38-41-). She said that between L978 and 1986

the proportion of nuclear families rose by about B per cent,
to about 73 per cent of the total surveyed. At the same

time, the proportion of extended familíes (i.e., stem and

grand) declined by I per cent to 2I per cent of the total.
Liu Ying claimed that this 'nuclearisation' was mainly the
result of brothers spritting off from their parentsr famiries
into separate families (fenjia) eartier than before.

L2 For a discussion of such arguments see Harris 1983.
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In trer published report Liu Ying attributed this trend to
three main factors. First, following the introduction of the
production responsibílity system, families took over
organisation of production and labour all-ocatÍon. They

became independent economic units, operatíng not just in
agriculture, but more and more frequently in commerce,

índustry and other non-agricultural ventures. In these
circumstances, Liu claimed, the nuclear family was the most

conve,nient form for families to take (She may assume that
larger families are more difficult to coordinate and manage).

Second, the growth of rural- commodity production and the
release of peasants from basic agrículture increased
occupatÍonaL mobility, and hence Led to an increase in the
number of people living in nuclear families. Third, rural
education improved and there was a greater transfer of urban

values to the countryside than previousJ-y (Liu Ying L989,

p.40).

In conversation, Liu gave two more reasons for the earlier
breakup of families into nuclear units. First, ín large
famiJ.ies relations between generations can be difficult, and

with the rise of consumer values, the generation gap has

widened. The older generation is generally reluctant for the
family to split up, but their authority has declined and

young people are nor^r more independent. Second, argued Liu,
the responsibility system put a pre,mj-um on land and labour.
The number of early marriages increased so that young peopJ-e

couJ-d have children sooner and receive more land, and this
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put further pressure on the
(Interview, Beiji.g, August

famÍIy to divide early
r_e89 ) .

While these considerations mag have J.ed young people to set
up their own families earlier than previously, there are also
certain factors relating to the particular type of
modernisation occurríng in rural China that one would expect
to work in the opposite direction. I have pointed out in
Chapter 3 that a common strategy adopted by peasant families
in response to the combination of risks and new opportunities
opened up by rural economic reform has been to spread family
Iabour between a number of areas of production. Such a

spread, or division, of labour, clearly more feasible in a

larger family, may also be a more efficient way of running
commercial family enterprises. This argument has been used

to explain the results of one famÍIy survey carried out in
rural Sichuan, which found that among special.ised households

the average number of generations per household was 2.4, as

compared to 2.2 generations in other familÍes. Specíalised
households were comprised, on average, of 6.1 people. Among

those surveyed 57 per cent were nuclear familj-es, 2L.3 per
cent Ì^rere stem and 18.3 per cent \árere grand familíes. In
comparison, other famiLÍes were comprised, on averaçte, of 4.5
people. Among them, 59.7 per cent were nuclear, 17.4 per
cent were stem and 8.1 per cent were grand families (Zhao

Xishun 1988, pp .67-7O).13

13 rn" survey covered a total of 2,035 ordinary
households and 2O2 specialised households.
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A second important factor that may work against
'nuclearisation' is the cultural and legal obligation for
children to provide care for their ageing pare,nts, and the
continuing expectation that at least one married son wil_I
Iive on in the parentsf famÍIy in order that he and his wife
can provide care for the parents as they gror^r older.

It is possible to marshal- evidence, to show that a77 the
motivational factors discussed above are at work in
contemporary rural China. It is not possible, hovrever, to
establish with any certainty a causal link between any of
those factors and the apparent recent increase in the number

of nuc]-ear families.

One Chinese analyst, Guo Zhigang, argues convincingly that
while there has been an increase in the number of nuclear
famiJ.ies since L949, this does not,necessarily impty that
individuals' living arrangements have changed. It may be

that, since over a lj-fetime an indj-vidual goes through
different famiry configurations, the increase in the ove,rall
number of nuclear families is due, either solely or in part,
to changes in the size and structure of the popul_ation. An

incre,ase in the number of nuclear famil-ies in the 1980s may

have been caused simply by the fact that the particularly
Iarge cohrort of people born ín the l-960s be,fore rigorous
famiJ-y planning campaigns were begun !{ere, in the 19BOs,

entering chÍtdbearing age, that is, the period in which they
were most rikery to establish nuclear famiríes separate from
their parents (Guo Zhigang 1988).
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Another scholar , Ze,ng Yí, after a detaited analysis of recent
demographic trends, predicts that in the near future family
dynamics in China (both urban and rural) wíJ-J- run counter to
the western modernisation model, iri the sense that the
proportion of nuclear families will decrease. Zeng draws

attention to the fact that the fertility decline resuJ-ting
from strict family planning policies begun in the 197Os is
reflected j-n the size of the average family in the L980s, but
the impact of fertility decline on family structure (i.e.,
the number of nuclear and extended families) is not yet
visÍble because children born during the 197Os have not yet
begun forming families. !{hen they do, argues Zeng, assuming

that the desire of parents to reside with at least one

married son does not decrease dramatically, the proportion of
nucJ-ear families will decrease because people of the new

generation, who have a reduced number of siblings, will- have

a smaller chanc'e of movj-ng out of their parentsf family to
form a separate nuclear family. It will only be when

fertiJ.ity declines below replacement level that the
proportion of nuclear families is likely to increase once

more (Zeng Yi 1991, pp.l-OO & L44).

To return to the present and recent past: Guo Zhigang's
argument cited above suggests that although the total- number

of women living in nuclear families may have been higher in
the l9BOs than previously, women as they grew older
experienced a seríes of different famiJ.y arrangements símilar
to those experienced by women in previous decades.
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This was confirmed by a sample survey of 2,OOO families
undertaken in rurar sichuan in 1987 (Iatang shuhuí 1987a). The

survey found that over the preceding fifty years women at the
same stage in their l-ife cycle were to be found ín the same

types of famiJ.y.

Working from the resul-ts of this survey and from other
information, we can construct a model indicating the type of
family a vroman has been most likely to find herself in at
different stages of her life over the last fifty years.

Throughout this period, young, unmarrÍed women have lived
most commonly in nuclear or stem families, although in the
198os and 1990s a smaLl but growing proportion of young women

have lived and worked away from home, for example as nannies
or te,mporary workers in large cities ( see Chapter 9 ) .

In the Sichuan survey it was found that the age of marriage
increased from about 19 amongst those married between l_939

and 1949, to 2o.8 amongst those married between 1961 and L9TL

and 2o.9 amongst those who had married since L979. Ho$rever,

amongst women of all age groups the proportion of nuclear
families was lowest, and the proportion of stem and grand

families highest, just after marriage. Over half of the
women rived in stem families just after their marriage. This
was because throughout the 5O year period most vJomen moved

into their husband's family upon marrÍage. young couples
usuarry set up their own famiry onry sometime after the birth
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of a child or after a brother of the man married ( lrlang Shuhui

L987a, p.I4) .

Between marriage and the birth of the first child some

couples establish their own nuclear families. The number

doing so increases as subsequent chil-dren are born ( Ialang

Shuhui L987a, p.15). Family planning policies have Led to a

decrease Ín the number of children born to each u¡oman. In
the Sj-chuan survey, the women who married between 196L and

L97L gave bj-rth 3.6 times on average, as compared to 5.9

among the women marrÍed between 1939 and L949 (Wang Shuhui

L987a, p.15). ütromen who never gave birth continued to be

very rare however. According to the L9B2 1_O per cent sample

survey, rural famil-ies comprising a marrie,d couple without
children were 4.7 per cent of the total. Most of these were

newly married couples who would have children in the future,
or eJ.derJ-y couples wíth grown up children living elsewhere
(Zhang Qiti 1988, p.48).

Some women in the middle stage of their life cycle find
themselves running a family single-handed. lrlhile they are in
the minority, the number of women in this position has

increased ín the 19BOs and 1-990s as a result fírstIy, of an

increase in the rate of divorce, and secondly, because more

men are moving ar^ray from hrome in se,arch of work than
previously. According to the L982 J.0 per cent sample survey,
2.8 per cent of rural families r^rere comprised of a father and

unmarried chirdren, and B per cent were comprised of a mother
and unmarrj-ed chÍldren (Zhang Qiti 1988, p.49). These



figures do not, hornrever, include families
works ar^¡ay from home temporarily, without
household registration.

in which
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the father
his

In the
a stem

and is

Iast years of her life a woman most commonly lives in
family with a married son and his wife and children,
supported by them.

Family Relations

RelatÍons between members of a family are characterised by a

complexity and variety to which I cannot hope to do justice
in this short sectÍon. Instead, I will confine myself to a

brief examination of three issues which, I believe, are
central to an understanding of how gender dívisions of labour
are maintained, and how they affect women's lives. First, I
wiJ-l outline some of the key power dynamics and the roles
that vromen are expe,cted to play in the dyadic relationships
lÍkely to dominate an adult womanfs life in the family, that
is, the relationships between mother- and daughter-in-Iaw,
wife and husband, and mother and chÍId. As will become

apparent in subsequent chapters, these play an important part
ín shaping gender divisions of labour outside the family, as

weJ'l as within it. Second, I wiII examíne decision making

processes in the family, and the extent to which women

particj-pate in decisions relating to the use, of family
income; and third, I wiJ.J. discuss ttre question of whether
women are abJ-e to control or own land and other property.
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These last two issues are important for an understanding of
the extent to which women benefit from the products of their
own (and other family members') Iabour.

My discussion of these issues is motivated by the following
three key assumptions. First, individual men and women Ín
rural China make decisions about work patterns not in
isolation, but in rel-ation to strategies for survival and

advancement adopted by their families, which ínvolve
cooperation and interdependence between the activities of
family members. Second, while these family strategies are
the outcome of attempts to maximise economic benefits to the
family, they are al-so shaped by expectations that individual
family members wil-l- perform certain roles. Third, the
decísÍons families make on how to use the products of their
l-abour are arrived at through processes characterised by both
agreement and conflict between individual interests, in which
individual family members have different degrees of
bargainÍng power.

These assumptions are neither new nor unusual. Although not
spelt out, they are implicit ín many anthropological studies
of rural China (e.9., Paristr & $Ihyte f978). The first
assumption, in fact, Ís common not just to studies of rural
China, but to peasant studies in general (see, for example,

Shanin L97L).

Howeve,r, the second and third assumptions

somewhat dífferent from

suggest a model of
the family that is that implied in a
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large range of studies on the rural economy in China, and

more generally, in much of the literature on peasant

economies world-wÍde. Some of these works treat the family
or household as a homogenous unÍt and concentrate on the
relations between the family and larger institutíons. Others

treat the family as if it was characterised, oD the one hand,

by a division of labour between íts constituent members, but
on the other, by either a single decision make,r or by a

process in which unanimous, 'rational' decisions are taken
with the aim of maximising economic benefits to the tamity.14
These models have been useful for elucidating many aspects of
peasant economies. From the point of vie,w of this thesis,
however, they are unsatisfactory because they obscure power

relations and Ínequalities within the famiJ-y, and ignore the
effects of cultural values and role ascriptions on

individuals' behaviour in the family economy. They

consequently cast J-ittle light on the question of how or why

particular gender divisions of l-abour are maintained, and

what impact these divisíons have on the lives of individuals.

I¡trhat may at first
family suggested

seem a major problem for the view of the
in my third assumption above

peasants often seem not to think in terms of
or individual interest, but rather in terms

,is
their

of the

that
personal

famiJ-y

L4 See, for example, Philip Huang 1990. Huang draws
explicitly on a model of the family farm developed by A.V.
Chayanov that has been extremely infJ.uential in peasant
studies. In this model, peasant families seek to deploy
their labour por^¡er in such a way as to achieve a balance
between the satisfaction of family needs and the drudgery of
work (Chayanov L925, pp.5-7).
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interest. Thus, a Chinese peasant woman whren asked about her
status or her personal welfare wiII very often either be

completely nonplussed by the question, oî wilt respond in
terms of her family's welfar".ls. I would argue that the
notÍon of personal interest is not as foreign to Chinese
peasant h¡omen as this mÍght suggest. In the earlier section
on marriage and divorce, I have discussed, for exampfe, the
strategies that peasant women have tradítionally used so as

to maximise their own personal interests within, but going
agaÍnst the grain of, a patrÍarchal system which ignores
those interests. Most peasants have al-so, of course, been

exposed for the past forty years and more to CommunÍst

policies and propaganda aÍmed in part at developing a greater
degree of equality between individuals within the family.
Thus, the establishment of the l¡tromen's Federation, the
promulgation of the MarrÍage Larnr, and the recruitment of
women into wage labour, have all played a role in identifying
the ínterests of women as distinct from those of thei_r
family.

Even given that chinese peasant women do not arways recognise
their personal j-ntere,st or welfare as distinct from the
interests of their family, rit is far from obvious', as

Amartya Sen points out in relation to traditional peasant

societies generarry, rthat the right concrusion to draw from
this is the non-viability of the notion of personar werfare'
(Sen l-99O, p.I26). Sen argues that, oD the one hand,

15 Sen reports that the same is also true in South Asia(Sen 1990, p.L26).
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personal interest and welfare are not just matters
of perception... For example, the "íllfare"
associated with morbidity or undernourishment has
an immediacy that does not awaít the person's
inclj.nation or willingness to answer detaitedquestions regarding his or her welfare (Sen 1990,
p.L26) .

On the other hand,

the lack of perception of personal interest
combined wÍth a great concern for family welfare
Ís, of course, just the kind of attitude that helps
to sustain the traditional inequalities (Sen L99O,
p.126).

Expanding on these points, I would argue that not onty is it
analytically useful to counter the model of a unified family,
it is al-so poriticarly desirabre, for it is onty when chinese
rural women perceive their personal interests and the fact
that, ôs things stand, these are far from always coinciding
with family interests as others perceive them, that they wil1
overcome inequalities within the family (cf. Papanek L99O,

p. l-6a ) .

Mothers- and Daughters- rn- Law

Just as before the revolution, it is commonly accepted in
rural China today that after her marriage a woman's

rerationship with her mother-in-Ìaw will dominate her life at
Ieast to the same extent, and probably more, than her
reJ-ationship with her husband (Baker L979, p.43). However,

expectations about the mother-in-Iaw/daughter-in-1aw
relationshÍp have changed somewhat since L949. previously,
the idear daughter-in-Iaw liras expected to be subservient to,
and to care for, her mother-in-law, and to take over from her
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most of the burden of domestic work. I,{ith increasing numbers

of young women working in the fields and earning an income

after 1949, however, mothers-in-Iaw no longer had as much

power over daughters-in-Iaw, and they $¡ere expected to do a

greater share of the domestic work. Understandably, in the
195Os there r^ras a good deal of resentment amongst míddle aged

and older women over these changes in the dÍvision of labour
and the baLance of power between mothers- and daughters-in-
1aw, and much propaganda was directed at improving the
behaviour of older women yis a vis their daughters-in-Iaw
(Davin 1,976, p. :-.25).

By the 1980s, ho\^rever, daughters-in-Iaw had become the focus
of greater attention in the media, and in campaigns run by

the l¡trome,n's Federation. As Honig and Hershatter point out,
young women r^re,re now expected not only to be subservient to
their mother-Ín-Iaw, as before the revolution, but to take
responsibility for maintaining harmoníous relations with the
older woman (Honig & Hershatter L988, p.168-L73).

In families where mothers- and daughters-in-Iaw Live
together, it continues to be most common for them to share

domestic work. The particular division of labour varies from

one famiJ.y to another. In some families the young woman

works during the day in a nearby township enterprise, and her
mother-in-Iaw takes charge, of domestic work and child care
while she is ahray, and may, in addition, devote considerable
effort and time to domestic sidelines. In other families,
the younger r^roman works in the fíelds, and also undertakes
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Iaw (see Appendix
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domestic sidelÍnes alongside her mother-in-
1 for examples).

Woman as Wife

ülhiIe there are obviously exceptions, most relatíonships
between women and their husbands in rural China are
characterised, as they have always been, by reserve and

distance, irl comparison to those in urban Chína and in
western societies (Parish & lrlhyte L978, p.2I3; WoIf 1985,

pp.231--237). ûtromen now enjoy considerably more equality with
their husbands than before the revolution. However, the
patrilocal marriage, system and inequalities in property
rights continue to boJ-ster the husbandfs ultimate authority.

Perhaps the most alarming expression of the subordinate
position of women in marriage is violence perpetrated by men

against their wives. Such violence has been reported in the
media with increasÍng frequency in the l-980s and l-990s. This
does not necessarj-ly mean that incidences of such violence
are íncreasing - it may simply reflect greater awareness and

conc,ern. This is the case, I believe, wÍth rape committed by

husbands; reports of which $¡ere not discussed in the media

until the early 1-99Os (ZGFN July 1991- p.24). Some kinds of
violence, however, do seem to be related to recent social and

political change. In particular, as discussed in Chapter 3,

the conflict between the state's one-child family policy, and

the need felt by peasant families for at least one son to
provÍde labour and support for parents in oJ-d age, has given
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rise to a spate of domestic violenc'e, in which husbands (and
j-n-laws ) abuse and beat women following the birth of a girl.
In other cases, high bride-prices are the issue. In one

example reported ín ZGFN, a man agreed to his wifefs request
for a divorce on condition that she pay back her bride-price.
I¡lhen she refused to pay the full amount the husband's

brothers helped him to beat her up and held her down whiJ-e he

raped her (Song Meiya 1991).

hlhile on the one hand, officiaLdom and the medi-a have

strongly condemned instances of violence by men against their
wives in rece,nt years, oD the other hand, a shift in the
images of model women seen in the media and in campaigns run
by the hlomenrs Federation has weakened the cause of equality
and undermined the criticism of domestic viol-ence by

reinforcing traditional- notions that it is a r^¡oman's duty,
above aII else, to serve her husband and her children. To

give one example: between L9B4 and L987, ZGFN ran a

discussion of rwhat Chinese society today must expect of
v¡omen and how today's Chinese women should mould themselvesf.
The discussion began with a focus on Tao Chun, the main

female character in the f ilm 'Xíang Yi-n' - Iiterally 'sounds
of the Country', but more usually transl-ated as 'Country
Couple' (Honig & Hershatter 1988, p.1-74). Tao Chun was the
epitomy of the traditional fvirtuous wife and good mother'
(xianqi Tiangmu), devoting all her energy to caríng for her
husband and children, but receiving no acknowledgement from
her trusband until she was dying from cancer. A lengthy
debate ensued over whether or not Tao Chun was a suitable
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character ideal for women of the l-980s. Whil-e one writer
praised Tao Chun and saw her undivíded attention to her
family as thoroughly good and proper (ZGFN June 1984, p.2O),
most felt that the tradítional Confucian ideal of rvirtuous

wÍfe and good motherr had to be given a new meaning to suit
the 1980s. In particular they believed that women should not
devote themselves solelg to their family, but should also
work outside the home (ZGFN JuIy L984, p.I7). Most

participants in the discussion nevertheless defíned the
fideal woman' as a wife and mother whose primary role was to
serve her family. As one writer put it:

Since nature has decj-ded our sex, we must of course
dÍscharge our responsibilíties as wives and
mothers, and furthermore, we must be good wives and
good mothers. Therefore, the question is not
whether being a virtuous wife and mottrer is a good
thing or not, but whether or not we need a nerár
standard for the virtuous wife and good mother for
the 198Os (ZGFN JuJ-y I9B4 p.7)-

This was in stark contrast to the (equally one-sided)
portrayal during the Cultural Revol-ution of model women such

as engineer lVeÍ Fengying who always put politics and

production before her family, and who said that
when crucial problems appear in production I think
up ways to make technical innovations and make
models. Sometimes in the course of making these we
(i.e., herself and her husband) forget to put soda
in the dough, forget to put salt in our cooking and
even forget our meals entirely. But we are happy,
family life has not hampered us (RMRB November
L966; Peking RevÍew 30 March L973, quoted in Croll
L978, pp.311-316 ) .
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lfloman as l{other

As suggested in Chapter 3, in addition to the greater stress
on women's role as wife, the rol-e of motherhood tras also been

gÍven greater emphasj-s, and, despite family planning, the
demands on mottrers have in some ways increased, for while the
CCP is anxious to see the number of chíldren that are born
reduced through family planning, it is also vitarry concerned

that ttrose children that are born be inculcated with values
and standards of behaviour conducive to social stabil,ity and

modernisation. A reaffirmation by the state, via the Woments

Federation, of the importance of the family, and especially
of women as the key figures in the'inside' sphere, has been

a major element in attempts at achievÍng these goa1s.

Thus, Song Qing1ing, veteran of the lalomen's Fede,ration,
c]-aimed in 19BO that

the Chinese women know welL that it is their
unshirkable duty to train and educate the children
and youngsters so that they might become healthy
both physically and mentally... Let us women set a
good example for our children and shoulder the
sacred duty of bringÍng them up in a proper r^Iay so
they become reliable successors to our cause (FB.I,S
10 March l-980, quoted in Robinson, 1985 p.52).

In ZGFN a large proportion of articles are devoted to the
rearing of children, including articles under the section
headings of t(Information for) young parentsr, 'Education of
the only child' and 'Family education'. These articles
clearry irrustrate the increasing demands praced on mothers

by the Chinese state in its attempts to modernise. One
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article, fot example, praised mothers who study for their
child's sake, arguing that

the amount of learning required to educate a child
is very great. In order to educate a child, you
must first understand children, you must understand
psychology and must grasp the psychological
characteristícs of children at each age level.
blhen you dress a child, you must be conscious of
aesthetics, you must apprecíate art, and in order
to satisfy your chiJ-drs thirst for knowledge, you
must yourself be learned and able (ZGFN July L986,
p.11).

Articles such as these are aimed primaríIy at urban women.

Nevertheless, I would argue that they also shape the thinking
of rural v¡omen, especially young women in more developed
rural areas who strive, to be more like their fmodern', urban

counterparts. They also infl-uence the ideas of rural_ cadres
j-n the hlomen's Federation, who then apply throse ideas in
campaigns with peasant women (see Chapter 5).

For rural wome,n, bearing children, especial-1y sons, continues
to be one of the most important ways of ensuring respect and

security for themselves wj-thj-n their husbandrs famÍIy.
Conversely, a woman who does not give birth, or who gives
birth only to daughters, runs the risk of being abused or
abandoned, and as has already been mentioned, this risk has

increased as a resurt of the confrict between the state's one

chiLd famiJ.y policy and the production responsÍbility system.

Àpart from ties of affection with both sons and daughters,
rural women cul-tivate their ties with their sons because it
is they who will support them in ol-d êgê, whereas daughters
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rbelong to someone else'. On the other hand, daughters are
desired by women because while they are young, they wiII help
their mother with the domestic work, whereas a son wiII not
(WoIf 1985, p.223).

Control over famí79 Income

HoÌlr, and by whom, decisions are made over the expenditure of
family income is a subject on whÍch we have very little
ÍnformatÍon, and it is likely in any case that there is
considerable variation from one family to another. It is
possible, however, to construct a rough model and to discern
some trends over time. Accounts of pre-1949 China suggest
that the head of the family, who was usually the father, êt
Ieast untíI his retirement from field labour when a son might
take over, had ultimate control over family finances. The

most common picture of traditional Chinese families is one in
which the father alone decided all matters relating to the
family expendíture, wíthout consulting his wife or chÍLdren.
However, Martin Yang suggests that there was substantial
consultation between husbands and thej-r wives (Yang, Martin
l-945). AIso, DelÍa Davin claims that it was usual for the
older woman in the house to be in charge of small--scale
family expenditure, and that, of particular importance in a

subsistence econoffiy, it was she who decided what and how much

each famiJ-y member should eat (Davin L976, p.76). That it
was at least culturally acceptable for women to be the key

decÍsion makers on issues suchr as these, is further suggested
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in the saying 'men rure outside, Ì^romen rure j-nsidet (tnan zhu

wai, nu zhu nei' ) .

As mentioned in Chapter 2, with the collectivisatÍon of
production in rural China from the l-950s onwards, women's

participation in 'outside' work, and the income they earned
from this work, helped to improve their bargaíning power in
famiry decision making, although it did not give them control-
over their income, since family members' earnings were

usuarry poored and the totar given to the male head of the
family.

Parish and lltrhyte, in their study of rural famílies in
Guangdong in the early l-970s, found that decj-sion makÍng in
the family trad become somewhat more democratic, with more

women being invorved, or at reast being consulted, by their
husbands. Hov'rever, in 65 per cent of the virrages studied
(N=40), it was still most common for a man to be regarded as

head of the family, and for him to contror the purse-strings.
Generarry, the father occupied this rore untir his retirement
from fiel-d labour. rn some families, as was common before
L949, the father continued to maintain crose contror over
family finances and to demand respect and deference from
other family members well- after his retirement. It had

become more common, however, for fathers to hand over control
to their adult sons once the ratter became the main income
earne,rs j-n the famiJ-y (Parish & Ialhyte L978, pp.2O9-Z1-S).
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The interviews I conducted with rural women in 1989 confirmed
that, âs others have noted for earfíer periods, (e.9, Croll
1981, p.159), in most rural families the income generated by

alJ- members is pooled into a common fund. Cash income is
generally kept in a safe in the house and/or in a single bank

account.

Table 4.3: Decision Making on Expendíture in Rural FamíIies
in Sichuan

Source: Interviews conducted in Xindu, Jinniu, Iatrenjiang,

Guan & Mianyang Counties, October-December 1989.

Table 4.3 outlines the information on family decision making

that was given to me by rural Sichuanese women. My findings
suggest that women now play a more active role in family
decision making than in the past. They indicate that !{omen

are commonly responsible for expenditure on items of basic
necessity such as food and clothing, and that Ín decisions
involwing larger expenditure, democracy and equality in
family decisíon making are, at the least, recognised ideals.

The Main Decision Maker

(Z of families)

Expenditure in the

Family Economv

Purchase of

Expensive Items

Daily Living

Expenditure

Man 1_3 .3 o'1 1E

Woman 30 9.7 70

No Sinqle Person 56 -7 80.6 21 .5

Total No. of Families 30 31 40
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Most women I talked to claimed that, apart from those
relating to daily consumption, decisions on family
expenditure are made through discussion between family
members. rn onry three famil-ies did a man appear to dominate

all decision making on issues invol-ving substantial
expenditure. Details on the gender divj_sions of labour in
these families are given in Appendix 1 (families no.33, 44 &.

47).

In another three families (no.27, 32 & 49, Appendj.x 1_) most

decisions relating to family expenditure are made by a woman.

In aII three of these families the woman runs a private
business of some kind. This finding confirms claj-ms,

discussed in detail in Chapter 8, that the expansion of
private production hras provided an avenue through which at
least a smal-l number of women have improved their authority
within the family.



Table 4.4: Decision Making on Specific Issues in Rura1 Families in Sichuan

Source: Zhao Xishun 1990, p.l-62

H
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All

Issues

],t.7

35.5

45.2

7 -6

]-520

Beqinning New

Economic

Ventures

8.1

32

55

4.9

L423

Expenditure Ín

the Family

Economy

l_3 .9

29

51.8

5.4

15 t-3

Reproduction &

lamily Planninç

Tssues

9.4

13.6

76

1

L461

Education of

Children

1_5 -6

22.8

59 .5

z-z

1-424

Purchase of Large

Pieces of Furniture &

Elect.rical Appl iances

7

33 .1

54.9

5

t_3 83

House

Building

38.9

41 -6

5-7

L461,

The Main

Decision Maker

(Z of families)

Wife

Husband

Husband c l¡Iife

Older Generation

Total No. of Families
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Tab1e 4.4 shows the findings relating to famj-Iy decision
making of a sampre survey conducted in L9B7 by members of the
Sichuan Academy of Social Sciences and the Sichuan l,ltromen's

Federation in villages in ten counties in Sj-chuan. The

respondents were men and women aged between 16 and 60 (Zhao

Xishun 1990, p.5 & pp.l62-I63). As can be seen from the
table, the survey confirmed my own findings that in the
majority of families husbands and wives make decisions on

major issues together. However, the proportion of families
in which the husband is the main decision maker is al-so

substantj-al, and much larger than the proportion of families
in which the wife domínates decision making. The table
suggests that the roLe of parents in decision making is now

much less than that of adult chÍIdren, although it is unclear
how many coupJ-es in this survey live with their parents.

Another approach which may help in constructíng a fuller
picture of the participation of individuals in family
decision making processe,s is to examine the factors affecting
that participation. The power dynamícs and expectations of
roles in family relations discussed above are one such

factor. In addition, as has long been recognised by Marxists
and feminists, gender divisions of labour, the type of work
undertaken by adult family members and the way that work is
perceived, and the income which each person contributes to
the family, are factors of great importance.

Since the introduction of the production responsibility
new opportunities for employmentsystem, and the opening of
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in domestic sidelines and non-agricultural ventures of
various kinds, numerous articles in the media have claimed
that women are no$¡ earning higher incomes relative to male

family members than previously, and that as a result their
power in the family has increased. As Elisabeth Croll- has

argued, however, the degree to which Ì^romenf s income has

improved, relative to men in the family, and the extent to
which their incomes have translated into greater power, has

varied according to the type of economy practised, and the
gender division of labour adopted, within the family (Croll
L987, p.126). The relationship between different gender

divisions of labour and the power of women within the family
wiJ-l be examined from a number of angles in subsequent

chapters. Here, I will just summarise my main points.

In what remains the majority of families, in whÍch both women

and men continue to work in agriculture, the removal of the
work-point system of remuneration, in which vJomen were

consistently discrimínated against, has enabled women to earn
more. At the same time, however, any improvement that this
might have made in women's power in the family may well have

been cancelJ-ed out by the fact that the indivídual-
contribution to the family's income made by women is now no

Ionger as cJ-early identifiable as under the previous system.

In the cases, discussed in Chapter 7, where men continue to
work in the fieJ-ds, but women withdraw to the 'inside' sphere
to undertake domestic work, it is likely that women's power

in the family is relatively weak, both because they earn a
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Iower income than male members of the family, and because of
the low status of work in the'Ínside' sphere. Many women in
this position now arso have less contact with people outside
the family than in previous years when they worked in the
fields, and as a result are more vulnerable j-n the famity.

The role Ín family decision making of women who have

developed lucrative domestic sÍdelines, or have expanded

their domestic sideJ-ines into prívate enterprises or
specialised households, hor^rever, has in some cases improved

substantially (as, for example, in the famil_ies outlined
above). This is less often true in families where a man is
arso invorved in the same venture, for he is then most likery
to act as the manager of the business, making the major
decisions on issues such as investment and marketing, and

representing the business to the outside world.16 However, a

small number of women whose husbands work elsewhere run
specialised households on their or^rn, and acquÍre considerabte
authority in doing so (see Chapter B).

As wiII be discussed in Chapter 7, it is becoming

increasingry common for men to work for tong periods of time
away from home, leaving their wives in charge of domestic
work and agricurture. some \^Jomen in this situation wirl have

gained a good deal- of power over famÍIy decision making,
arthough this may not arways be the case. studies in other

16 Examples of exceptions to this pattern
above. See a]-so MRB 7 March L987. However, I
that these exceptions, singled out for comment
mereJ-y confirm the general rule.

are mentioned
would argue

as they are,
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developing countries suggest that in famiJ.ies where the
husband works avray from home for much of the year and the
wife is the apparent head of the family, it is nevertheless
common for major decisions relating to family finances to be

taken either by other senior male kin, or by the husband

while he is at home (r¡Iomen ín the VilLages... 1-984).

In families in which women as well as men work in industry,
it is J-ikely that decision making over family finances will
be a more democratic process, since each person's
contribution to these finances will- be clearly identifiable.
Given the prevailing occupational segregation in industry,
however, it is J-ikely that r^romenf s earnings will be less than
those of their male kin. FinaIIy, young women who J.eave home

to work as nannies or as temporary workers in urban industry
wiJ-J- gain autonomy and at least some control over their
individuaL earnings. As wiJ-l be discussed in Chapter 9,

however, it is commonly expected that young rural rÁromen

working away from home wiII remit a substantial proportion of
their earnj-ngs to their parents.

Land and Propertg

Apart from participation in decisions relating to the use of
famiJ-y income, control over land and property is commonly

identified in the literature on vromen and development as a

key factor affecting the extent to which women benefÍt from
the products of their own (and other family members') Iabour.
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Before L949 women in China generally had no right to own or
to inherit rand or other property. As mentioned in chapter
2,land reform in the 194os and early l-95os in theory granted
women, as well as men,.ownership rights over a piece of 1and.

The Marriage Law of L950 also stipulated that husband and

wife had equal rights ín the ownership and management of
property. In practice, however, a Ìnromanf s land was usually
considered the property of her family, and the title deeds

r^rere handed to the head of the famiry r^rho, Ín most cases, was

the woman's father, fathe,r-in-law or husband.

The collectivisation of land and the major means of
production reduced the significance of inequarity in property
ownership. However, ês demonstrated above, women contínued
to be disadvantaged in divorce because they were not accorded
the right to independent ownership of property such as

housing, consumer durables and savings. As unmarried
daughters also, r^romen's rights to a share of their natal
family estate were not impremented because, with patrirocal
marriage the norm, granting such rights woul_d have meant

allowing r^romen to take property out of the family upon

marriage (Davin L987, p.58).

ülith the introduction of the production responsibility
system, and the accumulation, írl some families, of
substantiar amounts of propeîty, the consequences for women

of this basic inequality have become-more serÍous. Thus,

nowadays when a woman divorces she may werr be forfeiting
considerabre capitar which she has herped to buird up (ocko
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1991, pp.324-325). As a consequence, divorce, represents a

signíficant threat to rural women, who then also feel that
their bargaining position within the famiJ-y is weak.

Problems relating to womenfs lack of ownership rights in
l-and, and the fact that their use-rights are dependent on

their relationship to men, have also been exacerbated by the
introduction of the production responsibitity system. Às

mentioned in the previous chapter, land is al_l-ocated to
households according to their population. Rather than
adjusting land holdings immediately fol1owj-ng any change Ín
the size of a household, howeve,r, it has become more common

for local governments to adjust the Iand holdi-ngs of at1
households every few years. This has made the management of
land arLocation ress cumbersome, but has a.l-so meant that some

r^¡omen who have just married or who have just divorced have

been left without l-and for a number of years. Media reports
cJ-aim that in some places, other types of land allocation
systems, even more problematÍc for women, have been

introduced. In a letter to NMRB, for example, a woman

complained that in her village in Hunan women were being
pressured to conform to particular marriage patterns by a

fifteen year contract system that was introduced in l_g8s

whereby each member of a famiry was arrocated land according
to their age and sex. Males and females under 11 years of
age were allocated the same amount of land. From then on,

however, rand arlocated to males increased each year and they
courd arso obtain rand for a wife and child in advance of
marriage. Females, oD the other hand, l-ost rand each ye,ar,
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untir by the age of twenty five they had none, the assumption

being that by that age women wiII have married out of the
vÍrlage. upon investigation, it was found that this method

of allocating land was widespread in Hunan (IVMRB 26 June

l-985). In another example reported in the press, ten rural
women who had married men with urban househord registration
themselves continued to rive in their natal vilrage and to
retain their household registration there. However, when

land was being divided up in the víItage, they were

considered as having married out and were aLrocated no rand
on which to farm or buird a house. Later their children arso
suffered discrimination, and when they teft school were
neither assigned land in the virrage nor gÍven work in locar
industry (RMRB 21- ApriJ- 19BB).

rn 1985 an inheritance law was promulgated for the first time
in the PRc. The law reaffirms and draws attention to the
rights of women to own and j-nherit property on an equar basis
with mare kin. However, as Deria Davin points out, the main
purpose of the law is to provide a stable legal system of
property o$rnership and inheritance, as a basis for the new

famiry based rural economy. Any attempt made to implement
women's rights, in the case of divorce. for example, will be

regarded as a thrreat to the family based economy and is
therefore not rikery to be supported any more than previously
(Davin L987, p.62). Furthermore, under Article l-3 of the
rnheritance Law, it is stiputated that the rights of heirs
who did not support their parents in ord age may be ress than
those of heirs who did provide for their parents. This
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further undermines women's right to inherit property, since
the patrilocal marriage system means that most parents are
supported primarÍly by their sons, and less by their
daughters ( Davi-n L987, p. 60 ) .

ConclusÍon

Gender dÍvisions of Labour, women's work patterns and the
extent to which women benefit from their labour are
determined not solery by factors externar to the famiry, such

as the policies of the state or the characteristics of the
market. Nor are they, however, the outcome simpty of
rrationaL' responses to these factors made by a homogenous

famÍIy unit. They are strongly influenced by the structure
and size of the family, by power relations inherent in family
structures and processes, and by expectations as to the rores
of individuals within the family.

Thus, r^¡omenf s workroads and the type of work they undertake
vary from one stage in the family cycle to the next. Before
childbirth, for example, a woman's domestic workload is
rerativery light and there are comparativery few constraints
on opportunitíes to work in the routsider sphere, for example

in industry. hlomen with children generally have a heavier
domestic workload and are more likety to work soÌely in the
'insidef sphere.
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I¡lomen in contemporary rural china now pray a more, active role
in decision-making processes within the famiry than they did
before L949, and hence have more controf over their labour
and over the products of theÍr rabour. Nevertheress, r^romenf s

por^¡er within the family continues to be seriousry undermined

by certain structures and practices. In particuJ-ar, the
continuance of patrilocar marriage casts women as temporary
members of their family before marriage and as 'outsiders' to
the family after marriage. This has a number of serious
consequences. As illustrated in this chapter, for example,

patrilocar marriage combined with the practice of bride-price
payment means that newly married women are partÍcutarly
vulnerable to the dÍctates of their husbands and in-laws.
hlomen's rack of power in the famiry is arso reinforced by the
difficurty that women have in obtaining divorce, and by their
lack of control over land and other property. AtI of these
were important factors in women's subordination before rg4g.
None have been overcome by the CCP, either under Mao Zedong

or under Deng Xiaoping.

As discussed in this chapter, certain rore expectations arso
re,inforce womenrs subordination in the family. These

incLude, iri particurar, the expectation that $¡omen should
strive to maintain harmonious relations within the family,
and that they should prace the needs of other family members

before their own. The centrarity of such notions to popurar
perceptions of womanhood was charlenged to some extent by the
ccP under Mao, but in the post-Mao period it has been lent
support once more.
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FinaIIy, women's subordination wÍthin the family both feeds
ínto, and is compounded by, their lower rates of
participation in education and in poritics. These are topics
that will- be pursued in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5: EDUCATION AND POLITICS

Introduction

This chapter examines the relationship between rural hromenrs

education and their involvement in potítics, and the work
patterns of women and men. rt shows that both education and

political- participation (or lack thereof) have a major
influence on gender divisions of rabour. rn dialecticar
fashion, gender divisions of labour al-so shape womenfs

involve,ment in educatÍon and politics.

The chapter is divided into three sections. The first and

second sections examine rnromen's participation in education
and poritics, respectívery. The thírd sectíon discusses the
All-china l¡lomen's Federation and the campaigns it has run j-n

rural China in the post-Mao period.

Education

As is common across the worrd, rural women in china are on

the 'bottom rung' when ít comes to educationat opportunities
and attainments. For example, in 1990 approximately 70 per
cent of the country's 182 mirrÍon illiterates aged l-5 and

above were women. of these, 84 per cent were rurar residents
(Guojia Tongjiju Renkou Tongjisi L992, pp.63-65). The higher
the leveL of education, the lower are woments and rural
residents' participation rates, so that amongst alI
university graduates in 1990 only 30 per cent r^rere women, the
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vast majority of whom were urban residents (Guojia Tongjiju
Renkou Tongjisi Lgg2, p.57).1

In addition to gender inequalities in educational
attaÍnments, males and females are taught different messages

about their future roles in society, and at, and above,

secondary level are often segregated into different areas of
specialised education.

In this section, after an introductory discussion of Maoist
and post-Mao policies on education, I will examine, in more,

detail the questÍon of how rural girls and women have fared
in education in the post-Mao period, in terms of access,

achievement and the types of education they receive,. I will
also discuss the relationshÍps between gender inequalities
and differences in education and gender divisions of labour,
arguing that in general the one reinforces the other.

Educatíon Polícg

Since L949 Chinese educational policy makers have, broadly
speaking, adopted two different approaches to educatÍon.
These are most clearly apparent in the education policies of
the CulturaL Revolutíon and subsequent years (i.e., L966-

L976), and the reaction against these policies after L976.

1 Since so few rural women, or for that matter rural
men, undertake tertiary education, the folrowing discussionis of primary and secondary education onIy.
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The paramount concern of Maoists in the rate l-960s and early
1970s was to destroy the po$¡er of the existing educated

elite, to expand mass education, and through education to
inculcate politÍcal consciousness and break down divisions
between knowledge and practice, and mental and manual_ labour.
To thÍs end, politÍcal education and manual labour were made

important components of the curriculum at aII leve1s of
schooling, and academic crÍteria for entry into universities
vrere downplayed, with more, weight being given to the
candidatef s political attitude and practical experiences.

'Key poÍntr schrools, designed to provide hj-gh quality
education to a smaLl number of the most academically
promising students, were abolished whiJ.e 'people run'
(mínban) schools and a range of part-time schools and part-
work, part-study schools were encouraged as a way of
expanding basic education without increasíng state
expenditure (Pepper L990, p.95).

These policies J.ed to a rgearing down' of education in urban
areas (Parish & Illhyte 1978, p.79 ) and severe declines in
standards of education that $¡ere particurarry noticeable at
secondary and tertiary levels. At least quantitatívely
however, the results were beneficial to those at the 1ower

end of education, that is rural residents and women in
particular.

According to information from the L982 census, the post
cultural Revolution period of L97o to L974 represents one of
two peaks of progress in the growth of rural womenfs riteracy
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and primary schoor education since the 194os, the other being
1-951-1957. During both these periods rurar women's riteracy
grew at a rate of about 3.5 per cent annually, whereas, in
contrast, the years I96O-L964 and L975-L978 saw deaLines. In
terms of secondary school education, the beginning of the
Cultural Revolution marked the start of very rapid growth of
girlsf enrolment in rural areas, peakÍng in 1-972-1-974 at
about 5 per cent increase per year. This was followed by

rapid deceleration, and then decreases of 5 per cent annually
in 1979 and 1980 (Lave1y et aI. 1990, pp.7O-7L).

The main thrust of reforms in education after 1976 was in
dÍrect opposition to the key values and innovations of the
Cultural Revolution, with a ftwo track' approach to
schooring, simirar to that of pre-curtural- Revol-ution years,
being adopted. One 'trackr in this approach was geared

toward the cuJ-tivation of a small group of academically
gifted students for entry into university, and centred on the
newry revived 'key point' schoors. The second track aimed to
provide the majori-ty of the population with a vocationally
oriented basic education. In ge,neral terms, the need for a

small- core of hj-ghIy educated people to lead the country
through modernisation was given most weight, academic

standards v¡ere raised, political education and manual labour
were scaled do\nrn, and there was a move toward re-
regularisation, rrationalisation' and the reassertion of
centrar control. Resources were concentrated in the first
Itrackr, especiarry n a few elite 'key pointt institutions,
and the numbe,r of schroors, especiarry of those providing an
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aJ-ternative to full-time academic study, was reduced so as to
promote quality (Pepper 1990, pp.7O-7L).

During the 19BOs and early 1990s serious problems have

emerged in education, particularly in rural .r".".2 These

problems stem primarily from a lack of funding and from the
aggravation of inequalities through the combination of the
reforms undertaken within educatíon itself, wj-th reforms of
the economy undertaken at the same tíme.

In rural areas, ôs previously, the state expects a large
proportion of funding for primary and secondary schooling to
be generated IocaIIy. As mentioned in Chapter 3, however,

the introduction of the production responsibility system made

it more difficult for J-ocaf governments to collect funds for
education. Such funds are now being generated, in part, by

taxes on local township enterprises. However, local
çlovernments often do not see educatíon as a priority,
preferring to use the majority of the funds they receive from

township enterprises either for lining their own pockets, or
for further investment in economic ventures which wiLL bring
more immediate profit to the collective than education. In
any case, though, it is only the wealthieru more developed
townships that have enterprises that can afford to provide
funds for education.

2 This was so much so that in L9B9 Deng Xiaoping
admitted that education had been the biggest faÍlure of the
reform decade (Zhang Ning L992, p.145).
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Ttre scarcity of state or collective funding for education has

meant that many schools have closed. In rural areas this has

often increased the distance that children must travel to
schoo.l, which in turn has resulted in decl-ining enrolments

and high drop out rates (Pepper l-990, p.91).

In the case of rural secondary schools, declines Ín
enrolments in the late 1970s and early 1980s resulted also
from deliberate policy. In order to make more, refficient'

use of existing resources, and in its concern for quality
rather than quantity, the state called for restrictions in
secondary enrolments. In rural- areas junÍor secondary school
programmes attached to production brigade primary schools
we,re, abolished in the late 1970s, and in most places only one

junior secondary school was retained in each commune. The

senior sections of commune secondary schools \^¡ere mostly
cJ-osed, leaving no more than a few complete secondary schools
in each county (Pepper 1990, p.97)-

Lack of funding has meant, in addition, that many existing
school facilities are in abysmalÌy poor condition (NMRB 2L

November 19BB; Zhang Ning 1992, p.I46). Furthermore, because

of poor working condÍtions and because they are very poorly
paid, many teachers are leaving the profession.

To make up for the shortfall in collective fundÍng,
individual- families are being ca1led upon to pay increasingly
rarger fees for their chirdren's education. An investigation
of primary schools in 14 counties in Hunan found, for
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example, that tuÍtion and j-ncidentar fees (xuezafei) amounted

to an average of r9.4o guan per person for the first seme,ster

of l-988.3 Thís was 3.15 guan more than was charged for the
same period in 1987 and 6.7 guan more than in 1985 (¡VMRB 2L

November l-9BB). such fees mean that some poorer families
cannot afford to send their chi-ldren to schoor. other
famiries who may be abl-e to afford the direct costs of
educating theÍr children, nevertheress decide that they
cannot afford the costs of the labour power rerinquíshed as a
result. Yet others consider that rurar education is of poor
quality, and of littre practicar val-ue, and berieve that the
family wourd benefit l-ess from educating alr its chirdren
than from keeping at reast some of them (usuarry the girls)
at home from an earry age to look after younger sibrings,
help with domestic work or be involved in production.

rn the mid 1980s the ccp responded to these probrems, and. to
growing criticism of the education system, with a number of
reforms. In L984, for example, Ioca] authorities were
instructed not to re,duce secondary school enrorments any
further (Pepper 1990, p.9g), and consequently, the dectine in
secondary school enrolments was slowed (see below).

Legally compursory education for alt chirdren has been
extended from six years of primary school to three years of
junior secondary school. The new nine year compulsory
education law went into effect ín Jury l-986, but different

3 e. a point of comparisori, netrural Hunan in 1988 was 515.35 guan.
income per person in
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timetables were set for its fuII achievement. For one

quarter of the popul-ation resi-díng in cities and the most

economÍcally developed areas, ít was expected that junior
secondary school education would be made universal by 1990.

The same achievement was expected for semi-developed towns

and villages where roughly one hal-f of the population resj-des

by about 1995. For the remaining one quarter of the
population residing in the poorest areas, local authorities
were simply urged to popularise basic education as much as

possible (Zhang Ning L992, p.154).

As a statement of the CCP's intent to improve basic
education, the compulsory education Iaw is symbolically
important, but its introduction into rural areas may have

been premature given that problems relating to J-ack of
funding, declining numbers of schools, shortage of teachers,
poor quality and unsuitabl-e courses, and low enrolment and

high drop out rates are far from being solved.

The introduction of the law has, however, been accompanied by

campaigns aimed at improving basic education, amongst females

and rural residents in particular. For example, the 'prairie
Fire' plan aims to eliminate illiteracy among young and

mature adults, to set up a range of cultural and technj-cal
educational establishments for rural residents, and to
provide students at rurar primary and se,condary schoors with
technical training (Li Kejing L992, p.3O). The 'Hope
Project', initiated by the china Youth Development Foundation
in 1989, seeks donations nationally and internationally to
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herp schoor drop outs in poverty stricken areas return to
school (,ShiB l- November 1990).

At local leve1s, campaigns have been run i_n which gÍrls are
given preferentiar treatment in order to encourage them to
attend schroor. Measures incrude waiving girls' tuition fees
and subsidising the costs of their books and stationery,
offering schorarships to gírrs who perform werl, and attowing
girls whose work duties prevent them attending the fuII
schoor day to come late and leave early (ZGNMB 22 ytay 1983;

Fuj ian Education Commission 1989, p. 63 ) . Iathile it is
probable that other causal factors are al_so involved, the
fact that the femare proportion of enrorments in primary and

secondary schools increased srightty in the second harf of
the L9BOs suggests a degree of success for 'affirmative
action' campaigns such as these.4

Adurt Education Bureaux have arso targeted women for short
term crasse,s combinÍng riteracy and technical training, and

in this they have been joined by other government departments

4 The femare proportion of prímary e,nrorments decrinedfrom 45.5 per cent in L976 to 44.6 per cent in 1980 and 43.7per cent in 1983. Howe,ver, it then Íncreased to 45.6 percent in 19BB (Zhonghua Quanguo Funu Lianhehui... LggL,p.L25). The female proportion of secondary school enrolmentsdropped from 4o.4 per cent in Lg76 to 39.4 per cent in l-98oand 1983, but then rose to 41.3 per cent in 19gg (Zhonghua
Quanguo Funu Lianhehui. . . 1_991, pp. 136- 1,37 ) .
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and,

this
in particular, the hlomen's Federation (see Sectíon 3,

chapter ) .5

Ànother set of reforms Íntroduced in the mid-l98os concerned

the increase of diversification and vocationalisatíon of
schooJ-ing, particularly at the secondary level. The aim has

been to provide the majority of the population wÍth schooling
which will be vocationally useful but which will not enable
them to proceed to tertiary education. Central to this aim

are three categories of vocationally oriented senior
secondary schools: Specialised schools (zhong deng zhuange

xuexíao), which incl-ude technical schools (zhongdeng jishu
xuexiao) and teacher training school-s (zhongdeng shífan
xuexiao); skilled-worker schools (jígong xuexiao); and

5 att these initiatives, it should be noted, rely on
locaJ. resources and re,sourcefulness, with very littJ-e funding
being provided by the state. One social scientist claims,
for example, that according to regulations, state funding for
rural adult education should amount to 1 per cent of the
state education budget. In l-986, however, it was just over
1-OO million guan, or 0.5 per cent of the state education
budget, of which a 'trifling amount' was spent on lÍteracy
projects (Li Kejing L992, p.31).
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agricultural and vocational schools (nongge zhongxue & zhige
zhongxue ) .6

In a directive on rural- education published in 1983 primary
schoors were carred upon to orient their curricura to rural
life, and junior secondary school-s were required to undertake
revisions to make 30 per cent of their courses vocational.
By 1990 it was expected that at the senior secondary level,
at least 30 per cent of all courses run in regular rural
schools would be vocational, and that there should be at
Ieast as many students in vocationally oriented rural schools
as in regular rural schoofs (Pepper 1990, p.lOB).

6 Specialised schools train kindergarten and prÍmary
school teachers and middle-level technical personnel in avariety of specíalÍsations through mostry four year coursesat senior secondary revel. These schools are controrled atthe national level by technical ministries as well as theState Education Commission and are managed by educatÍon,technica]. and labour bureaux at the local, district, county
and provincial levels. Skilled-worker schools recruit junior
secondary school students who are assigned to them by rabour
and personnel bureaux and train them through largely threeyear courses at senior secondary level. They are run byeducation bureaux and industriaL units. They are lessprestigious than specialised schools, but, like them, are inrerativery high demand because students receive emproyment
upon graduation. Agricultural and vocational schools,
managed at the district and county level, train skilled
workers through mostly three year courses at senior secondarylevel. They are the l-east prestigious of aII thevocationarry oriented schools because they do not guarantee
employment upon graduation, arthough in some deveroped areasthey have overcome this probrem by formÍng close l-Ínks withlocar e,nte,rprises that have a demand for skitred labour ( Ross
1-991, pp.77-79).
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partícipation Rates in P.ural Education

Primarg SchooL

As a result of the problems described above, the number of
students in rural primary schools declined from L28.8 miLtion
in L97B (Zhongguo Jíaogu Níanjian 7949-7987, 1,984, p.lO23) to
Ll-O.B million in 1985 (Guojia Tongjiju 1986, p.756) and 92.5
million in 1-997 (Guojia Tonjiju L992, p.735).

The rate at which chiLdren withdraw from primary school part-
way through has also increased. In fact, in the l9BOs primary
education was dubbed the '9-6-3' system: that is, nine out of
ten children are enrolled in primary schools, but only six of
them attend the full- six years of primary schooJ-, three of
them with satisfactory results (Bakken 1988, p.1-53).

The problem of low enrolment and high drop out rates from

primary school ís particularly seríous amongst girts in rural
areas, and has led to concern at the emergence of Iarge
numbers of new illiterates in the female population. A

report published by the Fujian Education Commission suggests
that the problems are even more serious than official
statistics generally reveal. For example, according to
statistics from thirty townships Ín Fujian, the primary
school enrolment rate in L986-87 was about 98 per cent for
boys and 95 per cent for gir1s. These figures, however, vrere

based on birth registration statistics whích did not include
significant numbers of children, especially girls, \^rho,
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because they were born outside the plan, were not registered
and were not re,ceiving an education. one survey of three
villages found that in addition to 656 primary school age

chirdren risted in the household registration records, there
were 32 not rísted. rn investigating the retention rates of
female students in primary schoors, the commission found that
in one distríct 49r boys and 446 girrs were recorded as being
enrolled in primary school. Of 1r-l:re 446 girIs, however, only
2O3 or 45.5 per cent were enrolled in full-tíme primary
school, while the remaining 235 were enrolled only in part-
time or irregurar schools. Furthermore, of the ratter, only
about 57 per cent were actually attending school. In the
fÍrst to third grades of the full-time schools, girls
comprised only 35 per cent of arr students, and ín the fourth
and fj-fth grades the figure was l-5 per cent (Fujian Education
Commission 1989, pp.54-56 ).

Aside from the non-registration of girls born out of plan,
one of the chÍef reasons for the large proportion of girls
amongst children not attending primary school is the fact
that when they marry, \^romen usualty leave their natal
famiries, who, ôs a result, often see education for daughters
onry as an e,xpense incurred on beharf of other families. rn
addition, irr poor, isolated rural- areas it is common for
pare,nts to rimit their daughtersr education in the fear that,
having received an education, the girls will be harder to
marry off, or they will refuse an arranged marriage from
which the parents can obtain a high bride-price (Fujian
Education Commission 1989, pp.56-57).
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The other major reason for gÍrlsr low rates of participation
in primary education is the fact that gírls are often
expected to undertake a large proportion of their family's
domestic work and to care for their younger siblings. SÍnce

the introduction of the production responsibility system, the
workload of some women has incre,ased as a result of them

taking over responsibility for agriculture and expanding

domestic sideline production (see Chapter 7). In order to
cope with the extra workload women often transfer more of the
burden of domestic work onto their daughters, even at the
expense, of the Latterrs schooling, since this is seen as of
relatively J-ittJ-e benefit to the famiJ-y (üIang Shuhui 1989,

p.2l-).7 It is muchr l-e,ss common for a boy to be withdrawn
from primary school to help with work at home because it is
believed that a boy's educatíon wiII benefit the famity more

in the long term.

Secondarg SchooT

In 1978 the number of children attending regular rural
secondary schooJ-s was 48.2 mil-Iion (Zhongguo Jíaogu Níanjran
7949-798I 1984, p.1-O05). This declined to just under 29

mÍIl-ion by 1985 (Guojia Tongjiju 1986, p.750) and 27 million
by 1991 (Guojia Tongjiju 1992, p.729).

7 This is not always passively accepted by the girls.In one instance in a mountain village, fourteen girJ.s aged
between I and 15 'went on striker, refusing to do any
domestic work, mind children or work in the fields untiltheir parents arlowed them to attend primary school (NMRB 3
December 19BB).
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For the cleverer and more fortunate students enrolred in
urban secondary schoors, cutbacks in enrolments Ín the post-
Mao period and the subsequent increase in competition may

have resurted in improved educationar standards. However,

for large numbers of rural children, especÍa1ly girts, they
simply closed off educational advancement. Not only do

reratively few rurar students pass the examinations into
senior secondary school, many, realising that they have

rittre hope of passing, simply drop out of schoor beforehand.
one investigation conducted in a relatÍvely werr-off rural
county in Heilongjiang province found, for example, that in
the period L979-L982, of a sample of 2,TTB students enrolred
in junior secondary school, 44.L per cent dropped out part-
way through. In the period L9BL-L984, of a total of 2,98L, a

full 72.3 per cent dropped out before the finar examination
(Bakken 1988, p.L57).

Two factors greatly contributing to the high withdrawal rates
of rural chirdren from education before or part-way through
secondary school are the widespread view that the secondary
curricurum is of littre benefit or rerevance to rurar life,
and the costs of maintainÍng chÍrdren through secondary
school. Fees for secondary schoorj-ng are generarry higher
than in primary schools. so too are the opportunity costs of
keeping a chird in secondary school, because of the recent
growth in demand for chirdren aged between roughry l-o and l-6

in township- and village-run enterprises, as weII as in
famiry based production, especialry in the south-eastern
coastal provinces.
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In most cases that have been reported, the majority of chil_d

Iabourers and of children withdrawn from e,ducation before or
part-way through secondary school are girts.S Thus,

according to an investigation carried out in-Ji-nxiang
TownshÍp, hlenzhou, in 1985 4O5 out of 483 chil-dren in the
famiJ.y workshops were girls. Thirty per cent of the children
v¡ere ilJ-iterate and 20 per cent had only had one or two years
of schooling (China Dai7g, 12 October 1985).

Patterns such as these are due, not just to the greater value
placed by parents on boys' education than on girls', but also
to the fact that in secondary school girlsr grades are on

average lowe,r than boys' , as are their pass rates in
examinations.

In all- seven counties in which I col-Iected information on

education in 1989 the proportions of girls and boys enroJ-led
in primary school were reported to be roughly equal, but in
secondary school, in particular senior secondary school,
there was a marked drop in girlsf enroLments. Education
Bure,au officials explained this in terms of girls' greater
fail-ure rates in examinations, which they all attributed
solely to biological differences between the sexes. In
Huairou and xindu counties the expranation was that girls are

I There are some exceptions to this pattern, however.
In ülenjÍang County, Sichuan, for exampfe, Education Bure,au
officiaJ-s told me that the drop-out rate from junior
secondary school is higher amongst boys than amongst girls.
The reason they gave $¡as that boys can rely on their physÍcal
strength to earn money, whereas girls can only rely on their
education ( Interview, October 1989 ).
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not as smart as boys. In primary schroof this is not apparent
because the boys muck around. In secondary school, though,
they knuckle down and then their grades outstrip the girlsr.
In Jinnj-u and tlltrenj iang counties it was claj-med that in the
earlier years girls' and boys' intellectual abilitÍes are
much the same, but that when they reach puberty girlsr
thinking becomes rscattered' (fensan). Instead of
concentrating on their schoor work girrs start to think about
boyfriends and establishing famiries (rnterviews wíth county
Education Bureau Officials, September-December 1989).
Margery hlorf in her fierdwork in 1980-l-981 was given similar
ansv¡ers by teachers and mothe,rs ( hlolf 1985, pp. 130-133 ) .9

From the medj-a, girls receive somewhat confl-icting messages.

They are toJ-d that they are as cJ-ever as boys, but that they
need to build up their self-confidence, and that
discrimination agaÍnst them in education and work is a resurt
merely of traditional prejudices, held nowadays only by a

minorÍty of people, which can be overcome by those with the
wiII to do so (Honig & Hershatter l-988, pp.L4-23). The

intetligence of females and males is described as equar but
different. However, ês Emily Honig and Gair Hershatter point
out, because male characteristics are taken as the desired
norm, female 'difference' transl-ates into inferíority in much

of the Iíterature (Honig & Hershatter 1988, pp.L4-t6). For
exampre, one author cl-aims that there is littre difference

9 These attitudes are by no means confined
areas, and interestj-ngly, Margery lrlolf noted that
are muctr more likely than ruraL women to say that
smarter than girls (UIoIf 1985, p.131).

to rural
urban women
boys are
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between the innate mentar abil-ities of mares and femares but
adds that rthis is not to say that r^romen and men are
completely alike j-n all_ respects' . Males, this author
asserts,

have wide-ranging interests, a strong ability toget to work, and they like to think things out for
themselves; but sometimes they are not careful or
thorough enough. Female cl_assmates often have
stronger memory and language ability, and are more
diligent and meticulous. But they have one-track
minds, do not think dynamically enough, have arather narrow range of activity, and easily become
interested in trivial matters. Their moods
fluctuate easj-Iy, they are shy, and they donrt dareto raise questions boldly (GeÍ Shaonu de Xrn
lLetters to Young Gírlsl, Shanghai, Shanghai Renmin
Chubanshe, L984, quoted in Honig & Hershatter 1988,
pp.15-16 ) .

I¡lhat coul-d be seen as superiorities Ín this list of femare
traits are grossed over. rnstead, the author e,mphasises

femarest lack of capacity for independent thinking as the
reason for their rower grades in senior secondary schoor, and

urges them to try to overcome their deficiencies by emurating
their male classmates (Honig & Hershatter 1988, p.16).

rf media articres such as these give girrs the impression
that they are not as smart as boys, this message is further
reinforced by a lack of femal-e rore models in positions
requiring reratively high levers of education. The fact that
there are fewer femare teachers than mare, particurarly at
secondary rever and above, does not help here. According to
the state statistical- Bureau, in l-991 women comprised 43. B

per cent per cent of all primary schoor teachers, but only
32.4 per cent of teachers in regular secondary schools
(Guojia Tongjiju 1992, p-7L9) -
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Coming from a western feminist perspective which seeks to
illuminate and focus on the social, rather than the
biorogical, construction of difference and inequarity between

v¡omen and men, I argue that while there may well be

differences between the patterns of thought common in boys

and girls, socialisation plays an important role in the
formation of these differences. Furthermore, there is no
Inatural' or inevitable link between these differences and

the inequalities between female and male educational
achie,vements. Females fare rel-atively poorly in the
education system firstly, because of socialJ.y constructed
barriers to their participation, such as the patrilocal
marriage system, the responsibility for domestic work that is
placed on their shoulders, and institutional- discrimination,
evident, for example, irt the requj-rement for entrance into
some secondary schools of a higher examination result for
females than for males (discussed below). Secondly,
education for females is not valued as highly as for males.

Thirdly, the patterns of thought and behaviour more common ín
females are deemed inferior in definítions of educationar
excerrence. And fourthry, females internarise messages that
they are not as c1ever as males which they re,ceive from
parents, educators, the media and the lack of female role
models.

Some of the points I have made here relating to the social
construction of gender inequalities in education are also
commonly made in Chinese analyses. Ttrus, the patrilocal
marriage system, traditional prejudÍces against educating
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women, and girls' responsibitity for domestic work are
commonly identified as the key obstacres to improvÍng female
participation in basic education (even j-f litt1e is done to
overcome the obstacles). However, when it comes to analyses
of females' lower grades and lower enrolment rates in
educatÍon at senior secondary lever and above, sociar factors
largely drop out of sight and rbiologyr takes their place. A

cororlary of this is that whire femare participation in basic
education is seen as an issue on which social or political_
action can and should be taken, the same is largely not the
case with femare participation in higher revels of education.

The relatively J-ow attainments of females j-n the formal
education system and the message that females are not as

smart as males clearJ-y reinforce each other. They also have

the effect of strengthening assumptions of female inferiorÍty
in aspects of social- Iife other than e,ducation. Margery lrlo1f

suggests that among rural women this may be less true than
for their urban counterparts because the work and

responsÍbilities that ruraL women take on are such as to
enable at least some of them to see that they are as c1e,ver,

or able, âs men. Indeed, one r^roman in Jiangsu argued that
generally r^romen are smarter, but some men are smart
too. Men may be clever with outside affairs, I
don't know about that, but they are really dumb
about f amily af f airs ( trlolf 1985, p. 138 ) .

On the other hand, however, scholars commonly note the strong
respect in which Chinese peasants hold formal_ (academic)

education and the importance of education as a status marker
(ü'IoIf 1-985, p.134; Pepper 1990, pp.3 & 103 ) .
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Lower levels of educational attainment also contribute to
more concrete, restrictions of women in employment and other
aspects of the 'outside' sphere, which in turn reinforce
existing divisions of labour. Economic development,
especially technological advances and the development of a

market economy since 1978, have made this a particularly
important issue. As wiII be discussed in Chapter 8,

successful- entrepreneurial activity, for example, requíres a

certain level- of educatj-on since it entails learning ne\^r,

more effÍcient techniques of production, and developing an

understanding of market dynamics, state regulations and

accounting. Partly as a result, most specÍalised househol_ds

are run either by men, or by households in which a woman

provides most of the labour but her husband is in charge of
marketing, sales and other aspects of managing the business.
As will be noted in Chapter 9, rural r^romen are also
disadvantaged in rural industrial employment because many

township enterprises now require a minimum level of formal
education (usually junior secondary school) from their
workers. Finally, it appears that pressure for better
educated cadres may have contributed to an erosion of women's

polítical re,presentation sÍnce the late 197Os (see Section 2,

this chapter).

Gender Segregation in Education

Gender divisions of
participation rates
between the kind of

Iabour are affected not just by unequal

in education, but also by differences
education receÍved by males and females.
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toward a greater degree of vocationalisation in
the 198Os and 199Os.
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the shifts
education i-n

As Suzanne Pepper argues, the education system at senior
secondary level has been 'retracked and streamed in a manner

deliberateJ-y designed to exploit and reinforce the existing
social divisions of labourr (Pepper L990, p.97). She has j_n

mind here the reinforcement of divisions between the elite
and the masses, and between mental and manual labour which
have resulted from the rtwo track' system of academic

training for tertiary entrance on the one hand and

vocationally oriented training on the other. I would argue

further that the rvocationalisation' of a substantial
proportÍon of secondary schoolÍng has also exploited and

reinforced existing gender divisions of labour, involving, as

it does, a shift from courses in which boys and girls
undertake essentially the same academic curriculum (Ross

L991, pp -72-73), to one in which they spend a substantial
proportion of their school time in vocational courses where

gender segregation is marked.

To gíve an example from my own fieldwork: in Huairou County,
Beijing, there are two specialised senior secondary schools
(zhongdeng zhuange xuexiao): an automobil-e industry school in
which female students comprise 30 per cent of the total, and

Huairou Teachersf College, with 60 per cent female students.
There are five vocational schools (zhíge zhongxue). Those

teachíng secretarial- skills, and finance and accounting, both
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have a majority of female students, and in the school
teaching enterprise management, 50 per cent of students are
female. On the other hand, j-n the school teaching machine

processing and animal husbandry, only 45 per cent of students
are female, most of whom are concentrated in animal- husbandry
(Interview wÍth members of Huairou County Education Bureau,

September 1989).10

To some extent, the differing enrolment rates of males and

females in vocationally oriented schools are a resul_t of
overt, institutional- discrimination. As Beverly Hooper

claims, such discrimination is apparent in al_I types of
secondary and tertiary education, but particularJ-y so ín
vocationally oriented schools which often impose quotas on

the proportion of girls enrolled, and enforce those quotas by

requiring higher e,ntrance examination results from girls than
from boys (Hooper 1991, p.357; RMRB 26 September 1985). One

10 I have no figures for the fifth school- whj-ch teaches
skills in crop production, fruit growing and rubber
production.

No national- statistics are avail-able to indicate the
gender composition of e,nrolments i_n specialised, vocational
and agriculturar schoors according to area of specialisation.
Statistics collected by the hlomenrs Federation do, however,
indicate the proportion of females enrolled by skilled-worker
schools run by the different industrial units and ministries
under the State Council. Taken as a whole, these schools
enrolled a quota of 30 per cent females Ín 1988. There was agood deal- of variation in enrolments between the schools
however. For example, there u¡ere 2,236 students in schools
run by the Ministry of Textile Industries, of whom 4l_ per
cent were females, but in the schools run by the Minístry of
Rairways there r^Jere 31,160 students, of whom onty 16 per cent
were female (Zhonghua Quanguo Funu Lianhehui... 1991_, p.1S0).
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given for such discrimination is
a preference for male workers.ll

$¡omen (nuzi zhíge zhongxue) have also The

ínrational-e given for the establishment of one such school
the city of Dalian in Liaoning Province was that

ín the sphere of work one must take into
consideration the biol-ogical differences (shengli
chabíe) between maLes and fema]-es; likewise ineducation. OnIy once we have seriousl-y addressed
the issue of women's vocational training and
devoted major efforts to developing womenrs
intellectual resources (zhi7í ziguan), will we beable to raise their employment capabil-ities (Renmín
Jiaogu October 1985, p.L2).

In its first year of operation the school enrolled five
hundred girJ.s in courses in secretarial and typing skills,
tourÍsm, pre-school teaching, and child care.

Apart from these forms of institutionally create,d gender

segregation, the differences between the vocational courses
taken by maJ-es and females are determined by the choices of
the students themserves. These choices are, however, heaviry
influenced and restricted by sociar perceptions of biorogíca]
difference between males and females, and assumptions that
these differences should be reflected in certain differences
in e,ducation and employment. In Jinniu District, for
example, I was told by Education Bureau officials that boys

do not choose kindergarten teacher training courses because

if they r^rere to become kindergarten teachers they wourd be

On the other hand, vocational schoolssome

gaoj i

1-L For a more detailed discussion
Hooper l-991, pp.35B-359 .

enrolling only
been set up.

see Jacka 1-990b, and
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Iooked down upon. The officials themselves condoned the
choice, ho\nrever, saying that women are more suited to
kindergarten teachj-ng because the bond that small- children
have with their mothers is stronger than that with their
fathers, and because r^romen are more patÍent, tender and

caring than men ( Interview, October 1-989 ) .

With the vocational-isation of much of secondary schooli.g,
boys and girls are effectively segregated into separate
specialised areas of training and work earlier than in the
academic educatÍon system in which marked differences in the
subjects taken by men and women are apparent in university
enrolments, but not before. Howeve,r, this segregation in
vocational- secondary schools and universities merely develops
assumptions of difference be,tween males and females that are
already built into education at all leve,ls and are apparent,
al-so, irr the media.

Thus, irl regular primary and secondary school_s girls and boys

participate, by and large, in the same curriculum (with some

exceptions, for example in sports programmes), but that
curriculum teaches very different, and what is more, unequal,
rores for males and females. This was strikingry irlustrated
by an analysÍs published ín ZGFN in l-989 of the twelve-vofume
textbook used for courses in Chinese in full-time six year
primary schools. The analysis found that, in total, the
name,s of onJ.y 11 female personages v¡ere mentioned, in
contrast to 82 mare personages. severar tens of mare writers
v¡ere me,ntioned, but only three female writers. AII the
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scientists, literary scholars and artists mentioned were men,

and a wide range of other roles for men, including many

Ieadership positions ín various fields were included. In
contrast, a very narrow range of roles for women ÌÁJere,

mentioned, and most of them v¡ere rel-atively low status
workers. Similarly, a wide range of personality traits were

mentioned in relation to men, whereas $¡omen r^rere

characterised by a very narrow range of descriptions. Deng

Yingchao, a veteran of the revolution and, at the tíme, the
most powerful woman in the Communist Party, vras portrayed
only as a kindly, motherly figure - once giving a raincoat to
a guard on duty and once sitting, mending pyjamas with sewing

box, scissors and thread l-aid before her (Nan Ning L989,
pp.4-5 ) .

Messages, such as are evident in this textbook, about the
roJ-e,s most suited to men and wome,n, have been reinforced
since L97B by a vast body of Literature which emphasises that
physically, as well as mentafly, men and vromen are different,
and which presents the differences in such a r^ray that women

continually appear to faII short of the mal-e standard. One

article on tlabour and exercise for young womenr, for
example, summed up its comparisons between young women and

men by saying that
whether in functions of the kinetic system, blood,
circulation, respiration, and adjustment of body
temperature, or ín endurance and adaptability in
heavy manual labour and physical traíning, young
women cannot match young men of the same age
(Zhongguo Qingnian Bao lChina Youth DaiTgl March t-3
L982, quoted in Honig & Hershatter l-988, p.18).
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Other articles then take these physical differences as the
grounds on which to argue directly for particular divísions
of labour. An articl-e published in a womenrs magazine in
r-986 argued, for example, that

in the past it was often said that what men can do,
women can do too. This is not entirely scientífíc.
In order to give full play to women's abilitÍes,
one must not require them to undertake work that
does not suit their special characteristics, but
rather develop to the fuLl their superiorities...
Apart from meticulous work such as embroidery,
women generally achieve outstanding results in
animal husbandry, processing and services (Yang
Chengxun 1986, p.4).

It is significant that according to articles such as this,
the rsuperiorities' vromen apparently enjoy make them most

suited to areas of employment which in general are relatively
poorly paid and of low status.

In education and the media there is then a contrast in
attitudes toward gender divísions of labour between the late
MaoÍst period and the post-Mao era. In the Cu1tural
Revolution women r^rere urged to become rlron Girls' who, in
challengÍng thre existing gender division of labour, made

superhuman efforts to overcome their fÍnferiorr biology and

become more like men. Since Maors death, on the other hand,

r^romen have been taught to accept that biology is destiny
(Honig & Hershatter 1988, p.30), whether in relation to
education or work. A strikíng similarity between Maoist and

post-Mao approaches, however, is the degree to which women's

worth is measured in te,rms of the extent to which they do, or
do not, conform to a male standard.
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PoIitical Participation

Since the late 197Os the proportion of women occupying
leadership positions at arr l-evetrs of institutional politics
has decJ-ined. In addition, with a return to family farming
and a rejection of Maoist methods of poriticar mobirisation,
the actj-ve participation of ordínary rural women and men in
polÍtical debate and action has been reduced. Both trends
have limited the possibilitÍes open to women for affectíng
change in gender rerations and the position of women in their
communitÍes. These issues are the focus of the folJ_owing

section. In order to put them into perspective, however, it
is necessary first to briefly discuss the nature and extent
of women's political activity in Maoist China.

PoLitical Participation Ilnder Mao

one of the most striking results of Maoism in the countryside
was, as Marc Blecher has noted, a radical increase in popular
participation in politics and an expansion of the sphere of
the politicar, by which is meant the range of sociar concerns
subject to public or governmental determination, regulation
and action (Blecher l-989 , p.L92).L2 Beginning with land
reform, and through such processes as 'speak bitternessl
sessions, village meetings and political study sessions, in

L2 The following discussion is limited to forms ofpoJ.itical activíty sanctioned by the state. It does not
include peasant rebellions or other violence, forms of non-
cooperation such as strikes, subterfuge, bribery, or
corruption, arr of whÍch are, nevertheless, important avenuesfor the articulation of rural- interests. See Burns 1984.
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the establishment of peasant associations, and finatly
through the collectivisation of productíon, the CCP invol_ved

rural men and women in politics, and opened up political
debate and action to include issues relating to basic
Iivelíhood and economic concerns, and further, to issues
relatíng to class and gender reJ-ations, the family and

pe,rsonal values ( Blecher 1989, p. 193 ) .

Some now see political particÍpation in the Maoist era in
predominantly negative terms, either as a process in which

the state extended its tentacl-es further and further into
ordinary peoplers lives, the better to control and manipulate
them (Tang 1983), or as an empty ritual to whích local
officials paid lip service and in which 'the masses' only
feígned interest and invol-vement, with real. potitical porárer

being held by a still remote, elitist and centralised state
(Pye ]-971-) -

Accepting that both these perspectives have considerable
validity, it is nevertheless the case that

the break from a past in which politícs was a realm
open almost exclusively to elites and conducted
behind closed doors, and in which productive
relations were privatj-zed and not subjected to
po1itical determination either ín public or in
private, could not be greater (Blecher l-989,
p.200).

For rural women who were oppressed, not just by an

authoritarían state re,mote from their daily lives, but also
at the most intÍmate level by their fathers, husbands and

other family members, and for whom contact with outsiders to



the family was severely circumscribed, the CCP's

draw them into public meetings, study groups and

signalled a particularly radj-cal change.
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attempts to
the like,

There were, horarever, formídable obstacl_es to gettÍng women

ínvolved. Local male, cadres r^¡ere une,nthusiastic, the \¿omenf s

familÍes were often violently opposed, and most women

themselves lacked the inclination, the confidence and the
skirrs for speaking out in pubric. The women who díd become

actÍve porÍticarly in the early years were frequentry those
who were seen to be on the margins of 'proper' society
widows, women with husbands who could not support them,

sorcerers, prostitutes and beggars, all of whom had already
learnt to make a living and defend themselves in the
routside' sphere, and vrho, in doing so. had transgressed
codes of behaviour, both social and sexuaL (Andors L983,
p.27; Johnson 1983, p.LO7). Even as late as the 1970s young

r^romen who participated in mixed sex political study groups or
who worked as cadres were often regarded with suspicion
( Andors 1-983 p.L2I; Salaf f L973, p. 1-l-9 ) .

üIith the estabrishment of communes, production brigades often
appointed women' s representatives. Furthe,rmore, aII women

participated in meetings at production team lever, which made

decisions on matters which previously had been controrled
either by the male hreads of individual- families or by a

remote, inaccessible state authority; decisions on

production, work task allocation, and remuneration (Davin
L976, p.150). In brigades with strong female leaders,
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peasant women were sometimes able to win improvements for
ttremselves, for exampJ-e in relation to the allocation of
work-points. Usually, hovlever, r^romen, whether they were

cadres or not, were marginalised in collective debates, and

the decisÍon makíng was done by male l-eaders. This was a
characteristic of basic leve1 politics right up untiJ.
decollectivisation (Mosher 1983, pp.193-194).

lrlomenf s Iack of voice in collective decision making in the
Maoist period was very sj-gnificant because of the high leve1
of control that the collective exercÍsed over aII aspects of
social and economic lÍfe. It meant, iD effect, that
subordination to men within the family was replaced by

subordination to men in coll-ective leadership, although it
must also be acknowledged that women did benefit from the
fact that there r^rere greater pressures on mal-e cadres to
conform to a degree of equality in publj-c rel_ations with
r^romen than there r^rere on men within their own f amilies.

In the early 1950s vigorous campaigning on the part of the
CCP and the l¡lomenr s Federation succeeded in gaining modest

Ievels of female representation in Party and government

institutions then being established, but, as a proportion of
the total, the numbe,r of women in institutional politics,
especiarty at the highest revers, saw l-ittte increase during
the l-950s and 1960s. For example, as shown in Table 5, j.n

the Central Committee of the CCP the number of ful_t women

members increased from just 4 (4 per cent) in 1956 to 13 (7
per cent) j-n 1969.
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Table 5

the CCP

Female Representation on the Central Commíttee of

Source: 1956-1987: Zhonghua Quanguo Funu Lianhehui... L99L,

p.572- L992: ,SI{B 19 October 1992.

Interestingly, whilst during the Cultural Revolution any

attempts to address the specific problems of women as a group

\¡rere branded as 'revisionist', the late 1960s through to the
mid 197Os also saw the most vigorous and successful state
promotion of women's participation in politics since 1949,

this being in line with the general calL to 'put politics in
command'. Thus, oD the one hand, more women $rere drawn into
political study groups (and in urban areas into the Red

Guards), and on the other hand, women's representation Ín
institutional politics also increased. At the Ninth Party
Congress j-n 1969 two women (Jiang Qing and Ye Qun) were

elected to the Politburo, wtrere previously there had been no

women. In addition, ôs indicated ín Table 5, the number of

Year

Party

Congress

Ful1 Membership Alt.ernate Members

Total Female Total Female

no z no %

1956 I 97 4 4.1_ 4 5.5

19 69 9 1_7 0 LJ '7 .6 t_09 t_0 9.2

t9'7 3 l-0 195 20 10 .3 L24 2T 16.9

L9't'7 11 20r t4 7 1_32 24 1_8.2

L982 t2 2L0 t_1 5.2 138 13 9.4

1-9 8'7 13 1-7 5 1"0 5.1 110 1,2 1_0.9

1,992 1_4 189 I2 6.3 130 T2 9.2
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fuII women members on the Central Committee

increased from 13 (B per cent) in 1969 to 20

L973.

of the CCp

(1O per cent) in

The fcriticise Lin Biao and confucius' campaign (r9zg - 19T6)

stepped up cal.ls for greater participation of women in
poritics and, for the first time, arso backed up these calrs
with attempts to overcome the cultural and structural
obstacles to greater poritical participation amongst women.

Apart from the prejudices against women participating in
poritics, the many hours of hard work that women, especialry
married vromen, put into domestic work and rearing chirdren as

werl- as production, meant that they v¡ere very often too tired
to be abre, or to want to become active poriticarly as werl-.
As mentioned in chapter 2, some attempts were made at this
time to persuade men to share domestic work. The patritocat
marriage system was aLso a target for critÍcism because it
meant that hromen were regarded as temporary residents in
their natar virlage, and strangers in the vitrage into whj-ch

they married, and hence compounded their isolatíon and

excrusion from the informar networks of power amongst (mare)

villagers.

The degree of success of the CCP's attempts to increase
women's poJ-itical representation varied enormously from
regÍon to re,gion, but it appears that by the mid-l-97os most
production team committees (consisting of five to seven
people) and production brigade committees (six to eleven
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people) had a minimum of
director (Parish & hlhyte

one woman director or deputy

1978, pp.1O1 & 239).

Considerable límitations remained, hor,rrever, on the
effectiveness with which female cadres could exercise power

to improve womenrs position in local society. Most women

appointed as team or brigade leaders or deputy leaders r^rere

engaged mainly in 'rn¡oman-r^re¡¡.'13 and exercised little general
Ieadership, in contrast to male team and brigade leaders who

held authority j-n aII areas. I¡loman-work, moreove,r, was

Iooked down upon and usually consisted of little more than
family planning propaganda work and the mobilisation of women

for work in the fields (Parish & Í'lhyte L978, p.239).

An additional problem was that of tokenism. As lrlhyte and

Parish report, the l-ocaL response to pressures from higher
authorities to increase womenrs political representation was

usually to add a female team head, rather than to replace a

male cadre with a r^roman. Often these were young women who

were not expected to retain their posts after marriage
(Salaff 1973, p.LZO). Furthermore, because there were

relatively few women with formal education beyond primary
school and trainÍng or experience in leadership, the women

appointed as leading cadres were in some cases poorly suited
to the task (Andors 1983, p.134). This not only meant that
as individuals they vrere ineffectual, but may also trave given
female leadership in general a bad reputatÍon. It ís

13 On the usage of this term, see Note 12, Chapter 2
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possible that this was a contributing factor in what appears
to have been a backfash against female political activism
after the overthrow of the Gang of Four in L976, though as I
will argue shortly, more powerful forces \^rere also at work.

It appears that for aII the promises of more democratic and

participatory politics made during the early part of the
Cultural Revolution, by the mid-1970s popular partícÍpation
in politics had become l-ittle more than 'the subjection of
the peopl-e to mindless recitation of officiatly sanctioned
slogans and "quotations" that coul-d onry dulr their poritical
senses' (DÍr1ik 1989, p.31). Consequently, when Deng

Xiaopingrs new leadership rejected the MaoÍst approach to
political participation, the population was more than ready
for the change.

Political earticípation ín the post-tLao period

rn rural areas, âs mentioned in chapter 3, areas of decision
making relating to the economy and to government and

administration which were formerly both controlled by

officials in the commune structure, were in theory, at least,
split j-n the post-Mao period.

I¡lith the introduction of the production responsibitity
system, much of the decision making relating to production
devolved to individual families, so that families now had

more freedom to choose for themselves what areas of
productíon to engage in and how to use the produets of their



Iabour. To some extent, âs Sutamith and Jack Potter argue,
in this conte.xt ' freedom'

j-s essentially a male-centred notíon, signifying
the ments right, reclaimed from team leaders,
fotrlowíng decollectivisation, to direct the
economic activities of the women and children of
their households. Zengbu women do not have
"freedom"; their former subordinatÍon to the team
Ieaders who once directed their labour has merely
been exchanged for subordination to their husbands
(Potter & Potter 1991, p.336).
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discussed in Chapte,r 4, this is likely to be the case forAs

the Iarge numbers of families in which women work in
agriculture and sidelines, though for a minority of women now

running private enterprises or specialised households, or
working in industry, ttre economic re,forms may have brought
greater autonomy. 14

Governme,ntar functions at local Levers have been taken over
by township governments and village committees. Mass

political campaigns have been largely discredÍted and there
has been a decl-ine in the number of corrective meetings herd.
This has led to a decrease in opportunities for direct
contact between 'the masses' and representatives of the
state.

14 A= in other societies, however, the ,freedom, ofboth men or women to decide economic matters is constrainedby various exte,rnal factors over which they have J-ittleinfluence. In contemporary rural China these ÍncJ-ude central
and local government policies relating, for example, to landtenure and usage, Iabour mÍgration, and taxation; prices andforces of supply and demand; and the recruitment po]-icies ofIocal industries, as weII as the decisions on vill age
economic matters now taken by village committees orcorporations in the place of production brígades.
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On the other hand, more indÍrect or representational forms of
political invol-vement have been encouraged and strengthened.:
mass organisations, such as the Arl-china hlome,nf s Federation
(to be discussed in the following section), Lrave been re-
established and urged to be more actÍve in representing their
constituents' views, Party and government institutions have

been rebuilt, and elections for positions in those
institutions have been revived and improved as a channer for
the expression of rural- peoplesr political views.

In formal institutions of politÍcal power, ho\^rever, women's

representation declined at the end of the 1970s and continued
to decline through the 1980s and early J-990s. The declines
in the proportion of women appointed to the Central Committee

of the CCP are shown in Tabl-e 5. Between the llth party

Congress and her retirement at the 12th Party Congress, Deng

YÍngchao was the only r^¡oman with fuII membership on the
Politburo of the CCP, while one other woman, Chen Muhua, had

alternate membershíp (PRC Official Activities & Monthlg
Bibliographg, January L979, p.27). At the 1_3th National
Party Congress in L987, and again at the l_4th Congress in
L992, ho wome,n were appointed as either fuII or alternate
members of the Pol-itburo.

At the provincial level, as of JuIy L993, none of the thirty
Provincial Governors orProvincial Party Secretaries,

Military District Commanders

JuIy L993, pp.B-10).
were r^romen (China Iúonthlg Data,
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At the other end of the scare, women's Party membership has

aJ-so declined, and in rece,nt years a number of letters
complaining about the difficuJ-ties women hawe entering the
Party because of prejudice against them have been published
(ZGFN October L984, p.AB; NMRB 1l- March 1986; NMRB 28 JuIy
1986 ) .

In Yiyang district, Hunan Province, âD investigation of
nineteen townships in six counties undertaken Ín l_988 found
that of a total of 9,597 Party membe,rs, only 731 or 7.6 per
cent were women. The highest proportion of v¡omen party

members per township was 11.8 per cent. Out of 322 villages,
35 or l-O.9 per cent had no female Party members. The average

age of !{omen Party members was 42, and 21.1 per cent of
townships had no female Party members aged 30 or under.
According to the investigation, more than 70 per cent of
women Party me,mbers joined during the Socialist Education
Campaign and the Cultural Revolution. Only L4.2 per cent
have joined since l-980. 3l-.6 per cent of townshÍps have not
had a new female Party membe,r since 1987 (Zhang Jinyun & Hu

Zhaoqing 1988, pp.I4-15).

Media reports claim that the J-ack of women newly entering the
Party is contributing to a situation in which the proportion
of female cadres is declining at aII leve1s, the average age

of female cadres is relatively high, and there are few women

newly joining the cadre ranks (RMRB 2 March 19BB). Although
not a formal necessity, Party membership is, in practice,
required for participation in leadership at the township
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level and above. As ElLen Judd points out, however, entry to
Party membership is usually granted only after a lengthy
period of observation, and in this a woman tryi-ng to gain
membership to the Party is disadvantaged by the patrilocal
marriage system. If she does not gain entry between the age

of eighteen (the minimum entry age) and the time of her
marriage, it will be many years after she has settled into
her husband's village before the Party will reconsider her,
by which time she may weII be too busy with domestíc work and

production to be involved in politics (Judd l-990b, p.52).

Comprehensive statistics on women's political re,presentation
at Local levels are not available, but the following reports
give some idea of the situation in the 1980s and early 1990s.

In their work report to the Fifth National Womenrs Congress

in L984, the Secretariat of the ÀIl-China hlomen's Federation
claimed that in the provincial level- Party and Government

departments of 28 provinces women comprised an average of
onJ.y 6.5 per cent of leading cadres.ls Nationally, at county
or commune level, the report claimed, onJ-y 2 per cent of aLl
Party Committee Secretaries and Deputy Secretaries \^rere women

(AChIF 1984, p.8 ).

In 1988 the Central Organisation Department of the CCP and

the AII-China hlomen's Federation claimed that nationally
women comprised 43.6 per cent of the workforce but only 28.8

15 e 'readingof director, deputy
equivalents, in any

cadre' is usually someone
director or secretary, or
particular body.

with the status
their
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per cent (B million) of all cadres. At provincíal, district
and county levels they comprised about 5 per cent of Ieading
cadres, and less at township level (Zhonggong Zhongyang Z:uzlni

8u.... L988, pp.9-1-O).

Chen Muhua, Chairperson of the All-China l¡lomen's Federation
claimed in 199O that v¡omen account for 7.99 per cent of a1l
official.s at county level j-n the country. She called the
ratio rrather 1o$r', and drew the attentÍon of Party
committees at all levels to this problem (,SttB 22 August

r_990 ) .

The reasons for the low numbers of women ín institutional
politics in recent years, especially in rural areas, relate
to the continuation of the cultural and structural obstacles
that I have already discussed in relation to the earlier
periods, combined with a withdrawal of the CCP pressure, on

Iocal leaders to improve women's politic,al representation
that characterised the early to mid 197Os.

Thus, in the Yiyang district example cited above, the reasons
put forward to explain the decline in female party membershíp

were firstly, that some township and village Party committees

r^rere too demanding of prospective women members, claiming
that young women were not eligible because they lacked
stability, marrie,d women because they were burdened with
child care, and older women because their education and

health were not good enough. In some cases the regulations
governing entry into the Party about age (under 40) and
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education (upper secondary school) were applied very strictly
to women, but not to men. Second1y, many townshíp and

villages trained the heads of Village l¡lomen's Congresses, but
made no effort to train other promising women for Party
service. FinaIIy, since the introduction of the production
responsibility system, many women (but fewer men) have

stopped participating in politicaJ- activities and have shown

littJ.e interest in joining the Party (Zhang Jinyun &. Hu

Zhaoqing 1988, pp. L4-l-5 ).

The decline in the number of women cadres stems also from the
poor performance of women in elections for delegates to the
People's Congresses, held in l-980, L984, 1987 and 199L. This
is an issue that has receÍved a good deal of attention in the
media in recent years.

The C.hÍnese líomen's DaiTg reported, for example, that in
Yanshi county, Henan Province, irr the county and township
electÍons held in April L9B7, none of the I women candidates
were elected. Amongst the 50 township heads and deputy heads

newly elected there \^¡ere no women (ZGFNB l-1 January l-988).

In accordance with the revised ELectíon Law of 1979, direct
elections were held for the first time in the L98os for
delegates to the People's Congresses at county level, and in
elections at all levels, a requirement that there be more

candidates than posts to be fiJ.led was introduced.16 In many

L6 For detail-s on aspects of the elections other thangender representation see l¡tromack 1982, and Jacobs l-991.
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rural areas the 198Os was also the first tíme, sínce the
l-95os, that direct elections were held at the township level.
In theory, villagers were previously supposed to elect the
Ieaders, deputy leaders and management committees of
production teams and brigades, but in practice, committee

members $rere usually simply appointed by the leading l_ocal_

cadres (Burns L984, pp.1-31- & L42). A further change was the
removal of quotas. PrevÍous1y, targets and quotas had

commonly been set at the local level so that a 'reasonable
proportionr of leading cadres would be women (Johnson 1983,

p.L851 ZGFN February 19BB, p.4). During the 19BOs many,

though not aII, counties dropped the quota system.l7

These were the immediate causes of the poor showing of women

in the elections: now that villagers had some choice in who

their leaders would be, and pressure to eLect a minimum

number of women was reduced or re,moved, the extent of thre

obstacles facj-ng women's invorvement in poritÍcs became fully
apparent.

Some further
the probable

light !,¡as cast on this
reasons for indivíduaL

issue by a discussion of
women candidatesr failure

17 Amongst the counties I visited in 1989, Ling Countyin Shandong maintained a target of 24 per cent women amongst
delegates to the Peop1e's Congress. Guan County, Sichuan hada target of 20 to 22 per cent $¡omen delegates to the people's
congress, and had arso maintained a quota system since beforethe reforms, whereby every group of leading cadres fromvirrage level up !{as required to incrude at least one woman.Xindu and Jinniu counties in Sichuan had dropped quotas, butÍn the latter a quota of one woman in each group of leadingcadres had been reintroduced in 1989 in reactíon to declinesin women's political representatíon (Interviews with membersof County hlomen's Federations, September-December 1989).
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in the L987 election in the re,port from Henan cited abo.re.l8
Before L984, the report claimed, Zhu Miaohuan, a 34 year old
primary school teacher, had no thoughts of becoming a county-
Ievel cadre. However, the leading group of cadres at county
Ievel had been pressured from above to appoint a v¡oman to the
post of deputy head of county. She had to be under 35, with
an educational level of technical college or above, and not a

Party member. Zhu Miaohuan was chosen as one of the very few

v¡omen who met these requirements. She was appointed deputy
head of township and after only a year was taking on

l-eadership work at county level. She lacked self-confidence
though, was always afraid to speak out and found the work

hard to cope with. Just when she was getting accustomed to
it she was sent to the provincial Party school where she

studied for two years. Then the elections came up. ThÍs
time it was said that the deputy head of county did not have

to be a woman. People also questioned why they shoul-d elect
Zhu when she was no longer really a non-Party cadre.
FinalÌy, during the pre-election proceediDgs, when Zhu's name

came up as a candidate, one prominent cadre walked out and

this was taken to mean that she should not be elected. The

report concl-uded that 'many of our comrades are not used to
thinking independently and exercising their democratic
rights', and that neither Zhu Miaokruanrs selection as a

candidate, nor her failure in the e,Iections, had much to do

with her abilities or lack thereof (ZGFNB L1 January 19BB).

18 tt"r" rin the report.
outline just two of the four cases díscussed
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The second case is somewhat different. yao Guarong r^¡as

arready a deputy head of county with a strong track record,
and other cadres did not doubt that she wourd be re-erected.
Villagers vrere outraged howe,ver, that although she was in
charge of publicising the one-child family policy, yao

herserf had two children. rn fact, she was within her rights
because her first chil-d had been born mentarry deficient, but
this was not readily discernible to others. The report
claimed that had Yao's good work been publicised, and the
reasons for her second birth exprained in the run-up to the
election, she would have been re-e1ected, but campaigning in
her case had been neglected (ZGFNB 11 January l_9BB).

In my discussion so far, I have lent support to the argument

that dírect state intervention to Ímprove gender equatity is
an important factor in increasing womenrs participation in
institutional politics, and that lack of such interve,ntion
contributes to lower rates of poriticar participation amongst

women. However, I woul-d argue that in post-Mao China, Ít has

not only been the case that the state has neglected gender

issues and hence aTTowed women's rates of political
participation to slide. It has also actively, although not
necessarily wÍttingly, promoted that sIide.

As discussed in Chapter 3, a reconfiguration of gender

rerations and gender identities has been a central aspect of
changes to social and political discourse which the CCP under
Deng Xiaoping has encouraged in order to strengthen Íts
refoim programme and the regitimacy of its rure. one erement
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in this reconfiguration has been a denigration of women in
positions of power. As Marilyn Young writes,

in dramatic writings about the "ten years of
turmoiJ-", women in political- roles are universally
depicted in the most negative way... Evil- ítself
has been feminized, and the message to women is
cJ.ear: there is something in the natural order of
things that does not love a vroman exercisj-ng public
power (Young 1989, pp.262-263).

This is connected to the unpopularity, and state I s

manipulation of the unpopularÍty, of Jiang
the

Qing

sheand a member of the Gang of Four. Because was a vloman

'white-boned
pp. 16 & 391- ) .

wieJ.ding potirer Jiang Qing Ís now portrayed as a

demonr, a witch and a prostítute (Terri1l L984,

Ross Terrill goes so far as to say that
Having struggled al-L her life to transcend the
housewÍfe's role, Jiang had been tried in part as a
housewife - who exceeded a r^romanrs proper functions
and l-ed her husband astray. . . Jiang Qing was not
really guilty of wrong ideas ("counterrevolution"),
but of playing the wrong social role (TerrÍIl L984,
p.391 ) .

The negative images used to portray her have helped to
discredit not just Jiang Qing as an individual, but the Gang

of Four and the 'ten years of turmoil' in thej-r entirety. At
the same time, they have been extended to all women who are
active potiticalfy.l9

19 However, despite, or perhaps in part because of, her
triaL and condemnation by the post-Mao CCP, popular
perceptions of Jiang Qing are ambivalent. Ross Terrill
points out that 'a younger generation schooled to passivity
by communism found in the aggressiveness of Jiang, a person
shaped Ín the pre-Communist era, a heartening celebration of
individual wiII' (TerrilJ- L984, p.391). Marilyn Young also
reports a conversation with three young women who, when asked
theÍr opinion of Jiang Qing, exclaimed rShe was great, Maggie
Thatct¡er too! They make men afraidf. In response to the
stunned expression on their American friend's face they addedfOf course Jiang Qing was also very bad' (Young 1989, p.253).

Mao's wife
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The effects of women's row revel of poritícal participation
on women's work and gender divÍsions of rabour are several_.

First, Ít means that at the macro leve1 $¡omen have little
input or representation in the planning of development

strategies, and they have J-ittJ-e power to alter existing
policies or have new policies adopted so as to protect and

further women's Ínterests. Second, ât the micro level, many

rÁIomen have rittre contror over the aLrocation of their own

labour, thj-s being in the hands of mare heads of families and

male leaders in the local economy and government.

Third, the lack of women in poJ-itics, combined with the
negative image of politically actÍve women, reinforces
notions that the 'outsidef is men's real-m. This then
strengthens gender divisions of labour between 'outside' and
rinside' work. It also makes it difficult for women to
attain positions of readership Ín the economy, for exampre as

enterprise managers, even in industries where the labour is
predominantly female.

In China there is no organised womenrs movement and few
groups concerned with improving the position of women that
are independent of the state. 2o lrlithin the state system the

20 Important exceptions in the l9BOs and 1990s have
been the newry emerging women's research groups and women'sstudies departments in universities across China (For details
see wan shanping l-988). rn addition, in the 1980s many tradeunions established women's groups and a number ofprofessional women's organisations were set up. Alt suchorganisations belong officially, howe,ver, to the statecontrorred Ar1-china hlomen's Federation (Articre 6, crause25, constítution of the Arr-china útromen's Federation, RMRB L3September 1983).
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All-China l¡tromenrs Federation has been given the task of
furthering the interests of women, âS well as of mobitising
support for Party policy amongst women. As outlined in
Chapter 2, the Women's Federatíon is a mass organisation
consísting of a hierarchy of groups extending from the level
of National Congress downwards, with indirectly elected
representatives at each level of government, dovrn to the
vÍIlage.

To some extent, the poor represe,ntation of women in
ÍnstÍtutional politics in China generally, has been offset by

the existence of the ÀII-Chína l,rtromenrs Federation. In the
following sectÍon, therefore, I examine ttre Federation's
structure and status, and its activities in rural areas, and

address the question rHas the ütromenfs Federation played any

part in shaping or changing gender relations, in partícular,
gender divisions of labour, in rural China, and if so, to
what exte,nt and in what directions?'

The AII-China lrlomenr s Federation

Structure and Status

Disbanded, along with ottrer mass organisations, at ttre
beginning of the Cultural Revolution because its conce,rn wÍth
gender íssues was seen as undermining the CCp's overríding
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struggle, the AII-China Women's Federation
at provincial and national l-evel in L978.

Along with the change in state and Party leadership, the
repudiation of the Cul-tural Revolution and the caII for the
'four modernisations', the revival of the Women's Federation
was greeted by women across China with an optimism which,
howeve,r, very quickly turned sour. As one young woman

complained in a letter to Deng Yingchao,

hlhen the Fourth National Women's Congress was held,
r^re labouring women congratulated oursel-ves that
after the ten years of chaos tL966-I9761, we had at
Iast found our 'mother'... Reports and decisions
made at the Congress were very encouraging indeed.
But three years have passed since then and the
record of work among vromen is very disappointing...
Violations of women's rights have been frequently
reported by the press... After each incident the
hlomen's Federation and women's magazines express
their indignation. But it is really a pity that so
many of these "Zhuge Liangs" Iclever strategists]
are never around when the incidents take place
(ZGFN November 1980, pp.2-3, quoted in Honig &
Hershatter 1988, p.318).

Throughout the 1980s and early L990s the l,rlomen's Federation
has continued to be held in low regard by Chinese vromen. By

shifting its emphasis away from political rhetoric toward
more concrete help in combating particular instances of
discrimination and abuse of women, and in providíng advice
and training, the Federation has made its work somewhat more

relevant and helpful to its constituency. Nevertheless, âs I
wiII show, the effectiveness of the Women's Federation as an

advocate for womenrs interests has been severely constrained
by lack of resources, lack of autonomy and authorÍty and,
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perhaps as a result, a failure to challenge the ideological
and structural foundations of gender inequality.

During the 198Os there was some offioial support for the
suggestion that the latroments Federation should speak out more

boldry and independentry in defence of v¡omen's interests
(CroII L983, pp.1,2O-L2L). In practice, however, the present
day ülomen's Federation is bound, âs much as ever, by the
dictates of the CCp.21

rn estabrishing poricies and principres to be handed down as

guidelines for all lower leve1 l^tromen's Federations the
national leadership of the Wome,n's Federation is given
expricit and detaiLed directions by t]ne ccp.22 Lower level
r^¡omenf s cadres, particurarly those at county and township
Ievels, frequently appear to be less constricted by party
rhetoric in their discussion of $¡omen's problems, and show

more enthusiasm and initiative in carrying out thej_r work,
than cadres in the nationaL and provincial lrlomen's

2L rn the l-ate 19BOs, suggestions that mass
organisations such as the ülomenfs Federation be given
independence were supported by the then Generar secretary ofthe CCP, Zhao Ziyang. In the ülomenrs Federation thepossibility that autonomy might soon become a realitygenerated a good deal of excitement, though there was al-sotrepidation that this wourd result in a loss of funding andof authority that the Federation could it]- afford (Interviews
with women's Federation cadres, Beijing and chengdu, August-
December 1989 ) . V'Iith the demise of Zhao Ziyang and thebrutal suppression of pro-democracy protests in 1989,
however, Party control over mass organisations tightened once
more.

22 See, for example, RMRB 18 April 1983, for adirective from the secretariat of the ccp centrar committeesetting out the main tasks of the l{omenrs Federation.
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Federations. RegardJ-ess of their enthusiasm, however, grass-
roots women's cadres work under enormous constraints. TheÍr
wages and what little additj-onaL funding is received by

womenrs organisations from provincíal down to viJ-lage level
are determined and provided by local government, rather than
through the l¡troments Federation, and according to the
constitution of the hlomenrs Federation, promulgated by the
Fifth National hlomenrs Congress in 1983, womenrs

organisations at provincial, municipal, county and township
Ievels 'carry out their work under the leadership of the
Iocal- Party Committeer as weII as with the guidance of the
I¡tromen's Federation just superior to them (RMRB 13 September

1983). PersonneJ. appointments to grass-roots wome,nfs

organisations must also meet the approval of, and can be

changed by, the J-ocal Party Committee (Endicott 1988, p.185).

These restrictions on the hlomen's Federation are compounded

by lack of resources, and by the difficulties that the
Federation has had in adjusting to the changes brought about

by the demise of the commune and the Íntroduction of the
production responsibility system.

As with cadres ín general, with the introduction of the
productÍon responsibiLity system, the authority of women's

cadres and the reLevance of their work came under attack from

the general population, who argued that 'no\^r that everyone

can participate in production we donrt need the Womenrs

Congress; novr that responsibitity lies with the household,
the,ref s no need for cadres' (rShengchan jiajia /,:ui, bu gao
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fudaihui, zeren dao 7e I'ru, hebi gao ganbu?, ) (Zhou Limj_n

L982, p.42). In the early years of the production
responsibitity system, a number of communes did in fact
remove their \nromen's representatives at productíon brigade
and team level, in effect, doing a\¡ray with separate
representation for women at grass-roots levels entirely.

In response to such pressure, and in attempting to adapt to
the new economic and poriticar structures being established
in the countryside, the hlomen's Federation stipulated that
women in each vÍrrage should be represented by a Grass-roots
hlomen I s Representative Congress ( henceforth hlomen' s

Congress)(jiceng funu daibíao hui or fudaí/:ui for short).
According to the ütromenfs Federation's 1983 constitution, the
executive committee of the village v'lomen's congress is to
comprise one head, a deputy head and an unspecified number of
committee members. Delegates to the Congress are to be

elected every two years to represent the different
residentiar areas and types of employment of the women in the
village. The constitution stipulates that hlomenrs Congresses

are also to be forme,d at township (xíang, zhen) , county and

provincial levers. At township level these congresses are to
meet once every two years, at county lever once every three
years, and at provincial Level- once every five years (RMRB 13

September 1983).

rn practÍce, there Ís some regional variation in the form and

extent of womenfs representation at grass-roots revers. rn
most of the counties that r visited in BeijÍ.g, shandong and
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sictruan in 1989 r was tord that vÍrrage $lomenrs congresses

usually consist of one woman who may or may not be a full-
time cadre, who, in addition to woman-work, usually does most

of the education and propaganda for family planning in the
vilJ-age. In addition to the head of Congress, most Village
I¡tromen' s Congresses appoint several delegates to represent
$¡omen from different occupations and residential areas.
These representatives may or may not play a significant roLe
in representing women at l^Iomen's Congress meetings, but aside
from this they only occasionally undertake tasks assigned to
them by the Congress, for which they are compensated for
labour-time lost (wu gong butíe) . Township l¡tromen's

Congresses are generally staffed by one fulJ--time head of
Congress doing woman-work, which in some cases includes
family planning education and propaganda, and other party

work. Township hlomen's Congresses generally also have a

commÍttee of anywhere between two and nine part-time members.

County V'lomenf s Congresses are staffed by four to ten fult-
tÍme cadres, doing mostly woman-work, but also other party

work (Interviews with members of County lrlomenrs Federations,
Beiji.g, Shandong & SÍchuan, September-December L9B9).

In the Sichuan ProvincÍal l¡tromen's Federation in l-989 a total
of 145 people, including 19 men, were employed. The main

work of the Federation was divided between an administrative
offj-ce, a research office and four sections: propaganda,

organisation, children's work and legal rights of women and

children. In addition, affiliated to the Federation were a

women's cadre schoor, a journar agency, a woments movement
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research office and a wome.n and children's centre.
Altogether, BB people vrere employed Ín these affiliated
enterprÍses ( Interview with members of the Sichuan Provincial
Women I s Federatj-on, October, l-989 ) .

In addition to r^tomen's organisations based on residential and

governmental structures, the blomenrs Federation has, since
the early 1980s, encouraged the establishment of r^romen's

represe,ntative groups in different areas of womenf s

employment, especially in township enterprises. As wiII be

discussed Ín Chapter 9, however, only some township
enterpríses have set up such groups.

Many hlomen's Federations have cl-aimed in recent years that at
the grass-roots level women's organisations are understaffed
and their members overworked. Particular resentment is
expressed by some county women's cadres at the fact that
township and village womenfs cadres must spend so much of
their time on famiry pranning. cadres in the Jinniu District
Irtromen's Federation, for example, told me that there is no

regulation requÍring lvomen's cadres to do family planning
work, and they discourage village women's cadres from

undertaking such work, both because it is time consuming, and

because it is extremely unpopular with the villagers and

therefore gives the l¡tromenrs FederatÍon a bad reputation.
vi1Ìage r^roments cadres, however, come under enormous pressure
from the local government and Family Planning Commission to
do the work, which is considered women's responsibilíty
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(Interview with members of Jinniu District hloments

Federation, October 1989 ).

Another major source of dissatisfaction among ü,Iomenrs

Federations is that their members are poorry paid, and they
have little auttrority or status, either with the local
population, or among other cadres (Hunansheng Fulian
Yanjiushi 1-986, p.L7; Tan Yingzi 1989, p.24; Zhang Jinyun &

Hu ZhaoqÍng l-988, p. 15 ) .

rt is recognised that j-n some cases women's cadres' rack of
status or authrority is due to the fact that they are poorly
qualified, and, as in Party and government organisations,
there have been carl-s for youngêr, better educated women's

cadres to be appointed, and for womenrs cadres to undergo
training in the theory of the women's movement, Iega1
education and technicar skirLs usefur for deveroping the
commodity economy (shandongsheng Fulian L986, p.13). As one

$Iomen's Federation report poj-nts out, however, womenrs cadres
are given fewer opportunities to undertake traíning than
their mare correagues, and even when such opportunities are
made available, family responsibirities often prevent womenrs

cadres from taking them up (Tan yingzi 1989, p.24).

Finally, many hlomenrs FederatÍon leaders express
dissatisfaction at the level of funding that their
organisations receive. Amongst the counties that r visited,
total funding for the County l¡tromen's Federation received from
the county government varied from between l,ooo guan per year
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and LO,O00 guan per year. hlomenrs Federation cadre,s at the
level of township and bel-or^r generarry did not receive funding
above their \^rages. Funding for training classes and the like
generally came from local government departments (rnterviews
with members of county latromen's FederatÍons, September-

December 1989 ).23

Activitíes

Despite the many problems besetting the htomenrs FederatÍon,
it is probably faÍr to say that in the 1980s and early l-990s

it has been more active in protecting the particular
interests of $¡omen than at any time in the past, wÍth the
exceptÍon of the land reform and marriage campaigns of the
early 195Os.

During this period the hlomenrs Federatíon has shown greatest
concern with the following issues: the protection of the
legal rights of women and children, the care and e,ducation of
young children, r^romenrs contribution to the development of
fspiritual civilisation', the ímprovement of womenfs
rquaJ-ity', (which refers to their political consciousness as

23 In some pJ-aces, hor^rever, I¡troments Congresses nowraise their own funds through entre,preneurial activities. rn
one county in Hubei, for example, village Women's Congresses
have reportedry overcome a shortage of funding by curtivatingIand or fish ponds assigned to them by the village
government, or by running private enterprises (ZGFN september1988, p.30). The question that springs to mind here is how
much time Ís reft for woman-work, when such activitÍes areundertaken.
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r^rell as their education and practical skills ), and an

improvement of womenrs employment opportuníties.

In the early 198Os the protection of the legal rights of
lt¡omen and children was a particular focus of the Women' s

Federationts work. Across the countty, women's cadres
distributed reaflets and organised crasses and consurtancy
services to educate women as to their legaI rights and

responsibÍIities. They also mobilised people to report
crimes against v¡omen, investigated reports and complaints
made to them, and in some, cases intervened directJ-y to
protect women or to seek redress on their behal_f (¡VMRB 17

March 1986). Of particular concern r^rere cases, reported
maÍnly in rural areas, ínvolving forced marriage, the
kidnapping and sale of women for marriage, female
infanticide, the abuse of women who gave birth to a gir1, and

rape. As was discussed in Chapter 4, reports of such crimes
agaÍnst rurar $¡omen have recentry been very numerous in the
chinese press and there are some reasons to berieve that they
have increased in number since the 1970s.

Another aspect of the ülomenfs Federation's work in protectíng
the legal rights of women and children has been their
attempts to combat dírect discriminatÍon against women in
industriar employment. Thus, one of the most vigorous and

ef fective campaigns run by the l,rlome,n's Federation to date has

been that aimed at combating discriminatj-on agaÍnst women in
the recruitment of workers into industry, the
disproportionate retrenchment of women workers, and calls for
r^romen to withdraw from e,mployment and 'return to the
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kitchen'. These forms of discrimination have largely
occurred in urban state-run industries, where, ín trying to
overcome problems of overstaffing, managers have targeted
r^¡omen because they must be paid maternity J-eave if they gÍve
birth, and because of their responsibilities for domestic
work and chiJ-d care (Jacka 199Ob).

In rural areas, irt addition to trying to improve women's

representation in township enterprises, the lllomenf s

FederatÍon has drawn attentÍon to the poor working conditÍons
faced by women in many such enterprises, and to instances of
unequal pay. In terms of its overall programme, however, the
hlomenfs Federation has put relatively little effort into
combating these problems, perhaps because there is a general
acceptance of the notion that, in the early stages of
development in particular, townshÍp enterprises cannot afford
to meet the same standards of workplace equity and welfare as

state-run enterprises.

In addition to combating violent crime and direct
discrimination against r^romen, hlomen's Federations devoted
much of their energy during the early 1980s to improving
famiJ.y life and young children's education. As mentioned in
Chapter 4, for example, a large proportion of articles in
ZGFN have been devoted to the rearing of children. I¡lomen's

Federations across the country have also worked with other
bodies to increase the provisÍon of child care and

kindergarten places, to improve the training of nursery and

kindergarten teachers, and in some cases to establish crasses
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and schools on good mothering (ZàNMB 29 t(ay 1984, NMRB 13

November L987) -

Às an extension of thej-r responsibilÍty for the upbri.nging of
theír children, women are further held responsible for the
task of improving family life and furthering rspiritual

civilisation' . One of the l¡lomen's Federati-on's main

activitÍes in this area has been the campaj-gn, similar to
that of the 1950s, to select and rewardrfive good' families
(wu l:ao jíatíng). In l-983 the Chairperson of the l¡tromenrs

Federation, Kang Keqing, laid out the criteria for 'five
goodf famil-ies as foJ-lows:

(1) Love the socialist fatherland and the coll-ective and

abide by the l-aw.

(2) !ùork and study hard and fulf il one's duties.
(3) Enact family planning, educate one's children weII and be

thrifty and industrious in managing the household.
(4) Àlter prevaiJ-ing habits and customs, be civilised and

polite and maintain cleanliness and hygiene.
(5) Respect the oJ.d and love the young, maintain democracy

and harmony in the family and uníte with and help one's
neighbours. In family life husband and wife must Love and

respect each other, help each other and yield to each other,
carefully rear thre next generation together, fulfil their
obligations to support the elderly, and oppose the
maltreatment of the elderly and of other family members (Kang

Keqing 1983, p.63 ).
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It is noteworthy that the rfive good' families campaign is
directed primarily at u¡omen. Furthermore, although mutual
help between husband and wife is included in the criteria for
ffive good' families, there is a noticeable lack, in the
ûùomenrs Federation's work, of attempts to change the
assumption that domestic work and chiJ.d care are a woman's

responsibility. Thus, the ütromen's Federationts work in
improving family Iife has reinforced the image of woman as

primarily mother and domestic worker, responsible for an

'inside' sphere, which is in turn subordinate to, and in the
service of, the natÍon's economic and social weII being.
This has undermined the l¡lomenr s Federation' s own ef forts in
urban areas to combat calls from employers for women to
withdraw from employment to treturn to the kitchen', and in
rural areas, to train women so as to improve their
participatíon in agriculture and the commodity economy.

In the mid to late 1980s, however, although concern with
protecting r^romen' s basic lega1 rights and with children and

family life was maíntained, it was improvement of women's

employment opportunities which was given the greater emphasis

in the Womenrs Federation's campaigning.

In June 1986 the Atl-China l¡tromen's Federation convened a work

conference for heads of Womenrs Federations of province,
autonomous region and municipaf levels, ât which the
Federationfs work in rural areas was discussed, and its aims

and tasks for rural areas in the period of the Seventh Five
Year PIan (1986-1990) $¡ere set out (AChtF 1986, pp.2-S).
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hlomenrs Federations were cal_Ied upon, first of aII, to raise
v¡omen's conscj-ousness and improve their understanding of
current CCP policÍes - tto educate women to líberate
themserves from the fetters of traditional concepts of smarr
producti-on and egalitarianism' ( ACûIF 1986 p. 3 ) , to improve
womenrs self confidence, and encourage them to develop
commodity production. These were to become the maÍn elements
in the ongoing rfour sel-fs' campaign to deverop women's self
respect (zizun), self confídence (zixin), independence
(zili), and strength (zíqiang) (Zhang Guoying 1988, p.1).

The other task given particular emphasis at the work
conference r^ras that of providing practica]- support and

trainÍng for women to overcome poverty, improve their
involvement in the rural market economy and raise their
incomes. In poverty-stricken areas it was argued that the
aim should be not mereJ-y to provide relief funding and grain,
but also to arouse enthusiasm, teach skÍlls and help with
technology and the suppJ-y of information. prosperous areas
$¡ere to emphasise vocational traíning and, whrere appropriate,
girls' vocational schools were to be established. Training
was to focus on young and middle-aged women, in partÍcular,
educated young women.

In all are,as women, it was argued, were to be encouraged to
make furr use of their 'particurar strengths and abirities'
in crop pranting and animar husbandry, processing, textiles,
services, foodstuffs, electronics and tradÍtional
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handicrafts. Else.where, in a summary of the hlomenf s

Federationfs work in al-leviating poverty made in 1989, the
hlomen's Federation stressed that whiLe Local conditions must

always be taken into account, development of the courtyard
economy (i.e., small-scale agriculture, non-agricultural
productÍon, especially of handicrafts, commerce and servÍces
undertaken in the hrome or courtyard) is one ímportant way of
alJ.eviating poverty and raising incomes that can be

implemented everywhere. It is particularly important given
that the area of arabre rand is decreasing and that women are
the dominant labour force in courtyard production (Huang

Qizao 1989, p.2).

In the late 1980s and early 199Os numerous favourable reports
appeared in the Chinese media describing the successes of the
ütromenf s Fe,deration's efforts in trainÍng and supporting women

in the courtyard economy. One newspaper article reported,
for e,xamplê, that in 1986 the Shandong Provincial g,lomenf s

Federation made, prans to train 10 million rural women in the
seventh Five Year Plan period. rn that year various levers
of the Womenfs Federation in Shandong ran more than 30

thousand cl,asses (sessions) for women on horticulture, animar
husbandry, processing, spinnÍng and weaving, and sewÍng,
involving L-L7 million *o*".r.24 Classes run by Í,lomenrs

Federations in conjunction with other departments numbered

20,OOO (sessions), and involved more than 800,000 women.

24 A woman is counted each time she participates in asession, regardless of how many other sessions she hasparticipated in.
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Accordíng to Íncomplete figures, irr L986, 2 million women in
Shandong learnt one or more technical_ skilts (NMRB 9 March

L987 ) .

rn Ling county, shandong, r riùas given a more, detaired account
of the ülomenrs Federation's campaign at the grass-roots
Ievel-. The Ling County ú'lomen's Federation started running
technicar training crasses in 1986. rn the earriest crasses
a large majority of the participants were, members of township
and village hlomenrs Congresses - the rational_e being that
having once been traíned themselves, these women would pass

on their skills to others. In October l-986 the lrlomenrs

Federation ran two training sessions, each of five days

duration, oD courtyard viniculture, mushroom and fungus

cultivation, and tailoring. Altogether 93 women

participated. Of them, 50 were cadres in the l¡lomenrs

Federation and 13 were kindergarten teache,rs. The

participants were aged between 16 and 48. AtI had at least
primary school education, and the majorÍty were graduates of
junior secondary school. During l-986 the Vlomenrs Federation
at county and township leve1s on its or^rn ran a totaL of 649

classes (sessions), involving 7,277 vromen, the majority of
whom were learning skiJ-ls in crop growing (2,3OO) or animal
hrusbandry (2,4OO). The participants were mostly aged between

l-6 and 45, with upper primary to upper secondary school
education. The teachers r^¡ere local universÍty students and

members of the lllomenf s Federation. Participants in the
county run classes were charged one guan a day. ThÍs was the
onry 'source of funding for the crasses. Many of the teachers
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worked voruntarify. crasses generatly ran for a few sessÍons
of a day each and were held in the county kindergarten. rn
addition, the hlomenrs Federation in conjunction with other
bodies, ran 325 sessions involving a total of 3,255 women,

most of whom, agaÍn, vrere learning skills in crop growÍng or
animal husbandry.

According to the County hlomenf s Congress, ât the end of l_986

there were 94,LOO female labourers in the county, of whom

l-,9O0, or 2 per cent, had learnt one or tr^ro technical skilts
that year, through the training classes (Interview with head

of Ling County l¡lomen's Congress, September 1989).

Aside from organising technical traÍning classes, the lrlomen's

Federatj-on also provides legal advice to women and makes

lj-nks with other bodies to help women obtain bank loans and

to assj-st them with the supply of raw materiaLs and feed for
Iivestock etc., and with the marketing of their produce. For

example, iri one township near Tianjin, the Womenrs Federation
helped poor r^romen raise their incomes by organising interest
free roans for them to provide the necessary capitar to start
small business ventures, for example in raisÍng chickens.
They also provided the women with information about the
market (RMRB 27 January 1985).

one of the rargest and most successful campaigns to have been

undertaken by the l¡lome,n I s Federation in rural areas since
L97B is the campaign to 'study culture,, study technology;
compete in results, compete in contributions', or 'double
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study, doubre compete' ('shuar'rg xue, shuang bi') campaign for
short. Begun in 1989, the campaign was initially pranned to
run for five years but was then incorporated into the Five
Year Plan ( 1991--1996 ) and the Ten year pran ( 199i--2001) . rt
is being run by the l¡tromenrs Federation in conjunction with a

number of government ministríes. The l-atter are responsibre
for the formulation of principles and policies, overall
planning and command of production and the provision of
services, while the t¡tromenrs Federations attempt to coordinate
the activities of the different government departments,
pub].icise the campaign, and mobirj-se and organise women to be

involved. At the national leve1 the campaign is led by a

coordinating committee chaired by the head of the latromenf s

Federation, Chen Muhua, with the deputy secretary of the
state council, and the heads of the Ministries of Agriculture
and Forestry as deputy chairs (ACüIF 1989, pp.11-L2).

The aim of the campaign is to encourage and help women to
improve their skills and productivity in commercial
agricultural production (both as part of the courtyard
economy and on a larger scale), the focus on agricul_ture
being, according to the deputy chairperson of the ütromen's

Federation, Huang QJ-zao, both a reflection of the party's
emphasis on the fundamental importance of agricurture to the
national economy and because, as a result of the rural
reforms and ensuing development, r^romen are increasingly
becoming the major force in agriculture, whire more and more

men are moving into non-agriculturar production (Ma Lizhen
L992, p.4).
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According to the ChÍna Dailg, between l_989 and 1991

approximately 120 million women were involved in the
campaign. of them, more than Bo per cent received technj_ca1
training and mastered at l-east one technical skÍlr. some

24o,ooo women were awarded certificates as agro-technicians
(China Dailg 20 September l-991) .

There is no doubt that the 'double study, double compete'
campaign and other campaigns run by the ülomenrs Federation to
improve l^Iomen's participation in the economy have contrÍbuted
to the employment opportunities and incomes of rural üromen,

at least to some extent. rt is probable, however, that the
impact of such campaigns is considerably less than the
enthusiastic media reports would suggest; that such
enthusiasm is more indicatj-ve of CCP policy orientations than
of the real- situation. Thus, the claÍm that in 19g6 2

million women in Shandong learnt one or more technical ski11s
ís less impressive in right of the fact that the skirls are
very basj-c, having been acquired in sessions rasting usualry
no more than a few days, and that whire 2 miLrion women is a

rot in absorute terms, it represents only about one per cent
of Shandong's rural female labour force.

Furthermore, accounts of the lrlomen's Federationts success in
various counties across china are rikery to be atypicat. r
myserf found that in Ling county, shandong, 5 out of 7 women

aged between L4 and 45 (excruding cadres and delegates to the
[,{omen' s Federation ) partÍcipated in training crasses run by
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the lrlomen's Federation. Howeve.r, amongst the 42 women in
thÍs age group that I interviewed in other countíes in
Beijing and sichuan, none participated in training crasses
run by the l¡lomenf s Federatíon, although some had received
other forms of short term training. Most women said they
onry participated in the women's Federation's March gth

activities and, at most, one or two other meetings with the
hlomen I s Federation each year.

rnsof ar as the l¡lomen' s Federation has any impact at arr on

women's participation in the rurar economy, the effect is
primarily to reinforce certain gender divisions of labour.
Às we have seen, its activities in improving famiry rife and
tspiritual civil-isation' have resurted in a strengthening of
the image of t^roman as mother and domestic worker. rn other
areas of their work, more directry concerned with improving
women's positÍon in the economy, the ütromen's Federation has

haired the courtyard economy and agriculture as particurarry
suited to womenfs 'special strengths and abilities'. In
general, in fact, the úrlomen's Federation is one of the
strongest advocates of the argument that women and men are
biorogicarry different and therefore suited to different
types of work.

Gender divisíons of rabour are arso, of course, reínforced by
what the lrlomen's Federation does not do. of greatest
importance in this regard is that since the late 197os it has

taken no significant action in rel-ation to domestic work;
whether it be to lobby for the recognítÍon of the importance
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of such r¡¡ork to the economy, to argue for its social-isation,
or to pressure men to share domestic work with their female
family members. As discussed in Chapter 4, the hlomenrs

Federation's failure to charrenge the prevailing patrirocal
marriage system arso reinforces particurar gender divisions
of labour.

The support that the Womenfs Federation lends to existing
gender divisions of labour can be interpreted from a number

of different perspectives. I argue that it shoul_d in part be

regarded as failure - whether it be failure to recognise the
importance of gender divisions of labour to the perpetuation
of women's subordination, or failure, because of l_imitatÍons
pJ.aced upon them by the CCP, to challenge the dominant

ideology in this respect.

It is important to also understand, however, that there are
powerful reasons for the l¡tromen's Federation, as for Chinese

women generally, to choose to condone, and even strengthen,
existing gender dj-visions of labour. First, a reaction
against Maoism is important in this respect, for, âs we have

seen, the particular ways in which gender divisions of labour
were challenged during the Great Leap Forward and the
Cultural Revolution caused a number of problems for women:

they meant that womenfs finside'work in domestic work and as

mothers was devafued or ignored, but not, on the whole,
shared or reduced. ütromen were judged accordíng to how well
they met male standards of achievement in the 'outside'
spheres of education, employment and politics, yet the social
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and structural obstacles to their achievement in these areas
$rere not overcome. rn additj-on, the claim that 'what men can
do, women can do toot lent justification to some appalling
cases of women being overworked and strained beyond their
physical capacities. As mentioned in Chapter 3, !ùomen as

welJ- as men, also supported a return to more traditionat
gender rerations as part of a reaction against the upheaval
of the Cul-tural Revol-ution and a desire for stabÍIÍty and

order.

second, the üùomenf s FederatÍon berieve,s that the promotion of
women's Inatura| dominance in particufar areas of work will-
bring them certain advantages. To take the courtyard economy

as an example: in Chapters 7 and B I argue that an

increasíngty strong association is being made be,tween both
the courtyard economy and agriculture, and the 'inside'
sphere. Not coincidentalJ.y, the concentration of women in
these areas of employment signifies, in some respects at
Ieast, a marçlinalisation of both women and these types of
production. It has been a common dream of the peasantry
through the ages to get off the l-and and off the farm, and

now in the 198os and 199os, with rapid industrialÍsation and

the development of a market economy, that dream is being
fulfilled by more and more rural inhabitants. From thís
viewpoint, those who work on the land and on the farm are the
unlucky ones, and by reinforcing notions that farm work is
$¡omen's work, the l^lomenrs Federation j-s colluding in a

perpetuation of women' s lower status. The ü,Iomen I s

Federation, however, promotes v¡omen's dominance ín the
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courtyard economy, in part because work in thÍs sector can be

accommodated reJ-atively easily with a woman's other
commitments in domestic work and child care, and in part
because it is an area in which a woman can develop a far
greater degree of autonomy and control over her own labour
power than in industry. Furthermore, as long as the
courtyard economy is seen as 'women's work', and as long as

the ccP continues to encourage deveropment of the courtyard
economy, rurar women will have open to them an area of income
generation in which they need not compete with, or
antagonise, *".r.25

Finally, ôs this thesis demonstrates, gender divisions of
l-abour are constructed and maintained through a formidabre
web of i-nstitutions, por^rer relations, socj-al acts and

beriefs. Given this, and gÍven its own limited resources and

power, the hlomenrs Federation perhaps feels that the most

worthwhile strategy is not to continually challenge existing
gender divisions of l-abour, but rather to concentrate on

making those divisions work as far as possibre to the benefit
of women.

25 For a similar analysÍs of the Women's Fed.eration's
support of gender divisions of l"abour in urban industry see
Jacka 199Ob, pp.L7-IB. A more detailed examination of the
hlomen's Federation's support for women's work Ín thecourtyard economy ís undertaken in Chapter B.
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Conclusion

rn this chapter r have shown that the particular nature of
$¡omen's participation in education and politics has a major
impact on gender divisÍons of l-abour. For example, womenfs

commonly lower levels of education and high levels of
iJ-literacy disadvantage them in the 'outside' spheres of
politics and industrial employment. In additÍon, the
increasing gender segregation of rurar education, especially
at secondary level, reinforces gender divisions of labour in
whÍch women are concentrated in 'light' work, or work

associated with the 'inside' sphere.

similarly, gender divisions of rabour, in particurar between

'inside' and 'outsider spheres, are perpetuated both by the
Iow levels of participation of women in formal poJ-itics, and

by the particular strategies of the few vromen in positions of
formal political authority, especially those in the l¡tromen's

Federation, whose brief it is to further the interests of
women.

In turn, gender divisions of Iabour also infl_uence, women's

education and political representation. For example, recent
trends which make agriculture, domestic sidelines, Iight
industry and services the most likely areas ín which rural
women will find employment, read to an emphasis on the skilrs
required for such work in the education of girls and in the
strategy of thre hlomenr s Federation for improvÍng rural
women's position in society.
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In the thesis so far, I have provided a theoretical and

historical framework for an examination of the impact of
reform on gender divisions of rabour in contemporary,rural
china. r have arso considered a range of factors, from state
policies through to family structures and relations, and

vromen's participation in education and poritics, which both
shape, and are shaped by, shifts in gender divÍsions of
labour occurring in the process of reform.

I will now turn to a detail,ed examination of gender divisions
of labour the,mselves, to the processes through which these
divisions, and the me,anings associated with them, have been

formed or re-formed in recent years, and to the imprications
of these divisions for women's l-ives and for gender relations
in rural China.
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CHAPTER 6: DOMESTIC VJORK

Introduction

This chapter has three main aims: first, to discuss the
meaning of the term fdomestic workr, the status of such work
and the associations it has, in particurar as 'women's work'
beronging to an fínside' sphere, and as something ress than
'real work'. Second, it examines the nature of the tasks
undertaken as domestic work, the circumstances in which they
are undertaken, the division of rabour in domestic work, and

the time spent by women in such work. Third, this chapter
discusses the imprications for women's domestic work, and the
meanings associated with it, of rural reforms and

modernisation.

Definitions and Perceptions

The notion that domestic work is in some way oppressive has

been central to Chinese Marxist approaches to womenrs

riberation. Yet for arl- the centraríty of this idea there
has been little rigorous discussion of why thÍs is so.
Furthermore, what exactly is meant by rdomestj_c workr is
armost never spelt out. rt Ís taken for granted that we arl
know what it is.l r wourd arçtue, trowever, that one of the

L This i-s al-so
of domestic work, as
1984, pp.7B-92).

a common feature of western discussíonsChristíne Delphy has pointed out (Delphy
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most important steps to take in order to understand the part
domestic work prays in maintaining women's subordination is
to recognise that definitions of domestic work are both
arbitrary and constantly changing. In this.chapter,
therefore, we need to examine the particular ways in whÍch
certain tasks are defined as domestic work and the changing
meanings associated with that term, as well as changes in the
content of domestic work and the way it is organísed.

rn my interviews with rural- officiars and peasant women the
activities discussed as domestic work (jíawu raodong) were

the preparation of food for family consumption, creaning the
house, washing family membersr clothes, family shopping and

tending domestic livestock. Private child care and the
sewing and mending of clothes for famiry members r^rere arso
considered either as domestic work or as crosely assocÍated
with it.

rnterviews with peasants and rurar cadres suggested to me

that they associate domestÍc work tasks most strongry with
three attributes: f irst, the,y are 'women' s workt . Second,

they are not as Ímportant as other work, or they are not
'realt work, in part because they are 'unproductive' and

unremunerated; and third, they are rinside' tasks, conducted
within the boundaries of the family house or compound.

To take these attrÍbutes, either separately or together, ês a

definition of domestic work is highly probrematic. on the
one hand, some of the individuar tasks known as domestic work
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dispray onry some of these attributes. on the other hand.,

some of the attributes can also be used to describe tasks not
usualry recognised as domestic work. For exampre, certain
aspects of domestic work, such as collecting fÍrewood and

water, shoppi-ng, and even washing, can involve long periods
of time at considerabre distance away from the house. on the
other hand, some rinside' tasks, such as repairing the house

or family furniture are not consÍdered to be ?domestic work',
and are done more commonly by men than by women. similarly,
it is not arways possibre in practice to make a distinction
between one activity termed 'unproductive' domestic work and

another termed productive. The care of domestic 1ivestock is
a case in point. hlhiJ-e J-ivestock is kept partly for family
c,onsumption, pigs and eggs, for example, are often sold. yet
the care of domestic livestock is considered domestic work.2

These characterisatÍons of domestic work are inexact and

arbitrary. For the purposes of understanding how certain
gender divisions of labour are perpetuated or changed, and

what lÍnks exist between gender divisions of labour and other
aspects of gender relations in conte,mporary rural China,
however, it is important not to attempt to impose a new, more
f e,xact' or 'rational' definition. Rather, it must be

recognised that these characterisations have formed the
framework for locar evatuations of domestic work and the
people who do such work. Therefore, in the fotlowing

2 However, it
when larger numbers
in substantial cash
family business or

is also seen as a domestic sideJ.ine, and
of domestic livestock are kept and bringincome, the actÍvÍty is redefined as a

'specialised household'. See Chapter B.
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paragraphs I want to explore in more detail the attributes
accorded to domestic work and the ways in which these.

attributes contribute to evaluations of domestic work

relative to other types of work.

The notion that domestic work is women's work is very strong
amongst Chinese peasants. This was brought home to me in the
fíerd by the laughter that commonry greeted my question as to
who did most of the domestic work in a couple, and the
response that it was the wife, of course.

ThÍs assumption has remained fairly constant since LgLg,

being unaffected by either state poricy or modernisation. As

discussed in Chapter 2, the effects of the attempts made by

local authorj-ties during the 'criticise Lin Biao and

Confucius' campaign to persuade men to share domestic work
with their wives were rimited and short rived. since ttren,
the attempt has not been revived on any significant scale
and, as mentioned in Chapter 5, I,rtromen's FederatÍon officials
in rural areas nowadays do not regard the gender division of
labour Ín domestÍc work as an issue of concern. Nor is there
any sign that thís division and the assumption that domestic
work is 't¡romen's workr have been altered as an indirect
result of the massive rural industrialisation, rise in
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peasant incomes

introducti-on of
or other changes that have followed the
reforms since Lg7B.3

The majority of the rurar women r interviewed in l-989 either
shared domestic work with other eromen in the famiry, or were
responsible for all domestic work (see Appendix l). In only
16 out of 58 famÍrÍes (27.6 per cent) was there any mention
of a mal-e in the family doing any domestic work. Of the 1-6,

armost all prayed a subsidiary rore, doing no more than about
one-third as much as the main l.roman in the famiJ_y. Of the
men who did some domestic work, all except one were husbands

of women aged between 28 and 51, most of whom had no other
!.¡omen in the f amily to help them with domestic work. ülhereas
girrs and unmarried women were commonry reported as sharing
domestic work with their mothers, there was no mention of
unmarried sons doing such work.

The assumption that domestic work is not 'real work' is
apparent at a number of different levers. rn chapters 1 and

2 I traced the origins of this perception and 1esser
evaruatj-on of domestic work to the adoption of the Marxist
paradigm of a dichotomy between production and 'unproductiver
domestic work. This dichotomy was further reinforced in
rurar china through correctivisation, which instituted a

clear separation between remunerated work undertaken for the

3 In Chinese cities, surve,ys suggest that nowadays men
do more domestic work than do their rural counterparts.Nevertheless, irr urban families, a1so, domestic workcontinues rargely to be seen as womenrs responsibirity (v,Ihyte
& Parish L984, pp.L77-1-BL).
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coJ-lective, and domestic work and domestic sidelines
undertaken rfor the family'.

One consequence of this dichotomy for the ways in which
domestic work has been perceived ín rural China sÍnce the
195Os is that officially it is regarded as petty drudgery: a

burden, rather than work.

As discussed in Chapter 2, during the Great Leap Forward

chird care ce,ntres, raundrie,s and other servíces r^¡ere set up

in an attempt to 'transform most househoLd work from petty
irksome drudgery into socially run rarge-scare undertakings'
(Xí.tthua 29 February 1960, quoted in Andors 1983, p.51), so as

to enabLe women to contribute more to production. These

services may indeed have benefited women, but apart from the
child care centres, they were short Iíved in all but the
wealthiest communes. A more lasting effect of their
establishment, however, was a reinforcement of the perception
of domestic work as drudgêry, that ideally sJ'ouJ.d be

relieved.

The view of domestic work as a burden, hampering women from
contributing more to society, was given furttrer reinforceme,nt
during the culturar Revorution by stories, such as that cíted
in Chapte,r 4, of the mode,l woman engineer, Wei Fengying, whro

neglected the cooking for the sake of making a greater
contribution to production. The curturar Revotrution srogan

'wtrat men can do, women can do too' is arso revearing ín this
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regard. It has

(domestic work)

never been

men can do

claimed that what l^Iomen can do

too.

rn L978, in her speech to the Fourth NatÍonar congress.of the
AII China hlomen's Federation, the chairperson of the
FederatÍon, Kang Keqing, called, once more, for the
social-isation of domestic work. The !,Iomenrs Federations, she

argued,

must actively assist and support relevant
departments, and take effective measures to
gradually 'convert aII petty domestic work into a
large-scale socialist economy' . . . Running nursing
rooms, nurseries and kindergartens is an important
aspect of social.ising domestic work... If we runpublic canteens and food and beverage services, wê
can lessen the eatÍng problems of the workers and
save their time. We must support the relevant
departments and set up aII kinds of canteens and
food processing enterprises... lrle must extend the
number of sewing groups, laundries, shops and other
types of everyday servíces, and work hard to lessen
the burden of domestic labour (ZGFN April I97B
p.16).

Later calls made by the hlomenrs Federation for the
social-isation of domestic work have, been considerabry less
vigorous, however, and apart from child care services there
has been no sign of such pubríc services being estabrished in
rural china. rn urban areas rdomestic service companíes' and

nannies have been performing similar functions, but as yet
these have not reached most of the countryside. As during
the Great Leap Forward, the dominant effect of the l¡tromen's

Federation's rhetoric has been, r would argue, not to reduce
women's domestic workroad, which does of course hamper r^¡omen

in 'production'. rnstead, it has reinforced the notion that
domestic work is 'petty' and, ôs a cororlôry, the notion that
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to the extent that they
are contributing Iess to

are engaged in domestic work, r^romen

society than men.

Yet at times there have aJ.so been offici.al attempts to
chaJ-lenge the view of domestic work as beÍng less of a

contributÍon to society than other activities. However,

these attempts have, I argue, been framed by, and themselves
reproduce, another probrematic dichotomy; that between 'workf
and 'family concernsr.

Thus, in the 1980s, ês dÍscussed in Chapters 4 and S, the
ffive good' family campaign of the L950s was revived, and

numerous other attempts to give greater importance to women's

rores as domestic workers v¡ere made. Readers' retters to
ZGFN, discussed in Chapter 4, suggest that these attempts
both reflect, and have an important impact on, notions of
femininity. They reinforce an image of the j-dear r^roman as an

attentive, care-giving daughter-in-Iaw, wife and mother.
However, this discourse does not enable recognÍtion or
acknowl-edgement of the fact that what women do in this role
is work it is regarded as care, rove, duty to the famiry,
perhaps self-sacrifice, but not work. At the same time,
nevertheless, the emphasis on women's domestic roles has

artered and heightened expectations and pressures on women in
domestÍc work. rt is not so much that women are expected to
do more, or devote more time to, domestic work, but that they
are required to take on more responsibility for the
psychorogicar, emotionar and morar, as welt as physical, werL

being of ottrer family membe,rs. Thus, fot example, media
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artÍcfes and the 'fj_ve good' family campaign exhort young

women to take responsibility for maintaining harmonious

relations wíth their mottrers-in-Iaw and husbands, ZGFN runs
articles on the need for mothers to gain an understanding of
child psychology, and schools and classes are being
estabrj-shed by the women's Federation to teach women how to
be better mothers (see Chapter 5).

Peasant women themsel-ves express a number of different
attitudes towards the val-ue or importance of the domestic
work they do. Some of these attitudes were apparent in the
responses made by Sichuan r^romen to my question 'in your
family, whose labour is most important, in your view?' ( 'nr
juede s.Lei de laodong shi zui zhonggao de?,). Amongst a

total of thirty-one women, only eight said that their
husband's rabour r^ras more important than their own. Two

reasons r^rere given; that his was the heaviest work, or that
he was the income earner. Ten women said that their own

rabour r^Ias most important. They justified this craim in
terms of theÍr longer working hours or by saying that they
did the domestic work in additi-on to other work. some of the
thirteen \^romen who craimed that their own and their husband's
rabour were equalry important cÍted their rabour in domestic
work as being their contributÍon, while his work in the
fields was his contribution.4 others said that the man,s
work was heavier, but their own vJas more time consuming. one

4
cJ-early
fie].ds.

This
a]-so

was
did

the case even in instances where the womana large proportion of the work in the
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I^¡oman craimed that her own and her husband's rabour were
equally important, but that whil-e she coul_d manage on her
own, he could not manage without her because he could not
wash clothes. Margery l.ttrolf quotes a Jiangsu peasant woman as

thatsaying, in similar fashion,
among farmers, women are more capable. They can doeverything - both indoors and outdoors - but mencan onJ.y do outdoor thÍngs. For example, theycantt sew or mend the winter clothes. They arevery dependent on women. Without women theycouldnrt live because they couldn't take care ofthemselves, but women can (V'lo1f 1985, p.138 ).

These responses suggest a widespread recognition, amongst

rAromen themselves, of the importance of theír domestic work
within the famiry economy. on the other hand, however, it is
noteworthy that grandmothers commonry say that the 'onryr
work they do is rook after their grandchirdren, feed the pígs
and chickens, and do the cooking and cleaning. Al_so

revealing, is that r^¡omen often triviarise and underestimate
the totar amount of time they spend each day doing domestic
work.

The association made between domestic work and confinement to
an 'inside' sphere that limits a r^roman's activities
'outsider, in terms of move.ment as well as time, is
indirectly apparent in a number of contexts, and has

Ímportant consequences for women's involvement in other areas
of work and sociar 1ife. For exampre, two aspects of rural
reforms that peasant women point to as being most welcome,
are the devol-ution of production management to the famÍry,
and the expansion of domestic siderines. Together, women
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craím, these reforms have enabled them to organise theÍr own

time and labour so as to best accommodate productive tasks to
their domestic work re,sponsibirities. underlying this is, of
course, the assumption that domestic work is a \^roman's

primary responsibirity and that this responsíbirity rÍmits
her in certain ways.

As wirr be discussed in chapter 7, the rimitations that their
responsibirity for domestic work impose on women arso mean

that fewer r^romen than men traver a\^ray from home in search of
non-agricurturar emproyme,nt, arthough this is arso rerated to
the reratively high status of non-agricurtural work, and a

shift in the responsibiJ-ity for agriculture onto women.

The Impact of Reform

r have argued that the gender division of rabour in domestic
work and the assumption that domestÍc work is 'women's work'
have been essentiarry the same in the 1980s and 1990s as they
had been decades previously. Reform poricies and economic
growth have, however, wrought important changes both on the
conte,nt of domestic work and on the context in which it is
undertaken. rn the folrowing section r wil-l outrine the
types of domestic work tasks undertaken by women in rurar
china today, the time spent by women in these tasks and how

particurar domestic work tasks are changing as a resurt of
economic growth.
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First, though, r wish to refrect, in more generar terms, upon
the effects that reform and economic growth are having on
domestic work in rural China. In so doing, I wÍII be

summarising some of the points already made, ês well as

foreshadowing the discussion to come.

one effect of economic growth and of a generar improvement in
peasant incomes and living standards since L949, and in
particular since the reforms of the rate l-970s, has been a
reduction in the amount of time and effort required in
domestic work. As r wilr discuss in the following section,
the greater availabilÍty on the market of, for example,
ready-made crothes and shoes, the provision of erectricity
and running water, and the use of appliances, especíally
washing machines, have reduced, for better-off r^romen, the
amount of time and effort spent in domestic work.

clearly, in the ress deveroped areas of rural china and ín
poorer famiries, there Ís much potentiar for domestic
workroads to be further reduced through an improvement of
basic amenities. rt is questionabre, ho\^rever, whether in
better- off areas even further reductions in workloads wirl
resurt from the use of a wider range of consumer items and

domestj-c appliances than is now avairabre. u.s studies have
shown that domestic appriances have not reduced the time
women spend on domestic work in recent decades. Rather, they
have simpry artered the type of work performed and have

resurted in expectations of hÍgher standards (Bose Lgg2).
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Ialhile the domestic work loads of many women have been reduced

since the 1-970s, some reports suggest that at the same time
the total- number of women engaged soleTg in domestic work may

have increased.

An article published in ZGFN (Zhang Juan & Ma Wenrong 1988)

and debated at some length in the p."..5 claimed, for
example, that in Daqiu Village, near Tianjin, before the
Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central Committee (December

L97B) 95 per cent of $¡omen had participated in collective
Iabour. Among these, there r^rere approximately 1OO women over
60 years old who had engaged in part-time or full-time
employment. Following the Third Plenum, however, aII the
women over 60 retired from collective labour and 525, or 84

per cent, of married women under the age of 45 withdrew from

employment and became housewives.

The two main factors the authors put forward to explain this
withdrawal of women from the paid labour force were first,
that the pace of work in industry is very fast, there is a

Iot of heavy work and hours are long. They claÍm that thÍs
type of work 'not only repels women, it is also very
stressful for men' (Zhang Juan & Ma ütrenrong 1988, p.9), and

it makes life easier if the women can stay home to do the
domestic work for their husbands. Second, wages in Daqiu are
now high enough that couples are able to J-ive on just one

1988.
5 For example, RMRB 9 JuIy 1988; RMRB L7 September
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personrs salary and can afford to have the spouse stay at
home (Zhang Juan & Ma htenrong 1998, p.9).

The authors of this artic].e, and of other.s on Daqiu Virrage,
stress that the women of this virrage were not retrenched or
discriminated against in the paid tabour force,, and that they
became ful-I-time housewives of their own accord. I am

somewhat suspicious of this claim, given certain re,marks made

by the manager of the Daqiu ViIIage Corporation which
strongly suggest that he may have pressured women into
withdrawing from emproyment. He said firstry, that it is not
a bad thing íf, after marriage and especially during and

after pregnancy, women stop working. Secondry, he fert that
educated women shourd participate in emproyment but their
hours should be shortened to, sôy, six hours a day to enable
them to Look after their famiries. Thirdry, he felt that arr
u¡omen over fifty years of age should not participate in
employment (RMRB 9 Jury 1988). rt shoul-d atso be noted that
the reports on Daqiu Vilrage have been used for a particurar
purpose Ín the media: to support and condone the pressure
that has been applied on women in urban, state-run industry
to withdraw from employment and 'return to the kitchen'
(huigui guotai) in response to unemproyment problems and the
attempts of employers to 'streamlíne' their workforc"..6

Aside from

suggestion
these suspicions, I would argue against the
that a voluntary wj-thdrawal of women from

6 For a more detailed discussion of thisJacka 199Ob.
topic, see
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emproyment into full-time domestic rabour has been, or wirr
ín the near future become, a common trend, or that it is 'an
inevitabre transitíon phase in the development of productive
forces in the initiar stage of sociarism' (zhang Juan & Ma

Wenrong l-988, p.10). There are two aspects of Daqiu's
economy which may have contributed to women's withdrawal from
paid labour. First, incomes are high enough for Ít to be

feasibre for a married r¡roman to depend on her husband's wage

and not be employed herserf. rt is understandabre that this
might be an attractive proposition to some, especially gÍven
the strength of the assumption that women are responsibre for
domestic work, and the demands of such work. second, Daqiu's
agricultural labour force is now very smaIl, there is no
private sector, and the majority of the newry estabrished
industries are heavy industries. This probably contributes
to a low employment rate for women because the prevailÍng
gender divisions of rabour in employment in rurar china are
such that r^¡omen are engaged primariry in agriculture, the
private courtyard economy and right Índustry. Both these
factors are however, highry unusual. rn most rural (and
urban) areas incomes are such that the majority of women at
present, and for the near future, will feer it necessary to
have some form of remunerated employment. In addition,
agricurture continues to be a mainstay of rural- employment,

while in the more deveroped provinces along the eastern
seaboard, âD important aspect of reform has been the
deveropment of tight industries and of the private sector,
both of which emproy reratively large numbers of wome,n.
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There are other reports which suggest, however, that in some

areas the number of women engaged solety or primarily in
domestic work Íncreased during the 19BOs as a result of
somewhat different trends.

rn a 1986 study of rural families in six counties in sichuan,
Ialang Shuhui, a member of the Sichuan provincial lrlomen I s

Federation, found that a rel-ativery high proportion of women

were spending more time in domestic work than 'productiver
work.7 she reported that 2g.4 per cent of arl- rurar vromen

surveyed undertook domestic work as their sole or primary
occupation. This incruded 63.1 per cent of women over the
age of 55, 16.0 per cent of middle-aged women and ZO.g per
cent of young women. rn contrast, she claims that before the
introduction of the production responsibirity system, amongst
arr women except the erderry and the weak, domestic work was

subsidiary to coll-ective work (lrlang Shuhui IgB7b, p.20).

The survey report gives no statistical evidence to back up

the latter assertion, but r do have the original resurts wang

Shuhui and her co-workers obtained in part of the survey,
conducted in Jiahong Township, Guan County, Sichuan, among

357 married women. These are given in Table 6.1.

7 By domestic work she is referrÍng to mealpreparation, cleaning and washÍng ( rnterview, october l_999 ).
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Table 6.1: Domestíc útork as a Primary Occupation

Source: Sichuansheng Fulian Xuanjiaobu

from a sample survey conducted

Guan County, Sichuan.

1986. Statistics
in Jiahong Township,

These figures suggest that in this township there was a 6 per
cent increase between the late 195Os to late 197Os perÍod and

the Late 19BOs in the number of just-married women

undertaking primarily domestic work. The number of just-
married women undertaking primarily domestic work in the
Iatter period was approaching that of women who married
before or shortly after the revolution.

In her report, Ialang Shuhui suggests that an increase in the
number of women in rural Sichuan undertaking solely or
primarily domestic work is related to the appearance of a

Iarge amount of surplus labour Ín agriculture Ín some areas,
and the J-ack of alternative employment (V,Iang Shuhui L987b,

p.20) -

Age group
Total No.
of V,Iomen

PercenLage whose primary
occupation upon marriage

was domestic work

Elderly
(Married I92O-L960) t- 18 22

Middle Aged
(Married 1950-l-980) 1_20 LL.1

Young
(Married 1980s) 1_r9 t] .7
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other media reports support the notion that in some, praces
surplus workers in agricuJ-ture have been unable to find
al-ternative employment, and that most such workers are r^romen.

This trend wil-r be discussed in more detair in the fottowíng
chapter. For nor¡¡, however, I wiII just point out that while
it appears that thÍs was a serÍous issue in the early stages
of reform, and is rikery to continue to be important in ress
deveroped areas, the generar thrust of rurar reform has been

toward an expansion of employment opportunities outsÍde
agricurture which has been eagerry embraced by both women and

men.

A number of Marxists and socialist feminists have argued that
in the west, modernisation, or more specifically,
industriarisation and the maturation of capitarism, resurted
in a sharper split between domestÍc work and commodity
production, and that this split altered and j_ntensifÍed

women's subordination. For example, Jil_l Matthews, in her
work on the historical- construction of femininÍty in
twentieth century Austraria, has written that until the 1B9Os

smalr family farms, oD which whol-e famj-ries worked to produce
goods for both the market and household consumptÍon, were

common in Austraria. rn the following decades, however, such
famiry farms, whire continuing to produce some basic goods

for househord consumption, also became increasingry dependent
upon money to buy a wider range of goods in the pubtic market
(Matthews L992, p.56). Matthews argues that the importance
of the smarL famiry farm for women had been that its work
could be accommodated to the patterns and demands of domestic
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r^rork, which !.¡as regarded as the primary responsibility of
married women (Matthews 1992, p.57). However, as the
commanding economy took over local production, ít became

Íncreasingly difficult for women to combine paid and domestic
work. consequently, some women became full-time housewives
and suffe,red the effects of isolation and demoralisation that
Iater became known as 'suburban neurosis'. Others,
attempting to do both paid and domestic work, struggled with
a heavy double burden (Matthews 1992, p.57).

At the same time, Matthews sÏrows how various processes
contributed to a downgrading of wome,n's work. Thus, whereas

before 1891 the entire range of women's work thad been

acknowredged as valuable and part of the productive activity
of the nationt (Matthews L992, p.s8), in the 1891 census the
Australian colonies

accepted a new defÍnition which divided the
population into breadwinners and dependents. The
new prÍnciple involved in this distinction, the
basic criterion for having an occupation, became
the receipt of income or wages for work... In the
absence of a clear statement otherwise, women
working in the sphere of the household, including
helping in family concerns without pay, were
cJ-assif ied as dependants. Such r^romen rArere
definitively label-led as non-workers for all
purpose,s of economic discussion. lrlomen's
legitimate activities, under thÍs new ideological
dispensation, were restricted to the home,
producing children, training them, maintaining the
health and well--being of a1l family members
(Matthews 1992, p.59).

hlomen who díd work outside the home in remunerated employment
received rower rates of pay than men, this being justified
with thre assumption that men were family breadwinners and

therefore needed a 'famiry wage', whilst women v¡ere either
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single and r^¡orking merely to firl in time before marrÍage, or
were married and supported by their hrusbands, and therefore
required a lower income.

How ttren does the situation regarding domestÍc work in rural
China, followÍng decollectivisation, the growth of markets,
massive industriarisation and growth ín incomes, compare with
this scenario?

rn one respect, the impact of modernisation in rurar china
has so far been very different. As I will discuss shortly,
the growth of a commodity economy has meant that more items
consumed by peasant families are now bought, rather than
produced at Lrome. Hovrever, this has not resulted in a

greater division between domestic and other types of work.

I have argued that one consequence of coJ-J-ectivisation in the
1950s was a greater division between domestic work and
rproduction' than had hitherto existed, and associated with
this, a devaluation of women's domestic work. Hor,r¡e,ver,

decorrectivísati-on and the diversification of the rurar
economy from the rate 1970s onwards meant that the commonry

perceived distinctions between domestic work and other work
shÍfted and were, brurred once more. one aspect of this was

that with the introduction of rand contracts to individuar
families, a di-stinctÍon between agrÍcurturar labour for the
corrective and labour spent tending a private plot of rand
was no ronger meaningfur. consequentry, whereas before the
Íntroduction of the contract system tending the private prot
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was regarded as a domestic work responsibirity, nowadays this
task Ís subsumed under that of agricult.r.".8

As a result of decollectivisation, each personrs time is now

no ronger crearry divided between a furr work day in the
fierds and after-hours at home. As mentioned, many women

cite this as a benefit of the reforms, since it means that
they are free to organise their own time between domestic
work and other tasks in a more integrated and effÍcient
manner.

rn addition, with the expansion of markets and of smarr-scale
commodity production many women have be,come Ínvorved in
profitabre domestic siderines, such as making handicrafts or
growing cash crops inside the home or in the courtyard.
hlhile such activities had arso been undertaken under the
communes, they rÁ¡ere then done on a smalrer scale and were
ress profitabre. t'lomen's work in these sidelines tended to
be finvisibre' - often their income was not recognised and

their work was linked with 'mere' domestic work. In
practice, there is considerable overJ-ap between domestic work
tasks and those invorved in domestic siderines, especialry in
the case of animal husbandry, but an improvement in the
status of domestic sidelines has not led also to any
significant re-evaruation of domestic work. on the contrary,
in the 198os, âs wirr be discussed in chapter B, the state's
attempts to encourage women's invol-vement in domestic

' I This is the re,ason for the inclusion ofplot in Table 6-2 and Íts exclusion in Table 6-
the private

3.
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siderines invorved an ideol-ogical dÍsassociation of those
siderines with the negative attríbutes accorded to domestic
work. Thrus, the income earning potential of domestic
siderines r^ras stressed, both in terms of its contribution to
society and its riberating effects for women. rn addition,
'domestic siderines' r^rere renamed with the somewhat more

important sounding titre tcourtyard econoily', or ín cases
where suctr activities generated a large proportion of total
family income, they r^¡e,re termed 'specialised househord'
production.

Rurar reforms have resulted not just in an expansion of
opportunities for income generating work within the
courtyard, howe,ve,r. As mentioned, whirst the earry stages of
reform r^rere characterised by underemployment and

unemployment, the longer term trend has been toward an

expansion of emproyment opportunities in the 'outsid.e,'
sphere. Thus, in more deveroped areas the reforms have
resulted Ín the development of rural industries and in a

rarge movement of labour into urban industry, constructíon
and transport work. This has not had any significant impact
on the perception or varuation of domestic work or on the
distinction between domestic and non-domestic work. rt has,
however, resulted in a redefinition of the dichotomy between

'insider and 'outside' work, and has in some respects made

that dichotomy a more sarient aspect of gender dÍvisions of
rabour than the domestic/non-domestic dichotomy. The newly
emerging dichotomy is one between womenfs work on the farm,
which incrudes not just domestic work but also domestic
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sidelines and agricul-ture, and men's work in industry or
other non-agricurturar work ar^ray from the home virrage. Just
how this dichotomy has emerged, how it has been legitimated,
and its effects on gender relations are topj-cs to be taken up

in the following chapter.

Time Spent in Domestic Tasks

The time spent by peasants in domestic work, and the nature
of that work, is a topic on whích we have very little
ÍnformatÍon. one of the few recentry published studies which

address thÍs topic j-s a report of a survey undertaken by

Elisabeth CroII in rural Shanghai and rural Beijing in the
summer of 1980. During the survey, CroII col-l-ected

statistics on the time spent in particufar domestic work

tasks related to the procurement and processing of food. Her

findings are summarised in Tab1e 6.2.

Table 6.3 is a summary of the information given to me by
peasant vromen in rural Beijing, Shandong and Sichuan in 1989,

on the time they spent each day in preparing meals, cleaning
the house, washing cl-othes, tending domestic livestock, and

shopping.9

9 It should be noted that whereas the figures in Tab1e
6.2 refer to the time spent in particular tasks by the family
as a whole, those in Table 6.3 refer to the time spent in
each task by the individual women interviewed. Information
on the gender division of labour in domestic work in these
womenfs families is given in Appendix 1.
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Table 6.22 Procuring and Processing Food in Rurar shanghai
and Rural Beijing (Average Daíly Hours)

Source: Croll L982, pp.299 & 3OO.

198O.

Survey conducted Summer

Table 6.3: Time Spent by ûJomen at Domestic l,Iork Tasks
(Average Daily Hours)

(a) This does not include 15 families that did not keep

domestÍc animals or whose domestic animals were the maÍn

source of family income.

(b) This refers to the tength of time reported by the
interviewee for al_l her domestic work, rather than to
the sum of times she spent in individual tasks.

Interviews wÍth rural wome,n in Beijing, Shandong

and Sichuan, August-December 1989.

Average no. of
persons in
household

Cooking Shopping Livestock
Care

Prlvate P1ot.

Rural
Shanghai
(N=23 )

4 1.8 0.3 1 0.6

Rural
Beij ing
(N=17 )

4.4 2.2 0.13 o 7L 0.1-

Average no.

of persons in
household

Meal

Prepa-

ration

Cleaning V,Iashing Livestock

Care (a)

Shopplng Total
domestic

(b)

Primary

non-

domesti

4.7 tô 0-B u-t 1, .'l 0.3 3.5 q?

N=50 N = 38 N 21, N=33 N 1,2 N=6 N 1-7 N 31

Source:
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The time women said they spent at these domestic work tasks
varied from no time at all in the case of one 73 year oId
woman whose daughter-in-law did atr the domestic work of the
family (see Appendix I, family no.36), to t hours a day j_n

the case of a 51 year oId woman who dÍd most of the domestic
work for herself, her husband, four children, a daughter-in-
Iaw and a grandchild (family no.46).

rn generar te,rms, arthough we have no detailed statistics on

this issue, it can be expected that women's domestic
workloads vary according to their own and their famÍrj-es'
lÍfe cycres. As discussed in chapter 4, upon marriage women

commonry rive with their husband's famiry. Their domestic
workroad is rikery to be considerabry heavier than before
marriage, but wil-I be shared, in most cases, with their
mother-in-law. The domestic workroad is generarly heaviest
for women in the middre stage of their rife-cycre, both as a

resurt of the demands of smarL chirdren and because they are
more rikely to be living in a nucrear family without female
rel-atives or in-l-aws with whom to share domestic work. rn
rater years, the majority of women live in a stem family with
a married son and his wife and chiLdren, and share domestic
work tasks with their daughter-in-law.

Meal Preparation

In her 1980 survey,
Shanghai the number

ranged from 1 to 3,

Elisabeth CroL1 found that in rural_

of hours spent each day preparing meals

with an average of 1.8 hours (N=23)
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(croII L982a, p.298). rn rural Beijing the preparation of
meals took ronger, maÍnry, crorl suggests, because of the
time spent preparing f l-our products. The tj-mes spent ranged
from o-3 to 6 hours, with an average of 2.2 hours (crorr
L982a, p.3oo). The times women spent in mear preparation
that r recorded in 1989 were simirar to these tatter figures,
ranging from 1.5 hours to 6 hours, with an average of z.g
hours (N=38). This did not Ín arr cases refer to the time
spent continuousry working at preparing mears: many women

said that whire the rice was cooking they did other tasks,
especÍarry feeding domestic rivestock and sweeping the house.
Neverthel-ess, during this time they had to remain close to
the kitchen, and hence thre range of activities they could
undertake was restrÍcted.

Rural- \^rome,n commonly prepare three meal-s a day. rn central
and south china rice is the stapre, eaten with vegetabres and

smarr amounts of eggs, meat or fish. rn northern chÍna the
stapre consists of both rice and other grains and flour
products such as noodles, steamed bread, buns and dumprings,
which are more, time consuming to prepare than rice. rn both
north and south the preparation of vegetabl-e and meat dishes
invorves a good dear of choppi.g, so as to cut down on the
use of fuel for cooking (CroII L9B2a, p.299).

rn most of the families that r visited the stoves were
fuelled with either coar or dried rice or wheat starks. I^Iith
the ratter fuer, r^romen had to bend down frequently to feed
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fuel
keep

into an opening in the front of the stove, irt order to
it hot.

In many families another particularly time-consuming and

Iaborious aspect of preparing meals is collecting water.
There are stirt many areas in china where women must travel
hundreds of metres to correct water from a werr or stream,
which they carry back in paíIs weighing forty kg, balanced
from shoulder pores (crorl 1985b, p.1l-4). A l¡trorrd Bank study
in L984 found that in rurar areas crean water in sufficient
quantity was avail-able to 40 per cent of the population, of
whom l-5 per cent received piped water and the rest used welrs
and hand pumps. They estimated that approxÍmatery 40 mirrion
peopre suffered from water shortage and at reast soO milrion
required improved water supply, including 150 milLion who

drank untreated surface water (lrlorrd Bank, 1984). rn recent
years there have been major improvements, however. One

report from Xinhua News Agency noted that, âs a result of a

heavy investment in the construction of rural pubtic
facÍrities during the seventh Five year pran period ( 1986-

1990), tap water was available in 50 per cent of towns in
199O1O (,ShzB 5 December 1990). rn Sichuan most of the
families that r visited in 1989 had hand water pumps in their
courtyards. I¡lomen said they drew water once or twice a day,
taking 20 minutes each time. rn rural Beijing some families
had Ínternal water taps.

' 1-o rt is
water taps.

unclear, trowever, how many rural famrJ-ies had
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CTeaning and Washrng

Ttre women r interviewed claimed they spent from a few minute,s
to two hours a day creaning. As mentioned, many did at l_east
some of the cLeaníng while meals Ì^rere cooking. For many

women Ín the chinese countryside, cleaning may have become

easier in recent years with the buil-dÍng of rarge numbers of
new houses with concrete instead of earth froors. rt Ís
possible, however, that such improvements in riving standards
may arso have been accompanied by increased standards of
creanriness, and hence more work. This is suggested by the
c.Iaim made by Anita chan and her co-researchers that in chen
virlage in the 197os 'with the anj-mars penned outside, and
with cement replacing the earth flooring, the peasants began
to make vigorous efforts to keep their homes, belongings, and

selves cJ-ean' (Chan et al-. f992, p.2LS).

rn the families that r visited clothes washing took an

average of 42 minutes a day (N=33). Those who washed by hand

commonry spent more than twice the time of those who used a

washing machine. Moreover, whj-l-st washing crothes by hand

required constant, heavy work, the use of a washing machine
enabled women to do other things while the clothes vrere being
washed. I¡tromen who did not have a washing machine commonry

spent half a day once or twice a week scrubbing and pounding
clothes by hand. They generally worked outside, in the
company of other women, by a pump or squatting by a nearby
river or, as r saw in sichuan, by an irrigation channer (cf.
Mosher 1983, p.21-L).
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using a washing machine means that washing clothes becomes

much more of a private or'inside' activity, rather than a

time for interacting with other women in the vilrage. on the
other hand, it cuts down enormously the amount of work
involved in washing clothes, although in most places I
visited in my fieldwork houses did not have interior water
taps. The washÍng machine had to be firred manuarly from a

hand pump outside. rn addition, of course, the crothes stirr
had to be manually hung out to dry.

Most of the wome,n I tal-ked to who had washing machines r^rere

preased wÍth them because they cut down their workload. one

woman, ho\^rever, said that ttre machÍne did not wash the
clothes properJ-y and another, that she rare,Iy used her
machine because the erectricity was too expensive. one woman

who did not own a washring machine said that the reason was

that the supply of water was too l_imited.

It should be noted that ín terms of washing machine

ownership, my sampre is highry unrepresentative, even of the
provinces that I visited. Amongst the families that I
intervier^red, 81 per cent (N=57) owned a washing machine (many

of which, however, had been purchased onry within the rast
five years). ÀccordÍng to the state statisticar yearbook,

however, across the whore of chÍna onry about B per cent of
rural families owned washing machines at the end of l-999. rn
rural Beijing 61 per cent owned one, in shandong 4 per cent
and in Sichuan 2.5 per cent (Guojia Tongjiju 1990, p.322).
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The production of consumer durables has increase,d

dramaticarry in the post-Mao perÍod. Howeve,r, it is probabre
that for some time to come the purchase of larger items, suctr
as washing machines, wil-I be timíted to famirÍes in cities
and suburbs and the wearthier famil-íes in rural- counties.
This is not just because of the high cost of the items
themselves, but al-so, and equarry importantly, because not
arr rural areas yet have access to, or can afford frequent
use of , erectricity. rn 1989 the energy ministry estimated
that 29 counties and 25 per ce,nt of rurar families r^rere,

without electricity (NMRB 11 January 1989 ). rn the case of
washing machines, the rack of píped water discussed above is
also, of course, a severe limitation.

Care of Domestic Livestock

Most rurar famil-ies keep domestic rivestock; usualry at least
a few chickens and one or two pigs. Both are an important
source of fertiliser. Apart from this, r found in my survey
that pigs r^¡ere generarry kept to be sord at market and the
eggs and meat of most chickens were consumed by the famiry.
Caring for these domestic lÍvestock is regarded as a domestic
work task and is done by women at the same time, or in
between, other domestic tasks. rt invol-ves cl-eaning the area
in which the animars are kept, and preparing and dÍstrÍbuting
feed. Some feed is bought, some is grown, and some is
househord waste. Green feed for pigs is often chopped and

cooked - a time-consuming task.
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In my survey the times reported for tending domestic
Iivestock ranged from half an hour to four hours a day.
These times refer onry to the tending of domestic livestock
where this did not constitute the main source of income for
the family.

My results were somewhat higher than those reported by

Elisabeth Croll in 1980. Croll found that in rural Beijing
families spent between O.3 hours and 2 hours a day tending
domestic livestock, with an average of O.74 hours per day
(N=17) (Croll L9B2a, p.3O0), and in rural Shanghai they spent
O.5 to 1.5 hours a day, with an average of 1.O hour a day
(N=22) (Crott I982a, p.298). The diffe,rences appear to
relate to the number of animals kept. CroJ-l reports that
fewer animals vle,re kept in rural Beij ing than rural Shanghai.
In the latter location, familíes kept an average of 3.6 pigs
and 9.6 chickens (CroII L982a, p.L77). In my survey, the
families with domestic animals kept an average of 3.9 pigs
and generally between 10 and 2O chickens or other poultry.

Shopprng

Elisabeth CroII reports that in rural Shanghai in l_98O

shopping was usually undertaken three to four times a week in
the nearby town five minutes' walk ar^ray, and took an average

of 18 minutes a day (Croll L982a, p.299). This is simiJ-ar to
my findings in 1989 that shopping for groceries was commonly

done IocaIIy between L and 4 times a week, taking from half
to 1.5 hours each time, with an average of about 18 minutes a
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day. Croll reports that in rural Bei-ji_ng, however, shopping
took an average of only eight minutes a day once or twice a

week. The shops were further away, but the shoppers usually
travelled by bicycle (CroII 1,982a, p.299).

There are a number of opposÍng trends which in recent years
may have, Ínfluenced the time spent by peasants in shopping.
On the one hand, with the growth of a commodity economy,

peasants are now buying, rather than themselves producing,
more goods for consumption than previously. Thus, whereas in
L97B only 24 per cent of peasant consumption of food
(measured in guan) was of bought items, by the end of 1989

this had increased to 52 per cent. Simitarly, for cJ-othing,
the proportion of total consumption that was of bought,
rather than home made, items increased from 89 per cent in
L97B to 98 per cent in 1989, and for other articles for
famÍry use the proportion that was bought increase,d from gB

per cent to almost 1-OO per cent (Guojia Tongjiju 1990,

p.316). These factors may have led peasants to devote more

time to shopping than previously.

On the other hand, the increase in the number of shops and

markets ffiôy, for some, have reduced the time spent traverring
to do the famiry shopping. For a very smarl number of rural
famílies food shopping wirr also have been reduced by storing
food in a refrigerator. At the end of 1989 o.9 per cent of
rurar famiries across china owned refrigerators (Guojia
Tongjiju 1990, p.322).
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Sewíng and þIending

Rural- r^¡omen nowadays spend rerativery rittre time sewing, âs

most famiJ-y clothing is bought. rn addition, many famiries
own sewing machines which reduce the tirne spent in sewing and

mending. In my survey, the women who did not own sewing
machines said Ít was because they did not know how to sew.

According to the State Statistical Yearbook, ât the end of
1989 54 per cent of rural families in China owned sewing
machines. rn Beijing the figure was 63 per cent, shandong 64

per cent and Sichuan 18 per cent (Guojia Tongjiju LggO,

p.322) .

This picture j-s in stark contrast to that of earlier periods,
when most cl-othes were made at home, and sewing and mendj_ng

were time-consuming and arduous tasks. In Report from a

Ci-inese ViTIage, âD account of life in Liu Ling, Shaanxi, in
the 196Os, Jan Myrdal recorded the timetable of a 29 year otd
woman, Li Yangqing. Sewing took up a very large proportion
of her time. Throughout the year she spent most of her
evenings, and in wÍnter much of the afternoon, sewÍng. She

did not own a sewing machine, and in fact at that time only
one person in the virlage did. rn January and February each
year her primary task was to make clothes and croth shoes for
the family. She made aII the family's clothes - a ne$¡ or
remade quiJ-ted coat, âD unquilted coat, and one pair of
quilted and one pair of unquilted trousers for each person
eactr year. She also made all the family's shoes - ten pairs
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each person, each pair taking about 10 days to make (Myrdal
L967, pp.295-306 ).

By the mi-d 197os Del-ia Davin reported that most $romen bought
factory made prastic sol-ed shoes, but they stirr sewed most
of their familiesf clothes (Davin L976, p.130).

ChíId Care

As mentioned in chapter 3, the introduction of the productj_on

responsibiJ-ity system resulted, ôt least initially, in a

widespread decline in rural werfare services, including child
care centres. According to the state statistj-car Bureau,
between I976 and 1984 the proportion of kindergartens
situated in rural- areas decrined from 94.8 per cent to 73.3
per cent. In 1985 34.4 per cent of urban children in the
rerevant age group were in kindergarte,ns, ôs compared to onry
6 per cent of rural- children (Bakken 1988, p.135). A letter
published ín zGFN in 1981 cl-aimed that in one commune in
Guangdong, following the introduction of the production
responsibility system, hal_f the production brigades had

closed down their kindergartens (ZGFN JuIy l_981 , p.2g).
Another J.etter from a rural county outside Shanghai

complained that brigade leaders did not provide enough funds
for kindergartens. The buirdings v¡ere smarl, the tabres and

chairs broken and there were few toys for the chirdren to
pray with. The teachers were untrained and treated the
children badly, so that the older ones ran away and the
younger ones $rere unhappy. Yet if women took their children
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r^rith them to the fietds instead of leaving them in the
kindergarten they were tord that they wourd have work-points
deducted (ZGFN JuIy 19Bl , p.29).

Penny Kane claims that the decline in the provision of
collective welfare services

seems to have been as shortlived as it was short-sighted. In fact, addítional prosperity in thecountryside should help to strengthen coll_ective
weJ-fare systems (Kane L987, pp.192-L93).

Undoubtedly, some townships do nor^J provide better social
child care facírities than ever before. rn particurar, where
reforms were followed by the development of townshrip

enterprises, local- governments have controtled a large
proportion of enterprise profits and in some cases have used
part of these profits to provide chird care, and other sociar
services for the rocal population. some l-ocal- governments,
for example, stÍpulate that 30 per cent of the after tax
profit of a township or village-run enterprise be used to
subsidise local agriculture and welfare (Oi l-990, pp.IZ &

26). However, in poorer areas, where township enterprises
are less weII developed, little revenue is availabl-e to local
governments for social welfare. Furthermore, even where
revenue is available, local officials are, as I have

mentioned, often reluctant to spend it on sociar services or
welfare.

rn most praces in the 198os and early 199os chird care hras

been high on the agenda of the lrlomenrs Federation, and some

of the grass-roots women's representatives that I interviewed
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devoted considerable effort to pressuring for the
establishment of chiLd care services and to the training of
child care staff . The hlomen's Federation, however, has

relativery littre power and no money. l'lhire j-t can pressure
village official-s, the provision of child care Ís urtimatery
dependent not on them, but on the wiII of the village
government leaders who are usually male and who may not
attach much wej-ght to such matters.

In the counties that I visited in l-989, children up to the
age of 2 or 3 r^rere looked after largety by their mothers or
their grandmothers. Children between the ages of 2 and 6

were l-ooked after by mothers or grandmothers or were sent to
kindergarten. In most of the counties that I visited the
majority of villages had kindergartens. Some of the
wealthier ones also had nurseries for younger children. For
example, in HuaÍrou county, Beiji.g, there were, 25O nurseries
and kindergartens for 293 villages. They admitted BO to 90

per cent of small- chiJ.dren. In Jinniu, Sichuan, there were

2oo kindergartens for 2-6 year olds, run either by townships
or vil-Iages. Wenjiang and Guan counties, Sichuan both had

kindergartens in each village. In Míanyang county, Sichuan,
89 per ce,nt of villages had kindergarte,ns for 3-6 year ol_ds.

There were 394 kindergartens altogether, taking l_3,O00

children, or 76 per cent of the total.

Recent media reports suggest, horarever, that women in many, if
not most, other villages are considerably less fortunate with
regard to the availabirity of sociar chird care facirities.
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A L9B7 artÍcre claimed, for exampre, that in JÍrin provínce
many villages had no chird care facirities and during the
busy agricul-tural season parents rÁ¡ere forced to leave their
chirdren at home al-one or to take them to the fields (NMRB g

March 1-987 ). Even in shandong where there had been a 64 per
cent increase in the number of year-round chird care centres
run by virrages, the admittance rate of chirdren over the age

of 3 was stilr onry 56.5 per cent in 1987 (IVMRB zg May 1997).
Àn extensive nation-wide study undertaken by the centrar
rnstitute of Education Research reveared that in 1991 only 2o

per cent of rural chil-dren aged between 4 and 6 attended
nurseries or kindergartens (China DaíIg May 24 l_991_ ).

As a poínt of comparison, Marina Thorborg estimates that in
earry L959 during the Great Leap Forward, which represents
the peak in Maoist attempts at providing public welfare
services, 53 to 73 per cent of pre-school children of women

working in agricul-ture \¡rere taken care of by child care
stations (Thorborg L978, p.6O1).

Conclusion

rn contemporary rural china domestic work tasks, incrudíng
meal preparation, cleanÍng and washing, tending domestic
livestock, shopping, sewing and mendirg, and child care, are
undertaken armost entirery by women. This is an important
erement in women's subordination; not so much because of the
work itself, but because firstly, it Ís, in a number of ways,
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devalued, relative to other work; secondly, women are
expected to undertake such work in addition to other work and

hence suffer a 'double burdenr; and finarry, due to the above

two factors, it has certain negatíve consequences for womenrs

involvement in other types of work.

Reform policies introduced since the late 1970s, and the
consequent economic growth, have had a major impact on the
nature of domestic work tasks undertaken in rural famiries,
and the tíme spent in such tasks. In particular, the
improvement of basic amenitie,s, and the greater avairability
of consumer goods on the market, have reduced the amount of
time and effort spent in domestic work.

The form of economic deveropment that has occurred in rural
China j-n the post-Mao period, involving, in particular,
decollectivisation and a large increase in rural non-

agricurtural- employment, has also had important consequences

for the rerations between domestic and other forms of work.
On the one hand, the devolution of economic management to
individual famil-ies, combined with the expansion Ín smal-l-
scale commodity production, has bl-urred the distinctions
between 'inside,t domestic work and 'outsider production, that
had been so clearly delineated under the commune system.

On the other hand, írr more developed areas the employment of
large numbers of men in non-agricurturar work which takes
them av¡ay from home for muctr of the year, and ttre subsequent
rfe,minisation' of agriculture, have been accompanied by a
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devaluation of agricultural work and the formation of a new

conceptual dichotomy between women's rínside' work, which now

Íncludes not just domestic work and domestic sidelines, but
also agriculture, and menfs foutsidet work in non-

agricultural employment away from home.

Rural reform hras not, howe,ver, resulted Ín any change to the
division of labour in domestic work, or to the value attached
to such work. Domestic work continues to be 'women's work'
and to be regarded less as r^rork, contríbuting to the economy,

than as a petty burden, and the time and effort spent by

women in domestic work tasks tends to be invisible to peasant

women and men, officia1s, and researchers.
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CHAPTER 7: AGRICULTURE

Introduction

Reform in the post-Mao period has resulted in significant
changes to the type of agriculturaf work undertaken by rural
people, the organisation of that work, gender divisions of
labour in agrícultural work and between agriculture and other
work, and the way in which agriculture is perceived and

val-ued in comparison with other activities.

This chapter is not a detaíled empirical- study of the work of
r^romen and men in agricuLture. Instead it seeks to outline
gender divisions of labour within agriculture, and then to
discuss two key trends relating to gender divisions of labour
between agriculture and other forms of remunerated work that
have emerged in the 19BOs and 1-99Os. The first of these is a

withdrawal of women from agricurture in areas where there is
a surplus of agricultural labour, but a l-ack of alternative
employment. The second is a contrasting trend in which

responsibility for agricul-ture has been taken over by women,

whilst larger numbers of men have been absorbed into non-

agricultural employment.

Gender Divisions of Labour in Agriculture

On the eve of reforms in the late 1970s the
men and r^romen in rural areas worked in some

majority of both
form of
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agriculturaf labour. There were, however, sj-gnÍficant
differences in their patterns of empJ-oyment. These

differences relate, first of alJ-, to a division between an
rínside' sphere of work, dominated by r^romen and comprising
those actÍvÍtÍes undertaken within the family house or
compound for family consumption or cash income, and an

'outsÍde' sphere dominated by men, comprising labour
allocated by the production team and undertaken for the
collective. Thus, the care of domestic lj-vestock and

maintenance of the private plot were regarded as domestic
work or domestic sidelines and were commonly carried out by

women (Croll L9B2a, p.313), but collective agriculture r^¡as

dominated by men. htromen's partici-pation rate in col_l_ective

agriculture was about 70 per cent and women formed between 40

and 50 per cent of the collective agricuJ-tura1 labour force
(Thorborg L978, p.584 & p.586). However, only one-third of
women working in collective agriculture (i.e., about 23 per
cent of aII working-age women) worked full-time, defined as

more thran 25O days per year, while two-thirds worked part-
time or less than 1-50 days per year. In contrast, one-third
of the men worked part-time and two-thirds worked fulI-time
(Thorborg L978, p.596).

V'fithin collective agric,ulture there were further divisj-ons of
l-abour. As was the case before the revolution, Ít was

generally expected that men r^¡ould undertake the f heavier'
tasks while r^¡omen would do the I lighter workr . Consequently,
ploughing, for example, was considered 'men's workr while the
pÍcking of tea was done mostly by women.
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It appears that in some instances, however, the
categorisation of certain tasks as 'heavyr men's work or
'right'womenrs work was as much a result of previous rocal
negotiations and struggle over work remuneration, as of
actuaJ- differences in physical demand. As mentioned in
Chapter 2, under the work-point remuneration system the
principle of equal pay for equal work prevailed in theory,
but rural men strongly resisted attempts on the part of
cadres to remunerate women for agrÍcurtural work at the same

rate as themserves. rn some praces work-points were al-rocated
on the basis of an eval-uatíon of the labouter, iri which case
lower rates for women r^rere justified on the grounds that they
were not as physically strong as men. More common, however,

was a system based on the evaruation of the task performed.
under this system, the basis for the commonry lower rates of
pay for women was a gender divisj-on of labour in which the
tasks usuarly done by women r^rere rewarded at a rate lower
than that for tasks done by men, on the grounds that they
were, rlighter' or that they required Iess skitl. In some

places the gender division of rabour in agricul-ture was the
same as, or was an extension of, the division that existed
before liberation. However, it appears that a division of
labour between rheavyt tmen's work' and 'rÍghterr and rower
paid '$rome,n' s work t was in some places newly created or made

more rigid than previousry. rsaber and David crook report,
for exampfe, that in Yangyi Commune
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men who opposed raising women's rates agreed that
women v¡ere better not only at pruning but at
certain other jobs as well_; but, they argued, men
were better at heavier work, such as ploughing and
contouring. So they proposed that some jobs shoul_d
be assigned to r^¡omen only - and paid at women's
rates; others to men only - and paÍd at men's
rates. This, they said, coul-d be called 'the rate
for the job!f And while avoiding comparison
between men and women it would still get the best
out of eactr. At the same time it woul-d maintain
the solid basis of the househotd economy by keeping
ttre man as the main breadwinner. So ran the
argument (Crook & Crook L979, p.L28. See a1so,
Thorborg L978, p. 551- ) .

Margery hlolf , in her survey conducted in 1980, pointed to a

number of variations and inconsistenci-es in the
categorisation of tasks as 'heavy' men's work or 'lightr
women's work. These inconsistencies suggest, once more, that
contrary to local cfaims that gender divisions of labour
between 'heavy' and tJ-ightr work are 'naturalr, they are in
fact a sÍte of confrict and negotiation. rn this negotiati-on
women have generally been disadvantaged, both by their lack
of authority in the community, and by the ability of men to
manipulate cLaims as to the 'naturaLness' of particular
divisions. Thus, I,rlolf reports that

in each of our field sites there were one or twojobs that u¡ere listed for me as just too heavy for
$¡omen to manage. In Fujian it was managing the
water buffalo pulling the plows in the wet paddy,
so instead the women carried fifty-pound sacks of
chemícal fertiliser to the fields while the men
trailed along after the water buffalo (lrlolf 1985,
p.84).

rn shandong hlolf was tord that wooden barrows r^rere too heavy

for women to manage. rn corlective work only men used them

and they were paid at a higher than average rate. However,

one vroman, when asked if she could use such a barrow, said
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the army I would be in a

( t¡lolf 1985, p. 85 ) .

Wolf reports also that where machinery was used it was

monopolísed by men, and that this frequentry made nonsense of
the supposed distinction between 'he,avy' men's work and

'Iight' women's work. For example, in one instance, Iatrolf 's
assistant came across three peopJ-e working in the fields.

One was a man who was squatting next to the pump
house. He told her hre was waiting for the women in
the field to teII him to turn off the pump that was
feeding water into the wheat. To do this he had topuII a switch. As a technician, he earne,d 1O.5
workpoints a day. hlalking on, she interviewed the
two women, both in their thirties, who were rushing
back and forth ditching and damming to keep the
water moving evenly through the fields. Although
the evening was cooI, they were sweating with the
effort it took to move the heavy waterlogged earth
onto the banks of the ditches. They !ì¡ere unskilled
worke,rs and earned 6. 5 workpoints for their day's
l-abor ( V'IoIf 1985, pp. 83-84 ) .

Other reports confirm that women have generally been assigned
whilst men are giventhe most menial tasks in agriculture,

more

where

that
42).

neI^I

task

skilled work or work involving the use of machÍnery, and

for a particular task,technology is introduced
is often taken over by men (Vùu Kaitai L979, pp.38-

Tables 7 -L and 7.2 summarise the findings of two recent
studies on gender divisions of rabour in agriculture.l These

suggest patterns Ín the post-Mao period similar to those
found in earlier years.

1 eppendix l- also contains some information on thegender division of labour in agrÍculture in the families thatI interviewed in 1989.
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Table 7.L= Agricultural Occupations in Two production Teams

in Rural Shanghai

Source: De Koninck l-985, pp.56 & 59. Survey conducted

September-Nove,mber 1983 .

Production
Team

Agricultural Occupation MaÌe Female Total
(no. of þersons)

Xinfeng

Veqetable Cultivation 18 1a

Nurserv Work (qrowinq seedlinqs) t- 5 6

Piq Raisinq 3 aJ 6

Duck Raisinq 1 a )

Ad.mini s t rat i onl Transport 6 6

Machinery Operat:.on 2 2

TOTAL l_3 2B 4t

Wanxi

Field Work I2 24 36

Mushroom Cultivation 5 a 7

Piq Raisinq 1 1 .)

Tending the Team's 2 V'Iater Buffal-o 1 1 2

Responsibj.lity for Ïrrigation 1 1

Responsibility for Machinery 1 1

TOTAL 21 28 49



Table 7.2(a) = The Gender Division of Labour in Crop Production
(Percentage of Average Time Spent Annually)

Total Prod.

Process

26

14

29

66

5

33

64

3

36

64

45

55

Marketing

18

82

L4

86

0

1,1

83

0

0

100

Aa

58

Harvesting

36

64

4Z

54

4

50

4B

z,

54

46

'i2

28

Day-to-Day

Management

3t

63

57

A2

0

59

41,

0

53

69

31

Planting

21_

79

1_9

11

28

67

5

42

58

69

31

Ploughing

18

oa

11

to

11

11

8l_

I

31

63

13

87

Crop

Women

Men

Women

Men

Machinery*

Women

Men

Machinerv

Women

Men

Idomen

Men

Fruit

Wheat

Corn

Vegetables

Cotton

* Gender of operator not specified.
Source: LÍ Xiaoyun et aI. 1992, pp.4-6.

1OO familÍes in Ningjin County,

Stirvey conducted amongst

Hebei Province, 1992-

N{
co
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Tabl.e 7.2(b) z The Gender Dívision of Labour in Livestock
Productíon (Percentage of Average Time Spent Annually)

* Catt1e, horses and donkeys.

Source: Li Xiaoyun et aI. L992, p.6. Survey conducted
amongst l-00 families j-n Ningjin County, Hebei,

1992.

The first study was undertaken in l-983 in two separate
production teams in the vicinity of Shanghai. The first
production team consisted of 82 famíIies, of which 4L drew a
part of their income from agriculture. In each of these
families, one adult worked ful,l,-time in agriculture. Nine

raised pigs or ducks on specialised contracts. The others
were afl Ínvolved in producíng vegetables, mainJ-y for the
Shanghai market. In the second production team 49 of the 84

working adults were engaged in agriculture, mainly growing
grain. In both teams the study found that v¡omen were

concentrated in field work, while technical tasks, transport

Bying young
animals

Feeding Disease
Management

Marketing TotaL Prod
Process

Chickens Women 96 96 85 88 91

Men 4 4 t_5 I2 9

Pigs Women 3B 90 51 26 51

Men 62 1_0 49 14 49

Large

Livestock*

Women 6 32 25 10 18

Men 94 68 75 90 óz
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and administration were undertaken by men. rt wirr be noted
that in contrast to most earlier surveys, this study found
that the majority of agricultural labourers in both
production teams l^Iere r^¡omen. This pattern, which has become

increasingly common in the l-98os and 199os, wirr be discussed
shortJ-y.

The second study was undertaken in 1-992 in Ningjin County,
Hebei Province. During the study 50 men and so women from
separate families selected at random were interviewed. Table
7.2 shows that in terms of crop production in Ningjin county
women contribute most to cotton growing, an activíty in which
they have traditionally played a major role, and vegetable
growing, which in Ningjin County is considered part of the
domestic sidel-ine, or courtyard, economy. In more general
te,rms, prougtring and marketing are two tasks rargery done by
men. Planting is also dominated by men, except Ín the case
of cotton. Harvesting and day-to-day field work is fairly
evenly distributed between men and women, except, again, in
the case of cotton production, in whÍch r^romen play a larger
role. rn LÍvestock production rÁromen pray a dominant rore in
rearing chickens and pigs. This is undertaken mainry for
famiry consumption. They ptay a lesser rol-e in rearing other
Iivestock which are sotd on the market.
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The ÍJithdrawal of úùomen from Agriculture

As mentioned in Chapter 3, one important effect of the
reforms initiated in rurar are,as in the Late 1970s has been

to improve agricultural productivity. This, in turn, has

made apparent previously concealed underemployment and

surplus labour in agricul-ture.

The problem of 'too many people, too little tand, lren duo,
di shaol, and correspondingly high levels of rural
undere,mployment, have arways been issues of concern to the
CCP. Under Mao Zedong, these issues were addressed by

increasÍng the labour intensity of crop production, by

recruiting rural labour during the winter months for the
construction of irrigation canals and other forms of rurar
infrastructure, by deveroping smal-r-scare rural industry and

by recruiting rural labour for temporary work in urban
j-ndustry (Tayror 1988, p.743). untit the tate r970s western
analysts largeJ-y believed that these measures had

successfurry overcome the problems of rurar underemployment.
However, such beriefs r^rere brought serÍously j-nto questÍon by
reports published in the 1980s suggesting that between one-
quarter and one-third of alL rural labour was surplus to
requirements (Li Qingzeng 1986).

Explanations for this high level of rurar underemproyment

generally point to the fact that, under the collective
system, far more labour was emproyed in the fierds than was

necessary. The work-point system of remuneration was such
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that arr labour was remunerated, regardress of Íts marginal-

contribution to output (Taylor 1988, p.748). After the
introduction of the production responsíbility system,
however, it was no longer profitabte for labour that was

surprus to requirements to be kept employed in the fierds,
hence the 'emergence' of large numbers of surprus vrorkers,
especiarry out of grain growing, in which roughly 89 per cent
of agricurturar rabour was concentrated in the early l-9Bos

( Li Qingzeng 1986, pp - 6-7 ) .2

The 'emergence' or trelease' of this surprus l-abour from
graín growing has, from one point of view, enabled the
development of more profitabte forms of agricurture and of
non-agricultural enterprises and hence has been a most

important step toward modernisation and the improvement of
rural incomes and rivelihood. From a slightry different
perspective, however, i-t has also resulted in enormous

strains on the chinese economy and society. Thus, one report
estimates that by the year 2ooo the number of surprus rurar
workers may have grown to 250 million and claims that

2 Taylor points to two factors that have furthercontributed to the emergence of surprus labour in agricurtureover the 198Os. These are first, the substitution ofchemicar fertirisers for natural fertil-isers, since thelatter take a good dear more time and effort to correct,process and apply than the former; and second, a shift inproduction patterns that favoured crops with a row rabourintensity, such as sorghum, mj-I]-et and sugar beets (Taylor
1988, p.749).
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hundreds of millions of such workers will in the
Iong run be unemployed. This is not merely an
economic problem; it is capable of becomíng a
serious social and political problem, as well
(Zhongguo Nongcun Chanye Jiegou yanjiu Keti ZurReport on the study of the structure of rural_production in China, L982-2OOO, p.7, quoted in
Taylor 1988, p.737).

As it turns out, by the late 1980s and early 1990s Ín more

developed rural areas, especíalJ-y on the southeastern
seaboard, the pressure of surprus agricurtural- labour had

been greatly reduced, with rural people taking up employment

in a wide range of agricultural and non-agricultural
ve,nture,s. As wirr be discussed shortly, threse areas are al_so

now absorbing immigrant labour from poorer areas across
China, where employment is scarce.

However, in the early stages of reform and even today in the
Ieast developed areas, not all the surplus workers from
agriculture are abre to find arternative forms of emproyment.

One report claimed, for example, that j-n Huairen County,
shandong, shortly after the introduction of the production
responsibirity system (but before 1983 when new rines of
production v¡ere developed ) one-third of alr l-abourers were no

ronger needed in agriculture and the majority of women had no

paid work (FNGZ September L984, p.24). Similarly, a survey
carried out in 1-986 ín Heze Prefecture, a very poor region
also in Shandohg, found that local enterprises r^rere

developing very slowly and there vrere no outlets for surplus
femare l-abour. hlomen were keen to earn money, but rack of
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funds, skills, avenues for work and sales outlets thwarted
JuIy 1986 , p.1-2).their enthusiasm (FNGZ

In areas inland and far from large cities, in particular,
markets, services and transport are aJ-l relatively
underdeveloped. Many such areas still have few locat
industries and those that exist often emproy workers on only
a part-tíme, temporary basis. rn addition, peasants in these
areas lack the capital and the skills necessary for work
outside agriculture. A1I this makes it difficult for
peasants ín less-developed areas to find non-agricultural
employment, either in their home county or elsewhere, or to
start up their own non-agricurtural ventures. Ne,vertheless,
many peasant families have, found it advantageous to withdraw
surplus workers from furr-time agriculture (rather than that
person be underemployed in the fields as woul_d have happened

under thre commune system) so that they can do the family's
domestic work.

In such circumstances, âs the above examples suggest, women

have been the first to be withdrawn from agricurturar work.
This il-Iustrates a continued identification of women

primariry as finsider domestic workers and onry secondarily
as workers 'outsÍde' in agriculture. Thus, oo the one hand

it is assumed that since women already carry responsibílity
for domestic work, it is most efficient for them to
conce,ntrate on such work, while the man or men of the family
work in the fields.
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At the same time, rromenrs wÍthdrawal from agricurture arso
stems from the perception that women are 1ess capable of
agricurturar work than men, since they l-ack technicar skitts
and are not as physically strong. Some reports suggest,
furthermore, that mechanisation has not only resulted in
changes in women's work in agriculture, âs suggested above,

but in some cases has led to women beíng pushed out of
agriculture altogether (see, for example, V,Iu Kaitai Lg7g,

pp. 38-42 ) .

such reports confÍrm for rurar china a trend simirar to that
found in other deveroping countries in which the use of new

agricultural- machinery is monopolised by men, and women are
either marginarÍsed in the most tiring and monotonous manual

work in agriculture, ot are pushed out of employment (Bridger
LgB7, p.2 & pp.220-222).3

In rural China, however, the impact of mechanisation on

women's employment in agriculture was an issue of greater
concern before the introduction of rural- reforms in the late
197Os than it has been since. This is because the
introduction of the production responsibility system has

fragmented land holdings, making it díffÍcult to use large
machinery. Furthermore, the machinery that is used is
usuarry shared between a number of famiries since it is too
expensive for most peasant famiries to afford on their own.

The forlowing account of the situation j-n Zengbu foltowing

aJ Bridger
l{orld countries

dÍscusses these issues in relation to Thirdgenerally, and the USSR.
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the introduction of the production responsibility system Ís
typical:

PJ-owing is less mechanized than before. The small
and medium-sized tractors used by the teams are tooexpensive for a household to use on the smal.l- area
of its production responsibility fields.
Similarly, maintaining a water buffalo is too
expensive for one household. The tractors have
been so1d. The teams retain formal owne,rstrip of
the buffaloes, but allocate each buffalo to a group
of households. One family is paid to care for thegrouprs buffalo throughout the year, and at pJ-owíng
time the households take turns using the animal. toplow. (This is reminiscent of the mutual aid teams
of the early 195Os. ) Threshing is also less
mechanized. The motorized threshers used by the
collectives in L979 are too expensive for a single
household or a small group of households. peasants
are threshing grain by hand, beating sheaves of
rice into a wooden tub, as they did before
Liberation. The household is so small a productÍon
unit that only si-mple technology can be
economically employed (Potter & potter I99L,
pp.335-336 ) .

In rural China

ina
in the post-Mao era, rather than mechanisation

resulting withdrawal of women from agriculture, it
appears that rack of mechanisation may be contributing to
another very dífferent trend, which wilr be díscussed in the
following paragraphs. As l¡liltiam Hinton has suggested,

the women are going to be left farming the land byprimitive methods and the men are going to go off
and do anything but farming and earn a decent
IÍvelihood. Or you're going to get tremendouspolarization, sínce anyone, Ieft on the land isgoing to be considered an unfortunate boob: aII the
hromen, the maimed and the haLt and the blind and
the men who canft make it are going to be left onthe land, because no-one can work on the land byhand and make a decent living (Hinton 1984, p.13).
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The Feminisation of Agriculture

l¡trhere opportunities for non-agricultural employment have

become avaíIable, men have been the fÍrst to leave
agriculture to take up such employment, and agriculture has

increasingry become the responsj-bility of women, especiarly
married women. As will be discussed in chapter 9, women are
also employed in industry, but in smaller numbers than men,

and there are significant differences between their
occupations.

According to census data, nationally men still outnumber

I^¡omen in agricultural work. Neverthel-ess, irr L9B2 v¡omen

already comprised 46 per cent of the agricultural labour
force, and by 1990 this had increased to 47.4 per cent.
Furthermore, whire 70 per cent of the totar mare l-abour force
was engaged in agriculture in 1-982 and 69 per cent $/ere so

engaged in 1990, 78 per cent of the female labour force was

engaged in agricul-ture in I9B2 and 76 per cent in 1990

(Guojia Tongjiju Renkousi L992, p.73; Zhonghua euanguo Funu

Lianhehui... 1991 , p-253).

In certain areas, reports suggest, there is a greater
proportion of !,Jomen engaged in farming. rn fact, some areas
note a 'feminisatíon' (fttttuhua) of agriculture. This trend
has been most apparent in south china. philip Huang craims,
for example, that by the mid-198Os in the majority of
virlages in the Pearl River Derta farming was being done by
what was jokingly referred to as the 'Three Eight Teamf
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(san-ba duiwu) - a reference to Marcrr B, I¡tromen's Day, and off-
farm employment was dominated by men (Huang, philip l_g90,

p.2L3. See also hloon, yuen-fong, l-ggL p.156 ).

simÍrar trends have arso been reported for other parts of
china, however. For exampre, in an articre pubrished in 19g4
ít was craimed that fol-rowing the introduction of the
production responsibirity system in xinjin county in sichuan,
a large proportion of men went to work outside the county.
lùomen now perform 60 per cent of work Ín agriculture and more

than Bo per cent of work in domestic siderines (AGNMB 29

April 1984). Another article pubrished in rgïz craimed that
in werr-off areas in shandong after the introduction of the
production responsibirity system the majority of men went
ar^¡ay to work in commerce or become workers in city factories.
The women stayed Ín the vilrages and undertook agricurture,
domestic sidelines and domestic work, and. worked in vilrage-
run factorÍes (ZGFNB 16 october 1,982). rn 19BB a survey of
4,7oo members of 1,11o families in three townships in Fugou

county, Henan, found that 70 per cent of the mare rabour
force was occupied in communícatíons, transport or handicraft
production, or had migrated el-sewhere to work, and r^romen

performed the burk of agricurtural- rabour (AGFNB May 2 l_98g,

quoted Ín Huang Xiyi L992, p.89).

rn her survey of two virrages in shandoDg, conducted in l_986

and l-987-8, Elren Judd arso found that as non-agricurturar
production expanded, agriculture became largely the
responsibirity of women, ot, more particurarly, married
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women. The processes through which this occurred differed
somewhat between the two villages, however. The first
village, Qianrulin, was unusual in that it had not been

decollectÍvÍsed. Judd says that even though agricurturaL
rabour accounted for only 14 per cent of totar recorded work-
days in Qianrulin,

people must be found and, as it is still a
collective economy, allocated to do this least
preferred form of work. Married women,
consistently referred to by male Leade,rs as
"housewives", are a disproportionate component of
this l-abour force. Essentially, this is the result
of decisions made by the vílIage leadership, which
lt¡ome,n modify as differentially able, with decisions
on early retirement and, in some cases - and with
advantages of education or kinship ties
alternative employment ín other sectors of the
village economy (Judd 199Oa, p.2B).

In the second vil-Iage studied by Judd, Zhangjiachedao, the
economy had been decorrectivised, at reast formally, arthough
there was stilr a strong virrage government. Rurar industry
was well developed, and there were plenty of opportunities
for non-agricurturar emproyment for both men and vromen in the
village. In the early 1980s agricultural work was done by

famiries that undertook to speciarise in that area. These

famirÍes, hor^rever, received less Íncome than those engaged in
non-agricurturar production, and so, in an attempt to reduce
inequaJ.ities between famiJ-ies, the village government

replaced this system by one in whÍch each family was

alrocated a smalr amount of rand and made responsibre for its
cultivation. villagers emproyed furl-time in rocar industry
commonly arso participated ín their family's agricurturar
work after trours. only ten men in the virrage were engaged
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primarily in agriculture, al-l of whom were elderly, had poor
hearth or work records, or combined agriculture with commerce

or craft work. In contrast, however, in a number of families
agrÍculture lÁtas undertaken largely by an ofder married r^¡oman,

for wtrom this was the primary form of employment. Judd

reports that
although women preferred to work in the weJ.l-paying
village enterprises where their domestic conditionspermitted, an alternative of combining primary
agricuJ-turaL and domestic (and, ât times,
childcare) responsíbilities as the contribution of
one mature \^¡oman vras a household-oriented strategy
which many adopted (Judd 1990a, pp.29-30).

As Judd concludes, then, in these two villages
women are distinctly more concentrated than men in
agricultural labour, for re,asons connected both
with local policy decisions and with household
configurations, although the results are not
uniform either between communitíes or within them
(Judd 199Oa, p.30).

My own fiel-dwork confirmed many of the patterns that have

been outlined in these examples. In Ling County, Shandong,

and in hlenjiang and Guan Counties in Sichuan, for example,

officials in the Agricultural Bureaux claimed that Ín a large
proportion of couples the husband works in a township
enterprise whilst the wife works primarily in agricuJ_ture.
The reverse division of labour is much rarer. rn lrrlenjiang

County officials talked explicitly of a feminisation and

ageing (laohua) of the agrícultural labour force. During the
busy se,asons ( one month j-n May-June and one month in
September-October) aII those in the villages hetp with
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agriculture,4 brrt otherwíse it is managed largely by women

and older me,n. Of a total rural labour force of 119,565,

l-9.1 per cent are employed in township enterprises. Of

threse, however, only 23 per cent are women (Figures checked

with Jiang Xuegui 1989 ).

Table 7.32 The Division of Labour Betsreen Agricultural and

Other Remunerated Work in Sixty FamíIies in Rura1 Beijing,
Shandong and Sichuan

Families engaged so1e1y in agricufture l-0

Families in which interviewee is engaged primarily ì-n

agriculture and her husband is engaged in non-agricultural

work

20

Families in whj-ch interviewee is engaged primarily in non-

agricultural work and her husband is engaged pri,marily in

agriculture

0

Fami]ies in which nei-ther t.he interviewee nor her husband

are engaged in agriculLure, but other family members are 2

Families in which no members are engaged in agriculture 6

Source: Interviews wÍth rural women, August-December 1989.

4 This does not include approximately 1,500 contract
and temporary $¡orkers employed outside the county. The
majority of these r^¡orkers are men in the construction
industry. They generally do not return home in the busy
season because they are too far away.
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Table 7.3 summarises information on the dÍvision of rabour
between agricurtural and non-agrÍcurtural emproyment in the
sixty families that I visited Ín 1989.5

In total, only ten of these families (L6.7 per cent) were

engaged soJ-eJ-y in agriculture. In eight famíIies (1_3.3 per
cent) neither the râroman interviewed, nor her husband, !{ere
engaged in agriculture. rn two of these families agrículture
was undertaken by other members of the family, and in six
families either workers were hired to do agricutture or the
1and had been given or subcontracted to a relative or a

neighbouring family. There $¡ere no famil-ies in which the
woman interviewed was engaged primarily in non-agriculturar
production, whíIst her husband worked prímarÍIy in
agriculture. In contrast, however, there were twenty
famíIies (33.3 per cent) ín which the woman's primary
remunerated work was in agriculture, whiJ-st her husband

worked prímarily in non-agricultural- employment.

By the late 198Os, a dominance of women in Chinese

agriculture was widely taken for granted by Chinese
commentators. Ellen Judd comments, for example, that

the current division of labour in agriculture maybe illustrated by the off-hand comment of a
Qianrulin village leader that he supposed that Ínthe ülest, too, r^¡omen did most of the agricultural
work (Judd 199Oa, p.25).

5 Further information on
families Ís given in Appendix 1

divisions of labour in these
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Similarly, a case study of womenrs contribution to rural
development claimed that rÁIomen are the most important labour
force in agriculturaL production in rural China, comparing

their contribution to agricurture to that of women in Africa
(Li Xiaoyun et aI. L992). The report made no mention of the
fact that whiJ-e Africa has been described as traditionally
Ithe region of female farming par exceTTencet (Boserup Ig7O,

p.16), in China before L949, üromenf s contribution to
agricultural production r^ras minimal, and in fact, according
to most analyses, continued to be significantly less than
men's until the Iate 197Os.

The feminisation of agriculture is a trend that has been

reported in many other countries as a corollary of
Índustriarisation. Ester Boserup, in her pathbreaking study
of wome,n's role in economic development, noted, for example,

that in the 1960s there were more women than men in Japan's
agrÍcultural labour force, and that in the United States a
decrease in the agricurturar rabour force was accompanied by

an increase in the proportíon of women in it (Boserup Lg7O,

p.81). SimíIarly, Barbara Jancar reported in l-978 that r^romen

predominated in farming in aLl the countries of Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union, and that the feminÍsation of
agricuJ-ture $¡as a central concern of Eastern European regimes
( Jancar L97B , p.2O) .

Nor j-s the feminisation of agriculture, in rurar china in the
1980s and L990s without precedent in China ítself. As was

noted in chapter 2, the development strategy adopted during
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the Great Leap Forward involved the recruitment of women into
agricurtural rabour to reprace men who were then emproyed in
rural industry and capítar construction projects. rn 1959

Tan Zhenri.n, a member of the ccp centrar committee, saíd that
This year the women of China played a great role inthe great leap, especially in agriculturalproduction. This situation will develop and womenwill- take up the duty of becoming the principal
force in agricul-tura1 production. In general
these industrial departments (of iron and steel)
use mostly maJ-e labour porÁ¡er and offer few types ofwork that hromen workers can do. Therefore, up to acertaÍn level of socialist construction most womenwiII have to take up agricuttural production (ZGFN
January.l-959, p.6, quoted in Thorborg L9TB,p.566).b

In later years, this pattern was repeated, and, in the late
196os, ôs Marina Thorborg has pointed out, it was promoted as

a natÍonar model in Daqing. There, the men and some young

women worked in the oilfields, while the majority of the
women were given the responsibirity of agricurture (Thorborg
L978, p.580).

Yet it remains true that the dominance of women in
agricurtural work across much of rural china is a very recent
phenomenon, and represents a radicar shift in work patterns.

6 In areas of South and Southeast China thefeminisation of agriculture has a longer hristory. Kathyülarker craims, for example, that in Nantong county in theYangzi delta, commercialisation and industrial-isation of therurar economy in the earry part of the twentieth centuryÍnvorved r^romen taking over famiry farming, whire men movedinto off-farm wage rabour (I,rtalker 1993, pp.370-976). yuen-
fong woon argues that in chikan Zhen, in the pearr RiverDe1ta, a feminisation of agricurture between the mid-nineteenth century and L949 r^ras connected to the migrationoverseas of thousands of peopre, most of them young men
( Itùoon, Yuen-fong 1991-, pp. I54-155 ) .
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Given this, the questions that must be asked are firstly,
what have been the processes contributing to the feminisatÍon
of agriculture Ín the l9BOs and 199Os, and how has such a

trend been legÍtimated and made to appear ordinary?
secondry, what are the consequences for gender rerations and

for woments Iives of such a trend?

The greater rate of absorption of rurar mare rabour into non-
agricurtural emproyment and the feminisation of agrÍcurture
must first of all be seen in the context of long-standÍng
peasant desires to reave both the land and the virrage on the
one hand, and restrictions on the mobility of rural_ men, and

especially women, oD the other. rn comparison with work in
industry, agricuLtural work is widety seen as arduous, tiring
and 'bÍtter' (ku), and rural/urban inequalities are such that
rurar residents suffer not just rower riving standards, but
lesser access to services, education and entertainment than
urbanites. In addition, and associated with these
inequarÍties, peasants have for centuríes been tooked down

upon by city dwellers; a stigma that has persisted despite
Maoist attempts at leverring distinctions between urban and

rura.l- dweLlers (Potter & Potter 199L, pp.29g-3OO).

rt is only in the last 1-5 years or so, however, that any more

than a tiny minority of peasants have been abre to improve
their status. untir the rate 197os opportunities for non-
agricultural employment in rural areas r¡rere relatively
scarce, and the household regístration system strictly
rimited labour movement, especÍaIry that from rural to urban
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areas. Under thÍs system, introduced in the mid 1950s

primarily as a way of keepíng rabour in agriculture and of
preventing excessive strain on urban resources/ arl Chinese
are regístered at birth as belonging either to a rrural

agricurturar househordf (nongge hukou) or an 'urban resident
householdr (chengsäí jumin ht¿kou). One of the defining
characteristícs of the latter is that it entittes the horder
to subsidised grain from the state. peasants, oD the other
hand, must produce their own grain, or buy it at a higher
prÍce on the market.

Househord registration is inherited from the mother and can
be changed onry in exceptionar círcumstances. Sometimes,

however, in suburban counties adjacent to a town or city,
expanding state enterprises wirl appropríate peasants' l-and

and in return provide employme,nt and/or award them a cash
payment, new housing and urban hrousehold registration.T
since 1984, irl an attempt to encourage rural non-agricurturaL
employment, the state has arso atrowed some peasants working
in rural enterprises and private businesses in sma1l towns to
settre there permanentry. These peasants are given 'serf-
supplier household' status (zí7í hukou), that is, they are
treated as urban residents, except that they are not entÍtred
to state-subsidised grain (Christiansen 1990, p.36). In
addÍtion, urban mare workers married to women with rurar
registration have, in some cases, been permitted to transfer

7 ThÍs was ttre case, lror example, irl family no.41,wenjiang. see Appendix 1. For a more detaired discussion ofthis practice, and of variations of it, see christiansen
l-99O, pp .32-33.
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their job and household registration to one of their
children, provÍding that they themselves have been

recÌassified as rural residents (potter & potter 1991

p.3o6 ) . I

otherwise, a tiny mínority of peasant men are abre to obtain
urban registratÍon as a resurt of entrance into university,
or by rising through the ranks of the Communist party. In
addition, in the Maoist period those who joined the army

were, after demobÍIisation, gíven preference when peasants

rârere recruíted for employment in industry ( potter & potter
1991, pp.3O6-31-1 ) .

These avenues for status improvement are Ìargely beyond the
reach of peasant women. However, marriage is one further
strategy that peasant $romen are abre to use to improve their
status. As û'IiLl-iam Lavery has discussed, peasant women and

their families frequently try to improve their living
standards and their status by marryÍng into a family of
higher standing than their own (Lavely l99i- , p.2BB).9

I The system of job inheritance in urban industry wasformally abol-ished j-n 1983, but may still be practised
iJ-legalJ-y ( Christiansen l-99O, p.31 ) .

9 It is much rarer for a man to marry a woman with ahigher status than hÍs own, in part because of a traditionarresistance to such marriages (Ji pÍng et al. 1986, p.293),
and in part because, under the patrírocal marriage system, a
woman's status and standard of riving are greatry infruencedby the status of the family she marries into, but a man'sstatus is little affected by that of his wife's family
( Lavely 1991,, p.288 ) .
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Not surprÍsingly, given their higher status and often higher
incomes, amongst the most sought-after husbands for peasant
women are those with urban househol-d registration.l0 A woman

marryÍng a man with urban household regj-stration wirr not,
however, have her own registratíon changed. she might rive
temporarily with her husband in an urban area, but this is
rerativery rare because she wourd have difficurty finding a

secure job and wourd not be entitred to the subsidíes given
to urban workers. rt is more common, therefore, for women in
such marriages to remain in the virlage of theÍr husband's
family, working in agriculture and/or in township
enterprises. This, then, herps to exprain one particular
manifestation of the 'feminisation' of agricurture most

apparent in suburban counties, that is the prevarence of
coupres in whích the man is an industrial or administrative
worker with urban registration, whire his wife is primarily
an agriculturar rabourer with rurar re,gistration ( for
examples, see Appendix 1 ).

outside suburban counties, however, famil-ies with sprit
househord registration are reratively rare, and the benefits
of urban registration, or even of association with some,one

with urban registration, are out of reach for the majority of
peasants. Apart from the introduction of the 'self-supprier
trousehord' category in 1984, economíc reforms introduced
since the late 197os have not greatry attered this picture.

10 These are generatly men who were originallyclassifi-ed as peasants but who then obtained iurat -
registration. rt is much rarer for a man born with urbanhousehold registration to marry a peasant.
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However, âs wil-r be discussed in more detail- in chapter 9,
they have resulted in a rarge expansion of opportunities,
indeed demand, for temporary empJ-oyment of rurar rabour in
urban industry and services, and for a range of non-
agricurturar forms of emproyment in virlages and townships.

At the same time, though, there are a number of pressures on

rurar famÍries to continue to undertake some farming, so that
even where the opportunity for alr members of a family to
give up farm work and undertake non-agricul-tural employment
is available, it ís not always taken up. Thus, it is usual
for rural families to continue, at the l-east, to cultivate
grain to meet the state's tax requirements and to groÌ^r

vegetabres and grai-n for their or^rn consumpti-on, rather than
buying it at higher prices on the market. As mentioned in
chapter 3, rand is arso an important source of security for
Chinese peasants, and while it is often less profitabte,
agriculture provides a more stable source of income than work
in township enterprises or private entrepreneurial
actívities. Many famities therefore continue to engage one

or more members in farmíng as a way of barancing the risks
involved in other forms of employment.

As Elren Judd suggests, the reasons for the concentration of
women, in particular married ráromen, in agriculture are
related both to locar policy decisions and to the strategies
of famÍries and indivídual women themserves. one reason why

it is women, rather than men, who continue to work the land
is that women's right to land (and other property) is
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tenuous, and is likely to be lost if the 1and is not used.
As discussed in chapter 4, under the prevailing patrirocal
marriage system when a v¡oman marries she loses the right to
land in her natar virrage and is in time allocated l-and in
her husband's village. As a relative outsider, however, her
rights in her husband's village are tenuous. If shre

dj-vorces, ot if her husband dies, a $roman's right to land ín
the virrage comes under question, and might be withdrar^rn,
particurarly if it is contested by a relative of her husband.

However, if she has been farming that land, she wíII have a

much stronger craim on it than if she has not. rn contrast,
a man who leaves the rand and even the vj-]lage for many years
will still retain the right to return to it.

The 'feminisation' of agriculture relates also to the
comparativery low cost of keeping v¡omen, especialry married
r^romen, in farm work, due to the lesser opportunities
available to them in industry. As wiJ.l be discussed in
Chapter 9, in the townshi-p enterprÍse sector, for example,
fewer women than men are employed, irr part because the
recruitment policies of some industries, especiarry heavy

industries, discriminate against them. Some township
enterprises also do not emproy v¡omen after they have married
or had a child. Furthe,rmore, r^romen have fewer chances for
promotion than men in township enterprises and their wages

tend to be rower. on the other hand, v¡omen are often able to
supplement their incomes from agriculture with e,arnings
generated thrrough non-agricurturar production in domestic
sidelines.
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Finally, the predominance of women in agriculture is related
to the strong identifÍcatj.on of women with an ' j-nside' sphere
of work in child care and other domestic work, and domestic
sidelines. This tie has meant that it is largely only
unmarried women whro leave home to work, for example i_n the
urban service sector, and the assumption is that they will
return to the village after a few years to get married, have

chírdren and take over domestic duties and agricurture. As

Margery l¡lol-f found in her survey conducted in 1980, their
responsibility for domestic work also leads many married
\^romen, especially those with chiLdren, to prefer farm work,
or a combinatj-on of farm work and part-time work in a rocar
factory, to fu1l-time work in a factory. As one r^roman in
Jiangsu explained,

the re,ason farm work is better for women is that
the hours are irregular. During harvest or
planting you might have to put in long hours, butyou can catch up with the household work in the
slack season. AIso women do most of the work on
sideline products. It would be hard to keep
factory hours and do the rest of the work after(lrlolf 1985 , p.LO7 ).

These ttre,n, are the chief reasons for the 'feminisation' of
agriculture, and the reasons why women themselves often
choose to work in agriculture rather than industry. chinese
officials and economists at times express concern that the
ffeminisation' of agriculture is causing a decline in
agricurtural productivity (Nongge Jingji t¡tentr october 1996,

pp.16-18). However, it is important to note that the trend
is at the same time being supported and bolstered by the
state, in particular through the l¡tromenrs Federation. In an
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article published in ZGFN in 1991, for example, the
rfeminisatÍon' of agriculture r^ras hailed as a rquiet

revolution' for vromen, and the benefits of being close to the
land were extolred (without those benefits being eraborated
or explained, however) (hlang Jinjin 1991). rn more concrete
terms, the ülomen's Federation's support for the
ffeminisation' of agricurture is manifested in the campaigns
it runs to improve rural womenrs technicar skilrs, these
being focused, by and large, oD developing skills in
agriculture and the courtyard economy (see Chapter 5).

In offj.cial explanations and legitimations of the
I feminisation' of agriculture, r^¡omen's responsibility for

as an important factor. Fordomestic work is commonly cited
exampre, irr the articre just mentioned it was craimed that

with thre growth of township and vitlageenterprises, large numbers of men "le,ft the landbut not the area" (7i tu bu 7i xíang) but womencould not leave the family, and hence they couldnot leave the l-and (!'Iang JinjÍn 1991, p.8).

rt is interesting to note that the identificatíon of women

with the family and domestic work functions here very
differently from the way in functions in other contexts.
Thus, where demand for agricultural employment cannot be

furry satisfied, r^¡omen's domestic responsibilitÍes are used

as a ÌegÍtimation for keeping women off the land. ülhere, on

the other hand, a maintenance of rabour j-n agricurture is of
more concern, women's domestic responsibilities are used as a
Iegitimation for keeping women on the land.
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other attempts to exprain and tegitimate the predominance of
$Jomen in agriculture invert arguments about male and female
physiology. As discussed above, before the avairabirity to
many peasants of work in industry, a restriction of womenrs

participation Ín agricurture was justÍfied by claims that
such work was too heavy for women. Now that possibirities
for more desirable, non-agrÍcultural work are opening up,
however, new claims are being made. The author of one

article published in 1986 said, for example, that when

industries were developed,
in determining who did what work within the family,not onJ.y levels of skills but also biologicalcharacteristics had to be taken into account, so it
was naturaL that women, the young and the oJ-dshould stay on the land and young, fit men shouldgo into industry (Hungin gu Jiating May tg96,p.13).

The view as to the tnaturarness' of v¡omen's dominance in
agricurture is not herd by arl officials and researchers. An

interesting article written by shi chengrin craimed that in
L987 rura.l- china had entered a second period of movement of
rabour out of agriculture into other forms of production (the
first perj-od was L979-L986 ) and proposed that in this second

thatperiod women should be the driving force. Shi claimed
agriculture in Chína stÍII requires heavy physicallabour. If the majority of mal-e 1abour leavesagriculture thÍs will be hard on women anddetrimental to agrÍculture. Whereas if themajority of $¡omen $¡ere to move, out of agriculture,
o1d members of the househotd could take over
domestic work or else the women could move intoindustry nearby and still do some domestic workafter their eight hours in industry (Shi ChengtinL987, pp.54-56 ).
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This is, however, the only example I have come across of a

challenge to the ratÍonaJ-e behind the feminisation of
agriculture. The question that remaj_ns then is, 'how is it
that the feminisation of agricuÌture, is generally taken for
granted; why are the inversÍons of accepted values and

perceptions that it involves not charrenged or questioned on

a wider scale?l

The key to ansr^¡ering this question is, I would suggest,
indicated in a survey report published in ]-987 in which the
author describes the dominance of women in agricurture in
rurar sichuan in terms of a nerÁr form of the traditíonar
gender divisÍon of labour exemplified in the phrases 'men
plough, women $¡eave' (nan geng, nu zhi) and 'men rule
outside, women rule inside' (nan zhu wai, nu zhu nei):
nowadays women's 'inside' work incl-udes not just domestic
work and domestic sidelines but also work in agriculture.
Menfs 'outside' work involves leavíng the land and goÍng to
work in industry or in other non-agricultural- activÍties such

as transport or construction (üIang Shuhui 1987b, pp.ZO-29).

In Chapter 6 I showed that although reform and modernisation
have reduced the burden of domestic work on individual r^romen,

the assumption that such work is womenrs responsÍbirity has

not been artered, and indeed, it has been strengthened by the
state in a number of ways. As has been made apparent in this
chapter, the subsequent reinforcement of a divisÍon of labour
between woments finsidet sphere and ments toutsÍdet sphere
has contrÍbuted to a concentration of women in agricurture
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the area of remunerated work with lowest status. other
chapters show that this division arso pJ-ays a major part j-n

the perpetuation of other aspects of women's subordination.

Ialang shuhuif s article cited above suggests, however, that
equally important in the maintenance or re-formation of
v¡omen's subordination has been a shÍft in the perception of
what constitutes 'insíder and 'outside' spheres of work.
Thus, under the commune system, as mentioned, the care of
domestic rivestock and maintenance of the private plot v¡ere

conside,red as belonging to the 'inside' sphere, of work, âs

domestic tasks or tasks closely associated with domestic
work, but other agriculturar tasks r^rere seen as 'outside'
work. In the post-Mao period, however, the downgrading of
agriculturar work and its corresponding feminisation has

occurred, and has been accepted as ordinôry, both by peasants

themserves and by officiats and re,searchers, because of a

conceptuaÌ shift of the whoLe of agriculture from the
routside' sphere to the 'inside' splrere of work, and a croser
association made between agriculture and domestic work.11

In preceding

agricultural
paragraphs I have outlined the Lower

work compared to other work, but what

status of
are the

11 It is probable that earlier instances of thefeminisation of agricurture in parts of rural china were
accompanied by simj-Iar shifts in perception. This is
suggested in Kathy hlalker's discussion of the feminisation ofagrÍcurture in Nantong county in the earry twentieth century
( see note 6 above ) . I¡tralker argues that v¡omen 'were notmerery reft behind as men moved into off-farm work but werederiberatery "defined back" to the home/farm where their
added rores i-n agriculture became, in effect, a nev¡ variantof older seclusion norms' (l¡latker 1993, p.374).
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materiar effects on womenrs lives of the feminisation of
agriculture?

Some reports suggest that a corollary of a decline in
agricurtural productivity is that women in agricurture are
overr¡¡orked. A letter from Shaanxi, pubrished in zhongguo
Fu¡ru in 1982, claimed, for exampre, that one production team

organísed its 70 male workers to work outsÍde the area,
reaving 50 women in charge of agricurtural production. The

women were all0cated too much land and their workload was

more than they could manage. The Iocal lrlomenr s Federation
was concerned that their heal-th would be damaged, but was

powerress to rectify the situation (ZGFN t{ay L982, p.30. see

also Hungin gu Jiatíng May 1986, p.13).

comments from some of my interviewees suggested that they
we,re abre to adjust their work in such a way that they were
not overburdened. For example, a woman in Ling County,
shandong (Appendix L, famiry no.10), who was responsibJ-e for
her famiryrs agricurtural production, said that she did not
grow grain because that entaÍled too much work for one woman

to manage. It may be, however, that in some villages or
production teams where production management is still
reratively centrarised, women are not abre to make such
decisÍons themselves. Even where famil_ies have more

autonomy, individuar women may be under considerabre pressure
from other famiry members to take on a heawy workroad in
agricurture and domestic work, so as to rerieve others
working fu1l-tíme in industry, for example, or simply to
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maximise famÍIy income. As mentÍoned in Chapter 5, reports
suggest that some r^romen in this situation manage by

transferrÍng a portíon of their domestic work onto their
daughters' shoulders, even if this means withdrawing them

from school at an early age.

hlith regard to income, the removal of the work-point system

of remuneration wirr have herped to equarise the earnings of
women and men working in agriculture. However, j_n familíes
in which the women work in agriculture and the men work Ín
non-agricultural employment, it is most like1y that the
rnromen's income wirl, once more,, bê considerabry less than the
men I s.

In some areas the income to be earned from agriculture is
simiJ-ar to, or even higher than, that earned in local
industry. This is the case, for example, in parts of South
China.12 In other areas where the average income earned in
agriculture is consíderably lower than industrial wages,

there are neve,rtheless a few women running specíalised
households in agriculture who are abJ-e to earn incomes

signj-fÍcantly higher than those of their husbands and most

other villagers (see Chapter B).

L2 See, for example, the quotation cÍted belowreferring to the situation in Chen Village. Helen Siureports also that revidence from Nanxi and Mintong rural
communes shows that agricultural income increased severalfoldafter the reforms and at times might have surpassed wages inthe factories. But young peasants are reaving the virlagesat an alarming rate' (Siu 1990, p.76).
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More usuarry, however, non-agricufturar employme,nt generates
higher incomes than agricurturar work (this being one reason
why it Ís sought after). one survey conducted in sichuan in
1986 found, for example, that the daily individual gross
income earned in crop production was 4.9 guan, and in animal_

husbandry $¡as 4.4 guan. In contrast, the proce,ssing of
agricultural by-products and engagement in commerce or
catering earned daj-J-y incomes of 8.4 guan and 8.6 guan

respectivery. rndustriar processing and transport earned a

daily income of 15 yuan (IVMRB 13 May L986, cÍted in Odgaard

1990, p.LO7).13 Thus, the feminisation of agriculture
involves a concentration of women Ín the rowest-paid areas of
work. This may have a negative impact on womenfs power and

involvement in decision making within families (Tang Hua

1989, pp.16-22), especiaJ.ly as in many families a large
proportion of agricultural produce is c,onsumed, hence the
income earned is not as easiry reckoned as the cash income

earned from employment in industry, for example.

on the other hand, âs r have discussed, one reason why women

themselves c,troose to work in agriculture Ís that it gives
them a degree of flexibitity in combining their various
responsibirities. rn addition, numerous media stories show

r¡¡omen taking over fulr contror of agricurturar production,
and in the process gaining a good dear more contror over
their rabour and the products of their rabour than they would

13 See a1so, Note 9, Chapter 3.
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have had under the commune system, or than they would have

working in Local industry ( ütang Jinj in l-991, pp. B-11 ) .

As r wilr discuss in chapter 8, krorarever, my own fierdwork
shows that even ín famiries where a v¡oman runs a speciarised
househord, whether it be in agricul-turar or non-agricurtural
production, it is often the case that her husband is in
charge of business matters, arranging bank loans, seeking
customers, making decisions on Ínvestments, and keeping
accounts.

It may be that a v¡oman is more likely to assume greater
responsibirity and contror over resources in families in
which the man or men work away from home for most of the
year. Some reports suggest, also, that women take on a

greater role in formal poJ-itics in places where a large
proportion of men have l-eft to take up work elsewhere (ZGNMB

29 April 1984).

Reports from other deveropÍng countries suggest, hovrever,

that mare out-migratj-on does not arways reave lvomen with
greater power or control over resources. A UNESCO study
coveríng Bangladesh, IndÍa, the Republic of Korea, the
Phirippines and Thairand, found, in fact, that j-n families in
which the men migrated temporarity to the city, reaving women

in the village, patterns of famity authority changed very
lÍttre. Finar decisions on major issues continued to be made

by the husband on visits home, ot through l-etters, and r^romen
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deferred to other senior male members of the fami-ry.
generally, the study found that
contrary to common belj_ef, migration and exposureto modernity have served to cement the bonds ofkinship and to reinforce tradition. It is throughthe network of kinship that people move into thecity; it is in the kinship and village circle thatthey move; and back home the degree of dependence
on kinsmen increases with the departure of the mareto the town (Women ín the VilLages... L984, pp.2gg-
3OO).

Further Trends

So far I have discussed a withdrawal of women from
agriculture and a 'feminisation' of agriculture as

contrasting trends occurring in response to different stages
or different types of development following the introduction
of rural reforms. These r^Jere the most important trends
relating to gender divisions of rabour between agriculture
and non-agricultural- employment in the 19Bos and early J-990s.

However, by no means all families conformed to these
patterns. Furthermore, these patterns will_ not necessariry
remain dominant in the future. They may remain important in
some areas but not in others. rndeed, it shoutd be noted
that in some parts of south china, the 'feminisation' of
agriculture has already been superseded by further
developments.

According to philip Huang, for example, while in most
villages in the Pearl River Delta in the mid-l98Os
agriculture was done targely by women, irr some, it had been
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siderined even further, and was being undertaken on onry a

very smarr scare, using spare-time labour. rn shenxiangrang
vilrage in Fengqiao commune, on the outskirts of suzhou city,
for example, villagers Ì^re,re classified as part of the
rpopuration working in industry who farm onry consumption
graÍn land' (zhí zhong kouriangdí de utugong renkou). rn L9B5

armost arr the vilragers, both male and female, had off-farm
jobs. They continued to curtivate smalr plots of rand onry
to cover their grain consumption needs and to mee,t state tax
requirements. During the busiest agriculturar periods they
took off from industriar work a few days for farm work, but
otherwise this was done onJ.y Ín theÍr spare time (Huang,

PhíIip 1990 , p.2L3).L4

Anita chan and her co-rese,archers report yet another set of
trends in south china. They note that by the mid-l98os most
of the farming in chen Vi]-lage and neighbouring vilrages was

being done by immigrant labour. usuarry this was on a share-
cropping basis. Famiries riving in their emproyers' storage
sheds would undertake to pay the state grain levy and to
provide their hosts with rice for home consumption in re,turn
for the right to cultívate land and reap the profit. In
addition, some people in chen virtage rented their rand to
Hong Kong capitarists who deveroped rarge agro-businesses

L4 I noted a similar pattern in some of the families Iinterviewed in l-989 - see Appendix 1.
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vegetables for the Hong Kong market, using immigrants
labourer=.15

Few local people in Chen Village worked in the fields
themselves. As the authors report,

during the 198Os a prejudice had rapidJ-y developedÍn Chen Village against agricultural labour, eventhough farming one's own land could net about the
same amount of pay as factory work. But farmwork
had come to be seen as "backward" and physically
onerous, unlike the "modern" and thus more high-status factory Labour (Chan et aI. 1992, p.297).

rn the 1980s a large proportion of young men in the vilrage
did no work at aJ-I, preferring instead to depend on their
relatives in Hong Kong. Young locar women rrrere generalry
more wirring to work than their husbands and brothers, but
they too shunned agrj-curtural- rabour, preferring to work in
the factories of shenzhen or in locar township enterprises
(Chan et aI. L992, pp-267-308).

Conclusion

r have argued in this chapter that dÍstinctions between
finside' and foutsÍde', 'lightf and 'heavy' and 'unskirled'
and rskirred'work have played a major rore in organising and

regitimating divisions of labour within agrÍculture, and

between agrÍcurture and other forms of remunerated work, that

15 For further discussion of
labour in agriculture in the pearl
XÍaoyong L986, pp.16-18.

the use of immigrant
River delta region see Tao
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have marginalised or disadvantaged uromen in a number of ways.
I have demonstrated, horatever, that whil_e claims as to the
naturalness of such dÍstinctions have been used to J.egitimate
particurar gender divisions of labour, the meanings of these
distinctions have in fact been shaped as much by local
negotÍations and economÍc and social change as by rnaturer,

and that they have changed markedly from one context to
another.

Under the work-point system of remuneration, for exampfe,

vJomen were concentrated in rlight' work, whích was

remunerated at a lower rate than I treavy' work. VJhere

mactrinery r^ras introduced and made work less physically
demanding, however, it r¡ras monopolised by men and was

remunerated at a higher rate than women's treavie.r, but
runskillêd', manual work. Forlowing the introduction of the
production responsibirity system, ir) areas where there was a
shortage of emproyment opportunities women v¡ere withdrawn
from agriculture to concentrate on domestic work. This
occurred both through a reasse,rtion that women cannot do

agricultural work as weII as men because it ís too 'heavy'
and they lack the necessary technical skilrs, and through the
strengttrening of the association between women and the
'insíde' sphere of work. rn contrast to this trend, howeve,r,

where industrial employment has become available as an

alternative to agricurturar work, men have taken up such work
in disproportionate numbers whire women, especialry married
v¡omen, have been rerativery concentrated in agriculture.
This has occurred through a submergence of the idea that
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agricurtural- work is too heavy and techníca]Iy skil_ted for
vromen, and a re,-characterisation of agriculture as rinsidet
work undertaken alongside domestic tasks, âs opposed to
Índustrial work routsider .

rn the l-980s and earry 1990s, in more deveroped regions of
rurar china, the most important trend rerating to gender
divisions of labour between agriculture and other remunerated
work has been the rfeminisation' of agricutture. rt is no

coincidence that this shift in work patterns has coincided
with a re-conceptualisation of agricurture as rinside work',
associated with domestic work, which as v¡e have seen in
chapter 6 is held in low regard relative to other types of
work, and that both these changes have followed the
downgrading of the status of agricurtural work as a resuLt of
the expansion of other employment opportunities. yet the
feminisatÍon of agricurture cannot be understood sorery in
terms of conspiracy or dÍscrimination against women, whether
it be by the state or at any other level of society. As r
have shown in this chapter, this trend is primaríry a resurt
both of socíal structures and attitudes whÍch constrain women

in particurar ways, and of decisions that women themselves
make to concentrate in agricurture because, for atr íts
drawbacks, it offers them advantages not possibre in
routside' industrial- employment.
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CHAPTER 8: ENTREPRENEURS oN THE FARM

Introduction

rn chapter 7 r dÍscussed the feminisation of agricurture,
that is, a trend in which women are increasíngty taking
charge of agriculture, whiLe more and more men move into off-
farm non-agriculturar work. chapters B and 9 add a furttrer
degree of comprexity to this picture, discussing trends which
are occurring within or alongside this one.

This chapter focuses first of arr on the re,cent development
of domestic sidelines and the courtyard economy; areas of
work dominated by women. secondry, it looks at the emergence

of speciarised households (zhuangehu) and private enterprises
(getihu and siging qige) run by women as an extension of, or
speciarisation in, activities in the courtyard economy. The

chapter analyses the development of women's work in the
courtyard economy in terms of the motives of both the state
and women ttremselves, and undertakes a critical examination
of the l¡lomenrs Federation's emphasis on the courtyard economy

as a key erement in a strategy for improving the economic and

social position of rural women.

rt wirl become crear that what distinguishes the areas of
work considered in this chapter is not so much their content,
as their organisatÍon and their perceived rocation, both
physically and in the economy. Thus, while domestic
sidelines and the courtyard economy incrude work defined as
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domestic work and as agricurture, they are also regarded as a

separate set of activities by chinese peasants, offÍcials and

researchers, defined in terms of their location in an 'inside
spherer, their income-earning potential, but also their
lesser importance in comparison to the main income generating
activities of the family.

si-mirarry, whilst (non-agricurturar ) specialised househords
and rural private enterprj-ses are a subset of rural township
enterprises, they are arso considered separatery, as smarr-
scale, family-based ventures, many of which are direct
extensions of the courtyard economy. rn this chapter they
are discussed in terms of their significance as ventures
developed and managed by rural women on the farm, and from
within the 'inside' sphere. rn chapter 9 they are inctuded
in a discussion of sources of off-farm non-agricultural
employment, from the viewpoint of women employees.

Domestic Sidelines and the Courtyard Economy

rn the simprest terms, the expression 'domestic sidelines'
(jiating fuge) refers to those areas of production engaged in
by peasant famiries as a supp]-ement to their main productive
activity, either for consumption or for cash profit. In
Chína this has included four main types of production: (1)
the cultivation of crops, fruit trees and vegetabres on rand
around a peasantrs hrouse, on private plots, in between the
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chief crops or on land not suitabre for the chief crops, (2)
the rearing of domestic rivestock and poultry on rand as

above or in courtyards (3) the gatherÍng of medicinat herbs
and berries, hunting and fishing, and (4) the home production
of handicrafts, incruding weaving, sewing and embroidery, the
home processing of foodstuffs and the home production and

repair of farm tools and other implements. Obviously,
however, the types and extent of domestic siderines engaged

in by families vary according to their different materÍal and

labour resources. Furthermore, the relation of this type of
production to others has varied over time with changes to the
overarl relations of production. The most marked changes
have been brought about by the shifts from a famiry economy

to a colrective economy in the 1950s and back to a new form
of family economy in the 1980s.

As outlined in chapter 2, forlowing the cotrectivisation of
agriculture and rural industry in the 195os, peasantsr chief
occupation became their work in corlective production, whirst
the term rdomestic sidelines' referred to production
undertaken by members of a famity not emptoyed in corrective
production or by others outside their col-l-ective work hours.
These sidelines were undertaken using smal_I farm tools,
scattered fruit trees and domestic livestock which peasants
stilr owned themserves, in the home or courtyard or on the
private plot. The most important domestic siderines in the
Maoist perÍod were the curtivation of vegetables and fruit
trees, and the rearing of domestÍc rivestock, e,speciarry pigs
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and chickens.l The private production of handicrafts
declÍned somewhat in this period, rerative to pre-revorution
years, iri part due to the nationarisation of textíles in the
l-95os and in part due to the centralisatíon of commerce and

restrictÍons on rural markets.

In terms of gender divisions of labour, the l¡tromen's

Federation no\^r claims that domestic sidetines have always
been women's work. This is not entirely true - for example,
hunti-ng and fishing have commonly been done by men, and in
the Maoist period men, chirdren and the old arl- contributed,
at least to some extent, to work on the private plot (Huang,

Philip 1990, p.2O3 ). Howe,ver, handicrafts, sewing and the
day-to-day care of domestj-c livestock have been undertaken
maÍnIy by women, especially older ü¡omen. As discussed in
Chapter 6, these activities are intertwined with domestic
tasks. It is common, for example, for a woman to feed the
chickens in the yard whilst the rice is cooking.

As a consequence, of the association with domestic work, and

the fact that they are considered 'womenfs work', domestic
sidelines have, until recently, suffered a kind of
invisibility. Despite their importance for the food intake
of the family and also for the cash income they bring irt,
domestic sidelines have tended to be omitted in peasants'
accounts of their productive activitÍes, and r^romen's work in
this area has often not been recognised, by themselves or

1 These
by collective

activities were also undertaken to some extent
units.
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others, as a contribution to the famiry economy. Erisabeth
crolr gives an exampre of an elderry woman who described
herserf as 'too ord to work in the f iel-ds' and as 'onry abl_e

to do her bÍt by cooking the meals, taking care of the
grandsons and raising two pigs and some chickens' . l¡lhat she
did not say vras that the sare of the pigs, chickens and eggs
amounted to just under half of the total annual cash income
of the family (Croll 1983, p.36). I also found, even Ín
l-989, that smarr numbers of domestic rivestock were commonry

not included Ín peasant accounts of famiry source,s of income.

I¡lhire work in domestic sidel-ines has had a low status or a

kind of invisÍbility because of the associations with the
finsÍde' sphere and with 'unproductive' domestic work, as
mentioned in chapter 2, it was arso regarded with suspÍcion
by the CCP under Mao Zedong, ironically, because it was in
fact productive and was part of a private market economy

which could potentially detract from or threaten the commune

economy.

Consequently, while domestic sidelines were generally
recognised by the state as an ímportant source of
supplementary foodstuffs and cash income, êt tÍmes, most

notabry during the Great Leap Forward and the years forrowing
the curturar RevolutÍon, they were suppressed. under the
Gang of Four, some areas confiscated private prots, rurar
markets \,ìrere closed and in some cases women engaging in
domestic síderines were severely criticised. Domestic
siderÍnes and rural fairs were variousry described as 'hot
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beds breeding capitalismr, 'the soil that
capital-ism' and rcapitalist tails' (Cro1t

gene.rates

L9B2}o, p.237).

As discussed Ín Chapter 4, the right of commune members to
engage in domestic sidelines r^ras reaffirmed at the Third
Plenum in 1978. Peasants were informed that according to
Party policy, they r¡rere

allowed to keep a small- number of pigs, sheep,
rabbits, chickens, ducks, geese and other domestic
animalsi they may also keep sot^rsi they may engage
in smalL-scale sideline production such as weaving
and knÍtting, embroidery, collecting wild crops,
fishing, hunting, bee-keeping and so on whÍch are
not suitabl-e for collective or unified undertaking;
and they may plant and own bamboos, trees and fruit
trees in f ront of and behind their house,s. As to
what crops to plant on private pJ-ots, the commune
members have the right to make their own
arrangements according to their own needs (,ShrB 27
April L97B).

Forlowing this, domestic sidel-ines were further promoted as a

means of diversifying the rural economy, and their
development was enhanced by the devolution of economic

management to individual families, price adjustments, and the
development of free markets.

Domestic sidelines have thus taken on a new role in the rural
of them have changed. As Phitipeconomy, and perceptions

Huang has written,
It is interesting to note how the term "sidelines"is taking on ne$¡ connotations. Rural cadres today
boast about the climbing share of sidelÍnes andindustry in total rural output. For them a
"side,Iine" is no longer a low return activity thatis secondary to agriculture, but a pursuit that,Iike industry ranks above crop planting (Huang,
Philip 1990, p.2LB).
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since about L984, the term 'domestic sidelinesr itserf has

increasÍng1y been dispJ-aced in the media by the term 'the
courtyard economy' (xíao guan jingji or tingguan jingji).
The two te,rms do not refer to exactry the same activities,
however. The ratter term is used in reference to vegetable
and fruit growing, animar husbandry, handicraft production
and services (incrudÍng commerce and smalr-scare tourísm)
undertaken in the home or courtyard, but does not usuarly
include hunting, fishing or gathering (Zhang Ruihua 1987,
p.65). The significance of the change of name is two-fo1d.
Firstly, the new term stresses the physical location of
certain activitÍes in the home or courtyard. Secondly, it
removes the sense that such activities are ress important
than colrectively organised activities. By givíng them the
titre 'economy', the state has accorded these actÍvities with
a greater value than was pe,rhaps possible using the older
term 'domestic sideJ-ines', given the connotations of the
Iatter, ôs outlined above.

Enthusiasm for domestic siderines and the courtyard economy
j-s part of a general enthusiasm for commercÍarisation and

industrialisation in the rural economy. rn this respect, the
courtyard economy is seen as beronging to the same category
as more specialised, rarger-scare and more capitalised forms
of rural industry. Part of the importance of ttre courtyard
economy for the state is that it is seen as being
transitionar to, and acting as a springboard for, developing
these other more capitalised forms of production. And

indeed, ês wirl be discussed in the second section of this
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chapter, it is the case, for example, that many specialised
househords started off engaging in agricurture and sídel_ines
and then, finding the siderines to be more profitable, made

these their main form of production.

However, the courtyard economy is important to the state not
only as a transitional stage on the way toward more

capitalised development. It is also valued, in its own

right, âs a set of subsÍdiary occupations existing in between
primary agriculture and industry, that requires little
capital investment and can make use of 'surplus' or
'auxiliaryr labour, time and resources, to produce goods at
very low cost.

Two examples may help to ilrustrate the rore which the state
sees domestic sidelines and the courtyard economy as playing.
rn an articre published in 1986 the head of the Rurar poricy
Research OffÍce of the Central Committee Secretariat stressed
the importance of smarr-scare, famiry based animal husbandry,

crop planting, handicrafts, sewing and services as sources of
emproyment for surprus rabour. He stressed, in particurar,
the importance of such work for the numerous women who are

'clever and dextrous', yet underemployed (ZGFNB 1-8 August
1986 ) .

Another article published
County, Shandong, l-OO, OOO

economy. It said that

in 19BB claimed that in pingyuan

women participated Ín the courtyard
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in rural commodÍty production the county government
found that because of women's physiological,
psychological and biological characteristics, their
abilities were not being given full_ play. In order
that this group might also contribute to commodity
production, the county government catled on Ì^¡omen
to develop the courtyard economy, this being
particularly suited to theír special
ctraracteristics (NMRB 1-7 May 19BB).

The article does not explaÍn the features of the courtyard
to (women's)economy that make it rparticularly suited

special characteristicsf. The usuar meaning attributed to
this phrase, however, is that the work is rlight' or not as

work, and/or that it is related
as mothers and domestic workers.

physically demanding as

in some way to women's

other
roIe,s

That it is recommended as an are,a of work particurarly suited
to women is, I would argue, an integral aspect of the state's
encouragement of the courtyard economy. This is partly
related to the fact that, ês discussed in the previous
chapter, the problem of surplus agricultural labour is
chiefly a problem of femaTe surplus labour. Thus, the
courtyard economy has been encouraged by the state, in part,
as a way of relieving unemployment and discontent amongst

women who have lost their jobs in agriculture.2

More recently, and Ín particuLar Ín more developed areas,
where a large shift of labour into non-agricuLtural

2 This is not to sây, howeve,r, that the development ofthe courtyard economy tras been solely an initÍative of thestate or of local-leve1 leadership. Indeed, reports suggestthat in some praces ín the rate 1970s and earry L98os (when
qualms were still held about the expansion of the privatesector), officÍar support for the courtyard economy came onlyafter considerable pressure r¡ras exerted by women who had noalternatÍve form of employment (ZGFN March L979, p.5).
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occupations has occurred, the courtyard economy has served to
boost thre íncomes of r^¡omen 'ref t behindr in agricurture and

domestic work. This has, in turn, both helped to keep

agricurtural productíon going and to rel-ieve pressure on the
state and collective sector to provide non-agricutturar
employment.

From the state's point of view there are further advantages
of the courtyard economy which rerate to its particular
relatÍonship to other parts of the economy, to its
rsubsidiary' nature, and its l-ocation, both physÍcally and

conceptually in an 'insidef sphere,.

In some cases the 'subsidiary' aspect of the courtyard
economy means that r^romen are relatively more keen to
undertake the production of speci-alist commodj-tÍes that other
business peopre and enterprises avoÍd because of the high
risks involved. Production in the courtyard, economy can
prove very
one line of

lucrative in the short term, but in general, no

production in this sector is highly profitable
for very long. As Philip Huang explains,

$Ihen there is a demand for some unfamil-iar product,
only a few pioneers turn to it, demand exceedssupply, and prices are high, enough to make theactivity more worthwhile than farmÍng. Therelatívely high returns, however, quickly attract
more producers, and sooner or later prices arepressed downward. trlhen prices drop below whatpeasants wiII tolerate for spare time work, theysimply stop producing the item until thre marketrecovers. To judge by the examples of crocheting,rabbit raising and earthworm gathering, despite therather vio1ent swings that seem to characterise thespecialty market, the farm household production
unit is able to adapt readily to the changes. The
shocks are cushioned by the fact that the
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production is only a side,line, so that the
household can move out of the activity without
devastating consequences to its fundamental
lívelihood. At the same time, its l-ow-cost and
spare-time nature enables the household to move
back into production rapidly once the market shifts(Huang, Philip 1990, pp.2fZ-2LB).

Another advantage of the courtyard economy is that it makes

fuII use of the family's exÍsting material resources,
incruding building space, water and electricity (where it is
avaj-Iab1e), sewing machines and other tools. In addition,
the existence of women working in the courtyard. economy,

whirst simurtaneously minding children and doing domestic
work, obviates the need for larger-scal_e collective
enterprises to provide chil-d care facirities, and reduces the
domestíc workroad of workers in those targer enterprises.
The fact that most famil-ies retain at Least one woman on the
l-and, combining crop growing with work in the courtyard
economy, arso means that famiries produce most of the,ir own

food, and consequently, factory employers do not have to pay

their peasant workers wages sufficient to cover the total
cost of reproducing their labour (potter & potter L99I,
p.331 ) .

Finally, by subcontracting tasks to women working at home,

both locar and internationar capitarists have taken direct
advantage of the old link between unproductive domestic work
and domestic siderines, and the berief that what v¡omen earn
in the courtyard economy is mere,ry a secondary addÍtion to
the primary income of the family, to keep down workers'
incomes, and hence to maximíse profit
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(Nee & Su Sijin 1990, p.9). Indeed, anecdotal evidence
suggests that a rarge proportion of womenrs work in home-

based sewing, weaving and handicraft production is tied in
wÍth the rest of the economy in this r^¡ay. rn Ling county,
shandong, for example, one rarge carpet factory in the county
town subcontracts work to factories at the township rever.
These, in turn, subcontract much of the weaving to women who

work as individuals in their own homes or in smal-l vilrage
workshops. one township enterprise r visited employed lso
v¡omen (incrudÍng apprentices) in the factory, and another 3SO

workÍng at home or in víI1age workshops, on looms owned

either privately or by the vilrage (rnterviews conducted in
Ling County, September 1989 ). In Xindu County, Sichuan,
lo,ooo !{omen undertake embroidery and another 10,ooo women do

basketwork, arr in their own homes. The finished products
are colrected by the county Foreign Trade company for export
(rnterview with members of xindu county ülomen's Federation,
October 1989).

I¡lriters such as Mari-a Mies have shown that in rndia and other
developing countries women's work in househotd-based
handicraft production has been encouraged as a way of tying
them j-nto an international- market economy that thrives on

their exploitation. Mies' study of the lace makers of
Narsapur is a good example of this. In Narsapur, Andhra
Pradesh, rndia, poor rurar christian and Hindu r^romen produce
Iace doilies at home. These are then sold through an

extensive network of mare agents, traders and exporters.
Lace production contributes about 9o per cent of the state's
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handicraft export earnings and has become very profitabre for
the mare traders. But the women who make the lace earn
apparlj-ngry row wages, and in spite of a 6-8 hour day at lace
work, oD top of 7 hours of other productive work and domestic
work, they are not considered fworkers' but rather
fhousewives'. The women originarry took up lace making as a

spare-time activity in order to supprement their husbands'
insufficient incomes. As Mies says,

As they are defined as housewives, this production
does not upset the patriarchal- reproduction
relations within the family and it prevents the
r^romen at the same time from demanding a just wage.

Thus,

Although the lace industry has seen several- phases
and changes, thÍs basic structure of exptoitingfemale labour, defíned as non-labour, namely
housework, in a process of capital accumulation,
has not changed (Mies L982, p.L72).

Mies goes on to argue that
This }:ousewrfísat¿on, based on older forms ofsexual segregation... is the necessary precondition
for the extraction of super profits from the J-ace
workers. The domestÍcatÍon of women and thepropagation of the ideology that vromen are
basicaTTg housewives is not merely a means to keep
their wages below the subsistence l-evel but also tokeep hromen totally atomised and disorganised asworkers. From the point of view of capital
accumulation, this mode of production seems to beoptimal insofar as it reduces the economic andpol-itical costs of production to a mj_nimum andallows for unrestricted maximisation of profits(Mies 1982, p.L76).

Às far as r know, the degree of exproitation of the race
makers of Narsapur is worse than anything yet occurring in
china. Yet, the structures through which such exproitation
occurs in rurar rndia are arso in pJ-ace in rural china, and
it is possibre that in the future women working in the
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chinese courtyard economy wirr be exploited in the same r^Iay

and to the same extent as in rndia. on the other hand, if
rurar deveropment in china continues to expand the range of
emproyment opportunities availabre to rurar women, this wirl_
increase, their power to demand higher incomes Ín the
courtyard economy as werr as in other sectors. Another
important factor in determining the degree of exploitation of
women in the courtyard economy will be the extent to whj_ch

the women are able to work together to defend their
interests, and the extent to which their interests are
supported by the state and loca1 government. rn this regard,
as r wirl argue shortry, the role of the women's Federation
and of successfuJ- women entrepreneurs wiII be of great
importance.

rn this chapter so fa'r, r have suggested that the motives of
the state in promoting v¡omen's work in the courtyard economy

have littre to do with improving the position of wome,n and a
rot more to do with making furl use of a fl-exibre and cheap
source of labour. Yet, âS with the 'feminisation' of
agricurture, the concentration of women in the courtyard
economy cannot be understood solely as the top-down
manipulatÍon or exploitatíon of passive women. I¡,le must arso
take into consideration the fact that famiries and women,

themserves, see important benefits to working in this sector.

rn the majority of rural famiries, one or more women are
engaged in the courtyard economy, at reast to the extent of
raÍsing one or two pigs and a few chickens to provide
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fertiliser, eggs for home consumption and a supplementary
cash income. As r have suggested, vromen sometimes seek more

substantiar work in the courtyard economy as a resul-t of
underemproyment or une,mployment in agricurture and the rack
of alternative forms of work. In other cases, r^romen,

especially older women, choose to work in the courtyard
economy as a way of supplementing their income from
agricurture. The limitations on opportunÍties for female
employment Ín industry are often a factor in their decision
to work in these sectors (see Chapter 9).

sometimes, however, women choose to work in the courtyard
economy in preference to employment in industry. sulamith
and Jack Potter c1aim, for example, that ín Zengbu in the
early l9BOs young rural women were eager to work in the
factories being established as joint ventures with Hong Kong

capitalists. However, where well-paying work in the
courtyard economy v¡as available it was preferred to work in a

factory. In Pondside, fcr example, the young women chose to
work at home making bamboo sticks used in the production of
fireworks, rather than work in rocal- factories. undertakíng
such work, they were abre to earn more money than they could
in the joint-run factories. They also said that 'we like the
freedom of working at home at our own speed; if we work for
ourselves r^Je don I t have to add shifts or work aII nightr
(Potter & Potter l-991 , p.32L).
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The benefÍts of the courtyard economy most commonly cíted by
rural women are Íts income earning potential, the flexibility
of the work, and the autonomy it affords them.

The range of incomes that can be earned from the courtyard
economy is enormous - from very Iíttre to more than harf the
family íncome in the case of speciarised households. For
most râromen, the income earned from work in the courtyard
economy is a wercome supplement to the main famiry income,

but is wel-l- bel-ow the average rurar income. Thus, iû 1983 a

national- survey of rural househord income and expenditure
covering 227oo rurar househords found that average per capita
net j-ncome from domestÍc siderines reached Lo2.B guan (ZGNILB

22 May 1983). This was about one-third of the average per
capita net income in ruraL areas at that time. Other,
smarler-scal-e surveys confirm that the average per capita net
income earned in domestic sidelines or the courtyard economy

amounts to roughly one-third of the average (Shanxisheng

Huairenxian L984, pp.24; l.RB B March 1985; NMRB LZ JuIy
1986).3 As Delia Davin points out, rmuch sÍdeline production
is monotonous, isolated, undercapitalized and, even by
chinese standards, poorry remunerated. only exceptionarry
are large amounts of money made' (Davin l_988, p.14O).

3 The lack of any clear definition of the category
'domestÍc sidelines' or 'courtyard economy', and theconsiderable overrap between activities unde,rtaken in thissector and in other sectors means, however, that anystatistics on the subject shourd be taken onry as a roughguide.
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A minority of rivomen working in the courtyard economy have,
however, earned very high incomes, usually by engaging in a

new and nover l-ine of production, and/or by speciarising in
one rÍne of production and deveroping it into a speciarised
househord or private enterprise. The successes of such r¡¡omen

have been given a good dear of pubrícity. rn the March LgTg

edition of ZGFN, for example, an editorial extolling the
merits of domestic síderines was accompanÍed by an artÍcre
about an erderly woman whose income from serling fur from
rabbits that she had raised at home amounted to 530 guan in
L978, which r^¡as enough to buy four months worth of grain for
her ereven famiry me,mbers when the harvest faired, to buy the
famiryrs condiments, and to pay for the children's education
expenses that year (Huang Shuqing 1979, pp.B-g).

rt is, in part, examples such as these that attract women to
the courtyard economy. Discussions with peasant women, and

reports in the media, suggest, however, that two other
equally important factors drawing women to work in the
courtyard economy are firstly, the work's frexibirity - the
fact that it can be done at any time and can easily be fitted
Ín with $romen's domestic work - and secondry, the autonomy

and control over theÍr own time and labour that vromen have in
this sector. This is contrasted favourabry with employment
in the fields under the commune system, when women's rabour
r^¡as managed by production team cadres, and (as the quotation
about Pondsj-de above indicates) with employment today in
township enterprises, where few women attain management
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positions and female employees have littl-e freedom or control
over the production process.

These posítive statements shourd not, however, brind us to
the ways in which women's power and autonomy in the famiry
are constrained, and may indeed have become more so as a

result of a return to family farmj_ng. By shifting the
management of labour allocation and income distribution from
the production team back to the famiry, the introduction of
the production responsibÍlity system has once more

strengthened the authorÍty of the mare head of the famiry -
an authority that continues to be underpinned by women's

rerative insecurity in the family due to the patrílocal_
marriage system.

In addition, in some cases women's work in the courtyard
economy has itself further reinforced men's authority. This
is partly because of the strong associations between domestic
sidelines and domestic work, which tends to render the former
invisibre. Thus, where, êS in the past, women's work in the
courtyard economy consists of raising a smalr number of
domestic rivestock, the strong associations between such work
and domestic work, combined with the rerativety row cash
income from such work, Rôy render its contributj-on to the
famiry economy invisibre, consequentry maintaÍning the rower
status of the women who do such work. Hor^rever, with the
newer and more lucrative siderines, high income and publíc
prestige is rikely to translate into greater authority for
women in the family.
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PointÍng to a more concrete probrem of the 'insÍder nature of
the courtyard economy, Delia Davin has suggested that under
the commune system the majority of women worked in the fierds
with women and men from other famiries, but und.er the new

system women working in the courtyard economy have fewer
opportuni-ties to communicate with people outside theÍr
famiry, and hence are more vurnerable to the dictates of
parents, husbands and in-laws (Davin 1988, p.138).

This is indeed true of women whose work j-n the courtyard
economy is sorery for family consumption. An important part
of the reform programme has been, however, to encourage, once
more, the commercialj-sation of production in the courtyard
economy. As a result, the situation regarding wome,nrs

interactíon with peopre outside the family has become more
complicated. some r¡¡omen now take their produce to market and
interact with numerous peopte there.4 rn addition, in some

cases women's work in the courtyard economy involves them

negotiating roans and arranging business dears, âs werl as

marketing. on the other hand, ês mentioned, much of the work
that women undertake in activities such as we,aving and

handicraft production is subcontracted, and in these cases
women are not invorved in the business side of the work, and
have Ìittle interacti-on with people outsi-de the family.

4 one study notes that in rurar markets in the countytowns of Heilongjiang there has recentry been an increase, inboth absolute terms and as a proportÍon of the total, in thenumbers of women serring produce. rn a survey of z,'Bogpeopre marketing produce it was found that 66 per cent were!{omen (Zhongguo Nongcun Jingjí June 1ggg, p.63). This issimirar to the pre-L949 situatíon discussed in chapter 2.
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Furthermore, even where work in the courtyard economy is not
subcontracted in this wêy, it is more common for women not to
be involved in business transactions with non-family members.

As in pre-1-949 China, such activitÍes are considered to
belong to the male 'outside' sphere, and are commonly

undertaken by the womanfs husband, even though he may not be

involved in the production Ítself.

rn this section r have argued that the expansion of women's

work in the courtyard economy since the late 1970s has

occurre,d as a consequence of the advantages that both the
state and women themselves see to work in this sector. For
\^romen, work in the courtyard economy is seen to offer the
potentiaT for generating substantíal incomes and for
providing them with a degree of autonomy and frexibility not
possible in larger-scale industry. I have argued, however,

that just as there is the potentiar for the courtyard economy

to bring important benefits to women, there is also the
potential for women working in this sector to be severely
constrained and exproited. Both the potentiarly negatÍve and

positive aspects of the courtyard economy reLate to its
finside' and subsÍdiary nature. Thus, while the fact that
the work is undertaken by women at home gives Ì^¡omen more

frexibirity than emproyment in industry, it al-so leaves women

vulnerable to the demands of husbands and other relatives and

to exploitation by capitalists, both Chinese and foreign.

In the fÍnal section of this chapter, I will examine the
activities of the l¡ùomen's Federation in encouraging women in
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the courtyard economy and will ask whether, or to what

extent, the Federation is helpíng women to maximise the
benefits to be gained in this sector and to minimise the
potential for exploitation.

First, however, r wish to discuss the position of the smarr
number of women entrepreneurs who have deveroped their
activities in the courtyard economy into specialised
househords and private enterprises, for it appears that these
women have been able to devel_op the potential of the
courtyard economy to the furl, and consequently are amongst

those to have benefited most from rural reform.

Women Running Specialised Households and Private Enterprises

Private enterprises incrude getihu and sigÍng qige.5 Getrhu
are mainly family-based enterprises engaged in smarl-scale
non-agriculturar production, commerce and services, and

emproying no more than seven peopre. Between 1984 and Lg8g

the number of getihu registered ín rural China increased from
approximately 3.3 million to 16.1 million. polítical
ÍnsecurÍty resulting from the Tiananmen massacre of l_989

resulted in a sma1l decline in the number of getíhu
registered, but by the end of 1991- numbers had increased

5 Not mentioned here are tjoint household enterprises,(Tianheti), which are non-agriculturar enterprises runjointly by two or more families. In 1991 there wereapproximatery 849,ooo such enterprises registered acrossChina (Zhongguo Xiangzhenqíge Nianjian, 1992, p.L37).
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again to about 16.8 million (Zhongguo Xíangzhenqíge Nranjzan,
7992, p.I37).6 Sigíng qige, formally recognised only since
1988, are non-agricultural enterprises that employ eight or
more people and can include hundreds of employees. Some

originated as getihu and then expanded. Others were

collectively owned enterprises that were taken over by

individual"s. Most are engaged in industry, mining, transport
or construction. rn 19BB the Bureau of rndustry and commerce

estimated that there were 225,OOO siging qige across urban

and rural China (Young 1991, pp.LI7-IL}).7

Specialised households (zhuangehu) are high-earning rural
households which derive most of their income from just one

area of production or services, whether it be agricurturar or
non-agricuÌtural. One report claimed that in 1984 there r^rere

10 million specÍaIÍsed households Ín China (Zhou Qiren & Du

YÍng L984, p.65). tr,Iith a tightening of standards,
estimations of the number of specialised households were,

6 eoth these statistics and subsequent ones referringto siging gige and specÍalised households shouLd be takenonry as rough indÍcations of the rear situation. Because ofthe political insecurj-ty of the private sector for much ofthe 198Os, getihu have, sometimes avoíded registration, orhave falsely registered as collectives or as specialisedhouseholds. Consequently, the statistics are tikely tounder-represent the number of getihu. At the same time,
however, these statistics are likely to have been boostedthe inclusÍon of non-agricurtural special-ised househords.statistícs that r corrected from county Township Enterprise
Bure,aux in Sichuan in 1989 included non-agricultural
speciaJ-ised households as private enterprises. It is notclear, howe,ver, wtrether this is also the case for thenational statistÍcs cited here.

7 The majority of these, however, had been falselyregistered as getihu, as joint household or joint-share
enterprises, or as coflectives (Young 1991, p.118).

by
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however, subsequentry revised downwards. A report pubrished
in 1-988 estimated that there r^rere approximatery 4 mirrion
specialised households (.SWA S October 19Bg).8

Amongst the women involved in running agricultural
speciarised househords that r interviewed in 1989, one was

engaged ín grain production (see Appendix L, famiry no.4) one
in growing medicinar fungi (no.s) and one in growíng bonsai
and frowers (no.38). one woman was invol-ved in raising cor^¡s

(no.6), two raised pigs (no.L & 2) and four raised chickens
(no.29, 35, 36 & 43). The women invol-ved in non-agricurtural
speciarised households or private businesses incruded three
invorved in some form of food processing (no.7, sz & 53), two
invorved in running hotets (no.B & 25), two who ran tairoring
schools (no.37 & 57), one who ran a grocery shop and

I rhis figure is arso rikery to be inflated, however.rn 1985 the state Bureau of statistics stipurated in 1985that speciarised househords must conform to the foltowingcriteria: (1) At reast 60 per cent of the household,s rabourtÍme must be devoted to speciarised production or marketing.(2) At reast 6o per cent of the household's income must bederived from the specíalised line of production. (3) At reastBo per cent of speciarised products or services must be forsare (except for graÍn-producing househords, for which thecommodity rate is set at a minimum of 60 per cent) (4) Theincome the househord derives from serring its specÍarisedproduct or service must be at reast doubre the average incomefrom sares earned by locar non-speciarised househordé(Jingjixue Wenzhai January 1-986, p.59 ). Considerableregionar varÍations in the standards set for speciatisedhouseholds nevertheless persist. Ànother factor contributingto statistícal Ínaccuracies is the false registration of someventures as speciarised households. This occurs rargerybecause, arthough in practice they function in the sá*e wayas geti.tru, speciali_sed households are commonly seen asspecÍarisations of the corrective economy. As such, throughthe 198os they r^¡ere more poriticarry secure than getihu. -
They were arso more often given preferentiar treatment bylocar governments, for exañrpte witn respect to credit and thesupply of raw materials.
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rec,reation room (no. 56),

knitting jumpers (no.32)

30).

ran a business machrine-

who undertook sewing (no.3 &

Unfortunately, Iittle survey data is availabl_e on the
characteristics of the peopre running prívate enterprises in
rural areas. Therefore, the forrowing discussion is limited
to the women who run specialised households. It is likely,
however, that much of this discussion could apply equally
werr to women running getihu, sínce the distinction between
non-agri-culturar speciarised househords and getihu is largely
only an administrative one, wÍth little signÍficance in
practíce ( see Note B ) . It should be noted, ho\nrever, that
given the more general patterns discussed in Chapter Z,

according to which men are the first to move into non-
agricuJ-tural. occupations whilst women remain working in
agriculture and domestÍc sidelines, it is likely that the
proportion of vJomen runníng non-agricurturar speciarised
househords and getihu is lowe,r than the proportion of women

running agricurturar specíalísed househords. rt is aLso

rikely that ttrere are consÍderabry fewer women runnÍng rarge
siging qige ttran smaller private enterprises, firstly,
because the former re,quires greater accounting and management

skirrs, iû which rnromen are disadvantaged because of their
lower education levels (see Chapter 5). Secondly, the
managers of larger enterprises are arso more dependent on
poritical contacts to ensure such things as security, the
supply of inputs, and sales outlets. In this, women are
agaín disadvantaged by their marginalisation in rocal

one who

and two
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poritics (see chapter 5). Finarry, women are ress rikety to
manage rarge enterprises, emproying non-family members,

because of a still powerful cultural resistance against women

readÍng, or having authority over, men outsÍde the famÍry
sphere.

According to an investigation carried out by the l¡lomen's

FederatÍon in fourteen regions across china, speciaLised
househords run by women (futtu wei zhu de zhuangehu) comprise
35 to 40 per cent of all speciarised households and in some

developed regions the figure is as high as bs per cent (RMRB

31 October 1-986 ) .9

county officiars tord me in 1989 that the proportion of
speciarised households run by lromen was highest amongst those
engaged Ín animar husbandry. For e,xampfe, as ilrustrated in
Tab1e B, in Huairou County, Beiji.g, there were no women

running specialised households in transport, but 6T per cent
of speciarised househords engaged in animar husbandry were
run by women (in absorute terms, however, most women running
specialised households in this county were engaged in
processing ) .

9 rn comparison, another large-scare study undertakenby a team of American economists in l9B8 found that womenconstituted only 2J. per cent of or^¡ners of private enterprises(Khan 1992, p.LO42).
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Tabre 8: speciarised Households in Huairou county, Beijing

Speciality No. of

households

å Run by Women Average Net Income

(Yuan/Year)

Crop growine 6 ).¿ 36 1700

Animal husbandrv 1_200 õ/ 1800

Forestry n. a. n.a 2000

Commerce 500 5t 1800

Processinq 5633 45 2600

Transport n. a. 0 2800

n. a. not availabl-e.

Source: Interview wÍth members of the Huairou County
Agricurtural- [rlork Department and the Huairou county
I¡tromenrs Federation, September 1989 .

rn comparison with the tiny proportion of correctÍve
industries wittr women in management positions (see chapter
9), the proportion of specialise,d househords run by women is
high. Thís may be because firstly, specialised househoLds
are family-based and usuarly employ no more than a few non-
family members, if any. A woman running a specialised
househord is, therefore, more acceptabre in terms of the view
that womenf s work shoul-d be confined to the 'inside' sphere.
Secondly, the majority of specialísed households have evolved
from domestic siderine production, which, as we have seen, is
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domínated by *o*".r.10 The fact that there are not more women

running specialised househords suggests, hornrever, that once a

woman's activities in the courtyard economy reach a certain
scal-e and become more profitable than other productÍve
activíties avairable to the family, their management is often
taken over by the male head of the family.

In an investigation of 4O3 specialised households run by

women conducted in Huairou County, Beijing, in 19gB it was

found that 65 per cent of the women earned incomes higher
thân their husbands and in Bo per cent of the househotds the
v¡omen managed aII financial matters ( rnterview with head of
Huairou county hlomenrs Federation, 6 september 1989). other
exampres cited in the media show r^romen running speciarised
househords in contror of most aspects of the producti-on
process, incruding contracting with other bodies, taking out
roans and being responsibre for investments and the sal-e of
produce. In addition, some r^romen running specialised

10 In the early 19BOs, a distÍnction was commonly madein the Chinese literature between two categories of
speci-alj-sed households, according to the ways in which theyhad evorved.'contractr speciarised househords (chengbao
zhuangehu) were those that contracted specific productiontasks from theír production team. rn most cases, the workcontracted was j-n agricurture. 'serf managed' speciatisedhouseholds (ziging zhuangehu) were those that had started outas households that contracted land and at the same timeundertook domestic siderines. Then, finding the 'siderinesrto be most profitabre they concentrated on turning them intotheir major rine of production (zhou oiren & Du ying Lgg/4,pp.50-52). According to a number of reports, in the early tomid-1980s the ratter type of speciarised hrousehord clearry
outnumbered the former (Conroy L984, p.zLi Song LinfeÍ L984,p.118). They engaged primarily in animal husbandry andhandicraft production. More recentry, ho$rever, specíarisedhouseholds have arso engaged in other activities such as cashcrop productíon, cateríng and transport (conroy Lgg[, p.ls).
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households achieve positions of considerable status in theÍr
vilrage by employing other people, by teaching others their
skirls or by helping them to set up their own businesses, and

by joÍning the Party or receiving rlabour model' status
(Jilinsheng Fulian Xuanjiaobu L984, pp.L -LS; Z?FN May 1_986,

p.Lz; NI4RB L2 June 1986).

It might be supposed then, that women running specialised
households have a high degree of authority in theÍr own

family, and that they are also breaking down the
insider/outside division of rabour, ot, to put Ít another way,

that they are successfully using their work in the rinside'
courtyard economy as a launching pad from which to enter the
foutside' male preserve of business and of public prestige.

There are a number of caveats to be made to this proposition,
however. In the first place, there are considerable
variations in meanj-ng attached to the term 'running a

specialised household' and in the povrers and responsÍbilities
a woman in this position has. Thus, some of the r^¡omen

running specialised households that I interviewed did seem to
be in contror of their lÍne of production. others, however,

did most of the work and it was they who had the technicar
skills required, for example, to raise chickens, but their
husband was also involved in the venture, and, irr keeping
with the traditional inside/outside gender division of
Iabour, it was he who arranged loans, signed contracts,
sought business, and in general was the famiJ-y representative
to the outside worrd. rn Jinniu county an officiar that r
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interviewed in the Township Enterpri-se Bureau confirmed that
in the private sector generalry, it is common for men to do

the 'outside' work; that is buying, sellj_ng and making

business dears. I¡lomen often serl- goods in the market, but
where produce is soJ.d to a company, or in cases where
business negotiations are invorved, this task is undertaken
by men. The reason this official gave for such a division of
rabour was that twomen canrt smoke or drink, so they can't
discuss business' (Interview, October 1989).

Researchers in chengdu tord me that in other cases where the
husband works in another lÍne of business the fact that a

r^roman runs a speciarised household terls one very l-ittre
about her status, for the man might stirr be the household's
busj-ness representative and major decision maker. rt does
not even necessariry me,an that her income is higher than her
husband's. often speciatised households are defined rocarly
in terms of a standard of output. For example, 5,OOO

chickens might be the standard set for a chicken-raising
speciarised househord, but in any one househord the income
from this number of chickens might in fact be ress than the
man's income in another line of productj-on (rnterviews with
Ran Moying, Research Office of the Sichuan Provincial lrtromen's

Federation, and Li Dongshan, rnstitute of socÍorogy, sÍchuan
Academy of Social Sciences, October 1989).

It must also be recognised
specialised househol-ds are
peasants. Such people are

that the people who run
a privileged mJ_nority among

commonly set apart from others by
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a number of characteristics. Their families tend, first of
arr, to be rarger and to contain more abl-e-bodied rabourers
than the average, arrowing for the greater and more efficient
deployment of family labour, and reducing the need to hire
outside workers. As mentioned in Chapter 4, a survey
conducted in rural SÍchuan found, for examplê, that
speciarised househords contained, on average, 6.1 members,

whilst other rural househords contained an average of onry
4.5 peopre. Amongst the specíarised househotds only 10.9 per
cent contained fewer than two able-bodied raboure,rs, whilst
56.9 per cent included more than three. In contrast, 31.6
per cent of ordinary rurar househords contained l_ess than 3

abre-bodied labourers, and onry 8.5 per cent contained more

than 3 (Zhao Xishun 1988, pp.67-68).

People who run specialised households al-so tend to have above

average revers of education. rn the sichuan survey just
cited, it was found that in most speciarÍsed househords,
members had received an average education of between 4 and 6

years (i.e., prímary or junior secondary level). This
compares with an average education of between o and 4 years
amongst members of ordinary rural househoLds (Zhao xishun
1-988, p.73). simirarry, an investigation of 2r2 speciarised
households run by women in Huaide county, Jíl-in province,
found that 38 per cent of the women had junior or senior
secondary sctroor education and 95 per cent had upper primary
schoor education. Among arr women Ín the county aged 18 to
45, hrowever, 57 per cent were illiterate or had junior
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primary school educatj-on (Jirinsheng Furian xuanjiaobu L}BA,
p.14).

Lack of education is rikely to limit any increase in the
number of women running speciarised households, both in terms
of absolute numbers and as a proportion of the totar. As

discussed in Chapter 5, approximately 70 per cent of a1l
irliterates are women, and drop out rates amongst girrs in
rural primary and se,condary schools are high.

Last, but by no means l-east, many of the people who run
specialised househords are abre to do so because they have
contacts with cadres who gj-ve them preferentiat treatment in
terms of securing credit and arranging contracts, for
example, or because they themselves are cadres. Thus, in a

survey of over 20,ooo specialised househords conducted in
L984, it was found that 43 per cent $¡ere run by production
brigade or te,am readers, or former cadresll (Beíjing Revíew

no.9, L984, p.18, quoted in Conroy 1984, p.23).

To conclude this sectionz some rurar women have been able to
greatry increase their incomes and their authority, both in
the family and in the routside' sphere, by expanding their
activities into specialised househotds and private

1L Of the remainder, 42 per cent were run by educatedyouth or demobilised soldj_ers, 9 per cent were run by'skilred pe,asants' , 5 per cent $¡ere run by rtarented people'(i.e., peopre formerly accused of being 'capitarist-rõaders')and L per cent r^¡ere run by people'engaged in illegalactivitiesr (Beijing Review no.9, L984, p.18, quoted inConroy 1984 , p.23) .
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enterpríses. The proportion of such ventures run by women is
rarger than in collective índustry. However, it must be

recognised that in some cases in which it is craimed that a

woman runs a speciarised household, it is in fact her husband

or another mare rerative who is in charge of the business
síde of the enterprise, whirst the woman does most of the
production work. Furthermore, women managers of specÍarised
househords and private enterprises are an erite minority.
Ttrere are formidable obstacres to a v¡oman deveroping her
courtyard activities into a more speciarised business, and

even when shre does, once the business deveJ-ops to a certain
size and becomes particurarry profitabre, it is often taken
over by the male head of the family.

Development of the Courtyard Economy as a Strategy for
Improving the Position of Rural Ítomen

rn right of the somewhat ambivarent picture drawn here of
women's work in the courtyard economy and as managers of
speciarised househords and private enterprises, what are $re

to make of the l¡tromen' s Federation's ef forts to support and

encourage r^¡ome.n in these areas, and the centrarÍty of such
efforts to the Federation's work with rural women?

As dÍscussed in chapter 5, a rarge proportion of the l¡tromen's

FederatÍon's work in rurar china takes the form of short-term
classes designed to provide women with technicar skill_s for
use in the courtyard economy. The Federation also herps
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women in the courtyard economy and those running specialised
househords and private enterprises by providing regar advice,
herpÍng to arrange bank roans, and assisting with the suppry
of raw mate,rials and the sale of produce.

The Federation justifies this focus in terms of both the
overarl importance of developing the commodity economy and of
the advantages for women that it perceives in this sector.
For exampfe, in an article published in 1984, one county
l¡lomen's Federation in shanxi province exprained that it
became involved in promoting the courtyard economy in
re,sponse to the rarge numbers of women surplus to the needs

of agriculture, with no alternative employment, and upon

observing that some women had become wealthy by working in
the courtyard economy. rt cited the forlowing advantages to
work in this sector: first, the work is flexibre, and can be

accommodated with r^Jome,n' s domestic work responsibíritíes.
second, it arouses women's enthusíasm for studying science
and technorogy and trains a rarge number of women managers.

Third, it provides women with an income and hence raises
their economic status and helps to protect their lega1
rights; and finally, it advances the development of the
commodity economy (shanxisheng HuaÍrenxian Fulian Lgg!,
pp.24-25) .

rn shanxi, this artícre impries, the courtyard economy r¡ras

encouraged by the l¡tromen's Federation in a context in which
large numbers of women were unemproyed or underemployed and

had no income. rn this context, r wourd argue, support for
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women in developÍng the courtyard economy ís indeed an

initial-ly expedient way of providing women with an income and

hence of improving their status and self respect.

Yet women are beÍng encouraged to
just in the poorer,

develop the courtyard
economy, not
rural China

but also in

less developed parts of
where there are few alternatives for employment,

the most economically developed regions. The

question here becomes, does work in the courtyard economy

enhance vromen's opportunities for income generation, personal
development and status improvement, in a way that is
comparable with work in other areas of the econofry, or is the
encouragement of women in this sector merely supporting a

marginal-isation and exploÍtation of women in a 'dead-end'
part of the economy? In considering this question it is
worth reflecting both on Maria Mies' discussion of
rhousewj-fisation' and on Ester Boserup's statement that

some developing countries... have programmes for
training women in crafts and home industries.
blhere women lÍve in seclusion, to teach them a
craft which they can do at home may be the onlypossÍble first step towards bringing them into the
Iabour market. Thus, training in hand spinning in
India, and in embroidery in Tunisia, may help
towards the eventua]- abandonment of seclusion. But
the effect of offeríng this kind of training to
women wtro do not live in seclusion may be to drag
them into low-productivity jobs rather than to help
them to fÍnd more productive and remunerative
employment. Indeed, the training in crafts and
home industries is frequently offered to women as a
sort of compensation for the refusal to give themjobs in the modern sector and as a deliberate
method of reducing the number of women competing
with men for employment in the modern sector(Boserup I97O, p-22L)-
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on the other hand, in china, ês r^¡e have seen, the courtyard
economy is a dynamic and growing aspect of the rurar economy,

which provides the potential, at least, for earning high
incomes and improving one's authority and status in the
famiry and in the wider society. Furthermore, echoing claims
made by peasant women the,mselve,s, ülomen's Federation
officiars point out that the most attractive alternative to
work in the courtyard economy generally avairable to rural
women, that is emproyment in rarger-scare rural industry,
offers them less autonomy and scope for serf-development than
the courtyard economy, and management of such industries is
overwhelmÍngly mal-e ( Judd 199Oa, p.37 ) .

rn right of these factors, r wourd suggest that in china,
support for women in the courtyard economy rs a viable
strategy for enhancing women's sociar and economic position.
r wourd nevertheress argue that such support cannot be

effective without incl-uding certain eLements.

First of all, in view of the fact that the market for goods

from the courtyard economy is constantly in frux and no one
line of production Ín this sector seems to be highly
profitabre for very long, what is most required Ín terms of
training for the courtyard economy is basic riteracy and

numeracy, a grounding in generally appricabre technical
skilrs, and some knowledge of accounting and of the workings
of the market. These are al-so the types of skirrs that wirr
enable !.romen either to move out of the courtyard economy if
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to be a viable form of production or to move onto
bigger and better.

Second, in order to avoid exploitation and to help r¡¡omen

retaÍn contror over theÍr labour and the products of their
rabour, some training in regar matters and management skills
Ís also required. As I have suggested, there is a further
need for women working in this sector to be organised to
defend their interests, and for support from the state to
protect them against excessive exproitation, for exampre by
subcontractors.

Lookíng then, at the efforts of the l¡lomen's Federation to
support women in the courtyard economy, r would argue that ín
terms of training, there needs to be a shift away from the
current emphasis on short-term c,Iasses in specialised
technÍcar skilrs, and more effort directed at improving basic
education and developing skirls in accounting and management.

The prevention of exproitation is not a major focus of the
hlomenrs Federation's curre,nt work in the courtyard economy.

Neverthele,ss, the Federation does pfay a useful role in
riaising with other bodies, for exampre, locar government,

banks and contractors, oD womenrs beharf. rt arso encourages
solidarity amongst women in the courtyard economy by

organising meetÍngs for women in this sector to exchange

their experience,s and by urging successful women

entrepreneurs to pass on their skirrs and lend support to
other women starting up ventures in the courtyard economy
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(ShanxÍsheng Hairenxian Fulian L9B , pp .25-26). Finatly,
although it has few resources, and its reputation amongst

women is poor, the ülomen's Federation has shown Ín recent
years that it can act as an Ímportant lobby group to defend
women against the worst forms of exploitation, discrimination
and abuse.12

ConclusÍon

I began thÍs ctrapter with a discussÍon of domestic sidelines
and the courtyard economy as areas of production generalry
characterised as 'light' work belonging to the rinside'

sphere, ês subsidiary to other productive activÍties, and as

particularly suited to women. Ttrese characterisations have,
r argued, been Íntegral to the state's encouragement of the
courtyard economy in the l9BOs and 1990s. Thus, the
characterisation of the courtyard economy as 'Iight',
rinside' work, particularly suitable for women, has been

important ín the use of the courtyard economy for the
absorption of the mostly female surplus labour from
agriculture. In addition, its 'inside' and rsubsidiary'

nature has meant that production in the courtyard economy has

required rittre investment from the state and employers, and

vromen have been willing to undertake work in this sector that
is most commonry either poorry paid, or is highly profitabre

L2 Xn important example is the Federation'sagainst caJ-J-s for women to 'return to the kitchen'
employment pressures in state-run industries. See
r-990b.

campaign
to relieve
Jacka
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for only a brief period. From one perspectÍve, then, the
characterisations of the courtyard economy as rIÍghtr,

'inside', 'subsidiary' work suitable for women have been

manipurated by the state in order to exproit women's rabour.
From this perspective, the ülomen's Federation's encouragement

of women's work in the courtyard economy looks rike either
co-option or an attempt to make the best of a rather gloomy

situation.

At the same time, however, its 'insidet nature means that
there are certain important advantage,s for women to work in
the courtyard economy. Most importantly, the work is
frexibre and alrows for a degree of autonomy not possible in
larger-scale industry. Furthermore, some women entrepreneurs
have been abre to expand their activities in the courtyard
economy j-nto speciarised households and private enterprises,
earning substantial incomes and gaining authority and

prestige, both in the famÍly and in the toutsider, 'male'
sphere of business, in the process.

rn view of this more, positive perspective on the courtyard
economy, I have argued that the l¡tromenrs Federation's
encouragement of women in this sector could werr be a viabre
strategy for improving the sociar and economic position of
rural vromen. This is, however, on condition that measures be

taken to protect women working in the courtyard ec,onomy from
exploitation, and that women are given a broad education
covering líteracy, numeracy, a range of basic technical
skilrs, and skirrs in accounting, regar matters and business
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management. This would enable them to make the most of the
potentíar benefits of work in the courtyard economy, whire at
the same time not limiting them to this area of employment.
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CHAPTER 9: INDUSTRY

Introduction

The focus of this thesis so far has been on the construction
and legitimation of gender divisions of labour in which the
majority of rurar women are concentrated in the home and. on
the farm. As has been indicated, reratively few women,

compared with men, are employed in non-agrÍcurtural work off
the farm. such work iS, trowever, becoming an increasingty
important source of employment for vromen, especiarry young
unmarried women, as the economy develops.

This chapter, then, discusses rurar women's work in off-farm
non-agricurturar emproyment. rt is divided into four
sections. The first section discusses the overall_
deveropment of rurar off-farm non-agricultural_ employment in
the post-Mao period, and the second section examines the
gender divisions of rabour apparent in thÍs area of work.
The third and fourth sections discuss the ways in which these
gender divisions of labour shape rural women's experience of
non-agricultural emproyment, in urban industries and
servÍces, and in rurar township enterprises, respectivery.

The Development of Rural Off-farm Non-agricultural Employment

As mentioned in Chapter 3,
development strategy made

included encouragement of

toward a new rural
CCP at the end of the 1970s

investment in rural

moves

by the
greater
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industry. l rn December L}TB the Third prenum of the Ereventh
Central Committee of the CCP published a 'Decision on some

problems in accelerating the development of agriculturer in
which Ít was decrared that 'commune and brigade enterprises
should strive for great developmentr and that

as long as Ít is in conformity wj_th the principJ-e
of rational economic development, commune and
brigade enterprises should gradually engage in theprocessing of all farm and sídeline products that
are suitable for rural processing. Urban factories
should shift part of their processing of products
and parts and components that are suitable for
rural processing to commune and bri_gade enterprises
and help equip the latter with necessary equipment
and technology... In addition, the state should
adopt a policy of allowing tax breaks or tax
exemptions for commune, and brigade enterprises in
light of their situation (quoted in Byrd & LÍn
Qingsong 1990, p.10).

In Marchr L9B4 the CCP, in l-ine with the changes in
administrative structures that had occurred, renamed commune

and brigade enterprises township enterprises. rt arso urged
rocal governments to support and encourage the deveropment of
township enterprises, including those run privately and by

cooperatives (FÍndlay & Watson 1992, p.64-65).

Meanwhile, a number of other changes vlere occurring which
made a shift to off-farm non-agricu]-turaL employment both
feasibre and attractive to peasants and rocar gove,rnments.

rncreases in the productivity of agricurtural labour led to
j-ncreases in peasant incomes and savings which then provided
the necessary capital base with which to develop non-

1 For discussions on the development of ruralprior to the reforms see American Rural SmaII-ScaIe
Delegation L977; Sigurdson L977; and Rawski L979.

industry
Industry
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agricultural ventures of various types. The increases in the
productivity of agricurtural- rabour also enabred a surprus of
Iabour in agriculture to be drawn both into newly established
local Índustries, and into employment in urban industry and

servíces.

Township Enteîprises

Most peopre drawn into off-farm non-agriculturar emproyment

work in township enterprises in their own village or in a

nearby county town. rTownship enterprÍse' (xiangzhen qige)
is a term used in Chinese statistics to refer to various
economic entities in rural areas and smarr towns operating
outside the state plan. They include undertakings in aII
sectors of the economy, including agriculture, industry,
construction, transport, commerce and services. The

proportion involved in agrícul-ture is very smarl however (see
Table 9.1 ).
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Township enterprises incl-ude both coltectÍve and private
ventures. They may be run by rocar government at the revers
of town (zhen), townshÍp (xrang), district (qu) and village
(cun), or by peasants in co-operation with their village, ês
partnerships (Tianhetí) or as Índividual-s (chen chunrai,
ülatson & Findlay 1990, p.2).2

As a result of economic reforms, between rgTB and i_991 the
totar numbe,r of township enterprises increased from about 1.5
milrion to about 19.1 mil-lion, and the total- labour force
emproyed in township enterprises increased by armost 68

million peopre, from 28.3 mirl-ion in rgTB to 96.1 mil_l_ion in
1991 ( see TabÌe 9.1. ).

The growth of township enterprises has been very uneven, both
temporarly and geographically, however. Thus, between l_978

and 1983 township enterprise emproyment grew at an annuar
rate of about 3 per cent, but between 1983 and 19gg it soared

2 Numerous changes have occurred in re,cent years in thereportíng of rurar enterprise statistics. until Lgg[ thestatÍstics v¡ere rimited to those enterprises run by communesand brigades. After 1984 the term 'township enterþrísef r^rasadopted and enterprises run co-operativery or privatery wereincruded. The statistics given in Tabre 9.1 orj_gÍnate fromthe Agriculturar Ministry'à Bureau of Township and virrageEnterprises. There are some disparities between thesestatistics and those provided by the State Statistical Bureauín the statisticar Yearbooks. ore odgaard craims that thechief cause of the disparities is an underestimation by thestate statisticar Bureau of the number of very smal_l piivateenterprises and those invoLved seasonally in non-agriculturalactivities (Odgaard 1991 , p.23).
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to about 39 per cent.3 A credit squeeze imposed by the
government between rate 19BB and 1989 resulted in a decrine
in township enterprise emptoyment of approximatery 3 milrion
people. By the end of 1991, however, the figures had once
more increased to above those for 19BB (see Table 9.1).

Between L978 and L991 the sectoral composition of township
enterprise employment al-so changed. rn particurar, the
proportion of peopre emproyed in agrÍcurtural township
enterprises declined, while the proportion employed in
commerce and in food and service industries increased (see
Tabl-e 9. 1) .

rn geographicar terms, township enterprise emproyment is
greatest in areas around large cities and in the coastal
provinces. According to a l¡trorld Bank study pubrished in
1990, in the provinces of Líaoning, Hebei (incruding Beijing
and Tianjin), Strandong, Jiangsu (including Shanghai),
Zhejiang, GuangdoDg, and shanxi, where township enterprises
are most developed, the rural rabour force accounts for about
38 per cent of the nationar total, but township enterprise
employment makes up about 57 per cent of national townshíp
enterprise emproyment. rn the provinces of Henan, Hubei,
Fujian, Jiangxi, Hunan, Anhui, Shaanxi, Heilongjiang, Jilin
and sictruan, the rurar labour force accounts for 46.1 per

3 The chrange in statistics in L9g4 meant that privateenterprises that had deveroped in previous years were countedfor the first time. consequently, the actuãr increase ingrowth rate for the period l-983-1988 may have beenexaggerated.
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cent of the nationar totar and the labour force in township
enterprises comprises 40.7 per cent of the nationar total.
rn ttre provinces where townshi-p enterprÍses are least
developed, that is, Nei Monggol, Ningxia, Gansu, einghai,
Xinjiang, Guangxi, Yunnan, Guizhou, and Xizang, the rural
rabour force accounts for 16-2 per cent of the totar, whire
the township enterprise labour force accounts for onty B per
cent of the totar (htang Tuoyu in Byrd & Lin eingsong 1990,
p.260).

Differences in the avairability of naturar resources and in
overarr revers of economic development determine that there
are marked regj-onal differences in the type of activity
undertaken by township enterprises. rn the provinces where
township enterprises are least developed, for exampre, the
construction industry, whÍch, incidentarly, emproys few
women, Ís more dominant than in other regions. rn areas with
a rerativery welL deveroped township enterprise sector, on
the other hand, a larger proportion of enterprises are
engaged in industrial production (lrlang Tuoyu in Byrd &. Lin
Qingsong 1990, p.26L). Finarry, there are also regional
differences in the composition of the industriar sector of
townshíp enterprises, such that generalry speaking, right
industries, which emproy rarger proportions of women, become
more dominant as one moves from the northwest to the coastal
areas in the southeast ( Ialang Tuoyu in Byrd & Lin eingsong
L99O, pp.260-26I).
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Emplogment in Urban .Areas

In additÍon to the growth in local township enterprise
employment, the 198os and 199os have also seen a far greater
movement of rural rabour into towns and cities and between

regions than previousry. Moves toward a more decentratised
and market-oriented economy have created pressures for
increased labour mobility and flexibility among both
employers and rural inhabj-tants seeking work. For example,

the implementation of a type of 'responsibility systemf in
the urban state sector, involving contracts for managers

Iinked to enterprÍse profitability has l_ed to pressure on

managers to employ rural residents as contract workers
(hetong gong) or temporary workers (7ínshi gong) since such

workers can be hired more cheaply, can be made to work in
conditions that urban workers wiII not tol_erate, and can be

more readily retrenched than the latt.t.4 Employers of
foreign and joint-venture enterprises, encouraged as part of
China's new 'open doorr policy to set up in the Special
Economic Zones of South China, have al_so found rural-

4 contract emproyment was Íntroduced in state-run urbanindustries in the mid-198os. under thÍs system workers areno longer guaranteed rife-long emproyment. They are emproyedon contracts of usuarry a few years duration. The contractsstipulate conditions of emproyment, werfare benefits, companyrures etc. contracts for rural workers, however, differ fromthose for urban workers. In Hangzhou, for example, ruralcontract workers are not entÍtled to the unemployment
insurance and superannuation (gang rao baoxian) payments madeto urban contract workers (Zhejiang province EconomicsSociety l-989, p.2). Temporary workers are hÍred without acontract, for anything between a day and a number of years.
They have no security of emproyment and are entitred to noneof the bonuses or housing, education or welfare benefits
accorded permanent and contract workers.
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temporary workers to be a particurarry cheap and convenÍent
source of l-abour.5

Meanwhire, rural residents are attracted to such emproyment

because the wages are stirr higher than what can usualry be
earned in agricurture. Large numbers of peasants have arso
been frooding into cities to serr their produce or to engage
in other forms of business. pe,asants moving from rurar to
urban areas, or between urban areas, form the majority of
what is known as therfloating popuration, (riud.ong renkou),
that is, people who do not live in their place of
registration. They continue to be registered as rurar
residents, but come into the cities either on temporary work
permíts or irregatty. They are abre to manage j_n the cities
because they can now buy grain and. other goods on the free
market, and so are not as limited by their rurar registration
as they woul-d have been previously.

rn 1987 the floating poputation numbered roughJ_y l-.2 mirrion
peopre in Beiji.g, or 22 per cent of that cÍty,s permanent
popurati-on. rn Guangzhou they numbered gBO, ooo or 33 per
cent of the cÍty's permanent population, and in chengdu,
53o,ooo peopre, or 25 per cent of the permanent population
(Guo Furen l-99o, p.8).6 Tightened restrictions on rurar-

5 Four Special Economic zones, Shenzhen, Zhuhai,shantou and xiamen, were set up in L979. rn 19Bg Hainanisland was arso decrared a speciar Economic zone (Ng 1989,pp.445-446).
6 The figures cited in this study shourd be taken asconservative estimates onry, since they do not include peopreentering the cities iIJ_egaJ_Iy.
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urban migration fol-lowing the TÍananmen massacre of 1999

resurted in a temporary declÍne Ín the size of the froating
popuration. rn chengdu in 1989 the floating population
numbered approximateJ-y 426,000. of these, some 73 per cent
had come on business or for employment. The singre most
important occupation into which they were emproyed was

construction, which alone hired about 63,ooo peopre, armost
all of them men. Roughry 69 per cent of the froating
popuration were peasants. Àpproxi.mately 35 per ce,nt r^rere

r^romen, and those aged between 18 and 35 comprised about s9
per cent of the total (Guo Furen 1990, Appendix).

Gender Divisions of Labour in off-Farm Non-agricultural
Employment

rn chapters 7 and B r argued that changing interpretations of
gendered dichotomies between 'inside' and 'outside', 'Iightr
and fheavy' and 'manualr and 'technicêl', have been central_
in the creation of a new set of assumptions in which
agricurture and the courtyard economy are considered to be
r^¡omen's work, whilst women's lower rates of off-farm non-
agricurturar employment are seen as natural. Equalry
importantly, however, within the sphere of off-farm non-
agrícurtural employment, simirar assumptj-ons have al_so

contributed to major differences between the work patterns of
women and men. Thus, the majority of women in off-farm non-
agricultural emptoyment either work in local industries close
to home, or where they work away from home it is onry for a
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few years at most.7 Furthermore, whiJ.e men tend to be

Ínvolved in heavy industry, construction or transport work,
\¡romen are concentrated in light industry and in emptoyment

which Ís seen as a flow-on from their domestic roles as wives
and mothers ( for exampre, âs nannies or in other service
occupations). And finarry, within particurar industries
!{omen are concentrated in the most runskilrêd" poorly paid
areas of work.

Townshíp Enterpríses

Nationarly, ráromen form somewhere between 30 and 40 per cent
of the rabour force emptoyed in township enterprises (IVMRB 2T

November 1986; RMRB 31 october 1986; euanguo Ful_ian euanyibu
shengchan Fulichu 1988, pp.6-7; Duan Daohuai- et a1. 19gB).
However, in light industry and in commerce, catering and
services, the proportion of women is somewhat higher. one
report estimates, for example, that in Guangdong 90 per cent
of the rabour force workÍng in township enterprÍses engaged
in wool spinning, clothes making, handicrafts, toys and

electronic,s are r¡¡omen (RMRB 31 october l-986). A survey of 90

township enterprises in Zhejíang, Hebeí and Shaanxi,
conducted in 199L by the Rural Development Research Institute
of the chínese Academy of sociar sciences and the chinese
Economy Research unit at the university of Adelaide
(hereafter RDRr/CERU), found that vromen comprised 64 per cent

7 Men working
'temporaryt workers
spend several years
another, only very

away from home, are also usuallybut in contrast to most women they mightmoving from one temporary position tooccasionally returning home.
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of workers in textiles, but only 20 per cent in other
industries ( I¡tu 1993, p. 3 ) .

TabJ-es 9.2 and Appendix 2 show the number of women employed

in the township enterprises in the countíes in Beijing,
Shandong and Sichuan that I visited in L989. The proportion
of women in township enterprise employment ranged from 22.8
per cent in latrenjiang County, Sichuan, to 5O.O per cent in
Ling County, Shandong. In some individual textile
enterprises, however, hromen comprised as much as 98 per cent
of the labour force.
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Table 9.22 Township Enterprise Employment in Sample Counties in Beijing, Shandong and Sichuan

(a) n.a. = rrot availab.l-e.
(b) À11 figures refer to township- and village-run enterprises only. There
are 20 township-enterprises, the rest are village-run.
(c) Enterprise numbers incJ-ude al1 township enterprises, but worker numbers
refer only to those in township- and vil-Iage-run enterprises.
Agricultural township enterprise employment figures are included in this
table. By county they are as fol-lows: Huairou n.a; Líng 28 ent, 354 workers;
Jinniu 5 ent, ]-16 workers; üùenjiang 40 ent, 381 workers; Xindu 29 ent, 3O2
workers; Guan 54 ent, 485 workers; Mi-anyang n.a.
Sources: Interviews with representatives of the Township Enterprise Bureau

in each county, September-December 1989. Figures for Jinniu &
hlenjiang checked with those in Jiang Xuegui l-989, pp -69-92,
139-1_43 , 626, 639 .

(,
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The majority of women working in township enterprises are
fairJ-y young. Duan Daohuai and. co-authors claim that
nationally 60 per cent of the women working in township
enterprises (of arr types, incruding private enterprÍses and

non-agricurtural speciarised househotds) are aged between 1g

and 25, 30 per cent are aged between 26 and 36 and 10 per
cent are more than 36 years ol-d (Duan Daohuai et al. 1988,
p.B4). The 1991 RDRr/CERU survey mentioned above found that
65.6 per cent of femal-e employees in township enterprises
were aged between L7 and 29, and 24.7 per cent were aged

between 3O and 39 ( [,Iu ]-993, Table 6.4 ) .8

Because of assumptions that they are responsible for
agricurture and domestic work, it is generarry considered
that for women, and especially married women with children,
emproyment i-n a rocar township enterprise is a far more

viabre proposition than work avray from home. As Duan Daohuai
et al-. argue,

I The survey found that the female labour force intownship enterprises was on average younger than both themare rabour force in township enterprises and the totalworking-age population. 55.2 per cent of male employees intownship enterprises were aged between 17 and 29, and 2s.4per cent were aged between 30 and 39. rn the nationar labourforce, 43.4 per cent were aged between 17 and 29, whirst 2s.T
r^rere aged between 30 and 39 (wu 1993, pp.7-9 & Tabre 6.4).rt shourd be noted that none of these figures take intoaccount child labour, which, however, has been substantial inthe l-98os and earry 199os. surveys from HebeÍ provÍnce
suggest, for exampre, that child labour makes up 1_o per centof the labour force in some counties (Liaowang ¡overéeaseditÍonl, no.24, 1988, cited in Odgaard Lgg2, p.L70).
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the advantage for wome,n workers with rural
enterprises ín their hometown is that they are ableto adjust their working hours in the factory to
suit the seasonality of farmwork. They are also
able to work on the farms after theii shift in thefactory. In addition, the daily l_ife of theirfamiÌies is not significantly affected as would bethe case if rural--urban migration occurred (Duan
Daohuai et aI. 1988, p.84).

In at least some places, however, r^romen's employment in
township- and virrage-run enterprises also terminates after
either marriage or chil-dbirth. r was told, for exampre, that
in Ling County only 20 per cent of female workers of
township- and vilrage-run enterprises return to their factory
after the birth of their chil-d. rn one cl-oth shoe factory in
this county the women's representative tol-d me that arthough
they do not wish to, most women gj_ve up their factory job
after their chird is born. They find it too hard to rook
after a baby and keep working in the factory at the same

time, so instead they do agricurturar work. rn a township-
run carpet factory employing armost all- women the pattern was

that young women worked j_n the factory untÍI marriage,
whereupon they took up carpet weaving as a form of outwork in
their own home.

rn these cases it appears that the withdrawar of order women

from employment in township enterprise,s relates to the
difficurties of combining such emproyment with chird care and

other domestic work duties. Elren Judd suggests, ho\arever,

that such a pattern arso relates to the patrirocar, exogamous

marriage system. Judd found that Ín eianrurin virrage,
weifang Prefecture, shandong, virrage-run factories are not
wirring to emproy married women, who, as is the norm across
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rurar china, come from other virrages. rn Zhangjiachedao
ViIIage, also in l¡treifang prefecture, Judd found that in
theory a r^Joman who had married out could continue to work in
her natar virrage but in practice thj-s $¡as rare, and the
shift work in the largest and preferred factory made such an

arrangement e,xtremely dÍfficult (Judd 1990a, p.g2).

As with other areas of work, the patterns of women's

employment in township enterprises that I have discussed here
resurt partly from decisions made by women themserves and by
families in managing their economies: decisions that are in
turn influenced by assumptions about gendered dichotomies
between 'inside' and 'outside' spheres, and 'J-ight' and
rheavyt work. Howe,ver, these patterns arso resul-t, in part,
from the recruitment poricies of township enterprises.

rn private enterprises most worke,rs either belong to the same

family as the managêr, or have obtained their job through
personal connections or recommendation. rn government-run
enterprises, however, recruitment is more formarised. rn all_
but two of the thirteen township enterprises run by township
or village whose management r questÍoned on this Íssue, the
main method for recruiting workers was by advertising and
then requiring potentiar workers to sit an examination
conducted either by the enterprise itserf or by locar
government (cf. Meng xin in Byrd & Lin eingsong 1990, p.305).
This is somewhat different from the practice of commune- and

brigade-run enterprises in the past, when the concern was

mainry to provide emproyment for members of poor househords
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or those with surplus labour, ês r¡¡ell as for workers I

children and those with personal connections with enterprise
l-eaders. As others have noted, there has been a tendency in
the l-9BOs to put more emphasÍs on skilt or abi1ity when

recruiting into townshÍp enterprÍses, so as to improve
profitabilÍty (Griffin &. Griffin 1984, p.2L9).

Nevertheress, various other factors are arso taken into
consideration. For exampre, the children of present workers
are. sometimes stirl given pre.ference, and often attempts are
also made to equalise incomes in a community, either by
assigning enterprise employment to members of poorer
househords, or by ensuring that at least one member of each
househrord is employed in a township enterprise (cf. oi 1990,
p.31 ) .

rn addition, many enterprises have requirements for workers
of a particular age or educational level. Commonly, the age

of workers when first emproyed is between l-B and 2s, though
child labour is also recruited for the most unskirred work,
and order, more experienced peopre are sometimes employed in
management, or in the most skilred work. Requirements for
junÍor, and in some cases senior, secondary education amongst

new r^¡orkers Ís becoming increasingly common. six enterprises
that r visited stipulated this requirement, though in one it
had been introduced only the preceding year (see Tabre 9.3).
rn one sense this requirement works to the disadvantage of
young women, since overall they attain lower levels of
education than men. rt may be, however, that a township
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enterprise requirement for junior secondary education wirl
provide the incentive for famiries to keep theÍr daughters at
school for longer.

Enterprises arso often stipurate the number of femare and the
number of mare workers they re,quire. r found this to be the
case in six out of thirteen enterprises I visited. One

village-run clothing factory ín Xindu County, Sichuan, for
example, had a quota of 90 per cent female workers. In
contrast, thre managers of a township-run car parts factory
said that in the last two years they had limited female
employment to 30 per cent because most of the factory work

was too heavy for women.

Five other enterprise leaders whom r interviewed did not
stipulate particurar requírements as regards the gender of
their workers but nevertheress e,xpressed preferences. These

refrected some of the widespread assumptions about $¡omen

discussed elsewhere in this thesis. The two femare managers

of a townshíp-run factory producing metar door and window

frames said, for example, that they preferred hiring men

because much of the work was too heavy for women. On the
other hand, the head of a village-run cotton textile prant in
Ling County voÍced a preference for female workers, saying
that textire making is femare work since it requires patience
and meticulousness.

rnterestingry, the readers of three enterprises emproying
mainry women said that this was not their preference. The
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(male) head of a townshÍp-run crothing factory in Huairou
county, for example, said that he preferred to hire men. He

craimed that men can do fine work as werl- as r^romen and they
are stronger. After marriage and especially after childbirth
women do not work as effectÍvety as men because they have too
many other worries. He claimed that ín a case where a choice
had to be made between a potential male worker and a
potential- femal-e worker with the same examinatj-on results he

would take the man. Similarly, the head of a children's
clothing factory said she preferred to hire men because
women's burden of domestic work is too qreat. Most of her
workers, however, $¡ere women, and ia g"t"raf , men we,re

embarrassed at the thought of apptying to work with so many

vromen. Fína1ry, the two femare heads of a virlage-run
chemicar and electroprating enterprÍse said they preferred to
hire men because they were more 'able, (neng gan), but, irr

suggest that particurar assumptions about the type of work
suitable for women do not arways coincide, and that even
those industries commonry thought of as suÍtabre for women

often prefer to trire men.

EmpTogment in urban .Areas

rn the emproyment of rurar peopre working in urban areas,
there is, once more, a sharp gender division of rabour. rn
Chengdu, for example, iri l_989 95 per cent of the 63,000
members of the floating population hired to work in the
construction industry were mare, whereas about g4 per cent of
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the L2 thousand members of the floating popuration trired as

nannies r^¡ere female (Guo Furen 1990, p.IA). One large
construction company hired 1,063 temporary rurar workers in
1989, a1l of them male (Guo Furen l_99O, p.25O). In contrast,
a J-eather clothing factory employed 90 temporary rural
worke,rs, 98 per cent of whom were young unmarried women (Guo

Furen 1990, p.254). on chengdu's shaanxi street, in the many

private tailoring and shoe repair starLs that had been set
up, LLz rural people were employed, of whom 70 per cent were

women (Guo Furen 1990, p.258).

These kinds of gender division of labour in chinese industry
are, of course, nothing new. Despite the curtural Revorution
craim that 'what men can do, r^¡omen can do too' rerativery few

vromen worked in heavy industry, even in the 1970s. More

women \^rere employed in light industry, in particular,
textires, where they often comprised more than so per cent of
the labour force. From the 196Os onwards, r^romen aLso formed

a signifj-cant proportÍon of the labour force, in the newly
established urban industries producing precision instruments,
chemicals and drugs.9

rt is important to note, however, that between the rate 1950s

and the 197os the state did at least make some efforts to
increase the number of women employed in traditionalry male

I PhyIIis Andors relates this to the fact that many ofthe experiments in small-scare 'street industry' , designedin part to draw 'housewivest into production, were in theseareas, and that 'women's participation in the pirot projects
ensured theÍr absorption into the larger projects thatevolved' (Andors 1983, p.87).
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industries, and these efforts met with some success. phylris
Andors cl-aims, for exampre, that in the heavy industry sector
r^¡omen formed a significantry larger proportion of the rabour
force in factorÍes set up during or after the Great Leap

Forward, than in older factorÍes. she suggests that this is
because

management policies and traditions in some of
the older heavy industry establishments might havediscriminated against female labor... However, the
more egalitarian policies of the Great Leap and thegeneral atmosphere of mass mobilization presented agreater likelíhood that the newer plants would
assimiLate significant numbers of women (Andors
1983, p.87).

After I97B even the rhetoric changed, however, with the
notion that 'what men can do, lvomen can do too' being
expricitly rejected as exaggerated (AGFN Jury Lgzg p.gì RMRB

24 June 19BB ). In the l9BOs and l-990s there has been

considerabre criticism, by the ülomen's Fed,e,ration and others,
of direct díscrimination against urban women by state-run
enterprises, for example in light industry, iri which the work
is considered 'suitabrer for women (Jacka 1990b). However,

there has been no criticism, but rather endorsement, of a

segregation of industrial empJ-oyment atong gender lines.

The foll-owing two sections of this chapter examine the
imprications of gender divisions of rabour (and, in the case
of urban employment, of an urban/rurar division of labour)
for the experiences of rurar women in both urban emproyment

and in rural township enterprÍses. The first section focuses
on women's experiences in urban industry and services. This
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is not a comprehensive analysis of rural- women's work in
urban are,as. rnstead it concentrates on the experience of
rural- women in just three key areas of urban employment; as

nannies, in private enterprises, and in state- and

collective-run textile factorie=.1O

The final section of the chapter is a more detaited
examination of womenrs experience of emproyment in townshÍp
enterprises, this being by far the rargest area of rural
women's off-farm non-agricultural employment.

Rural güomen I s Experiences of Urban Emplo¡rment

EmpTogment as lvannies

Among the young rurar r¡romen working avJay from home in non-
agriculturar occupations, a significant number are domestic
workers or nannies (baomu) in urban househords. According to
one report, at the end of 1988 there v¡ere approximatery 3

miIIÍon ruraL women working as nannies in towns and cities
across china (NMRB L1 January 1-989 ). rn chengdu in 1999

10 o.r" important area of employment for rural women,which is, however, beyond the scope of this thesis, is in theindustries of the special Economic Zones. The experience ofrural women ín the speciar Economic zones is discussed inAndors l-988 and Leung 1988. prostitution is also notdiscussed in this thesis. According to one estímate, in L993between 600,OO0 and 800,OOO people were employed in theprostitution industry, mostry in the speciat Economic zonesand large cities in the coastal provinces, but also Íninterior cities (centrar peopre's Broadcasting station 1993,p.7L) .
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approximately Lz,ooo rurar ÌÁ¡omen worked as nanníes (Guo Furen
1990, p.268). They comprised about 1-3 per cent of the total
female floatÍng popuration emproyed or engaged Ín business in
Chengdu (Guo Furen 1990, p.14).

The practice of hiring nannies, and the ways in which such
emproyment is commonry perceived today, have antecedents in
the employment of maids, or domestic se,rvants, irr pre-
revorutionary chÍna. Girts and women, most of them from very
poor famiries, r^rere bought by werr-off families to undertake
domestÍc work. often, they would be bought at the age of
eÍght or nine and then married out at the age of eighteen or
so. lrlhil-e in service, they were commonry not given regurar
wages, and their rabour was entirery under the contror of
their owners (lrlatson ]-991; Jaschok lgBB).

After the L949 revolution, the sale of women for domestic
service largely ceased. However, in the 1g50s and 1g6os a

smalr number of rural râromen continued to work in cities as

maids or nannies for wearthier househol-ds. According to one
report, these were mostry middte aged women who teft their
husbands and chirdren in search of work in order to overcome
economic difficulties, resulting for exampre, from natural
disasters hitting their vilrage or from the ross of a working
member of the famiry. Many stayed in the city with the one

employer for severar years (chen Baoming & sun Zijun 1994-gs,
p.97 ) .
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During the Cultural RevoLution the hiring of nannies was

definitery frowned upon as a form of bourgeois exproitation.
Even with the revivar of the practÍce in the 198os and 1990s,
considerabre effort has had to be put into expraj-ning that
the practice is not exploitative. It is, it Ís argued, a

practÍcal sorution to the probrems that so many urban coupres
face in coping with domestic work and chitd care. At the
same time, it provÍdes attractive e,mproyment for rurar women

for wtrom there is littre other employment avairable, and it
provides opportunities for them to gain new skills and

contacts which will benefit both them and their vitrage when

they return home (Guo Furen 1990, pp.274-275).

hlhat is generally acknowledged by those arguing in thisnot
thatwêy, however, is very few young urban $Iomen are willing

to take on work as a nanny. À short story by Huo Da entitred
rNannyr, first published in 1983, crear.J-y illustrates the row

status of such work: when a young v¡oman arr.ives seeking work
as a nanny, her prospective employer assumes she is a peasant

from outside Beiji.g, and is amazed when she learns that, in
fact, the young woman is a Beijing resident waiting for
employment (daige qrngnian). She thinks to herself:

Does being a nanny count as a profession? (As a
nanny) you are not a member of staff (i.e., you arenot entitled to the kind of welfare benefits
avaiJ.abJ-e to staff of state-run enterpríses and you
can be dismissed at any time), and neither do you
have any chance of promotion. You must go into
someone eJ-sers famiJ-y, be meek and subservient andIet others order you around; you have to do hardIabour just in order to feed yourself; youfre not
much better than a beggar. To put it crudely,you're just a servant, a maid who can be ordered
around, a J.ittle "maidservant" ("Iao mazi")(Huo Da
1985, p.7L9)-
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Being a nanny, then, is scarcely considered a rear job, for
it has associations, oD the one hand, wj-th domestic work
which lacks status because it berongs to an 'inside' sphere,,
and on the other trand, with servitude.

Most women now seeking emproyment as nannies are young and

unmarried rurar women, the majority of whom work in the city
for onry a few years at most, returning to their village Ín
their earry twenties to get married. An Ínvestigation of
30,o0o r¡¡omen working as nannies undertaken in 1983 in Beijing
found that approximately 66 per cent were síngre and under
the age of 25. on average these women had about four years
of schooling. Most came from rural areas, e,ither in the
vicinity of Beijing or from other provinces. Amongst the
approximateJ-y 20,OOO live-in nannies, the largest single
group, B,7OO or 44 per cent, came from Anhui province. 83

per cent of threse came f rom the single county of lrluwei. The

second largest group, 3,822, or 19 per cent, came from
various counties in Hebei Provj-nce, (Beijing Demographic and

Urban Development Research Group 1987-BB, pp.36-32).

rn a second investigation of r,257 nannies undertaken Ín
chengdu in 1989 it was found that 83.7 per cent r^¡ere $¡omen.

9O.4 per cent were peasants, and the majority came from
suburban counties of chengdu (33.3 per cent) or from other
counties or municiparities in sichuan province (62.8 per
cent). some 23.2 per cent were 18 or berow. There e¡ere also
some order nannies however, with L4.6 per cent aged so or
more. This study found that most r^romen emptoyed as nannies
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had either primary schoo.L education ( 40 . 1 per cent ) or j unior
secondary schoor education (39.9 per cent) (Guo Furen 1990,

p.27o) .

hlomen seekÍng work as nannies frequentry come from the
poorest, most backward rural areas. They are no longer
necessarily motivated by desperate poverty, so much as a lack
of work resurting from a scarcity of rand for agrÍcurture and

the paucity of any arternative employment (Guo Furen Lggo,
p.274). For e,xample, in t¡Iuwei County, Ànhui province, a

traditional supplier of nannies to BeijÍng, in l-985

agrÍcurture could only absorb 50 per cent of the rabour
force. Township enterprises and siderine activities r^rere

onry just developing, and 30 per cent of the rabour force was

without employment. Men, therefore, sought temporary work in
urban factories or undertook long-dístance transporting, and

young women took jobs as nannies (Jíngji Ribao 4 August
19Bs ) .

rn my conversations with five young rurar women working as

nannies in Beiji.g, the reasons they gave for seeking such
work r^¡ere f irstry, to help their famílies financíaLLy,
secondly, to escape farming or because there was 'too much

rabour and not enough randr at home, thirdry, to earn money

for a dowry and fourthry, to see the capital (rnterviews
conducted in Beiji.g, August-September 1989).

The majority of rural women (and men) coming to urban areas
or recommendatÍons,find jobs through personal connections
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or, once they get to the city, by waiting in informar rabour
markets on the street. Howe,ver, since the early 1980s a
number of u¡omen employed as nannies have arso been recruited
by domestic service companÍes. For example, the Beijing
March 8th Domestic Service Company, established by the
Beijing Municipar hlomen's Federation in 1983, recruits 4,ooo-
5,OOO nannies each year from across the country. The

company's method of recruítment is to pay county l¡lomen's

Federations a smarr fee to find women for them (rnterview
with representative of March Bth Domestic service company,

Beiji.g, August 1989).

The conditions under which nannies work are extremely
variabre. on the open market there are few guarantees of any

sort, for either employer or employee. I¡lomen from areas with
a tradition of sending young vromen to work as nannies, or
from praces which send rarge numbers of women, often belong
to an eraborate network or crÍque which may provide them with
some support. In Beiji.g, the rAnhui cliquet (Anhui bang)
has a reputation for providing very competent, but very wily,
and sometimes criminar, nannie=.ll The order women teach the
ner^r, younger nannies alr the rtricks of the trader , and the
nannies maintain contact in the city and hetp each other in
times of need.

11 for this reason, the Beijing March Bth Domestic
Servic,e Company now refuses to hire nannies from Anhui,they nevertheless stiJ-l find employment Ín Beijing.

but
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The domestic service companies furfir an important functÍon
in protecting nannies, âs welr as providing a service to the
urban popuration. contracts written up wÍth the BeÍjing
March 8th DomestÍc service company stipulate, for exampre,
that the emproyers must provide the nanny with meals and

accommodation of the same standard as their own, and must pay
a certain percentage of the nanny's medical "*p".."a,12 as

werr as a cash r^rage that has been agreed upon by the two
parties. In theory, the nanny Ís required to report any
maltreatment or infringeme,nt of her legal rights to the
Domestíc service company, which wilr then either take action
itserf, or in more serious cases wirr report the matter to
the PubJ-ic Security Bureau. In practice, however, the
company has rittl-e control- over what happens in individual_
househords and cannot always prevent serious suffering. one
young r^¡oman tord me, for exampre, that in her first job as a
nanny she had been badly physicarry abused by the grandfather
of the child she was minding. she left and took a job with
another famÍry, who, however, worked her very hard and did
not give her enough to eat. she wanted to reave but they
prevented her from doing so. she herself was unwirling to
reave or to contact the Domestic service company because she

did not !.¡ant her parents to find out about her troubres
(Interview conducted in Beíjing, August l_989).

Compared to the income they might
fields the wages nannies earn are

gain from work in the
reasonable, but not

L2 30 per cent in the contract r saw.
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outstandingly good. In Beijing and Chengdu ín l-989 I was

tord that the average r^rage earned by nannies was between 35

and 60 guan per month (on top of food and accommodation)

(rnterviews with March Bth Domestic service company, Beijing
& Chengdu Municipal lalomenrs Federation, August & October
1989).13 In comparison, in l-989 the national average rural
per capita net income was about 50 guan per month (Guojia
Tongjiju 1990, p.315 ) .

As with employment in industry, the wages earned as a nanny

have the added advantage of being 'cash in hand'. A portion
of this, ôt Least, can be spent by the young v¡oman for her
own personal needs, although nannies commonly send a large
proportion of their cash earnings home to their family. This
visible contribution to the familyrs income may give the
r^roman more status in the family when she, returns. Members of
the hlomenfs Federation certainly regard income contributed to
the family as very important for improving women's status in
the family with regard to decision making and the use of
resource,s. rt may not necessarily have this effect, though.
Research on young rurar women working in Taiwanese factories
suggests that despite the newness of the phenomenon,

daughters' contributions to their families' incomes are
simply accepted as the parents' due. This belief is
reinforced by the fact that in Taiwan (as in rural China)

13 Mo." recently, however, because high attrition rates
amongst nannies have pushed up demand, wages have alsoincreased. Sally sargeson craims that ín L992 nannies in
Hangzhou demanded minimum wages of 1O0 guan per month(Personal communication, August l-993).
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younçJ women marry out of their famity and village. Any

income they contribute before marriage is thus seen merely as

part repayment for bringing up a ruseless' daughter (Kung

l-983, p.xv).

Emproyment as a nanny is one of the most important routes for
young rural women seeking to leave their villages and

experience cíty l-ife. Once there, however, they díscover
that nannie,s' wages are among the rowest for non-agricultural
employment. According to the Chengdu study cited above,
wages for nannies are rower than in any other trade in which
the floating popuration is concentrated. rn additíon, their
work trours are rong, there are no fixed hours for work or
rest, and clashes with employers are common (Guo Furen 1990,

p.272) .

This, combined with the sociar stigma attached to such work,
means that many young women who come to the city as nannies
quickly leave their jobs in search of an alternative.14

EmpTogment in Urban private Enterprises

Some sromen turn from domestic work to emproyment in urban
private enterprises (getihu and sÍgíng qige), because the
possibiJ-ities for earning higher incomes are somewhat

L4 For discussions of rurar women's work as nannies ordomestic servants in urban househords in other developingcountries see Jelin L977; palabrica-Costello Lgg4; andRobinson 1991. These accounts echo many of the comments madehere about nannies in China.
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greater, although very row wages are also common and rural
workers in private enterprises are often paid no more than
one-third or one-quarter of the wage paid to tocar workers
(Guowuyuan Yanjiushi 1986). rn i-989 the rurar peopre working
in private tairoríng and shoe repairs starls in shaanxi
street, chengdu, of whom 70 per cent !{ere women (see above),
earned monthrry net incomes ranging from 10o guan to 300 guan

(Guo Furen 1-990, pp.260-261).15 In 1993, hourever, a report
craimed that workers hired by private enterprises earned an

average of onry B0 guan a month (Gongren Ribao 9 February
1993 ) .

For their part, private emproyers find that rural peopre are
more wi-Iling to work in private enterprises than urban
people, even with less pay. Às Susan young reports, urban
young people are reluctant to take up private employment for
fear of rosing out on the benefits and security of work in
the state sector. Even unemployed urban youttrs are sometimes

reructant to take work in a private enterprise because of the
poritical insecurity surrounding the prÍvate sector and

because they fear that such work might jeopardise their
chances of getting a job in a state or corrective enterprise
(Young 1991-, pp.1'23-L24). As a resurt, a rarge proportion of
emproyees in urban private enterprises are rurar residents.
one investigation of 1.05 mirrion getihu workers in shenyang
found, for exampre, that o.52 milrion were rural surprus
rabour. The rest were job-waiting youth, people who had

15 The report gives no indication, howeverdifferences between the incomes of employers and
as to

employees.
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retired or resigned from state-run enterprÍses and 'socially
idre personner' (incruding ex-criminals and unemproyed women)

(He Jianzhang & Zhu Qianfang LgB7, p.1). Another report
craÍmed that Ín shanghai, whereas prevÍousry job-waiting
youth and sociarly idre personner had dominated emproyment ín
private enterprises, by the end of lgïz, s6 per cent of about
l-50,ooo workers surveyed r^¡ere peopre from rurar areas (Lu
Zhonghe L9BB, p.55).

Media reports suggest that both men and women, but especiarry
young rural h7omen, working in urban private enterprises
frequently endure exploitation and very poor working
condÍtions. one report cl-aimed that among the l_s thousand or
so workers hired by private, enterprises in Beijing, the
average workday is 9.4 hours. one quarter of them work more
than Lo hours. rn the food and beverage trade, hired
workers, most of whom are young rurar women, work more than
L2 hours a day. This report also craimed that some private
emproyers also exploÍt inexperienced young peasant women, by
paying onJ.y a portion of their wages each month or
withhording wages for several months, so that they are forced
to keep working against their wirr (zhongguo Laod.ong Renshi
Bao l-988. For further exampres, see eianjiang btanbao 24

December 1-992).

EmpTogment in Urban Textile Factories

Some nannie.s, fed up

work, not in private
with domestíc service, turn to temporary
enterprises, but in state- or
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colrective-run factories, especiarry textile factories, where

they are once more desÍred as a cheap, frexible labour force,
wilrÍng to undertake jobs that urbanites shun. lrlages in such

work tend to be littre better than those that can be earned

in domestÍc work, and working condítions are, in many cases,
considerabry v¡orse. Nevertheress, young women seek such jobs
because they feel that their status as a worker in a state-
or collective-run factory will be better than as a nanny
(Interview with representative of March Bth Domestic Service
Company, Beijing, August 1989).

Since the 1-940s, and earlier in some cities, vromen have

comprised a large proportion of the labour force in textil_e
factorie..16 In the early years of industrialj-sation most

workers were drawn from the countryside, but between the
1950s and 198os, urban women made up armost the entire rabour
force, with strict limitations being placed on the employment

of rural residents.

In the 19BOs, trowever, patterns of employment shifted
more. There is a saying in Chinese cities today that

once

'heavy

L6 For accounts of the employment of women in textilefactories in Shanghai and Tianjin in the first half of the2oth century see Honig 1986 and Hershatter 1986. Accordingto Honig, in shanghai from the L92os until 1,949 women formedthe majority of the l-abour force in cotton milrs. Hershatter
cl-aims, horarever, that in North China women did not form asignificant proportion of the labour force in the cottonmills until the Japanese take,over of miII ownership. Thus,in Tianjin women comprised only about 9 per cent of thecotton mirr labour force ín 1929. This increased to about 50per cent in L947. Hershatter puts forward a number ofpossibre expranations for this difference (Hershatter i-986
pp. s4-s7 ) .
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industry is not heavy, light industry is not light'
('zhonggongge bu zhong, qinggongge bu qing,): it is widely
fel-t that workers in state-run light industrÍes work harder
and for longer hours for ress pay and under r^rorse conditions
than in heavy industry or in the tertiary sector (Duan

chengde, sichuan Provinciar hlomen's FederatÍon, personar
communication, october l-989 ). For this reason, since the
earry 1980s when young peopre r^¡ere no ronger arrocated work
and had a greater variety of emproyment to choose from, young

urban r^rome,n have been giving textíIe mills, in particurar, a

wide berth and have sought jobs in commerce and tourism
instead (l¡lu Jikang 1987-BB, p.zL. See atso Rofel 1989,

p.246) -

In order to all-eviate l-abour shortages, employers in the
textile industry have turned increasingly to hiring young

rural r^romen as contract or temporary worker=.l7 rn üùuhan,

for example, by the mÍd l9BOs approximately lO,OOO rural
women were working in the textile industry as contract
workers. They comprised about one-third of workers on the
production rine in these industries (Bao Rongran L999, p.6).

!{orkers' incomes in the textile industry are low, in part
because Ín the last decade or so, due to price adjustments
for textil-e inputs and products, factory profits have been

l-ow (ülu Jikang l-987-BB, p.23). Rurar contract and temporary

17 rh" media reports on the situation Ín textire mirrsarr craim that it is shortages of urban workers that isdriving employers to recruj-t rural $romen. yet i-t may be thatin some cases emproyers are retrenching urban eromen wnirerecruÍting rural v¡omen in preference because they are cheaper(Personal communicatÍon, Ma Guonan, J-ggZ).
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!ùorkersr incomes are e.ve,n lower than those of urban contract
or permanent worke,rs. The majorÍty of both urban and rural
production worke,rs in the textire industry are on piece-rate
wages. Rural workers are disadvantaged, however, in part
because they are emproyed in tasks defined as being of lowest
skill and remunerated at the rowest rate. They also tend to
be put to work on thre oldest, Ieast reliable machines, so

their productivÍty is low and, hence, they earn less (sarly
sargeson, personar communication, August l-993). consequentry,
in state-run textire factories in Hubei in 1988, for example,
the average basic monthry r^rage for an urban contract or
permanent production worker was about 70 guan. Temporary

worke,rs earned a basic monthly wage of about 5O guan

(Hubeisheng Fangzhi Gonghui & Hubeisheng Futían i-988, p.19).
Equally importantly, as mentioned, urban contract and
permanent workers are entitled to substantial bonuses,
subsidised housing, and education and werfare benefits, which
rural contract workers receive only in part and which
temporary workers do not receÍve at aII.

ütrorking conditions in textile mills are also widety
acknowredged as being amongst the worst found in state- and

collective-run urban industries. According to one re,port on

textile milrs in suzhou, much of the machinery dates back to
the 195Os and 1960s and productÍon is highly labour
intensive. I¡trorkers are on their feet eight hours or more a
day, constantly moving and unde,r a good deal of mental
stress. They work in dimly rit workshops with bad air
circuration, extreme temperatures and high noise revers (úùu
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Jikang 1987-88, pp.22-23). The work is done j-n three
rotatj-ng shifts, and unlike in other industries which suffer
from a rabour surprus, work regurations and work quotas are
strictly enforced with very l-ittte frexibirity. htorkers must

spend eight hours a day to compJ_ete their quota, often
without meal breaks (t¡tu Jikang 1987-88, p.24).

Furthermore, rurar women workers often work under harsher
conditions than urban ráromen, even within the same factory.
salry sargeson reports, for example, that ín Hangzhou textile
factories, whil,e urban women work onÌy one or two shifts,
rurar women are commonry expected to work three shifts. rn
addÍtion, rural women are concentrated in the oldest
workshops with the reast reLiabre machinery and the worst
working conditions. urban women refuse to work in these
workshops, but because they are young and Ígnorant, the rural_
women workers are more easily exploited (personal
communication, August 1993).

Aside from low incomes and harsh working condítions, young

rurar women working in urban textire mill-s, âs ín other areas
of urban employment, also suffer humiriation from other
workers and employers who look down on them as'second crass'
workers and country bumpkins (For exampres, see Bao Rongran
r_989 ) .

Rurar women are far from passivery accepting of the poor
treatment they receive in textire milrs, ho!,rever. rn the
textÍl-e mirls Ín lrluhan, for exampre, âs a generar rule one-
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third of rurar workers stay onry six months before returning
home (Bao Rongran 1989, p.6). rn suzhou in 1gB5 one factory
hired 250 rural contract workers. Three months rater armost
arr had reft, some rosing deposits they had made on signing
their work contracts (Ialu Jikang 1987-BB, p.2I).

Ttrere are also instances of rural- women workers going on

strike. rn one instance in a textile factory in lrluhan in
Apríl 1989, the rurar r^¡omen workers went on strike for two

days in protest at the fact that they received no cost-of-
riving subsidies whire urban workers in the factory received
a monthly subsÍdy of 13.60 guan to compensate for rising
commodity prices (Bao Ronglan l-989, p.7).
rt is clear from the above discussÍon that in hiring rural
women, urban emproyers in a range of trades exproit certain
divisions: between male and fe,male, and urban and rural_
workers, and between 'inside' and 'outside', 'Iight' and
rheavy' and 'unskilled' and tskilledr work. Thus, ês rural
residents, such v¡omen can be expected to take on 'unskirrêd',
low paid tasks that urban r^romen refuse. rn service and light
industries young rurar women are preferred because they are
believed to be physÍologically and temperamentally more

suited to such work than men, who for their part are seen as

more suited to rheavy' r^rork, for exampre in construction.
hlomen, especially young women, are also regarded as more

docile and tractable than men. Furthermore, as temporary
workers whose strongest ties are stirr with their virrage,
they are l-ess J-ikely to unÍte, fot example, against poor
working conditions. They can arso be retrenched more easiry
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in times of business contraction, or, in the case of textile
and other light industrÍes, once their eyesight and dexterity
have deteriorated. rn employers' eyes this advantage is
reinforced by the expectation of the women thremserves that
after a few years they must return to their vÍlrage to get
marrÍed and take on domestic and agricurturar duties.

From the point of view of rural- women, emproyment in urban
areas provides a much sought-after opportunity to get out of
the virlage and gives them higher incomes than they wourd
have earned in agriculture. As r have argued, a gender
division of labour between 'inside' and 'outside' means that
fewer rural r^romen than men enjoy such opportunities. Gender
divisions of labour, in particu.l_ar between 'heavy' and

'light' work al-so mean that within urban e,mproyment, the
experiences of rurar women and men are rather dÍfferent.
This is not to sôy, however, that the experiences of the
former are, in arl, respects, urorse than the latter - in some

ways they are, in some ways not.

Thus, oD the one hand, Ít is likely that, ôs a group, young
rural women working in urban areas suffer more exptoitation
and abuse than rurar men, both because of their gender, and

because a greater proportion of the $¡omen are very young. rn
chengdu in l-989, for example, a survey found that amongst the
froating popuration 2o per cent of the women were under the
age of 18, as compared to 13 per cent of the men (Guo Furen
1990, Appendix). Furthermore, for rurar women exproitation
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includes not just lower wages and poor working conditions,
but also sexual exploitation. As one report put it,

Iong working hours in sweatshops, and filthy
dormitories to sleep Ín at night are hazards for
both men and women who drift towards the coast Ín
search of work. But it is women who are most
vulnerable in a world where stríct Communíst
morality has crumbled and sex has become an
exploitabLe commodity... These days a free labour
market in large parts of the country has presented
Chinese women with the same problem of harassment
that has become one of the hottest issues among
femínists ín the l¡lest. Armed with the power of
hire and fire, male managers are more likely to
abuse their female staff and, according to the
accounts of Chinese women, wiII probably get away
with it (South China Morníng Post 18 March l-993).

On the other hand, there appears to be no clear-cut
difference between the wages earned by rural men in
construction and heavy industry, and those earned by rural
women in services and light industries - the variation in
rural wages between urban enterprises within the same

industry is as great as that between rural wages in different
industries. And within any one industry, both rural women

and men are concentrated at the very lowest end of the pay

range. Furthermore, the conditions under which rural- e¡omen

work are not necessariry worse than those in which rurar men

work. The conditions endured by young rural women Ín textire
mills, for example, are poor in comparison to those under
which most urban people work, but so are those under which
rural men work in the construction industry.

rn thj-s instance, ôh urban/rural divide, and the creation of
an runderclass' of rural workers in China's citíes, is as

significant in defining the experience and status of rural
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r^romen workers, as is a gender division of labour. I¡trhat then,
t¡as rural women's experience been in employment Ín rural
township enterprises, where at least the stigma of being a

'country bumpkin' is reduced?l8 This j-s the question to be

addressed in the forrowing section of the chapter, which
examines woments partÍcipatÍon in management, incomes,
working condÍtions and labour regulations in township
enterprises.

Rural l'lomen I s Experience of Employment ín Townshíp

Enterprises

P artíc ípatíon in I"Ianagement

The young women who work as nannies or as temporary workers
in urban areas have almost no chance to gain a position of
any kind of authority or leadership status. For women

working in township enterprises the chances are better, but
are stilJ- very s1im.

1-8 For some township enterprise workers a similar kindof stigma is, neverthel-ess, stirr a problem. rn the l_9gosand earry 1990s most township enterprÍse emproyees worked ínthe same virlage or county in which they were resident (Mengxin in Byrd & Lin Qingsong 1990, p.303; I^¡u 1993, p.4), and rny
comments in the forrowing sectíon rerate to these workers.rt should be noted, however, that with increases in labourrnobirity, the employment in township enterprises of migrantsfrom other counties and provinces is Íncreasing. Thesemigrants are hired as temporary workers and suifer similarforms of discrimination as do temporary workers in urbanemployment. For examples, see Siu L990, p.77; and Chan etaI. !992, p.304.
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rn township- and virrage-run enterprises leaders are usualry
appointed by the township or village government or by other
readers (Gerb in Byrd & Lin eingsong l-990, p.286). Township

Enterprise Bureaux commonly reported to me that women

comprised approximatery 25 per cent of workers appointed to
fulJ- tíme positÍons in management or administration
(incruding factory directors and deputy dírectors, workshop
directors, accountants and statistícians). Most of these
$romen, however, occupied cl-erícar positíons and a smarrer
number vrere workshop or section chiefs. rn most counties no

more than a few per cent of township enterprise factory
directors or deputy directors $rere vromen.

In JÍnniu District, Sichuan, for example, members of the
Township Enterprise Bureau tord me in 19Bg that of the L2 to
J-5 per cent of workers invorved futl-tíme in management or
administration 25 per cent were women. Ho!'rever, of the L,25o
managers and deputy managers of townshÍp- and village-run
enterprÍses onry I per cent rÁrere women. The representatÍve
of the bureau exprained this poor representation of women in
leadership posj-tions in terms of three factors. First,
women's rower revels of education. second, a traditionar
division of labour Ín which $Iomen work at home and men

outside; and third, menf s greater will povrer (gizhi) (a
manager's work, it was claimed, is very demanding).

rn hlenjiang county, sichuan, where women comprise only about
2 per cent of managers in township-run enterprises this was

exprained in the same te,rms as in Jínniu, with the additionar
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comment that r^romen are not appoÍnted as factory directors
because such a job requires a rarge amount of traverring to
attend meetings and to seek out busÍness.

Representatives of the LÍng county Township Enterprise Bureau
denied that education was a factor in determining the row
proportÍon of women in enterprise readership positions.
Their expranations were otherwise the same as those given by
the officials in Jinniu and latenjiang, except that they also
said that men do not rike working under a e¡oman, and men are
better organisers than women.

Two finar factors directry rimÍting the number of $¡omen

gaining readership posi-tions in township enterprises are the
small number of women in local government and party
organísations, and the patrilocal marriage system. Township
enterprises depend heavj-ly on a network of personal
connections for obtaining raw materiars and funds and for
securing business, and hence many of the most successfur
entrepreneurs in this sector are loca]- government or party
cadre,s or former cadres.19 since, ôs discussed in chapter 5,

t'9 rn addition, locar governments often appoint cadresfrom their midst to manage,ment positíons in townshípenterprises in order to maintaÍn infruence or contror overthe enterprise (lVr l-993, p.l8i Guowuyuan yanjiushÍ NongcunJingjizu... 1990, p.148). According to the 1991- RDRr/CERUsurvey, 24.4 per cent of the 90 enterprise managers also herdvirlage cadre positions, 20 per cent held township cadreposi-tions and 1. i- per c,ent herd county cadre positions.Furthermore, 47.8 per cent of the managers v¡ere formertownship and vilrage cadres, 1o per cent were former cadresabove township level, or trad worked in state-ownedenterpríses, and L7.B per cent had worked in rocal suppry andmarketing cooperatives or credit cooperatives, or in otherrural enterprises ( Wu l_993, p. 18 ) .
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relatively very few women are appointed to positions in rocal
governments or Party branches, r^romen are also disadvantaged
in relation to the management of township enterprises.
Furthermore, in enterprÍses at village level and berow, even
those married v¡omen who might otherwise have the necessary
skills and experience in leading an enterprise, are
disadvantaged by their break with their natal virrage and the
perceptÍon of them as outsiders to the network of personal
rerations in the vilrage they married into. Their chances of
gaining positions of responsibility tend to depend on their
husband or father-in-raw occupying some kind of readership
rore in the vilrage. Erren Judd, in her investigation of
three vÍllages in Shandong, found, for example, that the
smarl number of women in minor positions of responsibirity in
virrage-run enterprises r^¡ere not only alr very abJ-e, but also
well connected through kinship ties. They included a

daughter-in-Law of the vilJ-age party secretary, an

uxorilocarry married rároman and wives of factory heads ( Judd

199Oa, p.33 ) .

Arthough r have no statistics, r suspect that in the larger
privatery run township enterprises the proportion of women in
readership positions is sÍmil-ar to that in township- and

virrage-run enterprises. As discussed in chapter B, horarever,

$¡omen appear to form a larger proportion of managers in small
private enterprises and speciarised househords. This is in
part because many of these are extensions of womenrs work in
the courtyard economy, and in part, r suggest, because the
sma1I-scale and famiJ-y based nature of such enterprises means
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that management of them is a ress obvious contravention of
popurar notions that r^romen berong in the ' j_nside' sphere,
whirst the 'outside' sphere of business is a man's rearm.

ïncomes

The incomes earned in township enterprises are generally
rower than those earned in state-run enterprises. rn my

study of township- and viÌlage-run enterprises, average
emproyee incomes (incruding bonuses) ranged from loo guan to
2oo guan per month (see Appendix 2). These findings are
similar to those of the 1991- RDRI/CERU survey, according to
which 22.6 per cent of township enterprise employees earn
below loo guan, 65 per cent earn between 1o1 and 2oo guan and

L2.4 per cent earn more than 201 guan ([,Iu ]-993, Table 6.9).
rn contrast, a 1991 national survey of j-ncomes amongst

emproyees of state-run enterprises found that only 6.9 per
cent earn below 1-oo guan, s2.7 per cent earn between l_01 and
2oo yuan and 4o.5 per cent earn more than 2o1 guan (Guojia
Tonjiju L992, p.L37, cited in htu 1993, pp.1,g-2O).

rn the narrowest sense of the terms, the township enterprises
I visited all practised the state policy of equal
remuneration for equal work. The l¡'Iomen' s Federation reports
however, that sometimes thís is not the case (shanxisheng
Fulian Diaoyanshi Quanyibu LgBB, pp.25-27). The 1990 worrd
Bank study me,ntioned above al-so found that when other
variables (county, owne,rship and sÍze of enterprise,
enterprise profÍtabirity, worker occupation and age, and days
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constant, vromen's incomes v¡ere L4 per cent
(GeIb in Byrd &. Lin eingsong 1990, pp.Zg2-

rn practice, these differences in income are further
exacerbated by differences in the owne,rship and industry of
the enterprises in which women and men are employed, the
profitability of the different enterprises, and the
differences in male and female occupations within
enterprises. of these four factors, the ratter two are the
most signi_f icant.

rncome,s vary a great deatr between enterprises, but according
to the 1990 lvorrd Bank study and to the officiars r
interviewed, this rel-ates primarily to enterprise
profitability, whichr is not necessariry linked either to the
ownership of the enterprise or to the type of production it
is engaged in. The ülorrd Bank study found that an increase
of 10 percentage points in the ratio of profit to sales of an

enterprise was associated with a 5 per cent increase in the
Ievel of pay (Gelb in Byrd & Lin eingsong 1990, p.292). It
found that there was no significant difference Ín average
profitability between private and other enterprises, and

arthough incomes in private enterprises were somewhat less



than in
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the others, this was mainly a regional effect (GeIb
& Lj-n Qingsong 1990, pp .2gL-2g2).2O

ültren r asked Township Enterprise Bureaux readers about
differences in levels of pay between 1ight and heavy
industries, they said that there is no obvious and consistent
difference between the two. rn my own limited survey of
enterprises, r found onry a very marginar difference in
average worker incomes between right and heavy industries
(see Appendix 2). These findings suggest, ât least
tentativefy, that the gender dÍvision of rabour whereby
femare enterprÍse workers are found predominantry in tight,
rather than heavy industry, does not resul-t in lower incomes.

occupational differences wíthin enterprises are, r would
suggest, of far greater significance in determining r^rage

differentials between mare and femare township enterprÍse
workers. Not surprisingry, the fact that there are so few
v¡omen in l-eadership positions means that very few women earn
the highest incomes available: the 1990 worrd Bank study
found that technical and management personnel earn between 10

and 30 per cent more than production workers (Gelb in Byrd &

Lin Qingsong 1990, p.297). rn addition, while threre is a

20 other surveys suggest, however, that whire averageprofitability and incomes in private enterprises are similarto, or lower than, those in townshÍp or village-runenterprÍses, the range of profitabiríty and incomes is muchgreater. one natj-onar survey estimates, for exampre, thatToo,ooo private enterprises earn more than 10,ooo guan peryear. However, there are al-so private enterprises that earnincomes substantiarry below 3,ooo guan per year (Jingji
Cankao B April L99O, cited in Odgaard, 1992, p.161).
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good dear of variation between enterprise wage systems, most

assign different wage-rates according to the length of time
the worker has been employed and/or the skill and arduousness
of the tasks they perform. ütromen are disadvantaged in this
system, both because they tend to work for shorter periods
and because they are concentrated in areas of work defined as
runskilled' and 'right'. Tabre 9.3 gives an irLustration of
the resurting pay differentials Ín two different enterpríses
in Huairou County, Beijing.



Tab1e 9.3: Graded l'lage Rates in Township Enterprises in Huairou County, Beijing

Èo
H

(1- ) Township-run Agricultural Machine Factory

No. of Female l{orkers

0

20

20

t_

(2.) Township-run Clothing Factory

No. of Female l¡lorkers

100

200

80

No. of Male \iüorkers

130

0

0

6

No. of Male l,torkers

40

32

24

Income (Wage + Bonuses,

Yuan,/Month)

27 s-3 00

170

1-40-t-50

75

Income (Wage + Bonuses,

Yuan/Month)

290

180

100

Work Classification

Heavy

Medium Heaw

Liqht

Apprentice

Worker Classification

Worked more than 3 vears

Up to 3 years

Apprentice

Source: Interviews r^¡ith enterprise managers, September 1989.
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somewhat surprÍsingry, however, the 1991 RDRr/CERU survey
found the overalr pattern of income distribution amongst

female employees in 90 enterprises to be not very different
from that amongst male, employees. rn fact, a stightry rarger
proportion of male employees (24.o per cent), than of femare
employees (2L.2 per cent) were found in the 'low' income

range (below 1o0 guan). The biggest differences between male
and femare incomes r^rere observabre in the 'middre I income
range. Thus, 49.6 per cent of women had incomes in the 1ol_-

15o guan range, and l-6.6 per cent had incomes in the l-s1-2oo
guan range. rn contrast, Ao.L per cent of men had incomes in
the 101-150 guan range and 23-7 per cent had incomes in the
15L-2O0 guan range (ütu 1993, Table 6.9 ) .

Vlorkíng Conditíons and Labour ReguTations

Nationar regurations governing the protection of femare
workers in state-run enterprises do not apply to township
enterprises, and, in general, working conditions for women

(and men) in township enterprises are poorer than those in
the state sector. Beyond this it is difficurt to generalise.
However, reports from the mÍd-198Os indicating that the
Women's Federation devoted some attention to improving
conditions for women in township enterprises suggest that
there were, indeed, significant problems in relation to
labour protection, but that at least attempts were being made

to remedy these problems.
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rn May l-986 the lrlomen's Federation, in conjunction with the
Ministry of Labour, the Ministry of Health, and the Arl-chína
Federation of Trade Unions, promulgated a trial draft of
provisional regulations on labour protection for female
workers in township enterprises. At the same time, concerted
efforts l^Iere begun ac'ross the country to investigate and

improve labour protection and working conditions for female
workers in township enterprises, and to have l_oca1

governments formulate regulations on these matters. By rate
1987 thirteen provinces and municipalities had drafted local
regurati-ons on l-abour protection for femal-e workers. since
1986 the l¡lomen's Federatj-ons in thirteen provinces and

municipalities have al-so strongly urged for the establishment
of women's congresses in township enterprises (euanguo Fulian
Quanyíbu Shengchanfulichu 1988, pp .6-7 ).

In the following paragraphs I present a brief sketch of
actual working conditíons and labour protection measures for
female workers in township enterprises at the end of the
1980s. This informatíon is drawn firstry, from my own sampre

of L7 reratively large township- and viltage-run enterprises
in rural Beiji.g, Shandong and Sichuan, and secondly, from a

report, published in the internal_ journal of the lrlomen's

Federation, of an investigation of l-80 townshíp enterpríses
(including private enterprises as well_ as those run by

villages and townships) in Shanxi province, undertaken by
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members of the shanxi provinciar ütromen's Federation
(Shanxisheng Fulian Diaoyanshj- euanyibu 1988, pp .25-27).2L

The shanxi l¡lomenrs Federation reported that working
conditions, safety standards and ]abour protection
regurations were generarly better in township-run enterprises
than in vil-lage-run enterprises and the latter !ìrere better
than those run privately. úrlorking conditions tended arso to
be better in order, more estabrished enterprises and those
with rarger profits, than in more recently established
enterprises or those making smalLer profits.

rt found that in most township enterprises, factory buirdings
hlere simpre and crude, equipment was backward, working
conditions were poor and there v¡ere no safety or protective
measures, for example, in handring chemical_s. rn 9o per cent
of township enterprises there r^rere no regulations on l_abour
protection for women duri-ng menstruation, pregnancy and

lactation. rn 36 per cent, arthough there $rere no fixed
regulations, in fact Labour protection measures $¡ere taken,
but in 54 per cent no protection measures were taken for
femare workers. rn virrage-run, joint-run and j-ndividuar-run
enterprises there was no protection for femal_e workers.

2L The report claims that at the end of L}BZ womenworking in township enterprises in shanxi numbered 7Bo,ooo,or 34.7 per cent of the total- workforce in these enterprises.rn textiles, crothing, printing, food and beverages, servicesand processing industries, they made up go to 9o-per cent ofworkers (shanxisheng Furian Diaoyanshi euanyibu 1ÞgB, pp.zs-27).
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The Federation reported that in many enterprises working
hours were very long - in some as long as ls hours. They

reported that werfare provisions were severely racking.
Among 22 enterprises onry one had a cl-inic. None of them had
femare worke,rs' washrooms, nursing rooms or change rooms,
rest rooms for pregnant women, or chil-d care facÍrities.

rn contrast to the fÍndings of the shanxi study, almost alL
the enterprÍse managers that r interviewed claimed that they
gave maternity reave, the periods generally ranging from 50

to 110 d.ays.22 l¡lomen commonry received a basic wage during
this period, but no bonuses. A typical example r^ras a

vilrage-run crothing factory in Xindu county, sichuan, that
had printed regurations to the effect that maternity reave
$¡as 9O days. During this time, workers on monthly wages

wourd be paid their furl wage. hlorkers on pÍece-rate wages

wourd be paid 63 guan. This compares to an average piece-rate
wage of 70 guan per month and an average income, including
bonuses, of 15O guan per month.

Most of the enterprises r visited gave nursing women time off
for two peri-ods of 30 minutes each, per day, but only one - a

rong estabrished agriculturar machinery factory in Huairou
County had established a nursing room. Only one

enterprise, in Ling County, provided any child care
faciritj-es. Representatives of other enterprises said that
women with smarl- chÍldren generally J_eft them wíth relatives

22 rn state-run
days materni-ty leave.

enterprises r^romen are entitl_ed to g0
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or in a village-run kindergarten.23 The general 1ack of
child care facilities in township- and village-run
enterprises is justified by official-s in terms of the smal_l-

number of women with babies working in such enterprises.
However, ât the same time this does, of course, reinforce the
pattern whereby r^romen withdraw from emproyment in township-
and village-run enterprises after childbirth.

some, but not arl, township- and virrage-run enterprises that
r visited had a hlomen's congress and/or a Trade union branch
which incruded a women's represe,ntative, though in most of
these cases the enterprise had only one women's

representative and she was arso a full--time worker. rn Xindu
county, the county v'lomen's Federation advised that for e,very
30 women worke,rs in a township enterprise there should be one

r^¡omenf s representative. rn actuality, in one virrage-run
clothing factory that r visited there vrere three women's

representatives for 306 workers, and in a townshÍp-run metal
door and window frame factory employing zr women there was

one woment s representative.

In the Shanxi survey
township enterprises
not al]- of these had

protection. UsuaIly

j-t was found that 53.9 per cent of the
had established $roments congresses, but
taken any measures toward woments 1abour
the head of the women's congress was a

23 wnil" few township enterprises themserves providechild care, in some praces they have nevertheless improvedpubric chird care faciLities more indirectry through taxesand other funds to rocar governments. rn other praces,
however, rocar governments prefer to use such revenue formore immediatery 'profitabl-e' ventures. see chapter 6.
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femare deputy factory director or other r¡roman invorved in
management, and other members r,^rerel fult-time workers.

Conclusion

rn off-farm non-agricurtural emproyment, as in other areas of
work, gendered dichotomies between 'insider and foutsider,
rlight' and 'heavy', and 'unskilled' and 'skil-ledf have

contributed to major differences in the work experiences of
women and men.

Thus, because of their ties to the family, a Ìarger
proportion of female than of male industriaL workers are
employed in local township enterprises rather than in urban
industry, and where r^¡omen do work away from home it is
usually for only a short period before they are married.
Similarly, vromen are concentrated in light industry,
commerce, catering and services, while men are employed

predominantly in heavy industry, construction and transport
work.

Rurar women have suffered a number of problems j-n industrial
emproyment in the l-98os and early 1990s. rn urban areas, in
partic,ular, they have been exploíted as both rural workers
and as women who, it is assumed, wiII accept low paid
unpleasant work and harsh working conditions that urban
resídents shun, wilr be docire and uncompraining, and wirt be

good at work requiring dexterity and patience. In rural
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areas, some township enterprises discrimj-nate against women

in recruitment, and in others, women lose their jobs after
marriage or the birth of a chitd. Work in township
enterprises is often undertaken in poor conditions with few

controls on safety or labour protection, $Jomen tend to be

concentrated in 'unskil-Iêd', lower paid occupations, and

there are few women in management. On the other hand, there
is surprisingly little difference between the range of
incomes earned by women in townshÍp enterprises and that
earned by men. Furthermore, iû recent years there has been a

burgeoning growth in smal-l-, private enterprises, ín which the
chances for women to be invol-ved in management and to have a

degree of autonomy in their work are greater than in other
sectors of non-agricultural employment.

Despite the problems, irr comparison to alternative patterns,
the process of industrialj-sation seen in rural China in the
l9BOs and 199Os has had a number of advantages and benefits
for women. The increasing shift toward light industry,
commerce, catering and services has, for e,xample, meant that
a relatively large and growj-ng proportion of women have been

able to fulfit a desire to shift out of agriculture into
industrÍal- employment. Chinars particular focus on

developing rural township enterprises has also provided more

opportunities for women to be employed in industry. In
additj-on, it has reduced the exploitation of rural women in
industrial employment, and to some extent has incre,ased the
potential for them to develop skills and a sense of autonomy

and status, ês wel, l- as re.ceive an income.
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CHAPTER 1O: CONCLUSION

Reforms undertaken in rural- china in the period between rgTB
and 1993, including, in particurar, decorrectivisation,
diversifj-cation of the rurar economy and strict famiry
planning, have resurted in both change and contínuity in the
types of work undertaken by women and men, in gender
divisions of labour and in the va]ues assocÍated with those
divisions.

rn some cases Ì^¡omen have been able to take advantage of new

work opportunities to enhance their posÍtion in society in
terms of relations with otlrers and access to, and control of,
resources. on the whol-e, however, r^romen have not benefited
from the reforms to the same extent as men, and the reforms
have not red to an improvement in rural women's position,
either within the famiry or in the wider community. Rather,
certaÍn aspects of women's subordination have intensified and
others have been artered or broken dorun, onry to form new

patterns of subordination.

rn this thesis r have argued that central_ to this process has
been a reinforcement and a redefinítion of conceptual
dichotomies between outside/insi_de, heavy/light and

skilled/unskilled work. rn each dichotomy the former term is
associated with men and the latter with women. These
dichotomies can be thought of as sets of varues and
assumptions relating to work and to gender identity. They
shape the work opportunities and choices of wome,n and men and
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the ways in which different types of work are perceived, and

they contribute to the construction and maintenance of gender
identities.

On the eve of reform, al_though women and men u¡ere, in
realÍty, by no means confined to work in the'inside' and

'outside' spheres respectivery, expectations embodied in the
traditional- saying 'men rure outsíde, women rure insidet (,nan
zhu wai, nu zhu nei-' ) continued to e,xert an important
infruence on work patterns. They served to maintain and

Iegitimate a gender division of labour in which domestic work
and domestic siderines \^¡ere, considered 'women's work'. such
work was seen as beronging to an'inside' sphere in the sense

that firstly, it was physicalry located primariry within the
home or courtyard. Secondly, it was seen as involving
interaction largely only with famiJ_y members, and it was

undertaken for the benefit of the family, rather than for the
collective.

Between the 1950s and the 197os the state had made some

attempts to reduce râromenr s work in the ' inside' sphere,.

û'Ihile these attempts met with l-ittle rasti-ng success, a

significant side effect was the devaruation of inside' work
as secondary to routsíde' production for the corlective, and

a corresponding view of women who were engaged primarily in
such work as contributing less to society than others.

Arthough the ccP under Mao Zedong had increased women's

involvement in foutside' production undertaken for the
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collective, and in porj-tical- and economic leadership, in the
rate 197os, womenrs participation in these areas continued to
be constrained both by beliefs that the 'outsider realm was a
'manfs worl-d' and by the demands of inside work' on their
energy and time.

rn addition, womenfs invoLvement in coLl-ective production was

shaped by assumptions that women r^rere less capabre of 'heavy'
and rskill-ed' work than men. such work v¡as generarry
remunerated at higher rates than 'light' or 'unskíl1_ed'
tasks. The categorisation of tasks as theavy' or 'light',
'skilled' or 'unskirled' varied, however, from one locarity
to another, and was, iri many cases, rinked wÍth mal_e peasant
attempts to control rabour-saving technology and to win
higher remuneration rates for theÍr work.

As a result of reforms that r^rere initiated in rural China in
L97B there have been radicar re-conceptuarisatj_ons of the
boundaries between outside/inside, heavy/J_ight and

skirled/unskil-red dÍchotomies. Nevertheless, r have argued
in this thesis that since 1978 r^romen have been constrained by
the fact that such dichotomies stil-l- operate, and indeed have
in some respects been reinforced. This has meant that
despite major changes in work patterns, in the nature of
different types of work, and the ways in which work is
organi-sed, the rurar reforms have, resulted in neither a

breakdown of gender divisÍons of rabour, nor, on the whole, a

re-evaruation of women's and men's sides of the divisions.
rnstead, what is happening is that the content of !,¡omenrs
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men's work is changing, but the divisions remain, as

secondary value placed on rnromen's work, relative to

Thus, shifts in strategies for economic development, and

correspondÍng improveme,nts in rural- living conditions, have

changed the nature of domestic work and the amount of time
spent in such work by individual $romen. In particular, the
Ímprove,ment of basic amenities and the greater avaÍrabirity
of consumer goods have reduced the time and effort required
for domestic work. The j-mplementation of strict family
planning policies has also reduced domestic workloads in some

famil-ies, although most continue to have at least two

children.

No change has occurred, hor^rever, in the perception of
domestic work as 'inside' women's work. On the other hand,

the notion that women are, first and foremost, domestic
workers has been reinforced by the state ín the post-Mao

period in its emphasis on r^¡omen's rores as mothers and as the
keepers of social stability and morality. The low regard in
which domestic work is held has, however, been unaffected by
reform. Thus, despite the val-ue placed by the state on

motherhood, and also despite the fact that decol-Iectivisation
and the diversificatj-on of the rural economy have blurred the
boundaries between domestic work and income-generating work,
a discourse in which the contribution of women's domestic
work to the economy is triviarised, and in which domestic
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work is seen as petty drudgery rather than as 'real- vrork' ,

remains strong.

Domestic siderines, nor¡¡ more commonly known as the tcourtyard

economyr have also continued to be regarded as 'inside' work
that is rparticularly suited to women'. Indeed, this view
has been reinforced by the state, it being a centrar element
in the encouragement of work in this sector as a source of
employment for the mostry femare labour deemed rsurprus' to
the needs of agrÍcurture, forrowing the j-ntroduction of the
production responsibility system. The characterisation of
domestj-c sidel-ines as 'inside' women's work that is secondary
to the main income earning activities of the famiry has al-so

enabled the state and individual capitalists to exploit
\^¡omen's labour in rines of production that are most commonry

either poorry paid, or are highly profitabre for onry a short
period.

As I have argued, however, over the last fifteen years work
in the courtyard economy has arso had a number of advantages
for women. rt has, for example, provided them with a greater
degree of autonomy than industrÍal- emproyment. rn addition,
some $rome,n have been able to use their work in this sector as

a 'springboard' into larger-scale, more profitable
production, and to gain entry into the rmaler, 'outside'
world of business leadership. It is, stiIl, hor,rrever, more

common for management of a productÍon venture to be taken
over by the mare head of the famity once Ít has deveroped
beyond a certain size.
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The courtyard economy is now one of the most dynamic sectors
of the rural economy, and, as is recognised by the AII-China
I¡'lomen's Federation, it is possible that in the coming years
women will develop their activities in this sector in such a
way as to improve their economic and social status. I have

argued, however, that the extent to which women will benefit
from the courtyard economy or wil-l be exploited depends very
much on the kind of support and training with which they are
provided.

Since L97B some of the most radical shifts in rural_ gender

divisions of labour and the vrays in which work is perceived
have occurred in relation to agriculture. In the early
stages of reform, and still today in some less developed
regions, a shortage of employment opportunities has l_ed to
the withdrawal of women from agriculture. This has been

justified both by reference to the constraints on $¡omen

imposed by their responsibility for rinside' work, and

through a reasse,rtion that women cannot do agricultural work

because they are not physically strong enough and they lack
the necessary technical skills.

In contrast, however, the expansion of opportunities for
industrial employment that has characterised the reform
process in more developed regions tras l-ed to a shift of men

out of agricuJ-ture into more prestigious industrial jobs,
whiJ-e women have been left with the responsibility for
agriculture, which is now regarded as the least desirable
form of employment. This new gender division of rabour has
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been achÍeved through, and legitimated by, a re-
characterisation of agriculture as 'inside' work.
rronicarry, arso, forrowing the deval-uatj-on of agricuJ_tura1
work and its conceptual- shift from the 'outsider to the
'inside' realm, the same references to women's physiological
characteristics that were previousry used as a justification
for the restriction of women's employment in agricultural
work are now beÍng used to justify a concentration of women

in such work.

The majori-ty of rurar r^romen in the post-Mao period have
continued to work either in the home or in the fields, but
economic development has al-so invol-ved maj or increases in the
number of ruraÌ women, especialry young, unmarried wome,n,

emproyed in off-farm non-agricultural work. The e,xperiences
of women in such work, âs in other sectors, are shaped by
gendered dichotomies and divisions of rabour between
outside/inside, t;'e,avy/light and skilled/unskilled work, and,
in the case of emproyment in urban areas, by a rural/urban
divide. Young rural r^romen working in urban areas, for
exampre as nannies, and as temporary workers in the private
service sector and in state-run textil_e mirrs, are exproited
by employers both as young women who, it is assumed, wirr be
naive, docire and uncompraining, and as ruraL residents who

wirl accept temporary, row-paid menial- work that urban
workers shun.

Fewer rurar r^romen than men work in urban areas, hordever, and
they usuarly return to the countryside when they are in their
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earry twenties in order to get married and to take over
responsibility for the rinside' sphere of domestic r^rork,

domestic siderines and agriculture. Larger numbers of women

work in locar township enterprises, although even there they
comprise only about 30 per cent of the labour force on
average. They are concentrated in right industries and in
the rowest paid, unskilled occupations, with very few being
involved in management. Differences in income between mare
and female workers do not appear to be very marked however.

I¡'Ihirst the focus of this thesis has been on the impact of
reform on vromen's work and gender divisions of labour, r have
emphasised throughout that the changes that have occurred Ín
gender divisions of labour and in the socj_al implications of
those divisions cannot be understood simply as a

straightforward consequence of the imprementation of reform
pori-cies by the state. rt must be recognised, first of ar1,
that the changes in gender divÍsions of labour and in
conceptuar dichotomies that r have discussed in this thesis
have both fed into, and themselves been constructed,
maintained and regitimated through other aspects of gender
relations. For examplê, the continuation of the patrirocal_
marrÍage system, in which most women ]eave their natar famiry
and village to join their husbandrs family upon marriage,
reads to the perception of women as onry temporary members of
their natal famiry. As a consequence, girls are often given
ress education than boys, a problem that has become more

serious in recent years as a resurt of rising education fees.
In addition, upon marriage women are regarded as strangers to
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their new family and vilrage, and to the kin and friendship
networks that are so important in rural china for undertaking
business and wierding por^rer, ôs well as for providing
emotional and material support. Both their lower educational
attainments and their marginarisation in rocal networks Ín
turn disadvantage women in the 'outside' spheres of
industrial- employment, entrepreneurship and formar politics.

Gender segregation in education and the particular activities
undertaken by the smatr numbers of women in positions of
por^rer, in particurar the members of the l,rlomenrs Federation,
arso shape, and are shaped by, percepti-ons of work and gender
identity, and gender divisions of labour. Thus, a

concentration of women in 'J-ight' work, such as textires and
handicraft production, and in work associated with the
'inside' sptrere, including domestic work and the courtyard
economy, leads to an emphasÍs on training in these areas in
vocatj-onar education for girls, and in the campaigns run by
the latromen's Federation on beharf of rurar r^romen. This in
turn reinforces the view that r^romen are most suited to
'light' and 'inside' work, whirst 'heavy' and routside' work
is most appropriate for men.

Gendered dichotomies between heavy/right and outsider/inside
work have been further bolstered over the past fifteen years
by state-sponsored shifts in sociar and politicaL varues.
These shifts, transmitted through officiar pronouncements,
through media articres, and through education, have incruded
a reaction against vromen who are successfur in the routside'
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sphere of poritics and areas of 'mal-e' work, such as heavy
industry, ôs the epi-tome of cul-tural Revolution-sty1e
radicalism and anarchy. The rejection of the Maoist slogan
'what men can do, vromen can do too', and the emphasis on
physiorogical and psychorogicar differences between the
sexes, apparent in a vast array of media articles as welr as
in education, is arso rel-ated to the current readership's
view that divisions of labour in general contribute to
economic development and modernisation. Finarry, a strong
emphasis on the rol-e of woman as mother and nurturer has been
a central erement in the post-Mao state's attempts to curb
sociar disorder and to promote 'spiritual civilisation'.

Aside from examining the links betwee,n gender divisj.ons of
labour and other aspects of gender reLations, we must arso
take account of the fact that changes in gender rerations,
along with other social, economic and politicar change, have
been the outcome of a comprex set of interactions between
state and society, rather than the result merely of a top-
down state imposition of policies on the people. Thus, for
example, the shifts in social- and poriticar varue,s discussed
above, wourd probabry not have taken p]-ace were it not for
the fact that the new value,s have received strong support
from a wide section of the population, incruding women. To

refer back to another example, the emergence of domestic
sidelines and the 'courtyard economy' as one of the most
important areas of emproyment for rurar women cannot be

understood solery in terms of a state manipulation of women

as a cheap and fl-exibre rabour force, nor soleJ_y as a resuLt
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of unequal- por^Jer rerations bet$¡een r^romen and men, although
these factors are of great importance. rt must al-so be

recognised that r^romen the,mserve,s ctroose to work in this
sector because of certain advantages that it offers in
comparison withr other types of employment.

rn this thesis r have developed an approach to the study of
gender relations which integrates an examination of the
materiar causes and conse,quences of gender divisions of
labour with a study of the curtural- val-ues attached to those
divisions, and which takes account of the complex
interrelations between gender divisions of labour and other
aspects of gender reratÍons. r have used this approach to
analyse the key dimensions of change in gender divisions of
rabour in rurar chína in a period in which major sociar,
porÍtical and economic reforms have, taken prace. My study
suggests that in rurar china, divisions of rabour and the
meanings assocj_ated with those divisions are strongly
infruenced by the fact that a curturar dichotomy between

'menf and 'uromenr is rinked with other dÍchotomíes, by the
particurar forms those dichotomies take, and how they change.
This is somethÍng that must be taken into account if the
impact of reform on gender rerations is to be understood, and

if attempts to overcome women's subordination in rural China
are to succeed.

rt is to be hoped that in the future, more detail_ed micro-
studies wilr be undertaken in which regional differences in
gender divisions of rabour in rurar china and the meanings
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attached to them are explored, and in which divisions within
particular areas of work, for example in indíviduat
industríes, are examined in more detair than was possibre in
this study. r would anticipate that such studies wourd bear
out the importance of the conceptual dichotomÍes discussed in
thís thesis, and may re,veal that other dichotomies, for
exampre between fdangerous' and 'safe' industriar work also
shape gender relations in rural China.

rn the course of this thesis r have made comparisons between
aspects of gender rerations in rural chj-na and in other
deveropj-ng societies. Furttrering these comparisons may

provide additional insights into the rel-ationship between
economic and social development and change in gender
relations. I would argue, in additíon, that while the
particurar conceptual dichotomies discussed in this thesis
may not operate in societies other than rural China, the
theoreticar framework that r have developed may prove useful
for the examination of thre mechanics of change in gender
relatÍons in other societies.



ÀPPENDIX 1: St MMÀRY OF INFORMÀTION ON SÀIIPIJE FÀ}ÍIIJIES IN RURÀL BEf.]ING, SITAI¡DONG Àl{D SICHUA}I

Division of Labour in
Domestic Work

Daughter-in-law makes
breakfast. lnterviewee does
rest of the cooking, cleaning,
makes clothes and looks
after qrandchild.

lnterviewee does all domestic
work.

Mother-in-law does most of
the domestic work. She raises
1 3 chicken. lnterviewee
spends 3hrs/day on domes-
tic work - mainly cooking.
She also does the shopoino.

lnterviewee does all domestic
work.

lnterviewee generally cooks ,

though husband sometimes
helps. lnterviewee does the
washing and shopping
Whoever is around cleans.

Division of Labour in
Other Remunerated Work

Husband is retired worker
Son does occasional tra-
ding. Daughter-in-law
works in factory.

Husband works in army
factory in another town-
ship and comes home
once a month.

lnterviewee runs a
private enterprise making
quilt covers, and hires
workers.
Husband works in
grocery shop.

Husband is a carpenter

Division of Labour
in Aoriculture*

Son and daughter-in-law do
field work. lnterviewee runs
specialised household rea-
ring pigs. She hires 30 per-
son-days per year to help.
lnterviewee runs a specia-
lised household rearing pigs.
Her daughters and male rela-
tive help. The four of them do
field work.
Father- and mother-in-law do
most field work.

lnterviewee runs grain specia-
lised household and works 7
hrs/day in fields. Husband
runs a specialised household
rearing pigs - 2 hrs/day, and
helps wife in fields 4-5hrs/day.
During busy season, the chil-
dren and relatives help. Who-
ever has time tends the ziliudi.
I nterviewee ru ns specialised
household growing fungi for
Chinese medicine.

Amount of Cultivated
Land and Crops Grown

3 mu - corn and wheat

3 mu - corn and wheat

4 mu - vegetables

58 mu - grain specia-
lised household
2 mu - grain
3.2 fen - vegetables

3 mu - grain
4 mu - vegetables

Family
Membership

lnterviewee (54)
husband, son
daughter-in-law
granddaughter
lore-school)
lnterviewee (46)
husband
2 daughters
young male
relative
lnterviewee (37),
husband, 2 sons
(at school)
father-& mother-
in-law

lnterviewee (36)
husband
son & daughter
(both at school)

lnterviewee (44)
Husband, son &
daughter (both at
school)

Location &
Family No.

Huairou
County,
Beíjing

1

2

3

4

5

È
N
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Division of Labour in
Domestic Work

lnterviewee does all domestic
work.

lnterviewee raises 2 pigs and
several chickens. Mother-in-
law does the rest of the do-

mestic work.

lnterviewee does all domestic
work.

lnterviewee raises 4 pigs and
she and daughter do the
shopping. Daughter does the
rest.

Mother-in-law does some
washing. Otherwise inter-
viewee does all domestic
work.

Division of Labour in
Other Remunerated Work

lnterviewee and husband
run specialised house-
hold processing sesame
seed paste. She does
6 hrs/day.

They run a private hotel

Husband is electrician

Division of Labour
in Aoriculture*

lnterviewee does field work.
She and husband run specia-
lised household rearing cows.
Each work 4 hrs/day. He
does the heavier work.

lnterviewee, husband and
daughter grow grain and cot-
ton. Husband tends vegeta-
bles. lnterviewee, husband
and daughter all involved in
raising bees.
raisinq bees.
lnterviewee does field work -
6 hrs/day. (She does not grow
grain because it is too much
work for one woman and they
do not need it for livestock
feed).

Amount of Cultivated
Land and Crops Grown

a few fen :vegetables
and corn

3 mu - sesame and
grain

All land (1 mu 2 fen)
given to nephew

3 mu plus 2 mu wild
land that interviewee
developed herself;
grain for own con-
sumption;cotton and
vegetables to sell.

5 mu - cotton
T len - vegetables for
own consumption

Family
Membership

lnterviewee (27)
husband
son (at school)

lnterviewee (37)
husband
son & daughter
(both at school)
father- & mother-
in-law
lnterviewee (48)
husband
3 children (at
school & universitv)
lnterviewee (43)
husband
daughter
son (at school)

lnterviewee (39)
husband
4 daughters (at
school)
father- & mother-
in-law

Location &
Family No.

6

Ling
County,

Shandong
7

8

I

1 0
È
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Division of Labour in
Domestic Work

lnterviewee does all domestic
work.

lnterviewee does all domestic
work. She raises a few ducks

lnterviewee does the shop-
ping and shares other
domestic work with husband

lnterviewee does all domestic
work. She raises a few ducks

lnterviewee does all domestic
work. She raises 20 chickens
and 3 pigs.

Husband sometimes helps
raise the 2 pigs and 10 chic-
kens, and 2 daughters do
their own washing. Otherwise,
lnterviewee does all.

Division of Labour in
Other Remunerated Work

Husband works at cotton
collectionstationT-8
months/ year.

Son and daughter are
workers in township-run
enterprises.

lnterviewee runs a private
enterprise sewing, and
takes in students. Hus-
band runs a private enter-
prise reoairino bicvcles.
lnterviewee and husband
sellgroceries. Oldest
daughter works in county
medicine factory.

Husband works 6 hrs/day
as cook in a bank.

Division of Labour
in Aoriculture*

lnterviewee does most of the
fieldwork-5hrs/day.
Husband shares work tending
vegetables.

I nterviewee plants vegeta-
bles. Son plants cotton and
grain.

lnterviewee's uncle grows
grain for them.

lnterviewee and husband
each spend about 6 hrs/day
in fields. Husband tends
vegetables.

lnterviewee does the field
work - 6 hrs/day and raises
10 chickens and 2 pigs - t hrl
day.

Amount of Cultivated
Land and Crops Grown

4 mu -cotton
5 fen - vegetables

3 mu 5 fen - cotton and
grain
3 fen - vegetables for
own consumption
2 mu - grain for own
consumption

no land

2 mu - cotton
2.5 mu - corn and
wheat alternating
4 fen - vegetables for
own consumption

2,7 mu - wheat and
corn alternatives
0.5 mu - vegetables &
cotton alternating.

Family
Membershio

lnterviewee (37)
husband
son and daughter
(both at school)
mother-in-law
lnterviewee (60)
husband
son
dauqhter
lnterviewee (28)
husband
son (at school)

lnterviewee (40)
husband
daughter
4 other children at
school
lnterviewee (33)
husband
2 daughters (at
school)

lnterviewee (51)
husband
2 children ( at
school)

Location &
Familv No.

11

12

13

14

1 5

1 6

ÈN
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Division of Labour in
Domestic Work

Husband helps riase 2 pigs &
3 sheep. Otherwise, inter-
viewee does all domestic
work.
Whoever is free tends the 2
pigs and 4 - 5 chickens, and
does the cooking. Her
mother does the cleaning.
lnterviewee and her mother
wash large items such as
qu ilts, otherwise everyone
does their own washing. lnter-
viewee washes her child's
clothes. She and her father
do the shoppinq.
lnterviewee does most of the
cooking, though husband
also does some. She and
husband go shopping toge-
ther and both do washing.
lnterviewee, husband and
child all do the cleanino.

lnterviewee does all, inclu-
ding looking after her grand-
children. She raises 6 pigs
and 10 chickens.

Division of Labour in
Other Remunerated Work

Husband drives tractor
part-time.

lnterviewee is village
government secretary.
Mother, father and brother
work in localtownship
enterprises. Mother also
sews flour bags at home
as outwork for county
government. lnterviewee
pays husband's sister to
look after child. Husband
works awav in armv.

lnterviewee is village
accountant. Husband is
carpenter.

Husband is deputy head
of village. All children and
their spouses work in
localglass factory.

Division of Labour
in Aqriculture*

lnterviewee and husband
work in fields. She does 6 hrs/
day.

Father does field work - t hr/
day. During busy season
they all help.

Allthree do field work - 112 hr
per day.

Husband & children's spou-
ses do fieldwork, before and
after work in factory each day,
and on Sunday. lnterviewee
raises 6 pigs and 10
chickens.

Amount of Cultivated
Land and Crops Grown
5 mu - grain, cotton
vegetables

1 mu 5 fen - rice, wheat
rape
4len - vegetables

2 mu 7 fen - rice, wheat
rape
3 fen 2li - vegetables
for own consumption

4 mu - rice, wheat,
rape and vegetables
4len - vegetables

Family
Membership

lnterviewee (31)
husband
2 sons (at school)

lnterviewee (23)
mother
father
brother
child (pre-school)
husband's sister

lnterviewee (35)
husband
child (at school)

lnterviewee (47)
husband,
children & spouses
2 grandchildren
(pre-school)
Total: 11 oeoole

Location &
Familv No.

17

Xindu
County,
Sichuan

18

19

20

È
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Division of Labour in
Domestic Work

lnterviewee does all domestic
work. She also takes her
granddaughter to and from
kindergarten.

Husband helps with cleaning,
the house and the 5 pigs and
100 chickens. Her son does
the shopping on his way
home from work. lnterviewee
does the rest.
lnterviewee does all domestic
work. She raises 6 pigs, 10
chickens, 4 - 5 ducks and 1

goose.

lnterviewee does the shop-
ping and most of the washing
and cleaning. They do not
cook at home.

Division of Labour in
Other Remunerated Work

Son and daugther-in-law
run specialised house-
hold making sofas.

Husband is party secreta-
ry in localglass factory.
Son and daughter-in-law
also work in glass factory.

Husband is deputy head
of village government
agricultural company.
Oldest son is in army.
Middle son works in a
factory.
Husband runs a restaurant
and also works as a doc-
tor. lnterviewee runs a
weighing station and
helps in restaurant.
Daughter works in a fac-
tory.

Division of Labour
in Aoriculture*

lnterviewee does field work
and 2 married-out daughters
help.

Son does most field work - 2
hrs/day. On Sunday inter-
viewee, husband and daugh-
ter-in-law also help.

Youngest son (17) does field
work - 7 hrs/day.

I nterviewee's younger brother
tends vegetables. The others
do the rest of the field work.

Amount of Cultivated
Land and Crops Grown

1.3 mu - vegetables,
rice, wheat , rape.

2.7 mu - rice, wheat,
rape
3 fen - pig feed and
vegetables

3.25 mu - rice, wheat,
vegetables
3 fen - pig feed and
vegetables.

3 mu - rice, wheat,
rape.
3 fen - vegetables

Family
Membership

lnterviewee (60)
son
daughter-in-law
(urban household
registration)
husband dead
lnterviewee (54)
husband
son
daughter-in-law
grandson

lnterviewée (50)
husband
3 sons

lnterviewee (41)
husband
daughter
2 sons (at school)

Location &
Family No.

21

22

23

24

ÈN
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Division of Labour in
Domestic Work

lnterviewee and husband do
shopping for home and hotel.
Cooking done by cooks hired
for hotel. lnterviewee does the
rest.
lnterviewee raises 5 chickens.
and does the shopping.
She cooks breakfast and
lunch. Child cooks evening
meal. The whole family is
involved in domestic work.

lnterviewee does all domestic
work. She raises 22 chickens.

lnterviewee does the cooking
Husband sometimes helps.
lnterviewee does the wash-
ing. The whole family does
the cleaning. lnterviewee and
husband do the shoopinq.

Division of Labour in
Other Remunerated Work

lnterviewee and husband
run a hotel. One son is an
electrician, one works for
the railways.

lnterviewee wo¡ks in small
collective construction
materials factory.
Husband works in state
factory.

lnteryiewee and husband
work in a doufu factory
(lianheti).

Husband is village
government cadre

Division of Labour
in Aqriculture*

The land is given to neigh-
bours to cultivate. The neigh-
bours pay tax and fulfill go-
vernment quotas and keep
remainino orofit.
lnterviewee and husband
work in the fields - 2 hrs at
noon, after work until dark and
all day Sunday. She is stron-
ger and does most of the
heavy work (he was a student
for a long time). She carries
water and fertiliser and
spreads it. He digs, plants
and pulls out weeds.

lnterviewee does most field
work - 20 hrs/week, before
and after work in the factory.
They also hire 5 person days
per year to help with field
work.

lnterviewee and husband do
field work. She does the day-
to-day work. They hire a
young man to tend the mush-
rooms.

Amount of Cultivated
Land and Crops Grown
1mu

4 fen - grain for own
consumption,
3.2fen - vegetables
for own consumption
1 mu 5 fen - vegeta-
bles sold to the state.

2 mu 7 fen - rice and
wheat for own con-
sumption.
3 fen - vegetables for
own consumption.

1 mu - grapes for mar-
ket.
3.5 fen - mushrooms
for market
6 fen - grain for own
consumption.

Family
Membership

lnterviewee (45)
husband
2 sons

lnterviewee (36)
husband
daughter (at
school)

lnterviewee (39)
husband
son (at school)

lnterviewee (37)
husband
daughter (at
school)

Location &
Family No.

Jinnui
County,
Sichuan

25

26

27

28

ÈN
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Division of Labour in
Domestic Work

lnterviewee does all domestic
work. She washes workers'
clothes as wellas her
family's.

lnterviewee does the wash-
ing, cleaning and shopping.
Mother-in-law does the
cooking.

lnterviewee and husband
both do domestic work.

lnterviewee's 70 year old mo-
ther raises a few chickens. 2
pigs tended by whoever has
time. Most of the rest of the
domestic work is done by the
interviewee's two dauohters.
lnterviewee does all domestic
work. She raises 12 chickens
and 3 pigs.

Division of Labour in
Other Remunerated Work

Husband works in chemi-
calfactory in Chengdu.

Husband works in town-
ship-run construction com-
pany. lnterviewee runs a
private sewing enterprise
and gives outwork to 15
women.

Husband works in factory

lnterviewee runs a private
enterprise machine-knitting
jumpers. She hires 10
women. Husband works
in state-run factory in
Chenqdu.
Husband is accountant
in village factory.

Division of Labour
in Aoriculture*

lnterviewee ru ns specialised
household raising chickens.
She and 2 hired workers do
most of the work. 1 son helps.

lnterviewee does the field
work in the afternoons.

I nterviewee grows mush-
rooms and raises 10 chickens
for own consumption. 4 - 5
person days/month hired.
Husband helps with mush-
rooms when he comes home
for lunch each dav.
lnterviewee does most field
work.

During busy season husband
is most important worker in
fields, but otherwise she does
allthe work. - about 1 dayl
week.

Amount of Cultivated
Land and Crops Grown
3 fen - vegetables.
Chicken farm built on
remainingland-1mu
2fen.

2mu 2 fen - rice, wheat
rape for own consump-
tion.4fen-vegetables
for own consumption.

2 mu 5 fen - rice, wheat
and vegetables.
3 fen - vegetables

2 mu 5 fen - grain for
own consumption
5 fen - vegetables for
own consumption.

1.76 mu - wheat, rice,
rape for own con-

sumption.
2.5 fen - vegetables for
own consumption and
pio feed.

Family
Membership

lnterviewee (43)
husband (urban
household regis-
tration) 2 sons
(1 at school)
lnterviewee (37)
husband
daughter (at
school)

lnterviewee (35)
husband
son (at school)

lnterviewee
husband (urban
household regis-
tration) 2 daughters
1 son (handi-
capped or ill).
lnterviewee (38)
husband
son (at school)

Location &
Family No.

29

30

31

32

33

È
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Division of Labour in
Domestic Work

lnterviewee and husband
both do the shopping. lnter-
viewee does the rest. of the
domestic work. She raises 1

chicken and 4 pios.
lnterviewee does the shop-
ping. lnterviewee does the
cooking, cleaning and wash-
ing for herself, husband and
parents-in-law. Dau ghter
does the cooking, cleaning,
and washing for herself and
her brother. 4 pigs kept -
unclear who tends them.

Daughter-in-law does all
domestic work. She raises
5 pigs.

Division of Labour in
Other Remunerated Work

Husband does some
temporary work in local
factory during the agricul-
tural slack season.

Husband works in town-
ship hospital 4 hrs/day.

Division of Labour
in Aqriculture*

lnterviewee and husband
both work in fields every day.
There is no division of labour,
but he works t hr/day more.

lnterviewee does the day-to-
day field work, watering and
weeding t hr/day. During
busy season allwork more
than 10 hrlday in the fields.
Husband does the planting.
They ask others to help with
the harvesting. lnterviewee
runs specialised household
raising chickens. Husband
does the buying and selling
for this business. Daughter
also works in the specialised
household.

Daughter-in-law does the
field work.
They are all involved in run-
ning a specialised house-
hold raising chickens.

Amount of Cultivated
Land and Crops Grown
3 mu - rice, wheat, rape
for sale and for own
consumption.
4len - vegetables for
own consumption.
4 mu 5 fen - grain for
own consumption and
to meet state require-
ment
5 fen - pig feed

5 mu - rice, wheat,
rape.
5 fen - pig feed and
vegetables for own
consumption.

Family
Membership

lnterviewee (38)
husband
2 daughters
(at school)

lnterviewee (38)
husband
mother-and father-
in-law
daughter
son (at school)

lnterviewee (73)
son
daughter-in-law
granddaughter
grandson (at
school)
husband dead

Location &
Familv No.

34

Wenjiang
County,
Sichuan

35

36
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Division of Labour in
Domestic Work

lnterviewee does the shop-
ping. Daughter does the rest.
She raises 4 pigs and 5
chickens.

Allfamily members do
domestic work.

I nterviewee does all domestic
work. She raises 7 pigs and
12 chickens.

Mother-in-law does the
cooking sometimes. lnter-
viewee does the rest.

lnterviewee does the shop-
ping and helps with the
cooking. Daughter-in-law
does the rest.

Division of Labour in
Other Remunerated Work

Husband is retired tea-
cher with pension. They
run a tailoring school.
I nterviewee and daughter
teach and sew, husband
manages business deals
and advertisement.
Husband is retired
accountant.

Husband works away in
construction and only
returns once a year at
Spring Festival. Son and
one daughter make car
parts at home, for a town-
ship run factory.
Husband is village Party
Secretary.

Son works in county con-
struction team.

Division of Labour
in Aoriculture*

They alldo field work on Sun-
day.

lnterviewee runs a specia-
lised household growing
flowers and bonsais. Hus-
band, son and daughter help.

During the slack season inter-
viewee does the fieldwork - 2
hrdday, hoeing, watering,
putting on fertiliser. During
busy season she is helped
by her children.

I nterviewee manages field
work during slack season and
allare involved during busy
season. lnterviewee and
mother-in-law raise 30 pigs
and 10 - 20 chickens.
Daughter-in-law does field
work and raises 18 pigs, 13
chickens.

Amount of Cultivated
Land and Crops Grown
3 mu 5 fen - rice, wheat
rape
3 fen - vegetables for
own consumption

3 mu 5 fen - all used
for flowers and bonsai,
except a few fen for
vegetables for own
consumption.
7 mu - wheat, pig feed,
flce.
2len - vegetables for
pig feed and own con-
sumption

2mu - wheat
1 mu rice and wheat
alternating.
2fen - pig feed.

8 fen - rice, wheat,
rape.
1 fen - vegetables

Family
Membership

lnterviewee (55)
husband
daughter
son (at school)

lnterviewee (50)
husband
daughter
son (at school)

lnterviewee (38)
husband
2 daughters (1 at
school)
son

lnterviewee (35)
husband
mother-in-law
son (at school)

lnterviewee (60)
son & wife (urban
household registr.)
grandson
husband dead

Location &
Family No.

37

38

39

40

41
È
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Division of Labour in
Domestic Work

Either the interviewee or her
husband do the shopping.
She does the rest. She raises
a few chickens and 2 ducks.
The interviewee's father does
the shopping for the two fami-
lies. She and her daughter do
the rest. Daughter raises pigs
t hrlday.

lnterviewee looks after her
grandchildren. Daughter-in-
law does allthe domestic
work. She raises 10 chickens
and a few pigs.

Whoever has time does the
shopping. lnterviewee does
the rest. She raises 6
chickens, 2 ducks, and 2 pigs.

Division of Labour in
Other Remunerated Work

Husband is a contract
truck driver.

Division of Labour
in Aoriculture*

Husband does fieldwork
(interviewee is crippled).

During the busy season all do
field work. They run a specia-
lised household raising chic-
kens. No division of labour,
but she and daughter do lon-
gest hours.

Husband, son and daughter-
in-law work I hrs/day in fields.
lnterviewee works 2 hrs/day in
fields. They also raise gold-
fish and grow grapes.

lnterviewee works 5 hrs/day
in fields, husband works 6 hrs/
day in fields. He carries water
and fertiliser, she pours it onto
the fields.

Amount of Cultivated
Land and Crops Grown
a few fen - rice, wheat

3 mu - wheat, rice,
rape.
4 fen - pig and chicken
feed.

4 mu7 fen - rice and
vegetables

2 mu 1 fen - rice,
wheat, vegetables

Family
Membership

lnterviewee (33)
husband
son (at kindergar-
ten)
lnterviewee (40)
husband
daughter
son (at school)

lnterviewee (66)
husband
son
daughter-in-law
2 grandchildren
(at school)

lnterviewee (33)
husband
son (at school)

Location &
Familv No.

42

43

Guan
County,
Sichuan

44

45
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Division of Labour in
Domestic Work

lnterviewee tends the pigs,
does the washing and shop-
ping for herself and her hus-
band, and the cooking and
cleaning for the whole family
Her husband helps with the
cleaning.
lnterviewee does the swee-
ping. One daughter-in-law
does the cooking. Another
raises chickens. Allthe wo-
men in the family do the wash-
ing. lnterviewee does the
shopping.
Mother-in-law washes her own
and her husband's clothes
and helps tend the 3 ducks,
5 - 6chickens, 6 geese, and
7 pigs. lnterviewee does the
rest.
lnterviewee does the shop-
ping. She and daughter-in-law
share the rest. The two take it
in turns to look after inter-
viewee's grandchild. They
also hire a nanny for this.

Division of Labour in
Other Remunerated Work

Husband is a carpenter.
2 children work in factory

Two sons drive a tractor
for other people. Husband
runs a private enterprise.
crushing rocks.

Husband and sons are
contract loading workers.

lnterviewee is an accoun-
tant in a local enterprise 6
hrs/day. Husband, son
and daughter-in-law work
in a factory. Daughter-in-
law works 6 hrs/day (she
is nursing a baby). Hus-
band and son work 8 hrs/
day

Division of Labour
in Aoriculture*

lnterviewee works 6 hrs/day in
field. Husband works 8 hrs/
day in field. Women do wee-
ding and harvesting. Men do
ploughing using tractor. Men
apply water and fertiliser.

lnterviewee and daughters-in-
law do field work. Sons help a
bit during busy season. 2
daughters-in-law raise 1 70
pigs. One son and an elderly
hired worker grow bonsai
and flowers.
lnterviewee does the field
work - a few hrs each day

lnterviewee does field work
during slack season - t hr/
day. During busy season the
others help.

Amount of Cultivated
Land and Crops Grown
3mu5fen
2.8len - rice and
wheat

5 mu 9 fen - grain and
vegetables

3 mu - grain and
vegetables
3 fen

1 mu 2 fen - rice, wheat
rape

Family
Membership

lnterviewee (51)
husband
4 children
daughter-in-law
grandchild

lnterviewee (48)
husband
3 sons
3 daughters-in-law
2 grandchildren

lnterviewee (39)
husband
mother- & father-in-
law
3 sons

lnterviewee (48)
husband
son
daughter-in-law
baby-grandchild
nanny

Location &
Family No.

46

47

48

49
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Division of Labour in
Domestic Work

lnterviewee does all, except
that if it is raining and he can-
not go out, her husband helps
her. lnterviewee raises 2 pigs
and 8 chickens.

lnterviewee does the shop-
ping and washing and raises
2 pigs. Her husband helps
with other domestic work t hr/
day.

lnterviewee and husband do
the shopping. She does
some washing and sweeping
2 hired workers do the rest.

lnterviewee is helped by a
hired worker.

Division of Labour in
Other Remunerated Work

Husband drives a tractor
for an income.

lnterviewee works in facto-
ry 8 hrs/day and during
slack season makes
plastic grain bags at
home.
Husband works in town-
ship hospital I hrs/day.

lnterviewee runs a private
enterprise in food proces-
sing. She is helped by
one son and her husband
who is a retired worker.
They also hire 16 workers
for this business.
lnterviewee runs a private
enterprise making cakes,
and hires 12 workers. Hus-
band works in Public
Security Bureau.

Division of Labour
in Aqriculture*

lnterviewee does field work -
2-3 hrs/day.8 hrs in busy
season. Husband helps with
heavy work in busy season.

lnterviewee does the field
work. During slack season
this amounts to 1/2 hr/day for
vegetables, 1 month/year for
grain. During busy season
she works 10 hrs/day for 15
days and 3 hrs/day for 15
days. Husband helps during
busy season. Last year inter-
viewee grew sugar cane, but
it was too much trouble.

2 hired workers do the field
work and raise 37 pigs.

Workers hired for the cake
business help with field work
when the electricity stops.

Amount of Cultivated
Land and Croos Grown
2.65 mu - rice, wheat,
vegetables

1 mu 2 fen - rice, wheat
rape
1 fen - vegetables for
own consumption

3.88 mu - grain and
vegetables

3mu

Family
Membershio

lnterviewee (27)
husband
daughter
(at school)

lnterviewee (36)
husband (urban
household regis-
tration)
daughter (at
school)

lnterviewee (48)
husband
2 sons (1 at school)

lnterviewee (38)
husband (urban
household registr.)
2 children (at
school)

Location &
Familv No.

50

51

Mianyang
County,
Sichuan

52

53
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Division of Labour in
Domestic Work

lnterviewee does all domestic
work.

lnterviewee does most of the
domestic work. Daughter
and husband help.

lnterviewee and husband
share domestic work.

lnterviewee's mother does
the cooking and raises 2 pigs.
The rest of the family help with
domestic work.
lnterviewee does most of the
domestic work. She raises
2 pigs.

lnterviewee does all domestic
work. She used to raise pigs,
but stopped because she
does not have time.

Division of Labour in
Other Remunerated Work

Husband is a factory
worker.
lnterviewee dredges sand
from river.

Husband is a tax collector
He is retired on a pension,
but continues to do some
employment. Daughter
works in a factory. Son is
a temporary worker.
lnterviewee runs a grocery
shop and a recreation
room. Husband works in
a fertiliser shop.
lnterviewee and daughter
run a tailoring schoolwith
90 students. Husband
works in a state factory.
Mother- and father-in-law
are retired cadres on
pengons.

Husband works in a vil-
lage-run factory and lives
elsewhere.

Division of Labour
in Aoriculture*

lnterviewee does field work
2hrslday.

lnterviewee does most of the
fieldwork-2hrs/week.

lnterviewee does most of the
fieldwork - t hrlday. Husband
and daughter do l12hrlday
each.
lnterviewee does 6 - 7 hrs/day
field work, husband does t hr/
day.

lnterviewee does the field
work 8 hrs/day.

Amount of Cultivated
Land and Crops Grown
7.2 len - vegetables

'1 .17 mu - vegetables

5 len - vegetables

1 mu 4 fen - vegeta-
bles

2.12 mu - vegetables.

1 mu I fen - vegeta-
bles.

Family
Membership

lnterviewee (34)
husband (urban
household registr.)
daughter (at
school)
lnterviewee (52)
husband
daughter
son

lnterviewee (37)
husband (urban
household registr.)
2 children
lnterviewee (47)
husband
mother
daughter
lnterviewee (38)
husband, mother
mother-and father-
in-law
son (at school)
lnterviewee (26)
husband
son (at school)

Location &
Familv No.

54

55

56

57

58

59
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Division of Labour in
Domestic Work

All adult family members
involved in domestic work.

Parents-in-law raise 1 1

chickens. Husband does
2hrslday.

Division of Labour in
Other Remunerated Work

lnterviewee works in vil-
lage-run fur factory. Hus-
band is an accountant in
a township-ru n enterprise.

Division of Labour
in Aqriculture*

lnterviewee and husband do
l12hrlday field work each.

Amount of Cultivated
Land and Crops Grown
1 mu 5 fen - vegeta-
bles

Family
Membership

lnterviewee (28)
husband
mother- & father-
in-law
daughter (pre-
school)

Location &
Familv No.

60

" Times given refer to agricultural slack season, unless otherwise stated

Source: lnterviews with rural women, August - December 1989
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ÀPPENDIX 2: EMPIJOTAÍENT IN SÀ}ÍPIJE TOITINSHIP ENTERPRISES IN RURÀIJ BEI,JING, SHÀNDoNG .ê,I.ID SIcHuÀÀI

Average
Wage

fYuaniMonth)
150

(including
bonuses)

160
(including
bonuses)

138

100

120

100
(including
bonuses)

Workers'
Education

a.&b.0
c. 115
d. 9F 49M
e.1F6M
a.&b.0
c. 80%
d. 15%
e. 5/"

c. mrntmum
requirement

c. majority

Workers'
Age

Average: 30
Oldest: 52
Youngest:18

Average: 21
Oldest: 50
Youngest:18

in Factory
Youngest:
Oldest:

16
21

Average: 27
Oldest: 50
Younqest: 16
Oldest:
Youngest:

<20
15

"/" ol
Female
Workers

27.8

78.7

52

61.7

90

96-98

80

67.2

Number
of Workers

180

610

220

167

200

150 in Factory
350 at Home
or in Village
Workshops

420

125

Start of
Operation

1958

1 980

1 979

1982

1 981

Products

Agricultural
Machinery

Clothing

Cotton
Ginning

Cotton
Textiles

Cotton
Spinning

Carpets

Carpets

Cloth Shoes

Ownership

Township

Township

Village

Village

Village

Township
(Processes
for county
factory)

County

Township

Enterprise

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

Location

Huairou
County,
Beijing

Ling
County,

Shandong

È
(¡)
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Average
Wage

(Yuan/Month)

100

150

145
(including
bonuses)

150
(not including

bonuses)

123.33
(including
bonuses)

Workers'
Education

c. Average

c. mrnrmum
requirement

c. minimum
requirement
d. majority

a.& b.0
c. 37.5%
d. 60"/"
e. 2.5%
c. Average
d. Requirement
for workers
hired after 1988
a.&b.0
c. 146 (minimum
requirement)
d.30 F, 50 M

Workers'
Age

Average:
Youngest

20
16

Average: 25
Oldest: 40
Younqest:18
Average: 24
Oldest: 62
(2 skilled workers)
Unskilled:
Oldest: 36
Younoest: 1B
Average:
Oldest:
Youngest

30
56
18

Average:
Oldest:
Youngest:

30
46
18

Average (F): 22
Oldest (F): 34
Youngest (F): 17
Average (M): 25.5
Oldest (M): 52
Younoest (M): 18

T" ol
Female
Workers

73

90

25

33.9

70

46.9

Number
of Workers

82

340

120

316

90

226

Start of
Operation

1987

1 983

1984

1979

1978

1978

Products

ArtificialSilk

Clothing

Metal Door &
Window
Frames

Fibre Glass
Cooling Towers

Chemical
Products,

Electro-Plating

Car Parts

Ownership

Township
(Contract with

provincial
company)

Village

Township

Township

Village

Township

Enterprise

9

10

11

12

1 3

14

Location

Ling
County

Shandong
(contd.)

Xindu
County,
Sichuan

Jinniu
District,
Sichuan

Wenjiang
County,
Sichuan

È
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Average
Wage

(Yuan/Month)

160
(including
bonuses)

116.66

156.7
(including
bonuses)

Workers'
Education

c. Average

a.0
b. 101
c. &d. 26
d. sF
a.&b.0
c. minimum
requirement
e.2

Workers'
Age

Average: 21
Youngest: 17
Oldest (F): 36
(Head)
Oldest (M): a2
(ln Management)
Average:
Youngest:

38
17

Average: 25
Oldest: 45
(Skilled Worker)
Youngest: 17
(Apprentice)

"/. ol
Female
Workers

80

26

97.6

Number
of Workers

BO

127

126

Start of
Operation

1987

1979

1987

Products

Nylon Thread

Chemicals

Children's
Clothing

Ownership

Township
(Subsidiary
of state-run
factory in
Chengdu)

Township

Cooperative
(Sub-
Production
Team Unit)

Enterprise

1 5

1 6

17

Location

Wenjiang
County,
Sichuan
(contd.)

Guan
County,
Sichuan

a. illiterate
b. primary school graduate
c. junior secondary schoolgraduate
d. senior secondary school graduate
e. secondary or tertiary vocational school graduate

Source: lnterviews with managers of township enterprises, September - December 19g9
È
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